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As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain;    
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Introduction 
 
In Vacariu (2012), I showed that there are certain serious issues with 
cognitive neuroscience that cannot be solved and therefore cognitive 
neuroscience may be considered a pseudoscience. From the perspective 
of the epistemologically different worlds, many problems (localization, 
the binding problem, fMRI, optimism (Bechtel) vs. skepticism (Uttal), 
cross-modal interactions, space and the mind, holism etc.) are in fact 
pseudo-problems created by scientists who have worked in the wrong 
framework, the unicorn world (the world, the universe).1 In this book, I 
continue to show, from my perspective, that there are other issues with 
cognitive neuroscience, i.e., other pseudo-problems. I scrutinize in detail 
papers on various topics published in the last 3-4 years to illustrate that 
it is impossible for scientists to solve these problems because they work 
in the wrong framework, the unicorn world (the world, the universe). 
The message of these two books is the following: “The people working 
in cognitive neuroscience need to change their framework of thinking!” 
Otherwise, they waste their time (careers) and the financial funds 
provided by government, universities or foundations. 

In Part I, Chapter 1, I introduce the EDWs perspective (from 
my book published in 2012)2. In Part II, I investigate more troubles with 
cognitive neuroscience. (For other troubles of this “science”, see Vacariu 
2012, Vacariu and Vacariu 2013) In Chapter 2, I analyze in detail a 
particular aspect of human visual perception: spatial cognition. In order 
to be able to offer more arguments on the idea that cognitive 
neuroscience is a pseudoscience, I need to investigate spatial cognition, 
an essential feature of visual perception and one of the most important 
topics of cognitive neuroscience. Space is involved in almost any 

                                                            
1 About the unicorn world, see Vacariu (2008, 2010, 2011, 2012) 
2 However, there are some modifications, the most important referring to Principle 5. 
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problem of cognitive neuroscience. Space is the physical framework, in 
which all entities/objects (such as, in particular color, size etc.) are 
situated. Moreover, many people working in cognitive neuroscience 
believe that space is a property of the mind. The verdict is the following: 
if we do not have an answer to spatial cognition, we cannot solve any 
other problem in cognitive neuroscience. Unfortunately, reading quite 
many very recent articles on spatial cognition, I discovered that even 
after so many decades of working on this topic, nobody has any idea 
which neuronal areas should be “correlated” with the spatial dimension, 
how some neurons constitute space in our mind, how “navigation” is 
represented in the brain and so on. In fact, there hasn’t been any real 
progress regarding spatial cognition in cognitive neuroscience in the last 
30 years! We can extend the problematic status of this notion, “space”, 
to all the other topics in cognitive neuroscience. 

In Chapter 3, I continue to investigate the most recent 
successful works in cognitive neuroscience: the Gallant’s laboratory 
work in relationship with “integration” and “distribution”. In Chapter 4, 
I analyze the multisensory integration (crossmodal interactions), a more 
general form of binding problem (a problem that I analyzed in Vacariu 
2012). This means that from a particular sensorial system (the classical 
binding problem), I moved to the multisensorial integration (crossmodal 
interactions): at least two sensorial mechanisms are involved in creating 
a perceptual representation. For instance, when I see a car move in front 
of me, two biological mechanisms, i.e. vision and hearing, are activated 
but we have only one mental representation of that car. Therefore, it has 
to be another mechanism that “integrates” the information provided by 
eyes and ears. In Chapter 5, I investigate Bechtel’s work on endogenous 
brain activity (I analyzed his work in my latest books) and, moreover, I 
update information regarding the default network and the mind-
wandering (see also Vacariu 2012). In Chapter 6, I question the 
relationship between the micro-neuronal level, the macro-neuronal level, 
oscillations and cognition. An important question needs an answer: 
“How can we better explain cognition: using knowledge from macro-
neuronal level (furnished by fMRI, EEG etc.) or micro-neuronal level or 
both?” Many people working in cognitive neuroscience appeal only to 
the macro-level in explaining cognition, only few of them (for instance, 
Bickle’s “molecular and cellular cognition” or Uttal) consider that the 
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information about the micro-level can explain cognition better. 
However, Bechtel believes that we need to use knowledge from both 
levels to explain cognition better. As shown in Chapter 6, Bickle avoids 
any ontological commitment regarding the mind-brain problem and 
accepts Carnap’s “linguistic frameworks”1, while Bechtel cannot 
surpass any ontological contradiction and accept, as Uttal (and the 
majority of cognitive neuroscientists) the identity theory (the mind is 
equal with the brain). I believe that a question/problem about an 
entity/object/”level” has a scientific answer only if that entity/object 
level really exists, i.e., it has an ontological status. Under these 
circumstances, we pose a serious question: “What does actually exist: 
the objects/entities from the micro-level or from the macro-level?” From 
my EDWs perspective, all these problems are “philosophical” problems 
created within a wrong framework, the “unicorn world” (what we call 
“world” or “universe’); since all “levels” are placed within the same 
world, there is a serious ontological contradiction: everybody knows that 
two objects cannot be placed in the same space at the same time. So, two 
“levels” cannot actually exist in the same space at the same time. Then 
what does actually exist? The EDWs paradigm offers an answer to this 
eternal philosophical question. The unicorn world does not exist (it is a 
framework created in the human minds through the mixture of EDWs), 
such problems are pseudo-problems created by the human minds in 
philosophy and science along the centuries. Creating laborious empirical 
experiments (like in physics and cognitive neuroscience), great thinkers 
elaborated quite ingenious Ptolemaic epicycles trying to solve some 

                                                            
1 On 28th July 2013, there was a round-table on Internet with Adele Abrahamsen, 
William Bechtel (University of California, San Diego), John Bickle (Mississippi 
State University), William Uttal (Arizona State University) and Gabriel 
Vacariu (Bucharest University) on “Micro-neuronal level and/or macro-neuronal 
level in explaining cognition”. At the end of this discussion, I asked the participants 
on their positions regarding the mind-brain problem. Except for John Bickle, the 
others consider that the mind is identical with the brain, which is in other words the 
identity theory. Being one of the best philosophers working in philosophy of 
neuroscience (he graduated neuroscience and then philosophy), John Bickle replied 
to me that, regarding this question, he follows Carnap’s route (“linguistic 
frameworks)! (For seeing three parts of this conversation, check my YouTube clips: 
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_3I96MSwXpUjm2x) 

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_3I96MSwXpUjm2x
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pseudo-problems within a wrong framework of thinking, the unicorn 
world.  

In this book, I quoted quite a lot of paragraphs from different 
articles because of two reasons: I am not a native English speaker, so it 
would be difficult to “translate” so many paragraphs in my words and I 
did not have enough time to do this job. I emphasize that around 15% 
from this book appeared in my previous books. It was necessary for me 
to include again those parts in this book just because I updated and 
developed the information about those topics.  

In Part III, I show that the EDWs perspective furnishes the 
(hyper)ontological background of Einstein’s (special and general) theory 
of relativity. In the last years, I have worked only on topics belonging to 
cognitive neuroscience. Moreover, I have never applied my EDWs 
perspective to Einstein’s theory of relativity. It seems quite amazing that 
nobody discovered the existence (being) of EDWs after the appearance 
of theory of relativity until today! I mention that I discovered the being 
of EDWs working on the mind-brain problem (cognitive neuroscience) 
and later I applied this perspective to some academic areas (physics, 
biology, and cognitive science) with great problems. My last application 
of EDWs perspective is on Einstein’s theory of relativity (Part III of this 
book) just because this theory is true and it has no problems in 
explaining certain phenomena and it is completely recognized by 
specialists in physics. The mind-body problem is a very old problem and 
not solved yet. Quantum mechanics has also great problems since its 
appearance. On the contrary, theory of relativity has been completely 
recognized by physicists from 1919 until today. However, nobody has 
offered any ontological background of the special and the general theory 
of relativity since Einsten elaborated these theories. In Part III of this 
book, with the EDWs perspective, I furnish exactly this 
hyperontological background. 

In Appendix, “Did Markus Gabriel (Bonn University) plagiarize 
my ideas?”, I analyze the UNBELIEVABLE similarities between my 
ideas from my works (2005, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012) and Markus 
Gabriel’s ideas (Bonn University) from his book published in 2013 and 
his TED clip (also in 2013). 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part I 





 

Chapter 1 

 
 
 

 The unexpected:  

“Epistemologically Different Worlds”1 
 
1.1 Introduction 
In other works (2005, 2008, 2011, Vacariu and Vacariu 2010), I tried to 
illustrate that the greatest illusion of human knowledge surviving from 
the oldest times is the notion of „world”, of „uni-verse” or as I called it, 
the „unicorn world”. The unicorn world is the greatest illusion because 
human beings constructed their entire knowledge within this „house” 
and nobody inquired it. The main mistake that led to the creation of the 
unicorn world is that we, the human beings, believed (consciously or 
not) that we were the only observers of the “world”. As a result, Gods, 
all beings (humans with their minds, brains and bodies, as well as plants, 
cells, microbes, animals) and all objects (tables, stones and planets, 
electrons, waves and fields) have been placed within the same world, the 
unique world, the uni-verse. The world is made up of all the entities and 
their relationships inevitably placed within the same spatio-temporal 
framework. Everybody has thought that all living organisms 
observe/perceive, more or less, the same world. Nobody has ever 
wondered whether  a planet or an electron “observes” (as we will see, 
“observation” is equivalent to “interaction”, also see Vacariu 2005, 
2008, 2011; Vacariu and Vacariu 2010) the same unique world. If we 

                                                            
1 This entire chapter is Chapter 1 from Vacariu (2012) but one principle from this 
book is a little different and I added some comments on this change. I realized a 
short introduction of my EDWs perspective on YouTube, Part 1: 
http://youtu.be/QCTaq3LVxHo and Part 2: http://youtu.be/yeoCZ5Jnp3M  

http://youtu.be/QCTaq3LVxHo
http://youtu.be/yeoCZ5Jnp3M
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reject the hegemony of the human being that uses certain conditions of 
observation for observing that “unique world”, then we have to wonder 
on the conditions of “observation” available for the other entities. As we 
will see in detail, conditions of observation are equivalent to conditions 
of interaction. In this context, the question that arises is “Does each 
entity ‘observe’ the same world?” As we will see below, each class of 
entities represents an EW that is epistemologically different from other 
EWs. Thus, we have more “worlds”, but these worlds are neither 
ontological worlds or many-worlds or multiverse (not even possible 
worlds – a useless philosophical notion), nor the epistemological aspects 
of the same world, but there are epistemologically different worlds 
(EDWs) with epistemologically different entities and epistemologically 
different interactions. Each world consists of epistemologically different 
entities and their interactions. Since ancient times, we have been looking 
in the wrong place: the unicorn-world! Therefore, in the next sections, I 
will introduce the “unexpected” EDWs, since nobody thought about 
their existence. From my viewpoint, “to expect the unexpected” means 
to give up the oldest framework of thinking, the unicorn-world and to 
understand and concede the DWs perspective. Working within the 
unicorn-world, within the context created by so many unsolved 
problems, many researchers from cognitive (neuro)science desire a new 
framework of thinking in this domain.  

 
1.2 Definitions 
I would like to introduce the definitions of the main concepts that are 
necessary for building the EDWs framework. These definitions overstep 
certain pseudo-notions of the unicorn world and refer to entities (and 
their interactions) that represent the EDWs.1 
(a) “Non-living” entities that exist will be called its. (The singular is 

“it”.)2 

                                                            
1 If we think of EDWs simultaneously, we get the concept of the „hyperverse”. This word is 
an abstract notion, since it is necessarily a hyper-entity that is able to 
observe/interact with entities from all EDWs.  
2 „it” is a neutral pronoun for neutral entities. I need plural for “it” (it does not exist 
in English) that will be “its”. I mention that if there is an “it” at the beginning of a 
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(b)  “Living” entities that exist will be called Its. (Singular: “It”) 
(c)  The entity that corresponds to an It will be called “being”. The 

correct statement is “Being is.” The incorrect statement is “Being 
exists”. “Being” refers to all these notions like the mind, life, the 
subjectivity or the “I”, but is something beyond them. 

(d)  “Correspondence” refers to the conceptual (not real) relationships 
between entities that belong to the EDWs.  

(e)  “Interaction” (notion available for all entities) is equivalent to 
“observation/perception” (notion available for certain human 
actions). 

(f)  “Determinate” refers to certain determinations/ characteristics/ 
traits; “indeterminate” refers to an entity that has determinations 
in possible states; “non-determinate” refers to an entity that has 
no determinations, not even in possible states.  

(g)  “Human being” means the “I”, “human organism” means the 
intermingle between brain and body. 
 

I would like to emphasize the difference between those three types of 
entities: its and Its exist, while being is. Later, I will introduce 11 
propositions available for all types of entities that exist or that represent 
the axiomatic-hyperontological framework for known or unknown 
EDWs. The order of these propositions reflects the chronological 
appearance of all entities. I should remind you of the fact that when I 
use “ontology” (that is equivalent to epistemology), I refer to the entities 
belonging to one EW; when I use “hyperontology”, I refer to at least two 
EDWs.  

Essential is that the notion of “observation” is equivalent to that 
of “interaction”. Imagine that an individual is a microparticle (electron 
or photon) or macroparticle (table or planet; cell or multicellular 
organism). Obviously, an electron does not “observe”, but interacts with 
something. What is this something? An electron interacts with/observes 

                                                                                                                              
sentence, I will not use the capital letter. For “living” entities, I use “It” with capital 
letter in any place of a sentence. “Entity” is a general notion that includes it, It and 
the being (we will see later about the being). This is the reason I do not use “entity” 
for neutral. 
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other microparticles from the same EW. An electron does not interact 
with a planet!  

Many paradoxes, anomalies, and contradictions from science and 
philosophy appeared just because people had broken this rule. Usually, a 
notion that is successfully used in a theory that explains correctly certain 
phenomena belonging to a particular EW is incorporated in other 
theories with the hope of explaining phenomena belonging to other 
EDWs. Obviously, this dangerous action was possible because of the 
unicorn world framework. 
 

1.3 Propositions for its 

According to the actual physical theories that explain the unicorn world, 
after the Big Bang, there was the quantum plasma (quarks and gluons) 
with an extremely hot temperature. As the plasma became less and less 
hot, the first microparticles (photons) escaped from that plasma. Later, 
the planets appeared in the “Universe” and much later, life “emerged” 
on the surface of at least one planet, the Earth. Following this 
chronological order, I will introduce the first set of propositions for its 
and their interactions. 

 

(1) Epistemologically different interactions constitute 
epistemologically different its, and epistemologically different 
its determine epistemologically different interactions. 

(2) Any it exists only at "the surface" because of the interactions 
that constitute it.  

(3) Any it exists in a single EW and interacts only with the its from 
the same EW. 

(4) Any EW (a set of its – and eventually Its – and their 
interactions) appears from and disappears in the hypernothing.  

(5) Any EW is, therefore all EDWs have the same objective reality 
even if one EW is not for any other EDW. 

 
The notion of “exist” is used always for an entity that has certain 
determinations.The determinations of an entity require a (spatio-) 
temporal framework. Each set of its exists in one and only one EW. It 
means that each it interacts with the its from only one and the same EW. 
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These two notions, “existence” and “interaction”, are strongly 
interrelated. Proposition (1) can be rephrased in the following way:   
“To exist means to interact”. If an it is constituted by certain interactions 
with other its, what does “constitution” mean? Interactions constitute the 
“surface”  of an it. Through this process, an it accomplishes an 
ontological reality. An it exists only at the surface, notions like “internal 
existence”, “internal determinations”or “essence” are meaningless when 
characterizing an it. Constitution refers to the entire entity, so we have to 
exclude the idea that there are “parts” of an it. An it exists only as a 
whole, i.e.the surface has no parts. As we will see the relationship parts-
whole is just a conceptual notion created by the human mind that has 
nothing to do with the existence of an it. From an ontological viewpoint, 
the notion of “composition” for an it is meaningless. Constitution 
proceeds on determinations, determinations act on constitution, so there 
is a bidirectional relationship between “constitution” and “determination”. 
However,constitution and determination carry out on the “hyper-
nothing” (see below). If these functions performed on something else, 
we would have the constitution of a set of entities from another set of 
entities and we would have two cases: both sets of entities are from the 
same EW or from EDWs. In the first case, we have  “composition”, but 
not constitution; in the second case, we have a mixture of EDWs. 
Through constitution, an it acquires existence with certain 
determinations. These determinations determine the constitution of other 
its. We cannot talk of constitution without determination (vice-versa is 
not possible either), even if both functions refer to the same it. Because 
of the bidirectional relationship between these two functions, we can 
talk of the unity (in Kantian line) of an EW. Obviously,this unity regards 
the relationship between entities and their interactions, which 
presupposes a (spatio-) temporal framework. It is not the unity similar to 
individuality or identity of an entity. An entity from an EW “perceives” 
(i.e.interacts with) other entities that have certain determinations from 
the same EW,but this does not mean that a particular entity perceives all 
determinations of other entities. There are certain primary determinations 
for some its that belong to an EW, but there are also secondary 
determinations for other its that belong to the same EW. In this respect, it 
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is possible for a set of its to have several sub-sets of its. This means that 
an it and parts of an it or certain determinations of an it interact with 
epistemologically different entities that belong to EDWs. Nevertheless, 
for the human being, all the sub-sets belong to the same EW. 
 Again, I emphasize the fact that the identity of an it is neither 
given by its “essence” or “inner nature” (or other metaphysical empty 
notions), nor by the perceptual-constitutive mechanisms of human being 
(Kant and quantum mechanics). The conditions of possibility of the 
existence of an it are given by its interactions with other its within the 
same EW. An it is constituted at the surface by certain interactions, an it 
cannot interact with its belonging to the other EDWs. Finally, an it is not 
“composed” of other its. I have to mention the fact that the notion of 
“composition” refers to the natural entities, not the human artifacts, like 
a car. A car means not only its “surface”, but also its internal 
components. Nevertheless, the car, on the one hand, and its components, 
on the other hand, cannot exist in the same spatio-temporal framework 
at the same time. Otherwise, we get a hyperontological contradiction.  
 The first part of proposition (5) is “any EW is”. An EW does not 
exist (i.e. it does not exist in a spatio-temporal framework), but “is”. 
Only certain epistemologically different entities (and their interactions) 
exist within an epistemological spatio-temporal framework. 
Nevertheless, all the epistemologically different entities and their 
epistemologically different interactions have the same objective reality. 
Therefore, the EDWs have the same objective reality.  
 I strongly emphasize that one EW is not for any other EDW, that 
is, any entities (and their intereactions) that represent an EW do not exist 
for any other set of entities (and their interactions) that represent an 
EDW. More exactly, it is meaningless to consider any kind of 
relationship between the entities that belong to EDWs. Even if to 
consider that there are no relationships between entities that belong to 
EDWs is meaningless! If we accept one EW somehow exists (is) for 
another EW, then we reach some insurmontable (hyper)ontological 
contradictions: two entities cannot exist in the same place in the same 
time! For instance, the table and that set of microparticles cannot exist 
both in the same place at the same time. Otherwise, it would be a strong 
(hyper)ontological contradiction.  
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 Within a Newtonian absolute spatio-temporal frame, we believe 
that one entity that belongs to EW1 belongs to the same spatio-temporal 
framework as another entity that belongs to EW2. However, we believe 
this idea only because this Newtonian absolute spatio-temporal 
framework is constructed from our viewpoint! In reality, each EW has 
its own spatio-temporal (or only temporal or no spatial-temporal 
framework at all1) framework just because, in a Lebnizian style, the 
interactions of entities that belong to an EW construct the (spatio-) 
temporal framework of that EW. In this context, we can easier 
understand that the set of entities, their interactions and their (spatio-) 
temporal framework exist for themselves being meaningless to think 
about the relationships between these entities and entities that belong to 
any other EDW. It means that we can talk neither about ontological 
different entities, their interactions and (spatio-)temporal framework 
(there are no “different spatial scales” for EDWs), nor (in Bohr’s 
meaning) about their complementarity (i.e., one EW is not 
complementary with another EW), but only about the fact that it is 
meaningless to check for any kind of relationship between any two 
EDWs.  
 The human being is nothing more or less than an entity like all the 
other entities. Various instruments of observation (measurement) just 
allow the “I” to perceive the EDWs. The relationship between the brain 
(body) and the entities that belong to the macro-EW is bidirectional (the 
body “observes” the macro-entities, these entities “observe” the body). 
The relationships between the body and the micro-entities do not exist; 
any microparticle interacts with an amalgam of microparticles belonging 
to the micro-EW, not with a body that belongs to the macro-EW. Any 
EW appears “spontaneously”2 from hyper-nothing. Hyper-nothing is a 

                                                            
1 In this book, I will not try to offer an answer to the questions: “Do space and time 
exist?” and “What is the nature of space and time?”  
2 Kant wrote that our thoughts appeared “spontaneously” in our mind. (Critique of 
Pure Reason) In our days, Raichle hints at a special topic in neuroscience: the dark 
energy of the brain. The question is why does the brain need so much energy? “The 
brain apparently uses most of its energy for functions unaccounted for – dark energy, 
in astronomical terms.” (Raichle 2006, p. 1249) Raichle writes about the spontaneity 
of cognition and intrinsic functional activity of neurons, suggesting that further 
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hyper-ontological element that goes beyond any EW. It presupposes the 
absence of any spatio-temporal framework and of any entity or 
interaction. Hyper-nothing has no determination. If any EW is 
indeterminate, hyper-nothing is non-determinate, i.e. it has no 
determination (not even potential determination). Hyper-nothing has no 
dimensions like space and time. The difference between nothing and 
hypernothing is that nothing presupposes a spatio-temporal framework 
or an EW, while hypernothing rejects any spatio-temporal framework or 
any EW. An EW appears from hypernothing because it cannot appear 
from something that exists (or is). If an entity A appeared from an entity 
B (that exists), then inevitably the entity B would belong to the same 
EW, so it would not be about the appearance of a new EW, but only the 
appearance of new phenomena within the same EW. If an EW appeared 
from something else, then we would have the interaction of two EDWs, 
and this phenomenon is not possible.  

Hypernothing is a hyperontological notion, correspondence is an 
epistemological notion. As a hyperontological notion, hypernothing is 
hyperontologically placed between any two EDWs. We can say no more 
than “Between two EDWs there is hypernothing”. If we do not accept 
that hypernothing is hypernothing, then we cannot accept the being of 
EDWs. Again, we can say that there is a correspondence between two 
epistemologically different its belonging to EDWs. A new EW1 can 
appear from hyper-nothing and correspond to another EW2, but the 
EW1 does not appear from the EW2. Alternatively, an entity from the 
EW2 does not appear from its that belong to the EW1. Probably, there is 
a correspondence between the entity from the EW2 and an amalgam of 
its from the EW1. Correspondence is only the relationship between its 
which belongs to EDWs. I recall that the proposition (4) is “An EW 

                                                                                                                              
research needs to clarify the spontaneous activity of neurons. (p. 1250) As I showed 
in Vacariu (2008 and 2011), the spontaneous activity of neurons corresponds to the 
spontaneous cognition (that is the explicit knowledge). The spontaneous cognition is 
the product of the implicit knowledge. If we acknowledge that the brain belongs to 
the macro-EW and the mind is an EW (see below), we may understand why such 
questions in neuroscience have no answer. Such “dark energy of the brain” could not 
be explained using notions from neuroscience, but only by means of the 
correspondence with the implicit knowledge (that is the “I”). 
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appears from and disappears in hypernothing”. The most important 
reason why we can say “An EW is” is that an EW appears from 
hypernothing. In this case, “is” is a verb without any predicate just 
because the EW as a whole is indeterminate. Finally, we cannot even 
conceive an EW as a whole. Without interacting with other entities, an 
“EW is” but does not exist. On the contrary, any its or Its exists and has 
determinations given by the interactions with other its and/or Its. An EW 
appears from and disappears in hypernothing. In this way, hypernothing 
attains its hyperontological status.  

Within the context of the EDWs perspective, it is important to 
answer to this question: “What was before the Big Bang?” In general, 
almost any physicist would tell us that this question is meaningless just 
because they do not have any plausible (scientific) answer. From my 
viewpoint, this question has a plausible (philosophical) answer. There 
was an EDW (or maybe that EW still exists), let me call it the “pre-Big 
Bang EW”. (See also Vacariu 2012) However, the micro-EW (or the 
macro-EW) didn‘t “appear” from the “pre-Big Bang EW”. There are no 
causalities between any two EDWs. The idea of any kind of causality 
between ED entities that belong to EDWs is meaningless. Obviously, 
there are some correspondences but not causalities. Any EW appears 
from and disappears in the hypernothing. Then, what is the role of that 
“pre-Big Bang EW”? There are some correspondences between ED 
entities and processes that belong to the pre-Big Bang EW and the 
micro-EW (this is allegedly the EW that appears first after the Big 
Bang). Again, “what was before the pre-Big Bang EW?” Was there 
another EW? Then there could be an infinite “chain” of EDWs! How 
can we stop this infinite chain? Moreover, how could we avoid the 
theoretically “small” infinity and “big” infinity? For instance, we can 
divide a table in infinite parts or we can imagine traveling in infinite 
space and time.1 Within the unicorn world, nothing could stop us think 

                                                            
1 These infinities remind us of Kant‘s antinomies of space and time, atomism, 
causality (freedom). From my viewpoint, I think that I have to come with an 
alternative for all of Kant‘s antinomies (including the antinomy about God). With 
the EDWs, we avoid the notion of the “world” and therefore we rule out any kind of 
infinity (including the existence of God). (Using the EDWs perspective, I showed 
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of such infinities! Only using the EDWs, can we rule out all these 
infinities. Before the pre-Big Bang EW maybe there was (has been) 
another EW and before this EW there was another EW and so on, but 
we do not have an infinite chain of EDWs. We can stop this infinite 
chain of EDWs assuming that, in this chain of EDWs, there was (has 
been) an EW (let me call it the EW0) that had no spatio-temporal 
framework! This EW0 can exist because there is another EW without 
space (the mind-EW) and there are some entities without time (the 
photons) that belong to a particular EW (the micro-EW). So, having an 
EW without space and time, the question “What was before a particular 
EW?” is meaningless in that chain of EDWs since there is the EW0 that 
has no time and space. If we talk about the EW0, the questions referring 
to the spatio-temporal framework of the entities that belong to this EW 
are meaningless. Therefore, we cannot divide a table in infinite parts or 
we cannot theoretically travel in infinite space and time because at “one 
moment”1 we move in the EW0 that has no spatio-temporal framework. 
Important is that, within the EDWs perspective, we rule out any kind of 
infinity. The notions of “world”, “infinity”, God and many other notions 
have been created by the human mind within the unicorn world. It is 
time now to give up on such invented notions that have always created 
great problems for the human being. 

 
1.4 Propositions for Its and being  
In this part, I intend to introduce the proposition referring to Its and the 
corresponding being. An It is a cell or a “living” organism. Its refer to all 
living entities like cells and human organisms. As we saw in the 
previous parts, we have the hyper-framework in which the human entity 
is not the only observer. Each entity has its own viewpoint of/ 
interaction with other entities that belong to the same EW. Even in the 
unicorn world, it is more plausible to believe that certain animals have 

                                                                                                                              
that the notion of God – like that of “world” and “infinity” – is meaningless. On my 
webpage, see my presentation “God died long time ago. How can we rule out the 
infinite?” from the Symposium “Theism versus Atheism”, September 2012, 
Bucharest University) 
1 This notion is quite improper.   
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viewpoints more or less different from those of the human being. More 
exactly, many animals “perceive” their external world quite differently 
from the human organisms. From animals, we can move to less and less 
complex “living” beings like bacteria, multicellulars and unicellulars. 
Besides, if we accept the postulate that the smallest entity that “has” life 
(life “emerges” from) is the cell, we can wonder how a cell “perceives” 
its surrounding environment. Somebody may find this statement 
ridiculous, but we have to remember that within the EDWs even an 
electron or a planet “perceives” (i.e. interacts with) other entities from 
the same EW.  

Before introducing the proposition about being and Its, I should 
add something about the composition of an It, even if I intend to 
introduce more details later in in this section. An It, as a whole, has no 
parts – the whole and the parts cannot exist in the same place at the 
same time. From the viewpoint of the whole (an It), the parts do not 
exist. The whole is those parts. Any “part” of an It is just a mental 
construction (if the It is really decomposed, the It will not exist as a 
whole). Essentially, as we will see below, each It corresponds to an It or 
an amalgam of its. The propositions for being and Its are the following.  

 
(6)  Being corresponds to an It. 
(7)  Being is an EW. Therefore, being is. 
(8)  Having certain determinations, from our viewpoint an It is 

composed of an amalgam of Its/its and their relationships. 
(9)  Certain states and processes form knowledge that is being.  
(10)   As an entity, being has unity as indeterminate individuality. 

 

Being needs the existence of a corresponding It. Without this 
correspondence, being cannot be. Being is an entity and an EW at the 
same time. It is the only case when we can find this paradoxical 
situation: something is an entity and an EW at the same time. Obviously, 
as any EW, being appears from and disappears in hypernothing.  

Essential for the correspondence between being and an It is the 
fact that without this correspondence, the It would not be able to survive 
in its environment. We cannot stick to the opinion, as we have done so 
far, that the biological functions (that are the results of evolution) are 
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enough for an It to survive in its environment. Within the unicorn world, 
the coordination of all the biological functions of an It is thought to be 
the result of such an evolution. The evolution of an It is explained by 
such coordination. From the EDWs perspective, the coordination of all 
biological functions needs a unity impossible to use within the 
mechanisms of an It. Consequently, such a unity does not exist in an It. 
Even if there is a correspondence between this unity and the 
mechanisms/functions of an It, this unity is no more or less than being. 
This unity corresponds to the development of an It and the evolution of 
species. I consider that the scientists from cognitive neuroscience make 
a major mistake in avoiding taking into account the essential role of 
development and evolution when they analyze the relationship between 
mind and brain (especially using brain imaging with fMRI and PET).1 
In reality, using for instance, fMRI in imaging the brain, we could not 
grasp the consequences of development of an It and the evolution of 
species. Many mental and behavioral functions appear during the 
development of an It. After a period of training (of weeks, months or 
years), probably many neural areas reduce their activation for realizing 
such functions. In psychological terms, the explicit knowledge is 
transformed into the implicit knowledge so as to perform certain tasks. 
Therefore, when we scan the brain of an adult, we cannot grasp all these 
processes. Certain neural patterns (that at the beginning of that task were 
most activated) seem not to be activated or at least a lot less activated. 
Most probably because of their habitation, the neural patterns reduce 
their activation but not completely, since the task is still accomplished. 
The same processes are available during the evolution of species. 
Therefore, in order to achieve a task, there are many parts of the brain 
involved, but we are unable to observe all of them. However, the major 
mistake is that we “correlate” some mental functions only with certain 

                                                            
1 For instance, Singer introduces some arguments that suggest that some cognitive 
functions related to consciousness involve higher order cortical areas that appeared 
during the evolution. (Singer 2009, p. 44) More exactly, due to this evolution, the 
brain is able to produce meta-representations, the “basis of conscious experience”. 
(idem) We have here a clear mixture of notions that belong to EDWs. Moreover, 
“meta-representation” would need the homunculus! 
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neural functions that we observe using fMRI and PET. In reality, if we 
go back in time (the development of an It and the evolution of species), 
then we will notice that many other neural areas are involved in 
fulfilling a certain mental function, in fact the whole brain and body. For 
instance, if we could scan the brain of a child during the first months 
after its birth, we would probably observe the activation of numerous 
parts of the brain even for the basic movement of arms, legs, and even 
the eyes. After a period of training, many parts of the brain become less 
active for such actions. Nevertheless, the same tasks are still 
accomplished. Very possibly, such processes are available even for the 
“sensation” of the self. Consequently, using fMRI and PET, we can find 
only certain neural areas (maybe the most activated ones, but not all of 
them) that are activated in correlation with certain mental functions.  

Each mental function is the unity of being. This unity represents 
the indeterminate individuality of being, or better said, being is an 
indeterminate individuality. Using any condition of observation, we will 
not be able to identify the individuality of being. Therefore, this 
individuality is indeterminate (not non-determinate). Trying to reduce 
the indeterminate individuality to a complete determinate individuality 
means a mixture of EDWs. If we were able to perceive certain 
determinations (within a spatio-temporal framework), it would mean 
that we could determinate the individuality of being. As we will see 
below, it is impossible for us even to construct the instruments of 
observation/perception of being (or its unity) as a whole. Once more, 
within an It, we cannot find the corresponding unity of being, we cannot 
identify (even trying to find certain “correlations”), a notion from 
cognitive neuroscience that relates mental functions to neural entities. 
Within the brain, for instance, the indeterminate individuality is 
meaningless. Any It (or its parts) has certain determinations. Being is an 
indeterminate individuality but not hyper-nothing. In fact, being only 
appears from and disappears in hyper-nothing, but the indeterminate 
individuality is an entity with potential (implicit) determinations. (See 
below the relationship between the implicit-explicit knowledge.) 

From my viewpoint, an It is composed of other Its from the same 
EW (usually, the macro-EW) or of other its (from the same or other 
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EW). We identify an it through our sensorial mechanisms (and their 
extensions) within a spatio-temporal framework, so the It has certain 
determinations. Being cannot be identified through any kind of 
perception (or its extension) because human perceptions are being. If all 
entities (except for the being or any other EW as a whole) can be 
“perceived”, then we can imagine the 6th sense for perceiving the being. 
We can only hope that in the future humans will be able to create certain 
instruments to perceive the being. Under these circumstances, being 
would be an entity with certain determinations. Is this situation even 
theoretically possible? From the EDWs perspective, having the 6th sense 
for perceiving the being is a hyperontological contradiction. (See below) 
Therefore, the construction of such an instrument is quite impossible. I 
reiterate the idea that “being is” or “being is an indeterminate 
individuality”. 

I can make a parallel between two pairs of notions: being-an It 
and a table-the microparticles. From our viewpoint, many Its are 
composed of other Its (for instance, an organism is composed of many 
cells). We already know that each It corresponds to the being. Then, the 
question that arises refers to the nature of the relationship between being 
that corresponds to It as a whole and being that corresponds to each It as 
parts. In order to get an answer, we analyze the table-microparticles 
distinction. The extension of a table is not formed by the extension of its 
parts. Such decomposition is available only in our mind, but not in 
reality. The extension of parts does not exist in the same place and at the 
same time with the extension of table. Within a single EW, the parts-
whole relationship leads us to a hyperontological contradiction. Trying 
to find the relationship between the being (as a whole) and the “beings” 
(of the parts) is meaningless. Moreover, each It corresponds to an EW 
exactly as the whole It corresponds to an EW. The composition or the 
sum of “being” is useless since being is the indeterminate individuality. 
It would be very strange to use a statement like “Being is composed of 
many beings”. The notion of “being” has no plural. Being does not 
interact, so again it is meaningless to look for the relationship between 
the “beings” that correspond to many Its. Being simply corresponds to 
an It. If we stated “Being exists” (not as it is correct, “being is”), we 
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would look for such relationships. It is not about the limits of the human 
thinking (that includes perception), but about the status of the 
indeterminate individuality of being. In this context, the “composition” 
of being is a notion that has no meaning.  

Within the unicorn-world, we could say that a “biological 
organism” has certain knowledge. Within the EDWs perspective, we 
have the correspondence between any It (a human biological organism 
or cell) and being, but the “knowledge” has nothing to do with an It but 
(obviously) only with being. In this case, it is wrong to stick to the 
sentence “A being has knowledge” for at least two reasons. The first 
reason is that there is not “a being” but only being. The second reason is 
that we introduce a difference between being and “its” knowledge. This 
linguistic difference is very wrong, indeed. There is nothing inside or 
outside being. The correct sentence is “Knowledge is being”. As I said 
above, there are different types of knowledge (declarative and 
procedural, implicit and explicit, conscious and non-conscious – see 
Vacariu 2008), but these types of knowledge do not form being or are 
not parts of being. Knowledge is being. All knowledge of the human 
being is not “of” but “is” being. We have to remember the paradoxical 
status of being: an entity and an EW at the same time.  

The space of the macro-EW is always determined by its its. We do 
not have a representation of empty space, without any it. The 
localization of space in some neural areas of the brain is quite 
impossible. An it has an identity that unifies certain determinations, 
including, in general, the space. The unity of the “I” cannot be localized 
in the brain. There are representations of space (that are being) and the 
corresponding biological mechanism of an It that interacts with a 
specific external space. Even if the macro-EW has spatial dimension, the 
space has to be “suspended” (represented) in being. If the mind had a 
space, the mind would be decomposed. The decomposition of the “I” is 
not possible, so the mind has no space. 

This virtual space is necessary for the corresponding It to survive 
in its environment, but the “space” is not being, the representations of 
space are being. Amazingly, nobody claims that a color is in the brain 
because the brain has no color. We can make an analogy between space 
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and color. Nevertheless, many people argue that space exists in the mind 
because the brain (as we observe it) has a spatial extension! The “space” 
is only “represented” exactly as the color is represented in the mind. 
That is, the space and the color are no more or less than being. There is 
no direct relationship between the external space or color and the 
representations of space or color. The representation of space is 
something completely different from the real space or the spatial 
extension of a neural pattern of activation just because such 
representation is the being, and the brain belongs to the macro-EW, 
while the mind is an EDW. There is no localization of space in our 
brain!1 The researchers in cognitive neuroscience try to localize the 
mental representation of an object in the brain, but only the object is in a 
spatial (-temporal) framework. Even for the representation of an object, 
localization is not possible because that representation corresponds not 
only to the most activated neuronal patterns, but also to the rest of the 
brain and body. As an EW and an entity, being has no spatial dimension, 
so looking for the spatial dimension within our mind is meaningless!  
 
1.5 The hyperverse 
The hyperverse is the sum of all the EDWs, an abstract notion, from an 
ontological and epistemological point of view. Ontologically, since the 
entities from a particular EW do not interact with entities from another 
EW. Epistemologically, since the human being cannot observe (through 
correspondence) the entities that belong to two or more EDWs at the 
same time. In order for the hyperverse to have an ontological status, one 
needs an entity to interact with (observe) the entities from EDWs (at the 
same time). Such an entity has to be a hyperentity. Does the hyperentity 
exist? The human being is not a hyperentity: a human being cannot 
perceive two EDWs at the same time, because human attention 
(probably consciousness) is a serial process. If attention were a parallel 

                                                            
1 Hauskeller (2012) supports the same idea. Analyzing some philosophical concepts 
like graduality and identity of the mind (Kurzwiel’s “Jack”, Theseus’ ship, Sorites 
paradox, leap of sand, etc.), Hauskeller tries to argue that the self is inseparable from 
the body. Therefore, the philosophical notion “mind-uploading” (the copy of the 
mind or self) is not possible since the self is not information. (p. 199)  
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process, the human being would observe (through correspondence) at 
least two EDWs. The attention is a feature of the mind. Thus, a 
hyperentity needs two minds to observe two EDWs. Since the mind is 
being, a hyperentity would be two beings, clearly a hyperontological 
contradiction.  

In order to observe the entities from a particular EW, as observers, 
we have to use certain conditions of observation. The observation is a 
unidirectional process, since certain entities observed by us are not in 
the same EW with the brain and body (the macro-EW) that correspond 
to the “I”. For instance, when someone “observes” an electron of the 
micro-EW with the help of an electronic microscope, the electron does 
not observe either the brain-body or the mind of that researcher. An 
electron observes/interacts with some amalgams of microparticles that 
correspond to the microscope and the brain/body (that corresponds to 
the mind-EW or the “I”). Our processes of observing entities that belong 
to the EDWs are always unidirectional processes. The interaction/ 
observation between two entities that belong to the same EW is 
bidirectional, i.e. the entities “observe” each other. Except for the human 
organism, no other entities can change their conditions of interaction/ 
observation. For all these entities, the conditions of interaction impose 
their ontological/epistemological limits.  

We can change the conditions of observation (or their parameters) 
and we still observe the same EW. This movement passes an 
organizational threshold regarding the organization of what we observe 
using both kinds of conditions. We can “observe” parts of the whole, but 
both constituents (the whole and the parts) belong to the same EW (even 
if these classes of entities could not exist at the same time in the same 
EW). Nevertheless, a person cannot observe both constituents at the 
same time. If we change the conditions of observation and we pass an 
epistemological-ontological threshold, we observe entities that belong to 
EDWs. We have to be aware of the fact that in order to find a new EW, 
we have to construct conditions of observation that “interact” with the 
entities from that EW. In Kantian words, within the EDWs perspective 
(see Vacariu 2008) the conditions of the possibility of our tools of 
observation should reflect, at least partially (that is, to grasp certain 
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determinations, if not all) the conditions of the possibility to constitute 
interactions of a set of Its (and/or Its) that belong to an EW. We can 
realize there are EDWs only through the hyperontologization of 
epistemology. The ontologies of EDWs have become epistemologies 
and vice-versa. Nonetheless, these ontologies are not “different” 
ontologies, but epistemologically different ontologies that represent the 
hyperontology of the hyperverse.  

What does the expression “epistemologically different” actually 
mean? Obviously, this difference is not ontological. “Ontologically 
different” means ontologically different substances or kinds of matter. 
There is no ontological (in fact hyperontological) meaning for this 
expression. (For instance, for Descartes, mind and body are two 
different ontological substances.) The difference is neither linguistic, we 
cannot say “linguistically different entities”. The notion “epistemologically 
different” imposes certain hyperontological limits related to the limits of 
each entity from any EW. “To exist” or “to be” means to have certain 
limits. Such limits entail the determinations of the limits that exist. Even 
being as an indeterminate individuality has limits (it is not infinite, it 
does not matter what kind of infinity would be involved), more exactly, 
certain epistemological-ontological limits. The notion of 
“epistemologically different” assigns to each class of entities the same 
epistemological abilities as the man has (these are epistemological-
ontological abilities within the EDWs perspective), i.e. the 
“observation”/“interaction”. As we saw above, if I were a planet (an 
electron), I would interact with another macroparticle (microparticle). If 
I were a cell, I would interact with the surrounding environment specific 
to a cell. However, being that corresponds to a cell does not interact with 
something else, since it is an EW. The expression “epistemologically 
different” eliminates many speculations (the Ptolemaic epicycles) 
created by the human being. It eliminates ontological-epistemological 
contradictions typically available within the unicorn world. The human 
organism needs to change the conditions of observation, in order for the 
human being to “observe” certain epistemologically different entities. 
The status of this change requires an ontological-epistemological 
threshold – neither an ontological, nor an epistemological threshold.  
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We can clearly understand now the expression “epistemological-
ontological”. Changing certain conditions of observation (the difference 
between them being an epistemological-ontological threshold), we 
observe the EDWs. In other words, the threshold is an epistemological-
ontological one between entities that belong to the EDWs. We think that 
we possess certain knowledge about the “world”, but many parts of this 
knowledge have been counterfeits. The distortions have not been our 
knowledge about certain entities (that really exist or are), but the 
pseudo-relationships (causalities or not) between them. As the dictator-
observer, the human being imposed the domination of the unicorn 
world. From the viewpoint of the human being, it seems that all entities 
are within the same spatio-temporal framework. From the viewpoint of 
another entity, the it can “observe” only the entities that interact with it. 
The interactions between certain its take place in a spatio-temporal 
framework. The framework of an it (for instance, a microparticle) is not 
the same as the spatio-temporal framework of a biological human 
organism, since the microparticle does not observe the macroparticle. 
Therefore, the microparticles and the macroparticles are in 
epistemologically different spatio-temporal frameworks. This is the 
main reason why we have to reject the idea that all the entities are within 
the same spatio-temporal framework, i.e. the unicorn world. Obviously, 
assuming the same spatio-temporal framework can be helpful in our 
daily life. However, in science the fundamental problems require the 
EDWs paradigm.  

An entity needs to have a unity that represents its identity (even 
for the indeterminate individuality). In this context, I will introduce the 
next proposition, the principle of hyperontologization: 

 

(11)  Being is, therefore EDWs are.1 

                                                            
1 In “Being and the Hyperverse” (2011) there are 13 propositions. Number 13 is 
sacred for the Maya civilization. The Mayan calendar starts with the year 3114 B.C. 
and ends with the 13th baktun, around the date 21st December 2012. Aristotle 
considered 10 the perfect number, Kant believed in 12. I believe in nothing. “13” is 
not a “perfect”, “magic” or “unlucky” number. All numbers have nothing to do with 
“perfection”. Numbers, like “perfection”, are notions created by the human mind 
and nothing else. Our predictions of natural events require numbers, but all numbers 
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The notion of spontaneity (essential for Kant) creates the place for 
being and the representations (that are being). The spontaneity reflects 
the unity of representation and the unity of the “I”. The spontaneity 
corresponds to some neural activities that pass a certain threshold of 
activation. The unity is the Kantian synthesis necessary for thinking 
(that includes perception). If for Kant the synthesis is a transcendental 
process, for me it is the implicit knowledge, the conditions of possible 
explicit knowledge. If Kant writes “Even for space as an object, we need 
the unity of the combination of the manifold of a given intuition”, for 
me space (more exactly, the representation of space) is being. The color 
(the representation of color) has to be in the same situation. The 
spontaneity is the determination of being. As a whole, being is an 
indeterminate individuality, but the spontaneous appearance of an 
explicit/conscious representation determines the being to be in a certain 
state. Thus, we have to make another distinction for the “I”, the explicit 
and the implicit states. The spontaneity is indeed “a determination of my 
existence”, but this determination has to be explicit, since being is with 
or without determination. More exactly, these determinations are being. 
The spontaneity explains the explicit knowledge. The thoughts could not 
appear from hypernothing; they appear from being, they are being. Only 
being, as an EW and as an entity, appears from hypernothing. The 
thoughts appear spontaneously from the implicit knowledge. The 
indeterminate individuality (of being) would be the premises of the 
possibility of such spontaneity.  

Let me introduce a thought experiment: the subjectivity of a 
planet. Imagine you are a planet and you cannot observe yourself. 
Paradoxically, your perceptual capacities are able to perceive only the 
microparticles. Consequently, you as a macroscopic object cannot 
observe any macroscopic object. This situation is similar to being that 
cannot observe/perceive itself. In such a situation, you cannot observe 
your extension as a unity or a macro-object having certain 
determinations. You are a reductionist and empiricist, so you think that 
only the microparticles exist. However, there are some phenomena (for 
                                                                                                                              
and mathematical equations are only tools created by the human mind that fit, more 
or less, with some phenomena that belong to EDWs. 
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instance, the gravity) which cannot be explained by the microparticles 
(and their interactions). The gravitational force is related only to the 
macro-objects (like yourself), not to the microparticles.    

Being is similar to a planet from a thought experiment. We can 
perceive a planet (or a table) with the corresponding eyes, but we cannot 
perceive the being because each of us is being. All mental perceptions 
(that correspond to the functions of certain biological mechanisms) are 
being. Therefore, being cannot perceive itself. (As we will see below, 
the notion of “perception” is meaningless.) It is like asking an eye to see 
itself! In such a situation, we cannot even think of the 6th sense of 
perceiving being! It will lead us to a hypercontradiction. I will call this 
inconsistency the “being-perceiving” contradiction that leads to this 
rule: “Being does not perceive”. There are two reasons to state this rule:   
(1)  Being does not perceive itself or an entity from any EW, since being 
would need a biological mechanism to “perceive” something and this 
would be a mixture of the EDWs (again a hyperontological 
contradiction). A biological mechanism and its activities correspond to 
perceptions that are being. The biological mechanism cannot perceive 
itself, otherwise we have the “being-perceiving” contradiction. Mental 
perceptions are the being, but there are no mental representations to 
perceive the being. Therefore, being is an indeterminate individuality. 
Being cannot observe another being because being is an EW and there 
are no pluralities of beings.   
(2)  As an EW, being obviously cannot perceive something else. For 
instance, mind cannot perceive another mind, just because mind is an 
EW and we would have a mixture of EDWs. Such idioms like “in my 
mind” or “what is on your mind” are just unregimented linguistic 
slogans created within the unicorn world framework. We can analyze a 
real experiment that clarifies this contradiction more: “I perceive my 
hand”. As we already know, the “I” is an EW, the “hand” is “part” of an 
It that belongs to the macro-EW. What does “I perceive my hand” 
mean? With the help of light, the eyes (extensions of the brain) interact 
with the hand, both the eyes and the hands are parts of the body (but 
only in our mind). The “I” is an EW, the body (brain) belongs to the 
macro-EW.  The conclusion is the following: it is impossible for being 
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to perceive something.  It is wrong to assert “The ‘I’ perceives an object 
of the external world”. The “I” does not perceive anything, since 
perceptions are being. There are only certain perceptual images that are 
the “I” and correspond to the real objects. From an EDWs perspective, it 
is very important to assert that the notion of perception does not exist. If 
interactions exist, perceptions mean a mixture of EDWs, and therefore 
they do not exist. Nothing is perceived because it presupposes an entity 
that “perceives” and an entity that “is perceived”. Perception is an EW 
(being) and an EW cannot be perceived! In reality, perceptions are 
spontaneous states that correspond to certain interactions that belong to 
another EW. Moreover, being always corresponds to an It. Only within 
the EDWs framework can we avoid huge errors of our thinking.  The 
conclusion is this: perceiving is being, that is both an EW and an 
indeterminate individuality. Various perceptions (and feelings) are the 
entities of an EW (being), but their individuality/identity is 
epistemologically-ontologically different from the individuality/identity 
of the its or the Its. The main difference is given by the status of being, 
the indeterminate individuality. All kinds of perception are being and 
being is an indeterminate individuality. However, a perception has a 
kind of individuation different from the individuation of any it or an It 
(their individuation is within a spatio-temporal framework). More 
exactly, for instance, two perceptions are spontaneously different, but 
not in relationship with the whole being. Both perceptions are not a kind 
of “internal perceptions” of being, but are being. 
 The EDWs perspective points out the defunct of analytic 
philosophy, a direction which eliminated real philosophy in the last 100 
years. In fact, analytic philosophers are not real philosophers since there 
are so many such philosophers in the world in our days that contradict 
the simple idea that it is impossible for such a great numbers of 
philosopher to exist on Earth in one century. 
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Chapter 2 

 
 
 
 

Spatial cognition 

 
2.1 Introduction – general notions 
I would like to introduce some general notions/ideas regarding the 
relationship between neuronal areas and spatial representations that can 
be found in various papers. 

 Spatial cognition deals with how human being represents space 
and navigates through it. (Montello 2005 in Skagerlund et al. 
2012) 

 In mammals, spatial information is constructed from three 
sensory modalities: vision, audition, and somatosensory. 
(Bentley and Salinas 2009, p. 117) 

 Still embracing the idea of localization for processing spatial 
information, the dorsal-ventral pathways distinction (and 
probable within the hierarchical model), the authors indicated 
that “V1 neurons are selective for small oriented bars or 
gratings (stripes), whereas IT neurons respond most strongly to 
highly complex images such as faces or whole objects”. 
(Bentley and Salinas 2009) 

 The space in which an object is situated in order for a neuron to 
fire action potential is called neuron's receptive field. For 
instance, the receptive fields in “V1 are small, typically 
covering on the order of 1° of visual angle, and they are 
topographically arranged, meaning  that  neighboring  neurons  
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have receptive fields that overlap or are close to one another in 
visual space”.1 (Bentley and Salinas 2009, p. 117) 

 “Different neurons are active in different locations, so that the 
entire environment is covered with these place fields; by 
considering the entire population, each location in the 
environment is associated with the activity of some of the 
neurons, an ‘ensemble’. The same physical location is 
represented by a different ensemble when the cues available to 
the animal are sufficiently changed to make it perceive the 
environment as different–a phenomenon known as 
‘remapping’.” (Stella et al. 2012, p. 1611) 

 Spatial accuracy depends on different parameters: for instance, 
regarding vision, it is much higher in the center of the visual 
field (i.e., the fovea) than in periphery, “due to differences in 
the densities of primary receptors and cortical neurons 
dedicated to cover each region of space” and the 
representational dimensionality of the stimulus. (Bentley and 
Salinas 2009, p. 118) 

 There are no absolute spatial coordinates, so there are different 
frames of references for different parts of the brain, some 
neurons combining various frames. For instance, V1 neurons 
encode information in the retino-centered and eye-centered 
coordinates. (Bentley and Salinas 2009, p. 120) 

 “Coordinate transformation” means that the information 
regarding the location of an object “must be transformed from 
one set of reference frame to another”. Posterior parietal cortex 
seems to be responsible for this transformation. An example: 
grasping a teacup, the brain needs to compute the position of 
the hand and of the cup in relationship with certain reference 
frames. However, at one moment, both locations have to be 
incorporated within the same reference frame and 

                                                            
1 “The activity of each neuron can be reduced visually to its place field (tacitly 
assumed to be unique, and neatly circular in shape, although real place fields often 
deviate from the stereotype).” (Stella et al. 2012, p. 1611)  
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“corresponding neural signals should be combined to produce 
the motor error”1. (Bentley and Salinas 2009, p. 121)  

 

From Tommasi et al (2012, p. 800): 
 Path integration: “Process of estimating one’s current location 

based on movements made since the last known position or a 
fixed one by integrating speeds over elapsed time, and course.”  

 View-based navigation: “A process for navigation which 
involves a quantitative reduction of mismatch between a 
remembered local view of the environment (snapshot) as seen 
from a certain point and orientation, without information about 
distances or specific spatial relations but retinal sizes and 
separations (Cartwright and Collett, 1983). With the increase of 
locations there is an overload of stored images.”  

 Local-global: “Phenomenal domain of the visual field that 
determines a definite region or portion of space, a restriction to 
one place or region–the infinite space surrounding an individual 
but that goes well beyond the restriction of the visual field.”  

 Proximal-distal: “Information gathered by direct exploration in 
the immediate action range of an individual – information 
inferred at a distance.” 

 Position: “Spatial location identified by the relations of objects 
in a certain frame of reference” 

 Distance: “In Euclid’s terms a distance is a metric measure of 
length separating two points in a plane” 

 Geometrical: Defining a place including metric concepts like 
distances, directions, and elevations. Spatial processing 
proceeds along metrically expressed distances and directions. 

 “Gain modulation is observed when the sensitivity of a neuron 
to a stimulus changes as a function of another variable or 

                                                            
1 In this book, I try to show that such “transformations” (“translations”) depend on 
attention and do not happen automatically. Using them, we cannot explain the 
continuity (or the continuously updating information) process of grasping, 
automatically, the cup.  Obviously, this description of grasping a teacup is too 
complicated to be the result of the evolution of species! Within the EWDs 
perspective, it has to be a much simpler explanation for this process. 
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parameter.” (idem) In the case of grasping the teacup, the 
modulation of visual responses depends on various parameters 
(eye and head position, arm position, and eye velocity, in many 
parts of the parietal cortex). 

 Localization: “(I) localization with reference to discrete spatial 
elements (landmarks) and (II) localization with reference to 
continuous surfaces (enclosed environments).” (p. 801). “The 
notion of landmark is that of any object or part of object, 
conspicuous enough to be associated with its spatial location.” 
(Tommasi et al. 2012, p. 802) 

 
Let us call these E neurons. For E cells, there is a special point in the visual field 
(the preferred target location) so that their activity is strongest when the target is 
located  there;  but  there  is  also  another  point  (the preferred  hand  location)  so  
that  their  activity  is strong when the hand is seen there. When the subject moves 
the eyes, each E neuron changes its firing rate by some amount, but as a population 
the E responses still encode the hand and target positions (if these have not 
changed). In opposition, neurons in another parietal area, area 5, seem to encode the 
displacement vector explicitly, regardless of eye position. We call these M neurons. 
They have a preferred displacement vector, so their activity can be described as 
signaling target position in hand coordinates. The key difference is that, when the 
subject moves his or her eyes, the activities of all M neurons remain unchanged. 
This resembles much more closely a motor command. There is yet another type of 
parietal neuron that seems to use a mixed or intermediate representation. The 
activity of those intermediate cells signals target location and is sensitive to both 
hand and eye positions, but the dependence is more complicated than for E and M 
neurons. (Bentley and Salinas 2009, p. 121) 
 
Essentially, the integration of information from multiple sources has to 
be powerful because “populations of gain-modulated neurons do not 
represent spatial information in a fixed reference frame; rather, by 
combining those responses appropriately, different groups of 
downstream neurons can extract spatial information1 in the reference 
frame that best suits their function.” (Bentley and Salinas 2009, p. 121) 

From the EDWs perspective, I will investigate Chapter 8, 
dedicated to “spatial cognition”, from Banich and Compton’s book 

                                                            
1 The notion of “extract” is quite complicated. Anyway, I mention that “extraction” 
cannot take place during continuity of a process (for instance, grasping a teacup). It 
would be a too complicated process for the evolution of species! 
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(2011).1 In the first paragraph, they mention that the “spatial 
processing” represents different “abilities” not just a simple “cognitive 
function”. (p. 209). Moreover, the authors are convinced that the 
retinotopic maps of space (analyzed in Chapter 6) can be found in the 
visual cortex. (idem) Nevertheless, four points support the idea that the 
retinotopic maps are not enough to explain the space around us: 

                                                           

 For object recognition, it seems that the retina furnishes only 
2D information about a tridimensional object, therefore the “mind has to 
translate 2D in 3D”.2 

 The “mental map of space” is constant, even if you move your 
eyes (head, body) and therefore the information on retina changes 
dramatically. 

 The mental representation of space fills the unobserved space. 
 We often use spatial maps much larger than our field of view. 

(Banich and Compton 2011) 
 
From the EDWs perspective, I claim that all these four points indicate 
that the mind has no spatial dimension: 
(1)  Any 3D image (“scene”) is the mind, therefore there is no such 

translation from 2D to 3D. Within the brain, there are no such 
retinotopic “maps” because the “brain-code” is completely 
different from the “mind-code”, i.e., there are EDWs.  

(2)  The constancy of “mental map of space” is the mind or the 
“I”/self that has the same “constancy” that presupposes a unity. 
Differences between such “mental maps” would be certain 
pseudo-problems created by human beings. With any kind of 
“spatial dimension”, the mind would not have such unity. 

 
1 In this chapter, I included some parts from Chapter 12 of Vacariu (2012). 
2 We have here another problematic notion of “translation” in the same situation as 
the above “extraction”. Nothing is translated in our brain just because the notion of 
“translation” is against the evolution of species. Along the history of human thinking 
there are many cases of such gaps (relationships between micro- and macro-entities, 
organism-life, waves-particles, mental and neuronal states, etc.) that we tried to fill 
out with something. Within the unicorn world, thinkers tried to unify 
entities/processes that in reality belong to EDWs. 
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(3)  It is not the mental representation that “fills the unobserved 
space”, but the mind constructs the entire scene (including the 
“(un)perceived space”) or better said any perceptual scene is the 
mind.1 It would be a clear contradiction to believe that the mind 
has spatial dimension that mirrors the external space and fills the 
“unobserved” space. This discontinuity would reflect the mind-
brain gap, i.e. the mind-brain problem and also the debates 
between computationalism (that deals only with the mind) and 
dynamical system approach (that includes the mind/brain, the 
body and the external environment) (see Vacariu 2008).  

(4)  We can use spatial maps much larger than our field of view just 
because these spatial maps are mental representations that are the 
“I” or the mind-EW. 

 In chapter 4, Banich and Compton offer many empirical 
arguments for the hemispheric specialization (split-brain syndrome, 
lateralized lesions, fMRI studies). It is quite broadly accepted that the 
left hemisphere processes local information in a quite analytical manner 
(mainly regarding the temporal relationships, for instance, language), 
while the right hemisphere processes information in a holistic, Gestalt 
way (mainly, the spatial relationships). Nevertheless, in several places, 
the authors emphasize that the “hemispheres take complementary role in 
processing” (Banich and Compton 2011, p. 98) and both hemispheres 
contribute to every function (even for language and spatial 
relationships). Then, there has to be some processes of integration of all 
this information within the unity of the mind/self/consciousness.2 

                                                            
1 Of course, we have here Gestalt principle in vision. About these principles and the 
“I”, see my next book.  
2 Again, we have here the problematic notion of “integration”. As we will see along 
the entire book (and also in Vacariu 2012), the distinction segmentation-integration 
is meaningless. In Vacariu (2012), I made the analogy between table (planet)-
microparticles in physics and integration-segmentation in cognitive neuroscience. It 
is meaningless to ask about the “integration” of table within the “world” of 
microparticles. Moreover, in both dichotomies, we have to introduce the role of the 
human subject (and her/his conditions of observation) or the viewpoint of 
interactions between any two epistemologically different entities that belong to 
EDWs. (See Vacariu 2008 and 2011) 
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Mainly, the corpus callosum plays this role (yet nevertheless the 
oscillations and the neurotransmitters should be included in this 
equation, as well). Moreover, we do not have to forget that the 
observation of all neuronal entities and processes (with certain particular 
features) require certain tools of observation for the human observer. 
Thus, we have to avoid the presupposition (unconsciously accepted by 
every researcher) that we see with our eyes (or fMRI, EEG etc.) what 
“really” exists as an ontological status of any entity. In other words, our 
eyes offer the “viewpoint from nowhere”. Following Bohr’s principle, 
defining the neurons and the waves, we have to include the tools that we 
use for defining such entities/process (or any other entity/process). (See 
Vacariu 2011) 

The visual information is also segregated: from retina through 
LGN until primary visual cortex (V1). From the traditional perspective, 
the integration of this information takes place at the higher visual levels 
(V3, V4, etc.). The segregation-integration distinction is applied even at 
a neuronal “level”: each neuron processes certain information, but where 
can we find a unified image of a visual representation of a car moving in 
front of us on the street (with its features like color, size, parts of the car, 
its motion etc.) integrated and projected against a background (the street 
with other cars, houses etc.) everything being thus situated in a spatio-
temporal framework? How can we explain the unity of any mental state 
in correlation with the transmissions between neurons (from electrical to 
chemical and back to electrical signals) and all the other neuronal 
processes like oscillations and neuromodulators? This unity is the “I” 
and we cannot find it in the brain. 

Essential for vision is the famous dorsal-ventral streams 
distinction. Banich and Compton investigate the ventral pathway 
(“what” – related to the object recognition) and the dorsal stream 
pathway (“where” – related to the spatial representation) (Chapter 7 and 
8 from their book). The ventral stream consists of neuronal areas from 
the occipital, occipitotemporal and temporal zones. In that classical 
view, V2 is responsible for color, texture, length, width, orientation, 
direction of motion etc., while the inferotemporal cortex is involved in 
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much more complex visual stimuli (faces, hands).1 (p. 180) The ventral 
stream preserves certain spatial information. It was quite accepted that 
the ventral stream (temporal lobe included) is involved in object 
recognition, while the dorsal stream (parietal lobe included) activates 
spatial cognition. 
 
Dorsal stream areas have at least two distinctive functional characteristics: (1) they 
contain a comparatively extensive representation of the peripheral visual field and 
(2) they appear to be specialized for the detection and analysis of moving visual 
images. (Colby and Olson 2008, p. 1091) 
 
However, there is “much more to learn about how objects are actually 
represented in the neural tissue of the ventral stream”.2 (Barich and 

                                                            
1 “The different cortical areas in the occipitotemporal pathway share a number of 
physiological characteristics. Consistent with a role in object recognition, all areasin 
the pathway contain populations of cells sensitive to the shape, color, and/or texture 
of visual stimuli. However, at progressively higher levels, cells have larger receptive 
fields and their stimulus selectivity is more complex to characterize. Thus, higher 
order properties (consistent with invariant representation of objects) usually are 
attributed to cells in higher tier areas. For instance, many V1 neurons function as 
local spatial filters, signaling the presence of contours at particular positions and 
orientations in the visual field. In contrast, an increasingly higher proportion of cells 
inhigher tier areas (e.g., V2 and beyond) apparently respond to illusory contours 
(i.e., contours implied by stimulus context and higher-order properties, not due to 
simple light-dark contrast), across increasingly larger regions of the visual field.” 
(Passoa et al. 2008, p. 1074) 
2 “First, how is a specific object represented within the visual stream: is a single 
object represented by the activity of only a few cells, or is a larger swath of the 
neural tissue involved in representing any given object? Second, how does the 
ventral stream achieve perceptual invariance (the ability to recognize objects 
regardless of their orientation, position, or size)? Third, is object perception based on 
understanding the individual parts of an object and then fitting those parts together, 
or is it based on a more holistic representation? Finally, we address the controversial 
issue of category specificity, the question of whether there are segments of the 
ventral stream that are dedicated to and specialized for processing certain kinds of 
stimuli, such as faces.” (Banich and Compton 2011, p. 187) We believe that any 
object is placed within a space, so the mental representation of that space has to be 
inserted within this equation, i.e., we have to find a relationship between the 
representation of an object and the space in which it is situated. However, as we will 
see in this book, space does not exist, therefore, representation of space is meaningless. 
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Compton 2010, p. 187) Quite many people in cognitive neuroscience 
make use of such expressions like “there is much more to learn”. 
Working within the unicorn world, such expression would be used 
forever! Interestingly, Barich and Compton emphasize that even the 
classical distinction dorsal-ventral streams (“where-what”) is somehow 
supported by certain neuroimaging studies, whereas it seems better to 
characterize the dorsal pathway as “how” (instead of “where”) because 
it is related to the motor neuronal areas. (Banich and Compton 2010, p. 
165) Moreover, there are the limitations regarding the dorsal-ventral 
streams dichotomy (Husain and Nachev 2007 in Banich and Compton 
2011, p. 228). For instance, the parietal lobe is not the only neuronal 
area involved in spatial cognition (but also, at least, hippocampus1 and 
parahipocampal regions).2 

How then would the mind achieve these properties if the mind 
had spatial dimensions? A mental representation of an object “has” these 

                                                            
1 It has been considered that hippocampus is clearly involved in spatial cognition. 
However, in their experiments with mice (they “generated mice (…) in which 
NMDARs are also lacking in dorsal and, to a lesser extent, ventral hippocampal 
CA1 pyramidal cells), Bannerman et al.(2012) showed that hippocampal NMDAR 
receptors (particularly those from dorsal CA1) are not essential for associative, long-
term spatial memory. Their results show that “NMDAR sondentate gyrus and dorsal 
CA1 principal cells are not essential neuronal underpinnings of hippocampus-
dependent, associative, spatial reference memory acquisition or storage. Instead they 
may be critical for using spatial information to guide selection between alternative 
responses.”  (Bannerman et al. 2012, p. 5) Bannerman et al. speculate that  “these 
results suggest that NMDARs, either elsewhere in the extended hippocampal 
formation, such as entorhinal cortex or subiculum, or across the wider cortical 
mantle, could underlie associative spatial memory performance in the water maze.” 
(idem, p. 6) 
2 For an investigation regarding the dorsal and the ventral processing streams (the 
occipito temporal and the occipito parietal pathways, see Pessoa et al. (2008). The 
ventral stream includes V1, V2, V4, and inferior temporal areas TEO and TE that 
are activated for color, shape, and texture. The dorsal stream includes V1, V2, V3, 
V3A, middle temporal area MT, medial superior temporal area MST, and additional 
areas in inferior parietal cortex that respond to spatial stimuli (the direction and 
speed of stimulus motion). (Pessoa et al. 2008, p.1071) Important is that Goodale 
and Milner (1992) “have proposed a modification of this model, emphasizing 
‘perception’ vs. ‘action’ for ventral and dorsal processing (…)”. (idem) 
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properties (even under the dramatic changes of the corresponding visual 
inputs in the retina) just because the mind has its unity (that has no 
spatial dimension). Only within this framework can we interpret 
correctly the next paragraph: 
 
Areas of the ventral stream play a critical role in the recognition of visual patterns, 
including faces, whereas areas within the dorsal stream contribute selectively to 
conscious spatial awareness and to the spatial guidance of actions, such as reaching 
and grasping. (…) Although visual input is important for spatial operations, 
awareness of space is more than just a visual function. It is possible to apprehend the 
shape of an object and know where it is, regardless of whether it is seen or sensed 
through touch. Accordingly, spatial awareness, considered as a general phenomenon, 
depends not simply on visual areas of the dorsal stream but rather on the higher 
order cortical areas to which they send their output. (Colby and Olson 2008, p. 
1091) 
 

Obviously, the “awareness of space” is not the “visual function” or any 
representation having spatial dimension, but the “awareness of space” is 
an “abstract” notion that belongs to the mind-EW. Moreover, the notion 
of “function” – a very used notion in cognitive neuroscience – has to be 
thoroughly analyzed and questioned! The awareness of space 
corresponds to the activation not only of the dorsal stream but also of 
the “higher order cortical areas” (in reality the entire brain and body). 

 Banich and Compton are aware that the spatial functions 
(involved in many other functions – for instance, motion) depend not 
only on the dorsal visual stream (mainly, in parietal lobe), but also on 
other brain regions. This is the reason why they believe that the 
“situation is, as always, more complex”. (Banich and Compton 2011, p. 
210) This expression is typical for somebody trying to solve a pseudo-
problem within the unicorn world!1 Banich and Compton offer several 
reasons in arguing that the posterior parietal cortex processes spatial 
relations. These cells respond to the relationship between retinal location 

                                                            
1 The error of this question was observed by Ryle (even if he also worked within the 
unicorn world): there are different frameworks (or different languages, for Carnap) 
and one notion from a (linguistic) framework cannot be extended to phenomena that 
belong to another framework. (About Carnap’s linguistic frameworks, see Vacariu 
2008) 
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of visual stimuli and position of head/eyes, specific direction of motion, 
information about the speed of external objects, planned movements 
(reaching and grasping), visual and tactile stimuli. Where then is the 
error? Many people (including the authors of the last paper mentioned) 
believe that the “binocular disparity” is a cue to the depth. Nevertheless, 
the binocular disparity appears to our eyes when we investigate the brain 
of another person, but this process does not exist for the mind’s eyes. 
Let me give an example: Banich and Comptom inform us that the 
binocular disparity is a cue to depth and this process is not represented 
by the primary visual cortex (the retinotopic map is 2D) which sends 
information to the dorsal parts. The inferior parietal lobe, area 7a, lateral 
intraparietal area and M5/MT are sensible to the perception of depth. 
(Banich and Compton 2011, p. 212) The main problem is that the space 
in which the cells are situated does not represent or is not “correlated 
with” the mental space. If the dorsal part receives information from the 
primary visual cortex (and other neuronal areas, 2D), we have no idea 
how 2D images are transformed into 3D representations. In reality, even 
the image of the external environment is the mind: all the properties of 
such images (that can change very fast) are incredibly difficult to be 
realized by the specific neuronal areas. Again, we should not forget the 
fact that these images also have many other properties (among these 
properties, some of them are conscious states). Therefore, we can 
identify only the correspondences between these properties and parts of 
the brain (the most activated neuronal regions for space). We cannot 
identify the “space” itself regardless of the instruments we use and the 
experiments we conduct. The activities of neuronal cells where we can 
find the retinotopic maps correspond (with very large approximation) to 
the representations of space in the mind. Even at the beginning of the 
last century, it was known that the parietal damages could impair depth 
perception, which does not mean that only this neuronal area is 
responsible for this spatial cognition. Probably, from the fMRI results 
and the brain damage investigations, we can consider that the parietal 
area is most sensitive to depth perception, but other tools of inquiring 
the brain process will suggest us in the future that other neuronal areas 
or processes are responsible for the same mental process. 
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2.2 Retinotopic maps 
Let me analyze in detail a particular mechanism of the neuronal vision: 
the retinotopic maps. There are two pathways from retina to the brain, 
i.e., the tectopulvinar path (fast-acting sensitive to motions and novel 
objects in the visual periphery, inputs from M ganglion cells) and the 
geniculostriate pathway (for our conscious experience of seeing – 
perceiving color and all the fine-grained features). The layers from the 
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) receive different inputs only from one 
eye. Interestingly, most inputs to the LGN come from the cortex, not 
from the retina! So, regarding the relationships between retina and the 
primary visual cortex, we have to take into account the feedforward and 
the feedback projections (bottom-up and top-down processes). It is well 
known that the projections from retina to LGN and from LGN to the 
primary visual cortex (V1) preserve a kind of spatial organization 
(retinotopic maps). The retina of each eye sends 2D image to the LGN 
(retinotopic map) which projects to V1 (also retinotopic maps). Unlike 
LGN, V1 has to integrate the information from both eyes (binocular 
disparity created by both eyes is necessary for depth perception). 
Amazingly, the projections of retinotopic maps continue to V2, V3 and 
V4. Binocular disparity constructs the depth perception in the brain. 
Banich and Compton (2010) continue their investigation on the primary 
visual cortex with “contextual modulation”, “blind spot”, “blindsight”, 
“binocular rivalry” and they conclude that V1 is not coding “for what 
appears on the retina (…) rather, it is coding for the features that are 
consciously perceived” and the “brain is actively constructing a 
representation of the visual world.” (Banich and Compton 2011, p. 159) 
Obviously, from retina until V1 the neuronal information is strongly 
changed and the brain does not construct a “representation of the visual 
world” but there are not just neuronal entities and processes and not 
“visual information”. At the end of Banich and Compton’s section 
dedicated to V1, we find this paragraph: 
 
A more philosophical question is why some kinds of visual processing, such as those 
supported by the striate cortex, seem to give rise to conscious experience while 
others do not. This question is much harder, and perhaps impossible, to address with 
scientific methods. (pp. 160-161) 
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We may find two scientists who acknowledge that, scientifically, it is 
impossible to find the relationship between perceptual conscious 
experience and cortex (that is localization)! The last sentence of this 
paragraph would make us believe that something is wrong with the 
framework in which this problem is elaborated! On the same page, 
Banich and Compton write some questions about the retinotopic maps in 
the brain: 
 
What is the point of having all of these retinotopic maps? (And there are known to 
be many more than these three!) Does each area—V1, V2, and V3—serve a different 
function? Do they represent different properties of the visual world? The answer is 
that we do not really know the functions of all these visual maps.1 (p. 161) 
 
I believe that the notion of “retinotopic maps” reflects perfectly the 
mind-brain problem in our days. This is the reason I would like to 
analyze it in detail. 

Even many years ago, the neuroscientists knew quite a lot of 
things about the retinotopic maps. For instance, in their book, Bear et al. 
(1996) depict exactly the relationships between the retinotopic maps that 
appear on the retina, the superior colliculus, the LGN and the primary 
visual cortex (V1). However, they indicate that the map is already 
distorted at the superior colliculus (“more tissue devoted to analysis of 
the central visual field”). (p. 248) There is a strong segregation of 
information from retina to the LGN: the parvocellular ganglion cells 
project exclusively to the parvocellular LGN (dorsal layers), and the 
magnocellular ganglion cells project only to the magnocellular LGN 
                                                            
1 “Directionally selective retinal neurons do not project to the LGN so directional 
neurons found in the visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) create their selectivity 
independently and with a different mechanism.” (Reid and Usrey 2008, p. 646) The 
retinotopic maps are not available in the case of motion. Why then do we insist on 
the retinotopic maps regarding other spatial features? Discussing about the “aperture 
problem” (seeing through an aperture, two objects moving in different directions can 
appear to have the same direction of motion), Reid and Usrey considers that unlike 
the “neurons in V1, many neurons in MT responded to the pattern direction rather 
than to the components. This would imply that these MT neurons combine their 
inputs in a complex manner to achieve a selectivity for the motion of extended 
objects rather than primitive features.” (Reid and Usrey 2008, p. 646) Wonderful 
questions within the unicorn world! 
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(ventral layers). Moreover, the right LGN receives information from the 
left visual field, while left LGN from the right left visual field. (Bear et 
al. 1996, p. 249) Surprisingly, “the visual receptive fields of LGN 
neurons are almost identical to those of the ganglion cells that feed 
them.” (p. 250) However, the visual cortex sends 80% of inputs of the 
excitatory synapses to LGN. (p. 251) This feedback pathway is essential 
for our visual cognition (i.e., for the mind) and we cannot ignore it! The 
LGN projects information to the primary visual cortex (different layers 
but mainly layer IVC). (p. 253) We find here the retinotopic projections 
(similar to those from retina to LGN). There is also the segregation of 
information: “magnocellular LGN neurons project to layer IVα and 
parvocellular LGN neurons project to layer IVCβ.” (p. 254) Layer IVC 
neurons project information (through axons) to layers IVB and III and 
here, for the first time, information from the left eye and the right eye is 
mixed even if the information from each eye remains still segregated: 
each blob receives input mainly from one eye! (Bear et al 1996, p. 256-
8) Interestingly, with experiments on monkeys (single-cell recording) 
and humans (fMRI), such retinotopic maps were discovered not only in 
V1 but also in V2, V3, and V4. (Wandell and Wade 2003 in Banich and 
Compton 2011, p. 161) However the main question that still remains 
unanswered regards the usefulness of such maps (idem) 

From retina to the LGN, the representation of external space is 
already dissolved in different parts of the brain. In the occipital lobe, it 
is meaningless to check for the isomorphism (“retinotopic maps”) 
between mental space and neuronal space. We can talk of a “virtual 
space” of the mind, but we have to make the difference between the real 
space and the representation of space (recall the analogy between space 
and color). Moreover, we cannot claim that this virtual space is different 
from or isomorphic with the real, external space. It is just a virtual space 
that is the “I”. We have the illusion of a real space (or color) inside our 
mind exactly as we have the same illusion of tridimensional space on 
TV (or color). We have to analyze in more detail what it means that a 
perceptual representation of an object (that has a unity) “is correlated” 
with widely distributed neuronal patterns. In what sense can we talk 
about different spatio-temporal frameworks of mind, brain and the 
external world? 
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(…) spatial information alone is insufficient for predicting functional activity and 
that connectivity offers information above and beyond the topographic information 
inherently embedded in it (owing to the posited small-world organization of cortical 
connectivity). The relationship between function and spatial information was highly 
variable across participants, whereas the connectivity data were consistent across 
participants in relationship to the functional responses. (Saygin et al. 2011, p. 5) 
 
From my viewpoint, I would like to emphasize that the binding process 
takes place even if we close an eye. So, it does not matter that the 
information of each eye is segregated until it reaches layers IVB and III 
of the primary visual cortex, since the binding processes had already 
taken place.  

Bear et al. (1996) continue their investigation inquiring about 
the correlations regarding perception and neurons. Even in that period of 
time, the authors were aware of the fact that the perception of external 
objects required many “cortical modules” but also some “crosstalk 
interactions” (i.e., multisensorial integration). (p. 264-5) This is the 
reason why they consider that “beyond V1”, the processes are much 
more complicated. (Again, we have here one of that expressions that 
project us within the realm of the unicorn world!) From my viewpoint, 
this is a clear example that the perceptual visual inputs belong to the 
mind and correspond not only to subcortical parts of the brain and the 
primary visual cortex but to the entire brain. The eyes, the subcortical 
and the cortical blobs are parts of the brain (and body), but from their 
viewpoints (i.e. points of interactions) all these parts have nothing to do 
with perceptual cognition (that is the mind). Even if there are some 
retinotopic maps from the eyes to the parts of the brain (retina-LGN-
V1), beyond V1 there are the dorsal pathway and the ventral pathway 
that have particular functions and also strong interactions. Color, space, 
and all other perceptual features are “widely distributed in the brain”. 
Otherwise, working within the unicorn world, we would need to 
introduce a homunculus to observe the retinotopic maps in the brain, and 
we would collapse into a regression ad infinitum. 

Verhoef et al. (2012) know, as everybody, that the humans 
perceive the 3D objects even though the external objects are projected 
onto a 2D retinal image. Obviously, the images of 3D objects are 
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constructed by the brain, but this construction is the main problem in 
cognitive neuroscience today. (p. 171) Verhoef et al. offer certain 
experimental results on monkeys that the candidate for such 
construction is inferotemporal cortex area. (Therefore this area is 
involved in object-recognition and categorization.) 3D vision requires 
various depth cues based on stereo-vision and binocular disparities (V1, 
ventral, dorsal, frontal areas involved). Nevertheless, what neuronal 
areas processes disparity is still very unclear. (p. 179) A finer categorization 
realized by this team is that there are clusters of IT neurons which 
activate either for convex or concave 3D structures. (p. 180) 
 
2.3 Spatial navigation and cognitive maps 
Traditionally, spatial navigation needs three types of knowledge: 
landmark, route, and survey knowledge (Siegel & White, 1975 in 
Chrastil 2012, p. 1) 
 
Landmarks are prominent features in the environment, which can be the location of 
an associated action or can serve as a beacon to aim toward. Route knowledge is 
usually defined by place–action associations, and it enables one to follow a known 
path from one location to another, perhaps encountering many landmarks along the 
way. Survey knowledge includes some information about the overall layout and how 
routes fit together—including knowledge of metric distances and angles—which 
gives one the ability to take novel shortcuts between locations. (Chrastil 2012, p. 1)1 
 
Within the unicorn world, spatial navigation requires the integration of 
two elements: the self-motion (vestibular, proprioceptive, optic flow, 
motor command efferent copy) and external sensorio-motor information 

                                                            
1 According to Skagerlund et al., Siegel & White (1975) consider three types of 
knowledge for creating and using cognitive maps: i) landmark knowledge, ii) route 
knowledge, and iii) survey knowledge. “Landmark knowledge is information about 
the particular features at a location. Route knowledge is information about specific 
pathways for moving from one location to another; it may be coded procedurally or 
declaratively. Survey knowledge is metric information about the relative location 
and estimated distances between landmarks, the very thing captured in a standard 
map, showing the location of all paths and features in a Euclidean plane. All this 
work investigates the representational architecture of internal spatial representations, 
focusing on questions such as whether cognitive maps are map-like in nature or 
more like nodes in a graph representation.” (Skagerlund et al. 2012, p. 2339) 
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(visual, olfactory, auditory, or tactile) that represents “an internal 
cognitive representation of the context in which the navigation takes 
place” used for “optimal goal-direction adapted to the context.” 
(Rochefort et al. 2013, p. 2) We can talk about the changing of various 
kinds of neuronal processes but not about visual perception, for instance. 
The authors of this paper draw the attention upon the fact that the role of 
cerebellum to navigation (or emotion, for instance) is still controversial. 
Realizing experiments on mice, Rochefort et al. show that cerebellar 
LTD1 is involved in “self-motion based internal spatial map encoded in 
hippocampus”2 since “mice lacking this form of cerebellar plasticity 
presented impaired hippocampal place cell firing properties”. (p. 4) and 
therefore cerebellar LTD contributes to the representation of body. (p. 5)  
 
Thus, the cerebellum is likely to act in a heterogeneous manner, involving several 
subregions in the cerebellar cortex and deep nuclei for the transformation of the 
reference frame adapted to navigation in space and for the cancellation of self-
generated vestibular signals, enabling a focus on pertinent external stimulation for 
optimal path. The information, adequately transformed, is subsequently conveyed to 
the hippocampus (…). (Rochefort et al. 2013, p. 7) 
 
Moreover, theta oscillations (3-7 Hz) of a part of cerebellum 
synchronize with theta oscillations of hippocampus, the rhythm being 
imposed by the hippocampus oscillation rhythm. (p. 7) Cerebellum 
interacts with posterior parietal cortex (involved in integrating self-
motion and acceleration with visuo-spatial information and retrospenial 
cortex (involved in allocentric-to-egocentric transformations). (p. 8) 
There are already quite many neuronal processes correlated with spatial 
navigation. In the future, the neuroscientists are likely to discover more 
and more parts/processes of the brain involved in spatial navigation.  

Wolbers and Hegarty (2010) believe that spatial navigation 
involves various information from (short and long-term) memory and 
perceptual processes (multisensory processes) that needs integration 
                                                            
1 LTD means long-term depression “at parallel fiber (PF)–Purkinje cell (PC) 
synapses underlies cerebellar motor learning”. “LTD refers to an activity-dependent 
long lasting decrease in synaptic efficacy.” (Rochefort 2013, p. 1) 
2 Tolman and other people believed that for spatial cognition we use a cognitive map 
(Tolman, 1948, Galotti, 2008 in Skagerlund et al. 2012).  
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before manipulation for guiding navigational behavior. (p. 138) In this 
context, “highly interdependent”, “multiple stages” or “levels” are 
required. They “consider three interdependent domains that have been 
related to navigational abilities: cognitive and perceptual factors, neural 
information processing and variability in brain microstructure.” 
(Wolbers and Hegarty 2010, p. 138) From my viewpoint, these 
“domains” are “interdependent” only methodologically, since cognition 
and perception are the mind-EW and the brain/body belong to the 
macro-EW (However, the neuronal microstructure and the neuronal 
macrostructure belong also to EDWs, see Chapter 6 of this book). The 
authors construct a complicated table to grasp the “complexity of spatial 
navigation” with three elements and many sub-elements:  

 Spatial cues: environmental cues (for instance, objects and 
symbolic representations like maps and linguistic 
descriptions) and self-motion cues  

 Computational mechanisms: spatial computations (space 
perceptions and self-motion perception computing directions 
and distances) and executive processes  

 Spatial representations: online representations (self-positions 
and orientation, egocentric and allocentric directions/ 
distances) and offline representations (memories of local 
views, “enduring, often hierarchically organized representations 
of structure of an environment (egocentric/allocentric)”.  

 
Without offering too many details about this scheme, I emphasize that 
such schemes are too complicated for species evolution and therefore 
any such scheme could be a false description of “mental mechanisms” 
available for spatial navigation: again, what and how could a mental 
mechanism “integrate” different information furnished by different 
(quite many) sub-mechanisms? From my viewpoint, the existence of 
such mechanisms is against the line of evolution.1 Therefore we have to 
reject this framework of thinking that dominates today cognitive 

                                                            
1 In the context of the evolution of species, I prefer to apply “Occam razor”: 
“nature” does not exist and an organism (and the corresponding life or mind) has to 
be constructed following the simplest rules of evolution.  
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neuroscience: “integration” does not exist at the neuronal “level”, since 
“integration” is the unity of “I”/mind; we have once more a mixture of 
notions that describe entities/processes that belong to EDWs. Wolbers 
and Hegarty (2010) mention the previous work of Hegarty et al. that 
shows that “the object-based spatial abilities” (more related to learning 
from “media”, i.e. virtual environments or maps, and not to learning 
from direct experience) as well as the ability to “learn the layout of an 
environment” (sense of direction being related to direct experience – 
that involves also the sensing of self-motion - and not media) are 
“partially dissociated.” (Wolbers and Hegarty 2011, 140) Within the 
brain structure, it is quite impossible to find a mechanism responsible 
for the integration of such information and this is the reason the authors 
use the elusive notion of “partiality”. 

In the second part, the authors indicate the neuronal areas that 
could be considered responsible for different motions. A potential 
candidate for “visual path integration” is hMT+ (p. 141). In rodents, the 
entorhinal grid cells1 are possibly responsible for integrating the “self-
motion cues for computing positional estimates, which updates the firing 
of hippocampal place cells”.2 (idem) In other work, Wolbers et al. 
indicate a connection during navigation between hippocampal and 

                                                            
1 Based on some experiments made by other people regarding CA1 and CA3, Fyhn 
et al. (2004) consider that “the medial part of the entorhinal cortex, was that these 
cells responded to the position in space of the rat in a way very similar to place cells; 
but instead of having only one, or very few randomly displaced place fields, these 
cells appeared to have many place fields, arranged throughout the environment in a 
surprisingly regular and precise fashion (Hafting et al., 2005).” They called grid 
cells. (Stealla et al. 2012, p. 1617) 
2 “A neural representation of the animal’s location relative to the surrounding 
environment can be seen in the firing of ‘place cells’ in the hippocampus of rats 
(O’Keefe 1976) and primates (Ono et al. 1991), see Muller (1996) for a review. This 
representation is supported by representations of orientation (Taube 1998) and a 
grid-like representation suitable for path integration (Hafting et al. 2005) in nearby 
regions, both also environment centered.(…). The orientation of the firing patterns 
of these cells is primarily determined by distal visual cues, when available, with 
place cells specifically encoding location relative to extended boundaries in the 
environment, given this orientation (O’Keefe & Burgess 1996; Hartley et al. 2000).” 
(Burgess 2008, p. 82)  
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prefrontal cortex for continuously updating a “homing vector”. (Wolbers 
and Hegarty 2011, p. 141) Nevertheless, the brain needs to integrate1 
self-position, orientation and information about the external world. The 
candidate for this job seems to be the parahippocampal cortex (that 
shows differences between novel and familiar places, for instance). (p. 
143) Obviously, Wolbers and Hegarty, as every researcher in cognitive 
neuroscience, have to come with an answer to this pseudo-problem! 
Moreover, they consider that place representations are integrated into a 
representation that “preserves some degree of spatial relationships”. (p. 
141) “Whereas action-based route representations have been linked to 
the dorsal striatum, observer-independent cognitive maps critically 
depend on retrosplenial cortex and the hippocampus (...)”. (idem) 
Hippocampal is involved also in cognitive map formation and ruing 
retrieval (with a possible “anterior–posterior functional division in the 
hippocampus”). Creating and retrieving spatial representations require 
planning and spatial working memory correlated with prefrontal cortex. 
(idem) Banich and Compton (2011) indicate that the 
 
posterior parietal cortex is essential for understanding spatial relations in egocentric 
space, which is crucial to one’s ability to navigate around the world. At the same 
time, the hippocampus and parahippocampal region appear to be important in coding 
for specific environmental locations and landmarks, respectively, while the 
retrosplenial cortex represents specific locations within a larger spatial context. 
(Banich and Compton 2011, p. 228) 
 
In the context created by the “complexity” of spatial navigation, I 
introduce some of the famous “paradigmatic” information from Shelton 
and McNamara’s research (2001), briefly presented in Kelly et al. (2013). 
 
Reference frame selection has been found to depend on a combination of 
experienced views and environmental structure. Shelton and McNamara (2001, Exp. 

                                                            
1 I emphasize again that the notion of “integration” is probably the most searched 
process in the brain at many “levels” and processes by people working in cognitive 
neuroscience but, from my viewpoint, it is exactly as a microparticle checks for the 
integration of a network of microparticles in a table/planet or for the gravity of 
microparticles (quantum gravity, another useless notion in physics, see Vacariu 
2008, and Vacariu and Vacariu 2010)! 
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1) conducted a paradigmatic study in which participants studied a layout of seven 
objects placed on the floor of a rectangular room. Participants experienced the layout 
from multiple views, two of which were aligned and one misaligned with the wall 
surfaces of the surrounding room. After learning, participants performed judgments 
of relative direction (JRD) in which they imagined standing at the location of one 
object, facing a second object, and pointed toward a third object from the imagined 
perspective. Pointing performance was best when imagining experienced 
perspectives aligned with the room walls. Performance when imagining the 
misaligned-experienced perspective was no better than imagining non-experienced 
perspectives. 

The authors interpreted these findings as evidence that participants 
remembered the object locations using a reference frame, and that reference frame 
selection was determined by a combination of experienced views and environmental 
structure. (Kelly et al. 2013, p. 460) 
 
We also have here the same elements (and sub-elements) involved in 
navigation: spatial cues (i.e. the environmental structure), computational 
mechanisms (combination of “experienced views and environmental 
structure”) and spatial representations (multiple views, online and 
offline or allocentric and egocentric representations) and therefore the 
same framework. However, from my viewpoint, the researchers have to 
pay much more attention to the use of some essential notions. In this 
case, the mental processes of any human subject have to be classified 
methodologically, at least in three parts: (1) perceptions that correspond 
to the interaction between the human organism and the external 
environment (2) storage of spatial information in “spatial memory”, 
learning and accessing such information, all these processes taking place 
within the “I” (more exactly, are the “I”) (3) the JRDs are the “I”. This 
division is only methodological since all these elements are the “I” and 
can partially be correlated with various neuronal parts of the brain (the 
“I” and the brain and body are or belong to EDWs), but in fact, for 
required preservation of the unity of the “I”, each mental 
representation/process is the “I”. Even the localization of these 
elements is just a very approximate procedure because each mental 
representation/process has to be correlated with the entire brain (and 
body), some neuronal patters being more or less activated. Moreover, 
the classification of elements and sub-elements involved in navigation is 
improper because the framework is the unicorn world that requires the 
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wrong continuity between external environment and cognition that is the 
mind/the “I”. The reference frame selection is determined by a 
“combination” of information from the “spatial memory” and the 
structure of environment only if we bring, in Kantian sense, the external 
world within the mind and, we add to this equation, attention or 
automatic mechanism (that are created by habituation) which determines 
the reference frame in relationship with the same visual scene and in 
correlation with the same mostly activated neuronal areas.  
 Arnold et al. (2013) stress that cognitive mapping is strongly 
related to other orientation skills, like landmark recognition, heading 
orientation, sequence matching, path integration, cognitive map 
formation and cognitive map use. (Arnold et al. 2013, p. 360) In their 
paper the authors offer supports for the correlations of each process with 
particular neuronal substrate. For instance, quoting a study of Iaria et al. 
(2003) and Bohbot et al. (2007), they indicate that distal spatial 
landmarks external to the maze are correlated with right hippocampal 
activity and non-spatial patterns of behavior with caudate nucleus; 
Baumann et al 2010 suggest that right and left hippocampus is necessary 
to distinguish encoding and retrieval processing of cognitive maps. 
(idem)  According to Burgess et al. (2001), parahippocampal gyrus is 
responsible for landmark recognition and furnishes information to other 
parts of medial temporal lobe to update position within spatial maps 
generated by place cells in hippocampus. (Arnold et al. 2013) Their 
conclusion is that path integration is related to other orientation skills.1 
 
Of particular interest is the degree of correlation between performance on the Path 
Integration test and the Cognitive Map Formation test, a finding that provides 
support for models hypothesizing that allocentric spatial knowledge of an 
environment is based in part on the displacement vectors computed during path 
integration process (Gallistel 1990; McNaughton et al. 2006). As the task used here 
measured path integration performance via optic flow with no realworld movement, 
our results confirm previous findings that visual information in isolation from the 
vestibular and proprioceptive components of the path integration is sufficient to 
allow for path integration strategies. (Arnold et al. 2013, p. 366) 
                                                            
1 From my viewpoint, such “relations” show exactly that the mind and the brain are 
or belong to EDWs and we cannot make a clear segmentation in parts of the brain 
for its “functions” and we can find nowhere in the brain any neuronal “integration”! 
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Moreover,  
 
Performance on the Path Integration test was not related to the use of a cognitive 
map, suggesting that once the spatial arrangement of an environment is encoded, the 
cognitive and neural processes underlying the ability to path integrate may not be 
necessary for the retrieval of that spatial information in order to properly orient. 
(Arnold et al. 2013, p. 367) 
 
This paragraph clearly supports the EDWs perspective: pushing further 
the ideas from this paragraph, we can support the idea that there are no 
“cognitive maps” in the brain, and no integration of entities is necessary 
for orientation but there is only a mental scene that corresponds to many 
neuronal states and processes, in reality the entire brain and body 
situated in the macro-EW. Normally, there are quite a lot of interactions 
between brain, body and the external world (the dynamical system 
approach and its related directions, see Vacariu 2008), but all these 
entities and processes (including the representations of the external 
world) correspond to the mind-EW. 

Chrastil (2013) also considers that landmark, route and survey 
knowledge involve many other processes and subprocesses: graph, place 
recognition, sequence learning, identifying navigationally relevant 
decision points, response learning, forming associations, locating the 
navigational goal, and path integration. (Chrastil 2013, p. 4) Temporal 
lobe, hippocampus and parahippocampal, entorhinal and perirhinal 
cortex are correlated with spatial navigation, while parietal lobe, 
retrosplenial cortex and caudate nucleus (part of basal ganglia) are 
involved in navigational process. Various cells are entangled for these 
processes: place cells, head-direction cells, grid cells, and boundary 
vector cells1. In more detail, parahippocampus is necessary for view-
based scene recognition and parahippocampus and fusiform gyrus are 
involved in landmarks and scenes. People with hippocampal damage 
have difficulty in identifying locations based on short-term memory and 
integrating across different viewpoints and those with damage to 

                                                            
1 “Boundary vector cells in the entorhinal cortex and nearby subiculum fire when 
near the borders of the environment (Lever, Burton, Jeewajee, O’Keefe, & Burgess, 
2009; Solstad, Boccara, Kropff, Moser, & Moser, 2008).” (Chrastil 2013, p. 6) 
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perirhinal areas have problems in the viewpoint-independent 
identification. Other results show that parahippocampal gyrus is active 
during learning relative to boundaries and left hippocampus is necessary 
for imaging scenes with walls or boundaries. Nevertheless, 
parrahipocampal cortex seems to be involved in situating a location 
within the larger environmental context, while retrosplenial cortex is 
necessary for learning both spatial and nonspatial context and 
parahipocampal gyrus for isolated scenes.  
 
Together, these findings suggest that the parahippocampal cortex is sensitive to 
scene and view information, rather than to location per se; however, that area may 
be involved in consolidating the location information from views. The hippocampus 
may also be important for scene recognition when integration across multiple 
viewpoints is required. Chrastil (2013) 
 
Again, we have here “maybe” integration! The authors offer many other 
details about various brain areas involved in spatial cognition. The 
conclusion is that there is no direct one-to-one mapping for the neural 
correlates of landmark, route, graph and survey, (that imply other 
processes and subprocesses) many parameters being involved in each 
particular task. Quite important for spatial cognition, the hippocampus is 
related to various parts of the brain. Rochefort et al. (2013) support the 
cerebello-hipppocamal interactions and the role of cerebellum for spatial 
navigation.  
 At this point, we return to Kelly et al. (2013). The authors 
continue the last paragraph quoted above and specify the role of 
“salience of environmental structure” in reference frame selection.  

 
The salience of environmental structure in reference frame selection has been 
repeatedly demonstrated in studies investigating spatial memory organization 
(Hintzman, O’Dell, & Arndt, 1981; Marchette et al., 2011; Yamamoto & Shelton, 
2005; McNamara, Rump, & Werner, 2003; Montello, 1991), and room shape has 
been shown to be a particularly powerful environmental cue to reference frame 
selection such that performance is best when imagining experienced perspectives 
aligned with the room walls (Kelly & McNamara, 2008; Shelton & McNamara, 
2001; Valiquette & McNamara, 2007; Valiquette, McNamara, & Labrecque, 2007). 
To date, however, the specific environmental cues represented in memory that 
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influence reference frame selection remain relatively unknown. (Kelly et al. 
2013, p. 460)  
 
Let me analyze, from my viewpoint, this “classic” story about reference 
frame selection and the external environmental cues. According to the 
EDWs perspective, at one moment, the external environment is 
represented within the mind-EW, i.e. the representation of an external 
scene is the “I”. Obviously, the room shape has a role in the reference 
frame selection, but the authors emphasize that the specific 
environmental cue from memory influence reference frame is quite 
unknown. For the human subject, the reference frame selection depends 
on conscious attention or is determined automatically by a mechanism 
(habituation has to be included in this equation). Kelly et al. design a 
conduct experiments with the purpose of showing the role of 
environmental (global or local) geometric cues for reference frame 
selection for orientation in navigation. My question refers to the role of 
geometric cues for an aborigine that navigates within (a familiar or not 
yet) jungle.1 This question is meaningless! Moreover, the salience of 
environmental structure has to be strongly related to the implicit 
knowledge that is the “I”, so the spatial cognition (and any perceptual 
multimodal scene) is the “I”! In this context, let me analyze another 
paragraph from the same page of this article: 
 
Despite recent advances in identifying the contributions of global and local 
geometric cues to reorientation, less is known about the relative influences of these 
geometric cues on reference frame selection and, ultimately, the organization of 
spatial memories. One intriguing possibility is that the geometric cues responsible 
for successful orientation are also the geometric properties of room shape that are 

                                                            
1 “Transformations (i.e., manipulations) of environmental shape have allowed 
researchers to delineate the relative contributions of global and local geometric cues 
and indicate that incidental encoding of environmental geometry is a fundamental 
and ubiquitous component of orientation (Bodily et al., 2011; Cheng, 1986; 
Gallistel, 1990; for a review, see Cheng & Newcombe, 2005; Sturz et al., 2011).” 
(Kelly et al. 2013, p. 460) My question: Could an aborigine answer  this problem 
even if (s)he acquired the entire theoretical knowledge involved in any possible 
answer but  had never seen any geometrical “cue”/shape/figure? 
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directly represented in memory. As a result, these are the environmental cues that 
influence reference frame selection. (Kelly et al. 2013, p. 460) 
 
I believe this paragraph clearly reflects the current state of affairs in 
searching the reference frame selection and environmental cues.1 
However, the “intriguing possibility” that the “geometric properties of 
room shape that are directly represented in memory” is quite 
interesting!2 This method of “directly represented” seems to be a better 
alternative (quite “intriguing” being against the actual paradigm of 
thinking for the researchers working on spatial cognition). In these 
quoted words, what does “directly represented” mean? It alludes directly 
to retinotopic maps, perceptual visual space and spatial memory and the 
continuity between the mind/brain and the external world (that is, the 
unicorn world). It would require the hierarchical model and the 
necessary time for the sequences of these processes. On the contrary, for 
me “directly represented” means that the mind and the brain are or 
belong to EDWs! Nevertheless, there are no two “spaces”, one external 
and one internal, but only the external space of the brain/body and the 
mental representation of this space (that is not a real space): there are 

                                                            
1 After presenting the results of previous experiments, the authors conclude that “it is 
unclear to what extent global and local geometric cues (such as axes and wall 
surfaces) are represented in memory and influence reference frame selection.” 
(Kelly et al. 2013, p. 461) I think it is quite impossible to identify exactly the role of 
geometric cues (global or local) for reference frame selection, orientation and 
navigation. However, the conclusion of their paper is that both local and global 
geometric cues (“salient environmental cues”) “are incidentally encoded and 
represented in memory” influencing the reference frame selection since these cues 
are independently organized din memory. (p. 473) Again, there are different 
“linguistic frameworks” (Carnap) or “codes” for each ED. Moreover, any mental 
features (that is the “I) depend on habituation, and salient environmental cues can be 
any environmental features, and geometric cue are just more easily memorized by 
the human subjects.  
2 Kelly et al. (2013) continue introducing the results of some experiments that 
confirm the role of symmetry axis on the reference frame selection. (p. 460) Again, 
as in the previous footnote, what would the symmetry axis represent for an aborigine 
in the jungle? It seems that all debates in this paper are just particular cases of 
navigation and therefore the conclusions based on such research are particular 
observations and not some universal rules available for human spatial cognition, in 
general.  
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epistemologically different entities and processes (their interactions) that 
belong to EDWs.  

Arthur et al. (2012) analyze a particular case of path integration, 
the angular path integration: the process of updating information 
referring to evaluation of self-location during rotational displacement. 
For the authors, this updating takes place through the integration of 
“internally-generated (idiothetic) self-motion signals” during angular 
self-motion. (Arthur et al. 2012, p. 112) In general, spatial orientation 
and navigation require the “integration of sensory information” arising 
from multiple modalities.1 For instance, the authors are interested in 
“how self-motion cues are combined to produce a unitary percept of 
translational and rotational displacements during nonvisual locomotion”. 
As ever, I claim that this “unitary percept of translational and rotational” 
exists only because of the “I” (an EDW not the brain and body) with its 
unity. Let me analyze a paragraph from this paper regarding the 
relationship between spatial memory and path integration:  

 
We have argued that the effects of spatial memory on the precision of angular path 
integration likely stem from the enhanced integration of self-motion signals. In this 
view, stored spatial representations act as a contextual framework against which 
incoming vestibular signals are assessed and integrated. Theoretically, all spatial 
orientation and navigation tasks can be guided by reference to internal spatial 
frameworks. (Arthur et al. 2012, p. 113) 
 
We find again the notions of “integration” and “internal spatial 
framework”. The authors continue to mention that there are some tasks 
for, which require an update of spatial memory2 From my perspective, 
the “contextual framework” is related to the representations of “salient 
environment structure” (that are the “I”), and the integration of 
vestibular (and other) signals is possible only because the 
representations of these “signals” are also the “I”, and finally the 
                                                            
1 For multisensory integration, see Chapter 4 of this book. 
2 “For example, if participants are required to indicate the magnitude of a body 
rotation relative to a frame of reference centered on their own body, the external 
environment is irrelevant to the task, and thus participants may be less inclined to 
maintain and use the remembered spatial framework to keep track of their 
orientation during the body rotation.” (Arthur et al. 2012, p. 113) 
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integration is given by the unity of the “I”. Obviously, spatial orientation 
and navigation tasks are controlled by internal spatial framework (that is 
a representation of external space - that is the “I” – and not a real spatial 
framework) and mainly by the continuous update of this information, 
which is possible precisely because the mind and the brain (body) are 
EDWs. In some cases, during the continuous update of self-motion, the 
reference frame is “tightly coupled” with sensory integration process. (p. 
113) Again, a strange word “tightly”! The results of their experiments 
are valid only within an exocentric (not egocentric) reference frame, and 
the memory of a spatial layout is useful for path integration.  However, 
Kelly et al. (2012) specify that for path integration, the sensory self-
motion inputs should probably be combined with cognitive inputs and 
other sensorial inputs (visual and non-visual) for “more finely-tuned 
responses for exocentric-based spatial updating tasks” so as to provide a 
framework that provides a spatial context, against which incoming 
vestibular signals are evaluated and integrated”. In other words, 
“multiple sensory inputs may be combined into a single multimodal 
internal representation of space to guide exocentric behavioral responses 
(e.g., pointing, walking, throwing, etc.)”. (p. 120) 
 The correlations between angular path integration and neuronal 
networks responsible for such functions are quite unclear, one 
alternative being, according to Jeffery (2008), the entorhinal-
hippocampal system (in Kelly et al. 2012, p. 120): entorhinal cortex1 is 
correlated with navigation, medial entorhinal cortex (“positional grid 
cells, head direction cells, conjunctive cells (i.e. receiving positional and 
directional input), border cells and path-equivalent cells (Jacobs, 
Kahana, Ekstrom, Mollison, & Fried, 2010; McNaughton et al., 2006; 
Solstad, Boccara, Kropff, Moser, & Moser, 2008”, Kelly et al., p. 120) 
with path integration and spatial memory2.  
                                                            
1 “The entorhinal cortex is the gateway to the hippocampal complex. Almost every 
signal arriving to the hippocampus originates in this region.” (Stella et al. 2012, p. 1617) 
2 “The medial entorhinal cortex appears therefore to contain a sort of universal map 
of allocentric space. It is a rigid map, in which the relations between units remain 
fixed, almost like sheets of millimeter paper stuck to each other (Fyhn et al., 2007). 
The firing of a grid cell covers the entire environment, and it does so in a strikingly 
periodical fashion. The way in which these cells represent space, compared to place 
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We suspect that the entorhinal–hippocampal system may provide a substrate with 
which incoming sensory information and non-sensory inputs, such as visual 
imagery, converge to form a supra-modal spatial representation of one's current 
orientation in the immediate environment. (p. 120) 
 

Kelly et al. (2012) emphasize that higher-level (cognitive) processes 
should be combined with sensorial inputs for self-motion updating 
(angular path integration). (p. 120) We have to pay attention to the high 
number of futile expressions, which appear in this very short paragraph: 
“we suspect”, “supra-modal spatial representation”, “converge”, “sensory” 
and “nonsensory inputs”! The only alternative is to replace such “supra-
modal spatial representation” with the “I” that has its unity but also is an 
EDW unlike the brain (body) that belongs to the macro-EW.1 

Morgan et al. (2011) indicate that spatial navigation “is believed 
to be guided in part by reference to an internal map of the environment”. 
(p. 1238) Using fMRI, they try to demonstrate that, in medial temporal 
lobe, there is a preservation of real-world distance relationships, a key 
feature of a map-like representation. However, such “internal map” 
requires a real space in the mind, which is a completely wrong idea.  
 
That is, the hippocampus considers locations that are physically closer in space to be 
more representationally similar and locations that are further apart in space to be 
more representationally distinct. Such a distance-related response has not been 
identified previously in the hippocampus: the existence of place cells indicates that 
different locations are distinguished but does not necessarily imply that these 
locations are organized according to a map-like code.2 (Morgan et. al 2011, p. 1238) 

                                                                                                                              
cells, appears to be much more metric in nature. The grid code seems to be related to 
the basic 2D geometry of the environment, and to carry a large amount of spatial 
information, possibly larger than place cells coding.” (Stella et al. 2012, p. 1617) 
1 The same situation is available for the distinction between the high-level and the 
low-level neuronal processes since any mental function is correlated with 
(corresponds to) a widely distributed neuronal patterns and, according to the 
dynamical system approach), there are strong interactions between the brain, the 
body and the external environment. 
2 “The activity of the place cells has been shown to be related not only to the spatial 
location but also to a large number of other variables, depending both on the internal 
state of the animal and on external conditions.” (Stella et al. 2012, p. 1611) 
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The state of affairs is even more complicated since the “entorhinal 
cortex encodes metric information about the spatial relationships 
between landmarks” and the hippocampus “calculates” the position of 
stimulus with these spatial relationships. Moreover, the “enduring 
spatial structure of environment” furnished by the “hippocampal–
entorhinal representation” is projected in some other areas (subiculum 
and others) that are correlated with the “goal representations”! (p. 1244) 
Even if the authors introduce the evolution of species as an argument for 
their thesis, I believe the nature has no idea about such “projections” and 
“mechanisms” that would be necessary to represent the space. In fact, it 
is not that “the hippocampus may work in concert with other brain 
regions to form a cognitive map” (idem), but there are no such cognitive 
maps in the brain/mind. Otherwise, the authors would have to furnish an 
alternative for a complex visual image as a cognitive map in the brain 
and this would not be possible. This situation is quite similar with 
Kosslyn's view about mental spatial imagery in the mind. When we 
imagine a simple view, according to Kosslyn the brain constructs a 
spatial image. However, he recognizes that it would be impossible for 
the brain to construct complex visual images! From my viewpoint, the 
same is available for “complex cognitive maps”: the difference between 
simple and complex images does not exist in the brain, so there are no 
such cognitive maps in the brain or spatial mental imagery, but only 
representations of “maps” and representations of “spatial imagery”. 
Such representations (as every mental representation that is the “I”) have 
no real spatial dimensions.  
 Analyzing space in the first chapter of this book, time in the last 
paragraphs and multisensory integration in this chapter, I investigated 
hippocampal spatiotemporal selectivity and multisensory integration 
from Ravassard et al. (2013). In general, spatial navigation and  
 
hippocampal activity are influenced by three broad categories of stimuli: distal 
visual cues (1, 2); self-motion cues (3, 4), e.g., proprioception, optic flow, and 
vestibular cues (5); and other sensory cues (6, 7), e.g., olfaction (6, 8), audition (9), 
and somatosensation (10). (Ravassard et al. 2013, p. 1) 
 

Ravasssard et al. conducted experiments on rats running in Virtual 
Reality (VR, the body of rats fixed and therefore vestibular cues and 
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other sensory do not offer any spatial information, while distal visual 
and self-motion cues are the only spatial information cues) and in Real 
World (RW) in order to understand spatial navigation and cognitive 
map. The distal cues were almost identical in both cases. In VR, the only 
spatial information is represented by distal visual and self-motion cues. 
(p. 1)  
 
 Clear, spatially focused and directionally tuned place fields, commonly found in 
RW (Fig. 1C), were also found in VR (Fig. 1D) (12). Almost all track active putative 
pyramidal cells had significant spatial information in VR (96%) and RW (99%). 
Thus, distal visual and self-motion cues are sufficient to generate the hippocampal 
rate code or cognitive map. (Ravassard et al. 2013, p. 1) 
 
The authors also investigate different kinds of cells: for instance, the 
putative pyramidal neurons (45% track active in RW, only 20% in VR), 
while the firing maps of place cells were “slightly less stable in VR” 
than in RW and the majority of these cells were “spiking mostly in one 
direction”. (p. 1) “Taken together, these results suggest the differential 
contributions of these sensory cues in shaping the hippocampal 
population code.” (the abstract) Theta rhythm in LFP during locomotion 
was reduced in VR compared to RW (“the LFP theta frequency within 
place fields was 8.7% lower in VR compared to RW (…), yet there was 
no significant difference in the quality of phase precession between the 
two conditions”), the “frequency of theta modulation of spiking of place 
cells” being thus reduced in VR (but without having an impact on the 
hippocampal temporal code). Moreover, theta frequency was lower in 
VR at “all running speeds”, while theta frequency “increased with 
running speed in RW but this was abolished in VR”. “In contrast, theta 
amplitude showed identical correlation with running speed in both 
conditions”. (p. 2) The conclusion of this research is that there are other 
factors (not only the distal visual cues or self-motion cues) that 
influence the activity of place cells and “distinct sensory cues cooperate 
and compete to influence theta rhythm and hippocampal spatiotemporal 
selectivity” (p. 3) These investigations support Uttal’s postulate (Uttal 
2011, Vacariu 2012): there are no strict “correlations” between the mind 
and the brain, in this case, between spatial cognition and the brain.  
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Derdikman and Moser (2010) offer strong arguments for the 
existence of spatial maps in the hippocampus. O'Keefe and Nadel’s old 
idea of internal space located in hippocampus is, in our days, replaced 
by the idea that the representation of space is distributed not only in 
hippocampus but also in different cortical areas like the adjacent 
entorhinal cortex, pre- and parasubiculum, retrosplenial cortex, parietal 
cortex, frontal cortex and other areas. (Derdikman and Moser 2010, p. 
561) Precisely under these circumstances, we have to reject the idea that 
“internal space” has real spatial dimension! Moreover, a grid or place 
cell is indeed situated within a neuronal space, but that neuronal space 
has nothing to do with the representation of mental space. In their paper, 
Derdikman and Moser show that “space is represented in these 
structures by a manifold of rapidly  interacting  maps  generated  in  
conjunction  by functionally specific cell types such as place cells and 
grid cells” in hippocampus and entorhinal cortex of the rat brain. It is 
quite widely accepted that the place cells, that are hippocampal 
pyramidal cells, are activated when the animal is at a specific place in 
the environment. (Derdikman and Moser 2010, p. 561) Even if 
“different place cells fire at different positions, there is no apparent 
topography among their firing fields”! (idem) The “position of the rat 
can be reconstructed with considerable accuracy (...), indicating that the 
population of place cells forms a spatial map of the environment”! 
(Derdikman and Moser 2010, p. 561) However, the place cells are 
activated not only for spatial information but also for conjunction 
between spatial and olfactory inputs.1 Grid-cells discovered in medial 

                                                            
1 Regarding the place cell: “Are those found in the hippocampus spatial maps that 
are ‘modulated’ by contextual information or is space simply the frame within which 
more complex memories are constructed, or else are space and time and other 
correlates just assorted variables, to whose exact nature the hippocampus is 
gracefully indifferent, except maybe for helping out with their intrinsic complexity? 
And how are these coding properties related to the notion of episodic memories? Is 
it possible that because of the (presumed) limited complexity of rat existential 
experience, the spatial component of their memories becomes so dominant, as to 
transfigure what would be episodic memories, not so different from human ones, 
into what we label as spatial memories? Note that, when Edmund Rolls and 
coworkers inserted electrodes in the macaque hippocampus, they did not find place 
cells but a less numerous population of what they described as spatial view cells 
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entorhinal cortex (MEC) are involved in position, head-direction cells 
(in presubiculum) for azimuth and border cells (in pre-, para- and 
subiculum) that are activated for boundary of a local environment are 
cell types that “could be part of a metric navigation system able to map 
distances (grid cells), directions (head-direction cells), and vicinity to 
boundaries (border cells).” (Derdikman and Moser 2010, pp. 562-3-4) It 
seems to be a simple transformation between grid and place 
representations (p. 564) but reciprocal influences may exist. (p. 565) 
Different authors presupposed dynamic (fragments of) maps in 
hippocampus and entorhinal areas but not a “single universal 
representation”. (Derdikman and Moser 2010, p. 566) The authors 
introduce some observations on remapping: “Changes in the 
environment cause consistent changes in spatial maps in the 
hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex. These transformations are 
referred to as remapping.” (Derdikman and Moser 2010, p. 564) Such 
remappings need to take place very rapidly in the hippocampus and 
entorhinal areas. In their conclusion, the authors consider that “the brain 
hosts multiple maps representing different subsets of the environment at 
different times, in different brain regions, and at different scales. Spatial 
maps in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex seem to be much more 
dynamic than previously appreciated.” (Derdikman and Moser 2010, p. 
567) This dynamicity (that reminds me of Einstein’s rejection of 
causality regarding the gravitational force on terrestrial macroobjects) 
requires a change of the framework of thinking for people working in 
cognitive neuroscience. The wrong notion is “different” since it reflects 
the mixture of EDWs. Without offering more details from this research, 
                                                                                                                              
(Georges-Francois et al., 1999; Rolls et al., 2005); it is conceivable that, had their 
findings been reported earlier, instead of theories of the hippocampus and 
navigation, we would have heard of theories linking the hippocampus to visual 
search. These are still matters of debate, but the study of place cells activity, by 
bringing the analysis inside the hippocampus, has also had the merit of clarifying 
that the answer to any question about its function cannot really gloss over the 
internal structure of the hippocampus itself (Knierim et al., 2006). The operations 
putatively performed within each subregion are influenced by the way signals 
propagate across subregions, and in turn this is determined by the coding properties 
and the transformations carried out by the distinct populations of hippocampal 
neurons and by the connections among them.” (Stella et al. 2013, p. 1611) 
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I would like to analyze some questions mentioned by the authors as 
being unanswerable: 
• “What is the nature of the transformation between place cells and 

grid cells?” 
• “If environments are mapped by fragmented representations, where 

are the fragments linked and how?” 
• “Can multiple maps be expressed simultaneously? If not, can 

different maps alternate and if so, at what frequencies and under 
which conditions?” 

• “How are very large environments represented?” 
• “How do neuronal oscillations and synchrony contribute to retrieval 

of distributed maps in the hippocampus?” 
• “What are the cellular and network mechanisms responsible for 

transitions between spatial maps?” 
• “Do humans represent space in ways different from rodents?” 

(Derdikman and Moser 2010, p. 567) 
 

Question 1 (Q1) (related to Q6) has no answer within the mind-EW: 
there are just neuronal processes that have no correlations within the 
mind-EW. Q6 is a pseudo-problem and trying to answer such a question 
actually means wasting  research time in cognitive neuroscience. Q2 is a 
false question because the environments are not “mapped by fragmented 
representations”. This question is strongly related to the binding 
problem, segmentation and integration. In Vacariu (2012) I showed that 
these problems are pseudo-problems. Q3 is also wrong: there are no 
maps, even less possibly “simultaneous maps”. The frequencies of such 
maps at mental “level” are incredibly small (continuously changing) and 
may not be realized at the neuronal “level”. Regarding Q4, the authors 
investigate in their paper the relationship between the representations of 
small and large environments. Many people believe that there are some 
“spatial maps” for small environments, but the situation is much more 
complicated for large environments. From my viewpoint, there is no 
such distinction within the brain! Derdikman and Moser introduce two 
alternatives “to construct a more widely spaced  representation  based  
on  interference  between inputs  from  grid  cells  with  different  grid  
frequencies” or   
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to represent  large  environments  as  mosaics  of  smaller maps, breaking up along 
geometrical borders and landmarks, similar to the fragmentation described for the 
grid map in the hairpin maze. (…) Representations of relationships between such 
map fragments might not use the metrics of grid and place cells but could rather 
depend on different mechanisms and brain systems. (Derdikman and Moser 
2010, p. 566) 
 
From my viewpoint, there are no differences regarding the spatial 
representations between small and large environments: in both cases 
there are no spatial maps (no retinotopic maps). The same answer is 
available for Q7: there are no major differences between humans and 
rodents regarding the complexity of environments. Q5: as I illustrated in 
Vacariu (2012), it is quite impossible to associate a frequency 
oscillations with any mental function. 

Wandell and Winawer (2011) make a short summary of the last 
25 years of research on the neuronal maps that can be obtained using 
various measurement apparatus (mainly fMRI). However, regarding 
fMRI,   
 
the BOLD signal is not driven uniquely by action potentials but rather reflects a 
range of metabolically demanding neural signals. Despite an incomplete 
understanding of the full set of cellular mechanisms, fMRI is a useful tool for non-
invasively  studying  responses  in  the  human  brain  (Bandettini, 2009) and is 
especially well suited for measuring visual field maps in individual human subjects. 
(Wandell and Winawer 2011, p. 721) 
 
With fMRI, there are different methods to measure the retinotopic maps: 
stimuli that produce “traveling waves of activity” in primary visual 
cortex. (Wandell and Winawer 2011, p. 721) One stimulus consists of a 
set of rings of increasing radius for measuring the eccentricity maps 
(distance from the center of gaze). The second stimulus consists of a set 
of wedges to measure angle maps (orientation with respect to the center 
of gaze). “Combining data from rings and wedges, several groups 
identified visual field maps” called “phase-encoded retinotopy” or 
“traveling-wave methods”. Moreover, “visual field maps can be 
identified by analyzing the stimulus-referred fMRI response to each of 
the fragments in each voxel”. (Wandell and Winawer 2011, p. 721) 
Using fMRI, it is already quite easy to identify cortical maps in V1-V3. 
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On the contrary, it is very difficult to find such maps in extrastriate 
areas. (We have here again the very approximate distinction between 
low and high levels.) There are various reasons for this difference: 
extrastriate maps are smaller than V1-V3 maps; “in extrastriate regions 
the combined spatial receptive fields of the neurons in a voxel, called the 
population receptive field (pRF), spans more of the visual field than the  
pRF  in  V1–V3  voxels” and  when the “pRFs of adjacent voxels 
overlap, stimuli in adjacent visual field positions produce only a small 
response difference; thus there is a smaller signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
available to specify the cortical map”; the extrastriate maps are more 
“selective to specific types of stimuli”; we do not yet know the 
limitations of our measuring apparata for extrastriate areas.  (Wandell 
and Winawer 2011, p. 725) The authors indicate the relationship between 
identification of maps and “functional parcellation” (localization), the 
“functional parcellation of visual cortex is fraught with technical 
limitations”.  
 
Most obvious is that the borders of the responsive region depend on arbitrary 
experimental decisions including the stimulus properties and the statistical 
thresholds used to identify a reliable response. Hence, the retinotopic mapping 
community has been cautious in accepting definitive functional parcellations.  
Similarly, the functional community was cautious concerning the application of 
retinotopic mapping procedures (...). (Wandell and Winawer 2011, p. 726) 
 
Even if the authors are aware of the cautions necessary for the 
“localization” and identification of retinotopic maps and the replacement 
of the subtraction method with new methods, they adopt quite an 
optimistic tone during their paper. They analyze cortical and subcortical 
maps (the localization of features like color, motion, form, and 
attention), computational modeling of fMRI responses (Gallantlab work 
is included in this section), etc. Recent data from cognitive neuroscience 
(see Vacariu 2012) provide me a much more pessimistic view on these 
results. I believe that such “fraught with technical limitations” would 
never be avoided since there are epistemologically different tools of 
“investigating” neuronal patterns of activation and mental states! A 
priori, we cannot construct a tool of observation that has the same 
characteristics as our mind “accessing” its mental states! 
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Embracing a Gestalt approach, Herzog et al. conduct experiments 
against the retinotopic processing and the hierarchical model. (Herzog et 
al. 2012) For them, following Gestalt principles, the integrations take 
place holistically. Interestingly however, there “remains an open 
question when features are integrated depending on Gestalt factors and 
when they are not.” (Herzog 2012, p. 322) From my viewpoint, the 
dispute between atomistic and holistic views is meaningless even if I 
embrace the latter perspective and totally reject retinotopic processes or 
cognitive maps. Tversky indicates some errors of such “cognitive 
maps”. (Tversky 1999-2012) These cognitive maps are not “coherent 
mental representations of all the environments” we perceive. 
 
That information might be in a variety of formats; it might be incomplete; it might 
be schematic; it might be difficult or impossible to integrate into a coherent whole. 
Because such representations are put together ‘on the fly’ from a multitude of media, 
a more apt metaphor than ‘cognitive map’ for the functional mental representation is 
‘cognitive collage’. (Tversky 1999-2012, p. 4169) 
 
For Tversky, there are systematic errors in cognitive maps: in alignment, 
in rotation, to hierarchical organization, perspective, and landmarks. 
Moreover, navigation depends on more than spatial cognition, 
environments serving only as cues. (Tversky 1999-2012, p. 4169) These 
ideas clearly reflect the distinction between the mind-EW and the 
brain/body that belong to the macro-EW.  

 
2.4 Hippocampus, grid cells, head direction cells, border cells, and 
other technical elements  
I will offer some details from Hartley and Burges’ introduction (1999-
2012) about spatial cognition. Hippocampus, adjacent cortical and 
subcortical areas are correlated with the long-term spatial memory, 
orientation, and navigation. Hippocampus is involved in large distances, 
long timescales and allocentric (cognitive maps included) 
representations of space, while the parietal lobe is activated for short 
timescales, distances and egocentric representations of space. (p. 4158) 
They write about the transformation between the reference frames. 
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For instance, visual information about the location of an object is encoded 
retinotopically in visual cortex (reflecting location in an eye-centered reference 
frame) and must be transformed into a hand-(or arm-) centered coordinate system in 
order that it can be used to direct a reaching response. (Hartley and Burges p. 
4158) 
 
As many people working in cognitive neuroscience, the authors plead 
for the existence of multiple reference frames with "neurophysiological 
evidence". (idem) Different cells fire for monkey's hand or for the 
relationship of objects to the monkey’s trunk, arm, head, etc. 
 
After training, neurons in the middle processing layer between the input and output 
layers show responses that are modulated by both the location of a stimulus relative 
to the head, and by its retinal location. This type of encoding is referred to as a ‘gain 
field’. It is a useful form of representation because the combined influences of 
stimulus location in two different reference frames on the neural response would 
allow the location of the stimulus to be represented in either reference frame in 
subsequent processing layers. Gain field responses have been found in neurons in 
the interparietal sulcus of the monkey posterior parietal cortex. It is plausible that the 
multiple egocentric representations of location in the posterior parietal cortex are 
linked by intermediate gain field representations that mediate the translation of 
location information from one reference frame to another. (Hartley and Burges, 
p. 4159) 
 
From my viewpoint, there is no combination of “influences of stimulus 
location in two different reference frames” and the representation of 
location in the posterior parietal cortex is not “linked” by “intermediate 
gain field representations”. Multiple reference frames (and the 
translation between them) require changes of attention and all of them 
are the “I” and this is the reason we do not need any other mechanism 
for combining or intermediating various information in the brain. Again, 
it would be something like the evolution of species. Therefore, we do 
not need such “gain field” that complicates the structure of the brain 
much more. 
 Hippocampus is correlated not only with spatial representations 
but also with spatial memory (see Morris’ water maze1). Another 

                                                            
1 “The place cell data, summarized briefly above, seem to indicate that the 
hippocampus specifically processes the surface geometry of the rat’s environment, 
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important detail regarding the rat’s hippocampus is that the place cells in 
CA1 and CA3 “encode rat’s location independently of its heading” 
indicating where the animal is. (p. 4159) Head direction cells indicate 
“animal’s heading independent of its location” that are located in the 
mamillary bodies, anterior thalamus and presubiculum. (idem) 
Interestingly for my point of view is the following statement: “A place 
field’s location does not depend on the rat’s position relative to any 
single cue.” (p. 4160) The explanation for this ability: 
 
One way of explaining the independence of place fields to any single external cue is 
that internal information (e.g., self motion, vestibular and motor efference 
information) is used to track changes in location over time, with external sensory 
information simply serving to calibrate this system. This mechanism is often 
referred to as ‘path integration’. Another possibility is that external cues are used, 
but that a conjunction of several features is required to drive a place cell to fire at a 
given location. 
 
From my viewpoint, “path integration” is quite close to homunculus, so 
once more we have no need of such mechanisms to realize the “path 
integration”.1 I strongly claim that this mechanism does not exist in the 
rat’s brain. In reality, in the mind-EW, we have the representation of 

                                                                                                                              
with an important role also for the head-direction system, governed by distal cues to 
orientation. Hippocampal lesions dramatically impair performance on the classic 
version of the water maze, where rats must use distal landmark information as well 
as distance to the maze boundary to locate a hidden platform (Morris et al. 1982).” 
(Burgess 2008, p. 86) After more details, Burgess concludes that “the hippocampus 
may define locations relative to the boundary, while the striatum defines locations 
relative to local landmarks, and the head-direction system is required to derive a 
heading direction from distant landmarks.” (idem) Therefore, “differential activity 
seen in the hippocampus and caudate corresponded to the acquisition and expression 
of information about locations derived from environmental landmarks or boundaries 
respectively.” (Burgess 2008, p. 88) 
1 “Path integration, first hypothesized by Darwin, is an animal’s ability to 
continuously update its position, relying on self-motion cues (vestibular, 
proprioceptive or motor cues).” (Valerio and Taube 2012, p. 1445) Again, I consider 
that, as the result of evolution, path integration is not produced by complicated 
(“complex”) translation between neuronal mechanisms within the brain. Accepting 
such mechanisms there would be a strong divergence between the continuity 
(update) of motion (either the external object or the self-motion, or both) and these 
translations (transformations).  
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such “paths”, while in the brain there are only some corresponding 
“codes” widely distributed in the brain, some areas (for instance parietal 
or hippocampus) being more activated than others.  

In a number of the journal Science, some people discuss about 
hippocampus, direction, place and grid cells, as well as appearance and 
the development of spatial representation for rat pups. Langston et al. 
(2010) indicate that head-direction cells, border cells and grid cells 
represent the elements for “path integration-based spatial map” 
necessary to continuously update the animal’s position when it moves in 
an environment. (Langston et al. 2010, p. 1577) Is this   here causality or 
identity between these kinds of cells and continuous updating of the 
animal’s position (a mental perceptual process)? This continuous 
updating is indeed a mental process but if we try to identify this mental 
process with particular neuronal processes, we reach strong 
contradictions just because we talk about EDWs. Causality would 
require a different paradigm (not the identity theory) something similar 
to Searle (the mind is produced by the brain) (1992), but in this case we 
have temporal contradictions: the time necessary for neuronal processes 
would not fit with the time necessary for mental states.  

Langston et al. wonder how an animal represents the space 
when it navigates for the first time. The direction cells were already 
activated at P15 and P16 (P15 means postnatal day 15) when pups were 
exploring the environment, while 41% of place cells were activated but 
also modulated by theta wave. (p. 1577) During the first two weeks 
there was a gradual increase of proportion of place cell. The conclusion 
of their research is that the head-direction cells in pre- and 
parasubiculum show adult-like attributes (“only hours after the eyelids 
had unsealed”), while the place and grid cells continue to develop (grid 
cells need 4 weeks of age). (p. 1580) 

Wills et al. (2010) start their article with the already classical 
idea of O’Keefe and Nadel idea from their book (“The hippocampus as a 
cognitive map”, 1978), according to which the “hippocampal cognitive 
map” is the Kantian synthetic apriori “system” (entirely or at least 
partially innate) to represent the external environment.1 Wills et al.’s 

                                                            
1 I mention that John O’Keefe is one of the authors of this paper, Wills et al. (2010) 
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experiments are made on rat pups in the first days when the pups open 
their eyes and move in their environment. The researchers investigated 
the place cells in hippocampal region CA1 and the grid and directional 
cells in medial entorhinal cortex (MEC).1 (Wills et al. 2010, p. 1573) 
Directional cells and place cells (even if the number of these cells 
continues to increase during development period) are present at the 
earliest period of their investigation, exhibiting “adultlike stability and 
quality”. (p. 1575) However, the grid cells appear later.2 
 
The quality of spatial encoding can be fairly compared across cell types by using the 
spatial information per spike [regarding location for place and grid cells and 
direction for directional cells (10)]. As with the proportions of cells and stability of 
firing, the quality of spatial encoding is adultlike from the earliest age in directional 
cells, significantly high in early place cell firing but increasing throughout 
development, and reaches adult levels in grid cells at P24 (…). (Wills et al. 2010, 
p. 1575) (P24 means postnatal day 24) 
 
Interestingly, the “quality of spatial encoding” in cell types is “fairly 
compared” (correlated) with the “spatial information per spike”. So, it is 
again about the essential notion of cognitive neuroscience 
“correlations”, but as I emphasize in Vacariu (2012), this notion has no 
ontological status and this is the main reason cognitive neuroscience is a 
pseudo-science. The relationship between the brain and the mind is not 
reflected only by different “codes” or different linguistic frameworks 
(Carnap and see Vacariu 2008), but by EDWs, since the brain and the 
body belong to the macro-EW, while the mind is an EW (with its unity, 
the unity of the self). “Correlation” shows us that it is not about the 
                                                            
1 “We recorded 567 hippocampal pyramidal cells and 1514 medial entorhinal cells 
from 42 male rats between the ages of P16 and P30 as they foraged for food in an 
enclosure, using miniaturized microdrives and recording locations matched across 
ages (9) (fig. S2, C to E). Cells were categorized as directional, place, or grid cells if 
their spatial firing characteristics exceeded the 0.05 significance level of the relevant 
measures [spatial information (10) for place cells, gridness (6, 11) for grid cells, 
Rayleigh vector for directional cells] in spatially shuffled data for the corresponding 
age and region (9).” (Wills et al. 2010, p. 1574) 
2 “Stable directional firing, place cell firing, and theta-band temporal organization 
occur before significant proportions of adultlike grid cells fire.” (Wills et al. 2010, p. 
1576) 
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identity between a mental perceptual state and some neuronal areas of 
the brain but just about some very approximate “correlations”. Is the 
mind correlated with the brain or with the brain and the body? Where is 
the external world? Moreover, is a mental state (for instance a 
perceptual visual state of a scene) identical with the same neuronal 
patterns of activation at one moment and also during a temporal 
interval? Then how does the brain extract, project or how does the high 
neuronal level operate on the low neuronal level the information from a 
complex scene with several objects in a complicated relationship in 
motion? Exactly the same problem is for the binding problem: there is 
no “binding” within the brain’s processes that has to be correlated with 
the mental unification of all mental features of an object in one entity. 
“Spatial cognition” and the binding problem (properties of the mind-
EW) do not exist within the brain, and cannot be correlated with 
particular neuronal areas, even if there are some representations of 
objects and their relationships (“space”) in our mind. 
 In order to support their “pro-innate elements” position, Wills et 
al. indicate that the directional modulation (directional firing) is stable 
relative to the environment, i.e., it does not simply depend on a single 
environmental cue and therefore it is not “produced solely by 
experience-dependent plasticity driven by movements within the nest 
before exploration.” (Wills et al. 2010, p. 1576) From my viewpoint, the 
distinction innate-learning (experience) is a pseudo-distinction since we 
cannot identify precisely the “correlations” between any mental 
(perceptual) state and some neuronal patterns of activation since any 
mental state corresponds to the entire brain and body. Moreover, the 
authors indicate that their results indicate that the place cells continue 
firing even if there are entorhinal cortex lesions and therefore the 
traditional hypothesis that entorhinal cortex grid cells furnish the only 
“spatial input” to the place cells is questionable. (Wills et al. 2010, p. 
1576) Obviously, from my viewpoint, this is another case which shows 
that the identification of one mental perceptual state with some 
particular neuronal activated patterns is wrong. However, it seems that 
there is a very approximate correspondence between the spatial 
arrangement of cells in the brain and the representation of a mental 
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scene,1 but  the idea that the mind has spatial dimensions is out of the 
question. 

Based on their anatomical differences (“distinct patterns of 
extrinsic cortical and subcortical connections, as well as different 
electrophysiological and pharmacological properties”, p. 1), Cauter et al. 
(2012) try to identify the functions of those two subregions of entorhinal 
cortex: medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) and lateral entorhinal cortex 
(LEC). Different researchers showed that MEC has cells responsible for 
spatial cognition (grid cells, head direction cells, border cells, etc.) while 
LEC shows “little spatial modulation”. (idem) Other researchers 
consider that it is difficult to identify spatial and nonspatial properties of 
MEC and LEC, in particular. Cauter et al. conducted some experiments 
on rats with damage on MEC and LEC having some spatial and 
nonspatial tasks. The conclusion is that the MEC-lesioned rats are 
impaired in processing spatial information (spatial novelty detection and 
path integration) and the LEC-lesioned rats are impaired in place 
navigation in the water maze and the path integration tasks. (Cauter et 
al. 2012, p. 7) So MEC is essential for the “path integration-dependent 
navigation” (this is normal since MEC has the cells mentioned above). “ 
 
The present results suggest that the path integration deficits originated from damage 
to the grid cell system. In addition, no correlation between lesion size and 
impairment in path integration was found, indicating that even a small perturbation 
of this network induced a large deficit. (Cauter et al. 2012, p. 8)  
 
The LEC-lesioned rats were not impaired in the water maze navigation 
task or in the path integrations task. (Cauter et al. 2012, p.8) However, 
they were impaired in the object exploration task (detecting spatial and 
nonspatial changes), so LEC is necessary for both spatial and mainly 
nonspatial information for water maze. The complete functional 

                                                            
1 “The expression of some types of spatial learning ability continues to improve for a 
long time after the components of the cognitive map are relatively mature, which 
suggests that the rate-limiting step may be the use of spatial signals by the rest of the 
brain.” (Wills et al. 2010, p. 1576) We should not forget that the space in which 
neuronal cells are situated in relationship with the external space corresponds to the 
representation of mental space (that is the mind-EW).  
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segregation of these two entorhinal cortex is under question, MEC and 
LEC seems to interact through anatomical interconnections.  

I would like to analyze in more details the grid cells. In the 
same issue of Nature journal, Langston et al. (2010) indicate that 
“cortical inputs to place cells are likely to originate from entorhinal grid 
cells (4, 5) one or two synapses upstream.” (Langton 2010, p. 1576-7)  
 
Grid cells can differ from each other in their grid spacing and grid phase, while there 
is growing evidence for an essentially common grid orientation throughout medial 
entorhinal cortex (Stensola et al., 2011). Cells very close to each other in the tissue 
have their grids shifted by a seemingly random phase, so that there is no topographic 
organization in the representation of space. (Stella et al. 2012, p. 1617)  
 
If Stella quoted Stensola et al.’s work, let me introduce a very recent 
research of Stensola et al. (a paper published in December 2012) on 
medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) and grid cells. Each grid cell belongs to 
a hexagonal lattice and the cells in both the hippocampus and the MEC 
for neuronal maps are quite different from sensory maps (spatial firing 
fields are created by extraction of features from particular sensory 
input). (Stensola et al. 2012, p. 72) The grid scale is mapped 
topographically, “co-localized grid cells have similar grid spacing and 
grid spacing increases progressively from dorsal to ventral MEC”, but it 
is unknown if gradient in grid spacing is continuous or modular. (idem) 
Stensola et al. measured the activity of grid cells along entorhinal 
dorsoventral axis on 15 rats. The results were the following: the grid 
scale increases in discrete steps1 (p. 72); the grid orientations is also 
discrete (“discontinuities in grid orientation coincide with 
discontinuities in grid scale”, p. 77) and “the boundaries between these 
orientation modules coincided with boundaries between scale modules” 
(p. 74); the degree of grid distortion2 is more similar for cell pairs with 
                                                            
1 “Whereas the scale of the grid map was found to increase topographically from 
dorsal to ventral MEC when the data were pooled across animals, as in previous 
work (…), there was no corresponding smoothness in individual animals. In every 
single animal, the progression of grid scale was step-like.” (Stensola et al. 2012, p. 77) 
2 “Grid patterns can be distorted by changes in the shape of the environment. When 
a square test box is changed to a rectangle, the grid pattern may rescale selectively 
along the axis of transformation.” (Stensola et al. 2012, p. 74)  
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similar grid scale than for pairs with different scale (idem); and the grid 
modules, dominated by the theta rhythm, have a discrete temporal 
organization (p. 76).1 All these processes (grid-scale, -orientation, -
distortion and temporal organization) represent different modules that 
operate independently within the same grid network (p. 76), but grid 
modules anatomically overlap or are “partly entangled” (p. 77). From 
my viewpoint, how can we fit the grid scale that increases in discrete 
steps and the continuity of perceptual visual state? The only possibility 
would be the oscillations but as we saw in Vacariu (2012), there are no 
strict correlations between any particular wave and mental states. 
Moreover, do we have here a contradiction between the fact that the 
modules operate independently but also overlap? The authors mention 
that the way in which “overlapping networks are segregated remains to 
be determined” and they introduce a genetic mechanism as a hypothesis. 
(idem) In conclusion, 
 
cell populations with different grid properties were found to respond independently 
to changes in the geometry of the environment, indicating that modules of grid cells 
can be anchored separately to external cues or boundaries. The discrete but 
interspersed topography of the grid map, and the apparent autonomy of the modules, 
differs from the graded topography of maps for continuous variables in well-studied 
sensory systems, such as the orientation and direction maps of the feline, weasel and 
primate visual cortex. (Stensola et al. 2012, p. 77)2 
 
We can find another problem in this paragraph: if different grid 
properties respond independently to changes in the geometry of the 

                                                            
1 “Recent work from the Moser� s group (e.g., Stensola et al., 2010) supports the 
latter possibility. They recorded from MEC grid cells while the rat was moving 
about a familiar environment. This established the internode distances for their grid 
cells before the crucial manipulation, which involved compressing the physical 
environment and then determining the response of the grid cells to this change in 
space. They found what appears to be a set of discontinuities along the longitudinal 
axis. At the most dorsal end, the network of grid cells responded to environmental 
compression with minimal rescaling, thereby preserving the geometric information 
encoded in the network. At the most ventral end, a rather different effect was 
observed.” (Nadel et al. 2012, p. 27) 
2 “Computational models of grid cells fall into two main classes—oscillatory 
interference models and attractor–network models (…).” (Stensola et al. 2012, p. 77) 
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environment, then we need again the mechanisms for “extraction”, 
“projection” or hierarchical levels model to solve these independent 
changes and the continuity of any mental perceptual state. Interestingly, 
in this context, it is the relationship between the place cells and the grid 
cells:  
 
If hippocampal place cells are excited by convergent input from multiple grid 
modules, two types of effects can be envisaged. First, convergence of signals from 
multiple grid modules would prevent propagation of noise that is uncorrelated across 
modules, allowing the hippocampus to estimate location with a precision that 
exceeds that of the individual grid modules (…). Second, such convergence might 
facilitate the formation of new and unique representations for new environments. 
(Stensola et al. 2012, p. 77) 
 
In what regards these amazing results, my question is, again, if medial 
entorhinal cortex is divided into various modules with different, 
independent functions, how are these functions/modules correlated with 
any mental state? Stensola et al. suggest that hippocampus cells 
“combine” independently operating grid modules to produce discrete 
representations “individualized to specific places and experiences” and 
in this way hippocampus could contribute to episodic and semantic 
memory. (Stensola et al. 2012, p. 78) So, Stensola et al. finally found the 
mechanism responsible for binding the activity of grid cells! Based on 
certain experiments for spatial memory using fMRI, Slotnick and 
Thakral (2013) emphasize that the hippocampus operates in a threshold 
manner, while other neuronal areas (striate and extrastriate cortex 
(BA17/18/19/37), the parahippocampal cortex, the parietal cortex, and 
the prefrontal cortex (Slotnick and Thakral 2013, p. 268) contribute 
continuously to the behavior. (p. 269)   

Palmer and Lynch (2010) make a parallel between Kant’s a 
priori intuition of space and the results of quite recent research on rat 
pups. 16 days after birth and then two weeks later, some researchers 
identified three classes of cells responsible for features of space: place 
cells (increase in number and change with age and experience), direction 
cells (present already 2 days after the pups open their eyes, being 
“already adultlike”), and grid cells. The authors of this paper mention 
that there are some disputes regarding the innate – learning dichotomy 
for spatial representations, but some elements are nonetheless innate.  
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For philosophers, ‘a priori’ means necessarily true, as in logic and mathematics, and 
as such is distinct from ‘innate’; for example, instincts and drives may be innate, but 
not a priori. Kant believed he had established the a priori (and not merely innate) 
status of space as a ‘transcendental condition’ of our representation of the world. 
This is, however, quite compatible with the existence of a neurobiological substrate 
of the mental functions he identifies (9), so he would likely be fascinated and 
delighted by these investigations. (Palmer and Lynch 2010, p. 1488)  
 
Interesting is the analogy between recent research and Kant regarding 
space; I will extend this parallel in my next work. However, from my 
viewpoint, pure intuitions of space and time are only some 
methodological distinctions. Unfortunately, the distinction between pure 
and empirical notions of space and time cannot avoid, as Kant hoped, an 
answer to the mind-brain problem. (About Kant and the EDWs 
perspective, see Vacariu 2008).  
 Valerio and Taube (2012) investigate in detail the role of head-
direction cells for path integration. Before their experiments, head-
direction cells have been the best candidate for “integrating angular head 
motion over time (angular integrator)” because these cells furnish a 
“constant signal of the rat’s heading and are modulated by self-motion 
cues”. (Valerio and Taube 2012, p. 1445) They conduct an interesting 
experiment grasping, “for the first time” (again, an expression that 
appears in many papers published lately in the field of cognitive 
neuroscience), two processes for the head-direction cells (27 such cells 
recorded from anterodorsal thalamic nucleus): the firings of these cells 
“match the heading error” and “reflect the reorientation process when a 
rat uses landmarks to take a ‘fix’ after making an error”. (idem) The 
researchers believed that the “complexity” of rats’ “outward trip 
(searching for the pellet) affected the accuracy of their return to the 
refuge (homing)” and therefore the head-direction cells are used for path 
direction.1 (Valerio and Taube 2012, p. 1445) The authors analyze in 
detail two processes identified by them: “resetting” and “remapping”: 

                                                            
1 Also, “the differences observed between correct and error trials confirmed that the 
complexity of their foraging trips influenced the rats’ accuracy in their homing 
behavior and demonstrated that the rats were likely path-integrating when 
performing the task.” (Valerio and Taube 202, p. 1446) 
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First, we observed that the shift of the head-direction cell’s preferred firing direction 
(PFD) correlated with the heading error of the rat. Second, we report two types of 
correction processes used by the rats. After large heading errors the head-direction 
system ‘remaps’ and takes a new bearing for the subsequent trials, but in most cases, 
the head-direction cells’ PFDs are ‘reset’ to stable values anchored to the refuge. 
This coupling of the head-direction signal and homing behavior suggests that the 
head-direction signal provides the directional heading component to the path 
integrator. (Valerio and Taube 2012, p. 1445)1 
 
Obviously, there was a proportional relation between the distance of the 
outward trip and the error (longer distance, higher probability of making 
error), but the firing of dead-direction cells is not identical with the 
spatial cognition (or with any characteristic of spatial cognition) of our 
mind. There is only a “correlation” between PFD and the representation 
of space in our mind but not an identity. Moreover, more head turns 
produced more errors.  
 
In sum, we observed that using the preceding intertrial interval as a reference, as 
opposed to the initial refuge period, the PFD shift observed during foraging 
accurately reflected the heading error of the rat. But the question remains as to how 
the signal’s preferred orientation can change from one inter-trial interval to another 
without altering the rat’s performance. (Valerio and Taube 2012, p. 1447) 
 
Within the unicorn-world, we cannot answer this question! Everything 
changes at each moment within the brain, the stability of some mental 
states can be found only within the mind-EW. (About this topic, see 
Vacariu 2008) Any perceptual state of the external world is the “I” (the 
mind-EW), an EW but also an entity with its identity. The “personal 
identity” of the self preserves the stability of any mental state and the 
non-alteration of rat’s performance. In the refuge, there is a relative 

                                                            
1 “The distribution of PFD shifts across successive intertrial intervals (Fig. 4a) 
revealed that in several refuge periods the cells’ PFDs showed large shifts compared 
to the previous refuge period. To understand what caused these large shifts, we 
separated the distribution into two modes: mode 1, referred to as ‘resetting’, 
consisted of intertrial intervals in which the PFD shifted < 35° (n = 50), and mode 2, 
referred to as ‘remapping’, included the remaining cases where the PFD shifted > 
35° (n = 10).” . (Valerio and Taube 2012, p.1447) 
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stability of the cells’ PFDs so resetting1 is the most used strategy, but in 
some cases remapping2 takes place. The rats use internal information 
and external signs for resetting (the refuge as external sign) and 
remapping (tactile or geometric features as external signs3). (p. 1451-2)  
 
It is important to note that even if the head-direction signal is strongly influenced by 
self-motion information, it does not code for an egocentric representation of space 
but rather for an allocentric one (…). Therefore, what characterizes remapping is the 
fact that the allocentric-based representation of the initial refuge is abandoned and 
that the rats establish a new reference, a new zero, which they maintain in the refuge 
and during subsequent trials. (Valerio and Taube 2012, p. 1452) 
 
The firings of head-direction cells are influenced by the self-motion but 
“encode” the allocentric representation of space (and not the egocentric 
one) because both representations of space are the “I”. In order to 
explain  some traits of the “I” (the mind-EW), we need a new 
framework of thinking that is completely different from the neurological 
vocabulary, exactly as Einstein introduced a new framework for 
understanding the gravity. Various experiments indicate that there are 
different possibilities regarding the neuronal areas involved in head-
direction function: the lateral habenula (which projects to the dorsal 
tegmental nucleus), or the projections from anterior cingulate cortex to 
the postsubiculum via the retrosplenial cortex or the hippocampus. (p. 
1452) Anyway, any kind of representation of the external space is the 

                                                            
1 “In theory, resetting could result from two different strategies: (i) the cell’s PFD 
could reset upon return to the refuge, where the rats can use the features of this 
familiar location to correct its orientation, or (ii) as the rats found the refuge despite 
their errors, it is possible that reorientation occurs ‘on-line’ on their way back to the 
refuge.” (Valerio and Taube 2012, p. 1450) 
2 “(…) after large heading errors, the head-direction cells shifted to a new PFD that 
became the new ‘zero value’ for the subsequent foraging trips.” (Valerio and Taube 
2012, p. 1451) 
3 “A key characteristic of remapping is the absence of resetting when the rats reach 
the refuge, suggesting that the spatial representation based on the initial refuge has 
been discarded and replaced by a new reference frame. Our data suggest that in this 
highly familiar environment, this new reference frame is influenced by the geometry 
of the apparatus and, in most occasions, consists of a simple rotation of the initial 
reference frame by 45° (one doorway).” (Valerio and Taube 2012, p. 1452) 
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“I”, so it corresponds to the entire brain and body (self-motions strongly 
influence the activation of head-direction cells).   

If hippocampus1 is correlated so often with spatial cognition2, I 
introduce some details regarding the role of this sub-cortical area3 for 
space and visual perception from a very recent paper, Lee et al. (2012). 
Traditionally, it is a unitary view about medial temporal lobe (MTL) 
(hippocampus, perirhinal cortex (PRC), entorhinal cortex, and 
parahippocampal cortex) (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991; Squire et al., 
2004; Squire and Wixted, 2011 in Lee et al. 2012, p. 1) that plays an 
important role in long-term memory exclusively. (Lee et al. 2012, p. 1) 
There are different alternatives for hippocampus and PRC. For instance, 
Aggleton and Brown, 1999; Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Yonelinas et al., 
2010 (in Lee et al. 2012, p. 1) suggest that the hippocampus mediates 
recollective memory and PRC is important for familiarity-based 
recognition. Others consider the hippocampus is vital for rapid 
formation and retrieval of flexible associations between individual 
percepts, context, and events, where PRC (and other parts of the brain) 
are responsible for memory of individual items. In general, these 
alternatives promote the idea that “differing patterns of MTL damage 
lead to distinct profiles of memory impairment, with hippocampal 
damage producing specific problems in mnemonic processing.” (Lee et 
al. 2012, p. 1) However, recent empirical data furnished the hypothesis 
that MTL has a role in perception (not only in memory). The majority of 
people worked on the role of PRC in the higher-order perception of 

                                                            
1 “Comparative anatomy indicates a clear homology of the hippocampal formation 
across species, among the derivatives of the embryonic medial pallium (Striedter, 
2005). Axon tracing studies, among others, show that all hippocampal formation 
homologues have strong projections to the ipsilateral septum, which is itself highly 
conserved (Krayniak and Siegel, 1978; Neary, 1990).” (Stella et al. 2013, p. 1611) 
2 “Evidence for a spatial role of the hippocampal formation comes, beyond the 
compelling suggestions from single-unit recording – which in themselves could 
reflect an epiphenomenon – from pharmacological and lesion studies, also in 
rodents, which show an impairment of hippocampally damaged animals in the 
performance of spatial tasks such as the Morris water maze (Morris et al., 1982).” 
(Stella et al. 2012, p. 1611) 
3 I emphasized “sub-cortical” to indicate that it is totally wrong to “correlate” only 
some cortical areas for any mental state since spatial cognition needs hippocampus! 
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objects (“the processing of combinations of sensory features (e.g., 
within, but not limited to, the visual domain), which allow the 
successful sensation, identification, and discrimination of complex 
objects).” (idem) I mention only one approach: the representational- 
hierarchical model (Murray and Bussey, 1999;  Bussey  et  al.,  2005;  
Murray  et  al.,  2007;  Saksida  and Bussey, 2010). (Lee et al. 2012, p. 2) 
 
According to this view, the PRC is an extension of the representational hierarchy 
within the ventral visual stream (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982): rostral 
inferotemporal cortical regions, including PRC, form representations of complex 
conjunctions of stimulus features, whereas more caudal regions (e.g., V4, TEO) 
represent the components from which these conjunctions are formed (Murray and 
Bussey, 1999; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999; Bussey and Saksida, 2002; Bussey et 
al., 2002). As such, the deficits that result from PRC damage can be best understood 
in terms of damage compromising high-level conjunctive representations of features 
(e.g., those comprising an object), leaving only lower-level representations (e.g., an 
object’s shape or pattern) intact (Cowell et al., 2006). (Lee et al. 2012, p. 2) 
 
I clearly indicate that the hierarchical model is a human mind creation, 
being a very artificial “segmentation” between low and high “levels”; in 
the same way, the difference between any mental state and the “I” is also 
artificial! This hierarchical alternative has some critics, so Lee et al. 
believe that the hippocampus (interconnected with PRC via entorhinal 
cortex) has a role for both functions: memory and higher-order 
perceptual processing (combination of spatial features, for instance).1 
Lee et al. offer some experiments (realized by them or by other people) 
to prove their approach: without offering details, their conclusion is that 
hippocampus is involved not only in episodic memory but also in 
higher-order spatial perception (“the representation of complex 
conjunctions of features that constitute spatial scenes”, Lee et al., p. 
12).2 I noticed that “it is unclear what exactly these features are and 
                                                            
1 In a quite specialized paper, Stella et al. (2012) deal with the double role of 
hippocampus: memory function (Scoville and Milner 1957) and navigation 
(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). (Stella et al. 2012, p. 1610) 
2 In Burgess (2008), we find the conclusion of Shrager et al. (2007) research: the 
“absence of evidence for hippocampal support of allocentric updating. However, a 
likely alternative interpretation, to my mind, is that the later study was solved by 
egocentric mental rotation.” (Burgess 2008, p. 86) 
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what neural and computational mechanisms create these 
representations” a candidate for explaining these processes being the 
“place cells”. (Lee et al. 2012, p. 12) Another speculative role for the 
hippocampus would be temporal information by means of place cells 
that “fires at increasingly earlier phases of the theta rhythm when an 
animal traverses the associated place field” (p. 12).1 However, another 
question is what mechanism bounds spatial with temporal aspects of a 
scene and memory information, even if hippocampus seems to have a 
role in this case. To answer this question, we need to adopt the holistic 
view (contrary to the atomistic/localization) regarding the neuronal areas 
correlated with this function.  

Nadel et al. (2012) offer details about the division of 
hippocampus (anterior-posterior axis) for different functions: posterior 
(dorsal) hippocampus is involved in spatial relations (for navigation), 
while anterior (ventral) hippocampus is engaged in spatial locales or 
contexts. (Nadel et al. 2012, p. 26, p. 27) Other experiments showed that 
the anterior hippocampus reacts to novelty, while posterior hippocampus 
functions for spatial cognition and episodic or semantic memory. (Nadel 
et al. 2012, p. 23) Interestingly, even if the anatomical locations of the 
hippocampus in rats and humans are quite different (p. 22), they are 
doing essentially the same thing (Nadel et al. 2012, p. 27). At the 
beginning of their paper, Colom et al. (2013) quoted various authors to 
indicate that the structure-function of hippocampus is related to spatial 
processing (Frings et al., 2006; Maguire et al., 2000), working memory 
(Axmacher et al., 2010), episodic memory, and the construction of 
mental images (Bird & Burgess, 2008; Squire et al., 2010). (in Colom et 
al. 2013, p. 129) According to their research, spatial intelligence, spatial 
executive control processes, and spatial working memory are quite 
strongly related to hippocampal structural differences, but not abstract 
                                                            
1 Quoting various results on Virtual Reality, Burgess concludes that such data 
confirm the involvement of the human hippocampus in accurate large-scale 
navigation. In addition, Hartley and colleagues (2004) used VR to investigate the 
effect of deformation of the environmental boundary on human search locations, 
finding results compatible with the assumption that place cells guide behavior, given 
how place cells respond to such manipulations (O’Keefe & Burgess 1996)”. 
(Burgess 2008, p. 83)  
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processing, verbal processing, and numerical processing or spatial 
processing speed and spatial attention performance (Colom et al. 2013, 
p. 138) Their research focuses on such relationships in grasping the 
differences between males and females.  
 Loureiro et al. (2012) indicate that, according to recent data 
(Bannerman et al. 2004; rev Moser and Moser 1998a), dorsal 
hippocampus is correlated with the process of spatial memory, ventral 
hippocampus modulates stress, emotions and affects. (Loureiro et al. 
2012, p. 93) The reasons for this segregation are: the connectivity of 
dorsal hippocampus (DHipp) (with entorhinal cortex that “receives 
visuospatial cortical inputs”, with larger number of place cells) and 
ventral hippocampus (VHipp) (with amygdala and hypothalamus) and 
consequences of lesions (spatial memory is much more altered after 
dorsal hippocampus than ventral hippocampus). The authors conducted 
certain experiments on rats in order to compare the “role of the VHipp 
and DHipp in the acquisition and retrieval of a Morris water-maze task 
at two post-training delays (1 or 5 days) compatible with recent 
memory”. (Loureiro et al. 2012, p. 93) They show that VHipp area is 
involved in spatial memory representation (p. 94), i.e., the “spatial 
reference memory” retrieval involves almost the entire “dorsoventral 
axis of the hippocampus”. (Loureiro et al. 2012, p. 102-103) It seems 
that VHipp has to be involved in retrieval because of the “necessity of 
hippocampo-prefrontal cortex interactions” in spatial reference memory. 
(idem) Moreover, larger parts of the hippocampus are necessary for 
retrieval then for acquisition of spatial memory. (p. 104) Even if there 
are some differences between DHipp and VHipp that support the idea 
that DHipp is responsible for spatial memory and VHipp for emotions 
and stress, there are also similarities (‘the connectivity between the 
dentate gyrus, CA3 and CA1” and “extensive intrahippocampal 
projections between principal cells, as well as between principal cells 
and interneurons (Witter and Amaral 2004), which mediate excitatory 
transmission and synchronous neuronal activity (Bartesaghi et al. 1983; 
Gloveli et al. 2005; Hetherington et al. 1994), and are found along the 
whole longitudinal extent of the hippocampus”). (Loureiro et al. 2012, p. 
104) Their conclusion is that even if the DHipp would be “sufficient” 
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for memory trace, both the DHipp and VHipp participate to the 
“retrieval of spatial information”. However, there is the possibility of 
complementary functions for DHipp and VHipp in realizing   
 
either accurate place localization and navigational performance (which 
would rely upon the DHipp via networks of place cells characterized by 
small place fields) or the expression of a memory representation (which 
would rely on the VHipp via connections to the prefrontal cortex and 
subcortical areas such as the mediodorsal striatum or accumbens nucleus).  
(Loureiro et al. 2012, p. 104) 
 
The great majority of people working in cognitive neuroscience believe 
that not only the hippocampus is involved in spatial cognition. 
Therefore, such complicated segmentations of neuronal areas that are 
correlated with mental functions will become more complicated in the 
future: the development of new tools of investigating the brain for 
“reading the mind” will increase a lot this “complexity”, that is a 
mixture of quite many EDWs! For instance, MacEnvoy and Epstein 
(2011) deal with the relationships between scenes and objects and the 
correlations of these relationships with neuronal areas (occipitotemporal 
cortex or lateral occipital, LO and parahippocampal place area, PPA). 
Using fMRI, the researchers investigate the traditional idea that the 
lateral occipital complex (LOC) is responsible for objects of a scene, 
while PPA functions for a scene. The results of their experiments 
indicate that the “patterns of activity evoked in LO by scenes are well 
predicted by linear combinations of the patterns evoked by their 
constituent objects”. (MacEnvoy and Epstein 2011, p. 5) This means the 
active patterns of voxels in the LO cortex that fire for a scene can be 
predicted by the average of patterns activated by objects. Contrary to a 
traditional view, there are no such relationships in PPA. The general 
conclusion is that the LO and PPA encode complementary information: 
LO encodes information regarding the recognition of objects of a scene, 
while PPA processes information of global scene properties. (MacEnvoy 
and Epstein 2011, p. 6) 
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2.5 Egocentric and allocentric representations, frames of reference 
and integration 
We can find more details on the relationship between spatial cognition 
and the brain in Burgess (2008), a review on spatial memory, navigation, 
imagery and the corresponding neuronal areas (parietal, retrosplenial, 
medial temporal neocortex, hippocampal and striatal systems). (Burgess 
2008, p. 77) In this paper, I am particularly interested in the transition 
from egocentric representations of location to (abstract) allocentric 
representations and the updating of such representations to 
accommodate self-motion and the corresponding neuronal patterns. (p. 
78) There are different types of egocentric representations for location in 
the external world: for sensory information, the coordinates of the 
corresponding receptor (for instance, the retinotopic for vision and head-
centered for audition), for actions, the coordinates of the corresponding 
effector (body-centered coordinates). (p. 78) In oder to reach a visual 
target, for instance, the sensorymotor integration (translation between 
various egocentric representations) has to take place somewhere in the 
brain. The “gain field” responses of neurons recorded in posterior 
parietal area 7a in primates seems to be the best alternative. 
 
These neurons respond to visual stimuli at a specific retinotopic location, but their 
rate of firing is also modulated by the orientation of the monkey’s gaze relative to 
the head (Andersen et al. 1987), by the orientation of the head relative to the trunk, 
or by the orientation of the monkey within the testing room (Snyder et al. 1998) 
(…). These gain-field responses are ideal for translating locations between the 
various egocentric reference frames (Zipser & Andersen 1988; Pouget & Sejnowski 
1997; Deneve et al. 2001). (Burgess 2008, p. 78) 
 
Moreover, we need another type of translation between the egocentric 
and allocentric representations1, a possibility being the “neurons of area 

                                                            
1 Later in his paper, Burgess presents the “boundary vector cell” (BVC) (Barry et al. 
2006- Burgess also author, Hartley et al. 2000). Without offering details, I wonder 
on the relationship between this model and Gallant lab’ work (2011, 2012) that 
propose largely distributed neuronal patterns of activation for any feature of 
different scenes from internet clips. The question is: “Could we reconstruct BVC 
model within Gallant’s framework?” Moreover, this BVC model needs “translation” 
from allocentric medial temporal representations to egocentric medial parietal 
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7a (posterior parietal area strongly connected with the medial temporal 
lobe) that fire modulating by the orientation of the monkey within a 
room and some parts of the medial parietal and retrosplenial cortices 
(responsible for stimuli in a location “irrespective of the direction of 
gaze (Galletti et al. 1995)”. (idem) 

I want to analyze in detail Burgess’ alternative for the 
relationship between self-motion of a subject and “egocentric spatial 
updating”. (pp. 78-81) Different information contribute to the processes 
of spatial updating for “path integration”1: the information about the 
intended movements (“motor efference copy”2) that is an automatic 
updating of sensory representations (p. 78) and “the integration of 
vestibular signals reflecting accelerations of the head, proprioceptive 
information regarding actual movements performed, and optic flow”. (p. 
79) The expression “automatic updating of sensory representations” is 
wrong: mental sensorial “representations” would need very complicated 
processes to be “updated”. We have to explain such processes within the 
EDWs perspective: in the brain, there are no representations but only 
processes that correspond to the entire mental scene. Within this mental 
scene there are entities (objects) with different traits within a mental 
spatial framework. It is completely wrong to consider that the 
brain/mind construct different mental representations not only for each 
object but also for their relationships! Such “construction” would 
require homunculus and real space in the mind.  

                                                                                                                              
representations for updating: (1) the egocentric locations and (2) allocentric 
representation of self-location. (Burgess 2008, p. 85) However, in the next sentence, 
Burgess writes that it is possible “to directly update the allocentric representation of 
self-location given self-motion information.” (idem) Within the EDWs, the second 
alternative is much better within the evolutionary paradigm.  
1 “(…) ‘path integration’: updating a representation of one’s own displacement from 
the start of a movement trajectory by integrating the velocities experienced along the 
trajectory.” (Burgess 2008, p. 80) 
2 Regarding the “motor efference copy”, see Llinas (2001) in Vacariu 2008) or in 
Vacariu and Vacariu (2010). As we showed in these works, prediction (that requires 
different types of knowledge or memory and cognition) has to be the “I”. Anyway, 
this “motor efference copy” is strongly related to the distinctions between 
procedural-declarative, implicit-explicit, automatic-controlled, conscious-
unconscious knowledge. (About these types of knowledge, see Vacariu 2008) 
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From my viewpoint, spatial updating for path integration is 
given by the correspondence between the movement of body and the 
activation of some parts of the brain (and the whole brain), on the one 
hand, and the functions of the mind-EW, on the other hand. The times 
for these processes belong to the EDWs, but there is a simultaneous 
correspondence between them at each moment. In his entire paper, 
Burgess shows that spatial updating for egocentric viewpoint is related 
to the parietal lobe, while spatial updating for allocentric viewpoint 
corresponds to processes from the medial temporal zone.1 (p. 80) 
Presenting various experiments made by different people, Burgess 
considers that the egocentric representations of locations are 
automatically updated just by our own movement, intentions to move or 
imagined movements. (idem) So we have above, the first alternative: 
various egocentric representations but we have to add the processes of 
their integration and transformations. Again, I believe that this 
alternative is too complicated for the evolution of species. The time 
necessary to integrate so many processes (perceiving certain external 
processes and self-motions, translating different representations/ 
processes) and also the mechanisms necessary to continuously integrate 
these representations/processes are much too complicated for the 
evolution of our species! An animal (including the human being) would 
not be able to survive within a dangerous environment with such 
complicated mechanisms of “translation”! Therefore, the second 
alternative seems to be a much better option: 

 
However, it is also possible that, where multiple locations or extended layouts are 
concerned, it is more efficient to maintain a cognitive representation of the world 
and to update our own location within it, rather than maintaining multiple egocentric 
representations each of which is affected differently by self-motion. (Burgess 
2008, p. 80) 

                                                            
1 “Note that, although spatial updating and path integration are regarded as 
egocentric processes in some treatments (e.g., Wang & Spelke 2002), categorization 
of these processes per se is arbitrary, depending on whether the object or start 
locations are updated relative to the participant or whether the location of the 
participant is updated relative to the locations of objects, start positions, or other 
aspects of the environment.” (Burgess 2008, p. 80) 
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As I emphasize during the entire book, we cannot talk of different visual 
representations (that represent different external objects) that “compose” 
a perceptual scene (we would need a single mechanism of that type to 
integrate all these mental representations of objects and processes). On 
the contrary, a perceptual scene is just an integrated single perceptual 
scene that is the “I”. Obviously, the “I” can “analyze” this perceptual 
scene (that is the “I”) or some parts of it (for instance, an object inside of 
that scene with some properties) but not through the process of 
“extracting” (that requires various low-level and high-level and their 
special relationship) or “transforming” (for instance 2D into 3D) or 
“projection”. In reality, a perceptual scene is the “I” that corresponds to 
the entire brain and body. There are some interactions between neuronal 
parts but such parts do not manage information like 2D, 3D, space in 
general and color. Probably it is about a stronger activation of some 
neuronal distributed patterns and this process eliminated projection, 
transformation, and extracting from this equation.1 However, perception 
(of that scene) is the mind-EW (the “I”), while the neuronal patterns of 
activation are parts of the brain (and body) that belong to the macro-
EW.  I repeat, the “I” “analyzes” parts of itself not through a special 
mechanism (homunculus) that “perceives” a scene since that scene is the 
“I”. Such analysis includes the short-term and the long-term memory 
and other mental abilities that are the “I”.  

Burgess continues the above quoted paragraph stating that we 
need information referring to the landmarks of the external environment 
(allocentric or world-centered representations). Therefore, he pleads for 
the existence, in parallel, of egocentric and allocentric representations. 
From my viewpoint, the egocentric and the allocentric representations 
are just some neuronal/mental processes that have to be added to the 
perception of an entire scene: the human subject perceives the entire 
scene and the perception of an object of that scene, for instance, can  be 
“interpreted” (using attention) either egocentric or allocentric 
representations but not both. Again, this interpretation means nothing 

                                                            
1 Such neuronal changings are quite similar to the changings that take place within a 
neuronal network.  
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else than a stronger activation of some neuronal patterns in the brain. So, 
even if Burgess realized some experiments to prove the existence of 
these two types of representations, I believe there are no mechanisms in 
the brain that work “in parallel” for these two types of representations. 
Moreover, a human subject cannot pay attention to both types of 
representation at the same time. Therefore, these two types of 
representations may not exist in parallel but their existence depends on 
attention: there is just a representation of the entire scene, attention 
making the change from one frame to another, but both frames belong to 
that scene and these changings correspond to changings in activations.  

Let me analyze Burgess’ paragraph about egocentric and 
allocentric representations: 
 
Although egocentric representations provide the obvious format for sensory 
perception and motor action, and transformations between such egocentric 
representations suffice for short-term sensorimotor integration, it has long been 
argued that memory over the longer term is likely better served by allocentric 
representations centered on environmental landmarks (e.g., Milner et al. 1999; 
O’Keefe & Nadel 1978). Updating of egocentric representations of location to 
accommodate self-motion (referred to as ‘path integration’ when the location in 
question is the start of the path) will fall prey to cumulative error after relatively 
short paths (e.g., Etienne et al. 1996). Thus, when attempting to return to a 
previously visited location from a new direction after more than a few minutes of 
self-motion, representation of the location relative to the available environmental 
landmarks will often be of more use than egocentric representations. (Burgess 
2008, p. 81)  
 
My opinion is that the accommodation of self-motion cannot be 
explained either by egocentric representations (plus short-term memory) 
or allocentric representations (plus long-term memory and 
environmental landmarks). The dissociation between egocentric and 
allocentric representations is improper in explaining the 
representations/processes that correspond to the continuity of movement 
of an object in front of our body. In reality, the accommodation of self-
motion of the body within an external (or virtual) environment 
corresponds to the virtual movement of a virtual body within the mind-
EW, where, as we saw in Vacariu (2012), in a Kantian sense the external 
world (that is the representation of the external world) is included, i.e. 
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the representation of an external scene is the “I”. Moreover, few 
paragraphs later, introducing the experiment of Waller and Hodgson, 
Burgess interprets their “enduring representation” as being allocentric. 
(Burgess 2008, p. 82) From my viewpoint, we can talk of such 
“enduring representations” only if we accept that all the representations 
are the “I”, i.e. an EW and has a unity that is totally different from  the 
unity of a table, for instance.1 (About enduring representations, see 
Vacariu 2011, 2012) 
 After analyzing memory and imagery, learning rules, and other 
topics, Burges ends his paper with the following paragraph:  
 
The picture which emerges of spatial cognition is one of multiple parallel systems 
using representations with different frames of reference, processing different aspects 
of the spatial scene, using different learning rules, and supported by a corresponding 
set of neural systems. A current challenge for the field is to begin to work out how 
these various neural systems, including medial temporal, parietal, and striatal 
regions, combine to produce the rich variety of spatial behavior underpinning our 
daily life. This in turn should lead to insights into the organization of other aspects 
of cognition and into the effects or causes of damage or dysfunction observable at 
the various levels of neurophysiology, systems neuroscience, and behavior. 
(Burgess 2008) 
 
All the essential notions from this paragraph need to be translated within 
the EDWs perspective!  
 Golomb and Kanwisher (2012) analyze the relationship 
between “retinotopic memory” (eye-centered locations) and “spatiotopic 
memory” (world-centered locations). In the abstract (and in the entire 
paper), they wonder how the information of spatiotopic (world-centered) 
locations is “derived”2 from the “initial retinotopic (eye-centered) visual 

                                                            
1 We have to eliminate the notion of causality and the spatial framework inside the 
mind exactly as Einstein eliminated the gravitational force acting, causally, 
(gravitational attraction) on objects. Within the mind, we do not have space, spatial 
relationships, forces, or causalities at all! All such mental states (representations or 
processes) are the “I” and the format and content of such representations are quite 
difficult to explain. Moreover, we have to change the meaning of “unity” (of the “I”) 
as it is understood today. I will try to do this in my next work.  
2 In their paper, the authors use other synonymous notions for “derivation” like 
“converting”, “adaptation”, “transformation”. (Golomb and Kanwisher 2012) 
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input”. (Golomb and Kanwisher 2012, p. 1796) From their experiments, 
the authors conclude that the retinotopic view (coordinates) is more 
accurate and precise than the spatiotopic view regarding memory for 
locations. (p. 1799) Very surprising for these researchers, based on their 
experiments, it is quite clear that the human being makes more errors 
with eye movement (saccades) for spatiotopic but not retinotopic 
coordinates!1 (idem) Moreover, this difference increases with each eye 
movement. (idem) Quoting the works of various researchers, the authors 
write that  
 
spatial representations are encoded and maintained in retinotopic coordinates and 
must be updated with each eye movement to preserve spatiotopic stability is 
consistent with previous behavioral (…), functional MRI (…), physiological (…), 
and computational (…) findings. The related transformation from egocentric (i.e., 
self-referenced) to allocentric (i.e., externally referenced) representations (…) also 
requires a process of constant updating and reconstruction with each movement 
(…).2 (Golomb and Kanwisher 2012, p. 1799) 
 
We have again some notions of “updating” and “spatiotopic stability” 
that are explained and used throughout the entire paper. Moreover, we 
have again the same “transformation” from egocentric to allocentric 
representations under the umbrella of “updating”. So, we have to take 
into account not only the eternal problem of “perceptual constancy” but 
also the transformation from egocentric to allocentric representations 
during the process of “updating” that requires another mechanism (in 
fact a kind of homunculus). However, interesting for my perspective is 
that the results of these experiments, “apparently ill-fitted to our 
ecological needs”, indicate that the retinotopic updating process is 
responsible for the stability of location representation across eye 
movements. (p. 1800) Golomb and Kanwisher offer several reasons for 

                                                            
1 “This finding is counterintuitive and surprising because successful human behavior 
requires information about objects’ world-centered spatiotopic positions, not the 
eye-centered positions that shift on the retina with each eye movement.” (Golomb 
and Kanwisher 2012, p. 1799) 
2 “Updating to maintain a spatiotopic representation results in a less precise spatial 
representation, a representation that continues to degrade with each successive eye 
movement and transformation (…).” (Golomb and Kanwisher 2012, p. 1800) 
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this alternative, the most important for me being the following 
paragraph:  
 
Different tasks require different coordinate systems (e.g., world-centered, head-
centered, object-centered), and it may be simplest to maintain a native retinotopic 
representation and dynamically update it to whichever coordinate system is relevant 
for the task at hand. (Golomb and Kanwisher 2012, p. 1800) 
 
From my viewpoint, in order to answer the problem of “apparently ill-
fitted to our ecological needs”, we need to bring into discussion the 
process of attention, developmental period of any individual and species 
evolution. It seems that, as the result of evolution, the retinotopic 
representations appeared before the spatiotopic representations. 
Moreover, as the result of development, a child has initially the 
retinotopic representation (egocentric view) and later  has access to 
spatiotopic representations. In this book, I emphasize that the difference 
between egocentric and allocentric representations depends on attention, 
a controlled process for humans (automatic, eventually, for other 
animals). Within the EDWs perspective, the representation of any scene 
is the “I”, so only a mechanism of “switching” (i.e., interpreting that 
scene that corresponds to some neuronal changes of activations) from 
egocentric or retinotopic views to allocentric or spatiotopic views would 
be necessary. We have to be aware of the fact that the scene remains the 
same, i.e. the stability of that scene/object (perceptual constancy) is 
preserved and modified continuously during updating. This is possible 
just because both the perceptual scene (object) and the process of 
updating are both the “I” (the mind-EW). The entire framework about 
these views elaborated within the EDWs is more efficient if we include 
more coordinates, not only egocentric or allocentric views. Just because 
these views are the “I” (with its unity), the retinotopic coordinates are 
correlated with more “flexible and efficient neural representations”. 
(Golomb and Kanwisher 2012, p. 1800) 
 The notion of “spatial frames of reference” refers to the “spatial 
location” of an object. Outside our body, there is indeed a space within 
which the object is located, but we cannot talk about a real space where 
the mental representation of that object is “situated”. We have only the 
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representation of space and that object within a general representational 
scene. Analyzing the relationship between object-centered and eye-
centered frames of reference, Banich and Compton consider that, among 
many problems, one essential question is how the brain “creates” 
integrated “multisensory representations of space”, using information 
received from various sensorial modalities(for instance, touch, hearing, 
and vision). Thus, 
 
the parietal cortex is also involved  in  creating  representations  of  space  that  are 
multisensory; that is, based on senses such as touch and hearing  as  well  as  vision. 
However, information from touch and audition is not necessarily represented in the 
same frame of reference as visual information. For example, eye-centered  
representations  are  more  likely for vision than for other senses, whereas head-
centered coordinates  are  more  likely  for  touch  and  audition. How, then, is 
spatial information from multiple senses integrated? One possibility is that regions 
of the parietal lobe manage to align maps constructed from different senses. For 
example,  eye-centered  representations  are  more  likely for vision than for other 
senses, whereas head-centered coordinates  are  more  likely  for  touch  and  
audition. How, then, is spatial information from multiple senses integrated? One 
possibility is that regions of the parietal lobe manage to align maps constructed from 
different senses. (Banich and Compton 2011, p. 214) 
 
Again, we have a hierarchy of homunculus mechanisms required from 
the parietal lobe that “align maps” constructed by different senses. 
“Nature” has no idea about “aligning maps”! The alternative has to be 
much simpler: there is a code for an entire perceptual scene constructed 
from the information received from different senses, and without 
extracting/projecting any sub-information, the brain activates – 
depending on stimulus and its past activity – the same neuronal areas 
that are activated at the first recording of that scene/object. The 
argument for this idea is the empirical results that confirm that when we 
actually perceive that object and we imagine the object, almost the same 
neuronal patterns are activated! Anyway, spatial cognition (the 
representation of real external space in a mental code) is correlated with 
many brain areas (with their particular codes).  
 
Spatial cognition is a function of many brain areas. No one area is uniquely 
responsible for the ability to carry out spatial tasks. Nevertheless, some 
generalizations can be made about the part of the problem that is solved in each 
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brain region. The parietal lobe plays a crucial role in many aspects of spatial 
awareness, including spatially focused attention. (…) In contrast to the parietal 
cortex, the frontal lobe transforms spatial awareness into actions. The motor cortex 
uses a spatial framework to encode intended actions. The premotor cortex contains a 
set of separate spatial representations to generate eye, hand, and arm movements. 
The SEF contains neurons with very high order, abstract spatial representations. 
Prefrontal cortex mediates spatial working memory. Finally, the hippocampus 
mediates spatial declarative memories, including those that underlie spatial 
navigation. Beneath the unity of our spatial perception lies a diversity of specific 
representations. The distributed nature of spatial cognition and the many purposes it 
serves means that we construct internal representations of space not once but many 
times in parallel. A challenge for the future is to understand how these many 
representations function together so seamlessly. (Colby and Olson 2008, p. 
1110) 
 
Nowadays, everybody is forced to assert that the spatial cognition 
presupposes the activation of “many brain areas”: the parietal lobe for 
spatial awareness, the frontal lobe (motor, premotor, prefrontal cortex) 
for spatial actions (movement of parts of the body), the hippocampus for 
“spatial declarative memories” and the neurons from SEF for “abstract 
spatial representations”. Obviously, it is quite difficult to identify this 
flawed framework. The last paragraph of this paper (like the majority of 
papers that appeared in cognitive neuroscience in the last 20 years) 
generates great anomalies (ontological contradictions) and this is the 
reason Colsby and Olson emphasize that it is “seamlessly” how many 
representations function together! Moreover, what is the meaning of 
“unity of our spatial perception” vs. the “diversity of specific 
representations” or the “distributed nature of spatial cognition” or the 
“internal representations of space”? In order to answer such questions, 
someone has to introduce some complicated Ptolemaic epicycles or 
homunculi. The answers to such questions are relevant for somebody 
working within the unicorn world: “As you can see, researchers are still 
far from understanding exactly how multiple reference frames from 
various senses are integrated.” (Banich and Compton 2011, p. 214) In 
many papers and books on cognitive neuroscience, I have found such 
meaningless positions, mainly referring to the “integration” of 
information furnish by different sensorial systems. From my viewpoint, 
there are no such “multiple reference frames” since it would be 
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impossible mechanism to “integrate” them to exist certain and there is 
no real difference, on the one hand, regarding the difference between 
sensorial and conceptual knowledge/information and, on the other hand, 
between low- and high-levels.  
 Le van Quyen (2011) tries to combine “levels of organization” 
(that presuppose multiple temporal and spatial scales) with multiple-
frequency ranges arguing for upward and downward causations within 
the framework of “brainweb of cross-scale interactions”. The spatial 
scales are the microscopic scale (small clusters of neurons at 
approximately 100 mm), the mesoscopic scale (groups around 10000 
connected neurons, approximately 0.4–0.5 mm in diameter) and the 
macroscopic scales (the division of the brain according to functional and 
anatomical criteria). The temporal scales corresponding to spatial scales 
are: couple of ms for spike, order of 10 ms for local synchronization of 
small networks, and several hundreds of ms for large-scale integration. 
(p. 58) 
 
In accordance with these different time and spatial scales, multiple neuronal 
oscillations (i.e.,  rhythmic or repetitive neural activity) are recorded, covering a 
remarkably wide frequency range and ranging from very fast oscillations with 
frequencies exceeding 400 Hz to very slow oscillations with periods of tens of 
seconds (Buzsaki, 2006). (Le van Quyen 2011, p. 58) 
 
In general, such spatial and temporal frames/segmentations indicate 
entities/processes that belong to EDWs, but such spatial and temporal 
identifications, within the EDWs, make up the job of scientists not of 
philosophers.  
 
2.6 Endurance problem, abstract space, “perceptual filling” and 
“panoramic view” 
Let me analyze the continuity of representation of an object (the 
“endurance problem”).1 O’Herron and von der Heydt (2011) investigate 
the representation of object continuity in the visual cortex in spite of 
                                                            
1 The same solution would be available for the relationship between an object and its 
color (or any other of its feature). 
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continual fluctuations of retinal image. I strongly emphasize here again 
that this particular correlation between discrete and static mental 
representations vs. continuous and changing neuronal patterns of 
activation reflects a strong contradiction in cognitive neuroscience and 
this contradiction requires the change of the framework of thinking for 
people working in this domain. We cannot explain the “representation of 
object continuity” not in visual cortex but in visual perception (that is 
the “I”) in relationship with such continuous neuronal changes. 
Amazingly, the authors of this paper recognize that the neuronal 
processes responsible for the continuity of human perceptual 
representations are unknown! In fact, it is about not only the binding 
problem but also the “endurance” problem of mental representations and 
their neuronal correlations but both problems are, within the EDWs 
perspective, pseudo-problems. The researchers have to work forever to 
check such correlations! Interestingly, in this paper, it is the idea 
regarding the relationship between the “local” and “global” processing 
neuronal “information”:  
 
While most neurons in areas V1 and V2 respond to local contrast borders 1 and are 
orientation selective, about half of the neurons in V2 are also selective for the side 
on which a border is “owned” by a figure (border ownership, Zhou et al., 2000). The 
left-hand  side  of  a  square,  for  example,  produces  high  firing  rates  in  neurons  
of figure-right  preference  and  low  firing  rates  in  neurons  of  figure-left  
preference. Although  these  neurons  can  see  only  a  small  segment  of  border  
through  their classical receptive field, they seem to “know” that this segment is part 
of the contour of a larger object. They integrate global shape information with 
various local cues, such as stereoscopic depth and occlusion cues, to infer which side 
is foreground and which side is background (…). (O'Herron and von der Heydt 
2011, p. 1) 
 
There is here the expression “these neurons… seem to ‘know’” what 
will be in the future, but exactly the same expression was used by John 
Archibald Wheeler to describe the behavior of microparticles in 
relationship with the corresponding waves! (See Vacariu 2008) The 
cognitive neuroscientists and the physicians have made the same major 
mistake: they anthropomorphize entities/processes that have nothing to 
do with “knowledge”. The  authors  indicate  the  main  characteristics  
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of  a  mental image  of  an  object:  the   identification  of  objects  in  
depth  and  the meaning  of  mental  representations. (O‘Herron and von 
der Heydt 2011, p. 2) The continuity of an object representation requires 
short-term memory. O‘Herron and von der Heydt propose that the 
mechanisms that are involved in the “border ownership selectivity” 
could produce the object continuity. From their experiments, they 
conclude that the cognitive system does not use information from the 
long-term memory to create mental representations. Moreover, attention 
is not necessary for the continuity of representation! On the contrary, it 
seems that the object representations are created automatically without 
the need of attention. The conclusion of this article is that the “border 
ownership signals reflect the cortical representation of object continuity. 
Presumably, this representation plays a role in maintaining object 
identity across eye movements and object movements.” (O‘Herron and 
von der Heydt 2011) The authors indicate the main characteristics of a 
mental image of an object: the identification of objects in depth and the 
meaning of mental representations. (O‘Herron and von der Heydt 2011, 
p. 2) The continuity of an object representation requires only the short-
term memory, and O‘Herron and von der Heydt propose that the 
mechanisms that are involved in the “border ownership selectivity” 
could produce the object continuity. From their experiments, they 
conclude that the cognitive system does not use information from the 
long-term memory to create mental representations.  

As every problem of cognitive neuroscience, the “endurance 
problem” for perceptual representations/scenes is strongly related to 
spatial cognition, i.e., the continuity of a representation requires localization 
within a spatial cognition framework. The question is the following: Is 
there any real difference between the representation of a mental object 
and the framework in which the object is localized in spatial cognition? 
Or is this difference perhaps just a methodological difference?  

In their abstract, Kihara and Yakada (2010) indicate that it is 
“known that visual information is processed separately and based on 
multiple spatial frequencies”. (Kihara and Yakada 2010. p. 2158) 
 
The integration of multiple frequency scales appears to transpire following a coarse-
to-fine progression. In this view, coarse-scale information, carried by lower 
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frequency channels, is available earlier than fine-scale information, which is carried 
by higher spatial frequency channels (...). (Kihara and Yakada 2010, p. 2158) 
 
They consider that “when we view a natural scene, we are consistently 
aware of a single intact image, not separate multiple images depending 
on each spatial frequency channel.” So, there has to be an integration of 
information from these channels prior to the process of awareness. 
(Kihara and Yakada 2010, p. 2158) We saw above that O‘Herron and 
von der Heydt (2011) consider that attention is not necessary for the 
integration of a mental representation, for instance a perceptual image. 
Moreover, the time necessary for integrating information furnished by 
different neuronal areas that correspond to certain sensorial 
mechanisms, even if it takes place in parallel, would be much too long. 
Attention presupposes categorization of an entity (for instance, a target 
object in a natural scene among distractor images) and therefore requires 
the access of knowledge from the long-term memory. However, such 
visual categorization requires the integration of multiple frequency 
scales, integration that has to be prior to awareness. (Kihara and Takeda 
2010) It seems that the integration of such multiple frequency scales for 
rapid categorization of a natural scene has to be between 83-100 ms 
after the image onset. (Kihara and Takeda 2010, p. 2161) Making the 
distinction between “higher spatial frequencies” (“fine information of 
image details and/or object boundaries”), and “lower frequencies” 
(“coarse blobs representing the general framework of object shape and 
layout”), the authors introduce a supposition that cannot be totally 
verified: “coarse information is processed faster than fine information. 
However, this does not guarantee that all types of scenes would be 
processed in a coarse-to-fine manner. We do not make the general claim 
that this coarse-to-fine processing dominates natural scene perception.” 
(Kihara and Takeda 2010, p. 2161) 

Keehner (2011) analyzes spatial cognition abilities in the 
domain of minimally invasive surgery. It seems that during training the 
physicians (dentists, etc.) acquire certain spatial mental models of the 
3D shapes. (p.634) Whereas some declarative knowledge, for instance, 
becomes procedural knowledge during training, it seems that the spatial 
cognitive processes do not change over training period. (p. 636) Again, 
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Keehner mentions three main problems: the integration of cross-modal 
interactions (vision and touch, in this case), the integration of vision and 
haptic information (“not under cognitive control”, p. 641), the 
integration across spatial frames of reference (at least three frames: 
egocentric, object centered, and environmental, p. 641). It seems that 
“integration” is the most disturbing notion in cognitive neuroscience 
today!  
 
The brain contains multiple frames of reference, with space and objects coded in 
head-based, trunk-based, arm-based, and retinocentric coordinates. Yet we 
experience a unify sense of ourselves in space. This global egocentric representation 
is generated from the separate reference frames, which are integrated in the 
intraparietal sulcus (IPS) in posterior parietal cortex (Cohen & Anderson, 2002; 
Colby, 1998; Grefkes & Fink, 2005). (Keehner 2011, p. 641) 
 
“Multiple frequency scales” from Kihara and Yakada (2010) or 
“multiple frames of reference” from Keehner (2011) and many other 
such notions are nothing more than Ptolemaic epicycles constructed by 
various researchers within the unicorn world. Such wrong notions reflect 
the mixture of EDWs and the use of one notion that correctly describes 
phenomena from a particular EW in wrongly depicting phenomena from 
another EW. Within the same Ptolemaic frame, Chafee and Crowe 
(2013) plead for the “hierarchy of spatial representations” with three 
levels within the parietal cortex. Even in the second sentence of their 
paper, they introduce an idea constructed within the unicorn world: 
“thinking has to be a property of neurons”. (Chafee and Crowe 2013, p. 
1) Neurons do not “think”! Obviously, this totally wrong idea is a 
mixture of EDWs being the starting point of their edifice with three 
levels. The first level (“the first order spatial coding”) is the 
sensorymotor information (stimulus attributes, movement parameters, 
spatial processing) that activates neuronal patterns in the brain and as an 
example thereof are the elements that form the spatial representation, 
i.e., the “familiar spatial tuning of single neuron activity for stimulus 
position or movement direction, and the population representation of 
these parameters”. (p. 2) In the second level (second order) some 
elements still reflect the dependence of sensorymotor information 
(stimulus attributes like position and movement direction like direction), 
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but some elements (duration and intensity) “are modulated as a function 
of cognitive factors”. Instances of second-order spatial process are, for 
instance, working memory, attention, motor planning, and decision-
processing. On the last level, the information is completely independent 
from sensorimotor information in temporal and spatial coordinates being 
necessary for generalization and abstraction used in predictions (for 
instance, in new environmental conditions). Interestingly, according to 
recent studies, the parietal cortex mediates not only between sensory 
input and motor output but also for spatial cognition. (Chafee and Crowe 
2013, p. 2) Chafee and Crowe believe, as already usually in cognitive 
neuroscience today, that how and which parts of parietal cortex realize 
this process is “one of the basic questions in cognitive neuroscience”! 
From my viewpoint, such questions are meaningless, so the researchers 
will eternally check for answers. There are some neuronal processes that 
correspond to such generalizations and abstractions, but it is completely 
wrong to claim that “these neuronal patterns realize these 
generalizations and abstractions”! In this context, I point out that the 
difference between neuronal sensorymotor information and neuronal 
spatial cognition may not be done only within the brain activities. In 
fact, this differentiation/segmentation is just methodological since it 
requires the mixture of EDWs, the mind-EW and the macro-EW (that 
includes the brain and the body). From the viewpoint of the “I”, we 
cannot make the distinction between the first-order and third-order 
“levels”! Such levels do not exist ontologically-epistemologically in the 
brain, but mostly methodologically. Worst, Chafee and Crowe insist on 
assigning all these three levels at the parietal cortex area.  

Let me briefly analyze some elements of these three orders. For 
instance, the first order is represented by the posterior parietal areas 7a 
(located in the posterior part of the inferior parietal lobule) and LIP (in 
the lateral bank of intraparietal sulcus). (p. 2) Area 7a is activated for 
location of the representation of object on the retina, how the object 
moves (such attributes being independent of cognitive factors), (p. 2) 
exhibit “gain fields”, that is these neurons are modulated by the eye 
position (body-centered spatial representations) and head positions 
(world-centered representations). (p. 3) Spatial attention of the second 
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order involves 7a area (for instance, when the location of attention is 
shifted), but it depends on training. (p. 3) However, I would like to 
question Chafee and Crowe’s delineation of the second order from the 
other two orders within the brain. They write that the 
 
neural representation is a joint function of sensorimotor and cognitive factors, but 
the spatial content of the neural representation maintains a close relationship to 
stimulus position or movement direction. In these instances, then, spatial cognition 
rests upon a neural mechanism that is only partially decoupled from sensory 
processing or sensorimotor control. The neural correlate of spatial attention in this 
case consists essentially of a variable gain imposed by a cognitive process on a 
fundamentally sensory signal. (Chafee and Crowe 2013, p. 6) 

 
Again, we have a mixture of EDWs and moreover, this framework is 
against the continuity of neuronal processes in the brain. From neuronal 
viewpoint, except the temporal dimension, we cannot delineate the 
neural processes. From the mental viewpoint, it is even worst to 
demarcate some methodological steps of mental processes.1 It seems 
that the authors forget to introduce the into equations not only the 
feedforward but also the feedbacks among neurons, oscillations, 
neuromodulators, and other processes required for explaining these 
“orders”. Even talking only about neurons, we cannot make such 
delineations and therefore what can we sustain in the context of larger 
equations? The third order spatial processing is even more difficult to 
identify in the brain since it is not possible for the frontal lobe not to be 
involved.2 Chafee and Crowe analyze some functions representing the 
third order spatial processing: route traversal, covert maze solution, 

                                                            
1 We have to remember that Kant’s distinction between intuitions, intellect and 
reason is a methodological one. (See Vacariu 2008) 
2 “Recent human imaging studies have found that parietal cortex is activated when 
subjects must navigate through an environment (Shelton and Gabrieli, 2002; 
Rosenbaum et al., 2004; Wolbers et al., 2004; Spiers and Maguire, 2007; Ciaramelli 
et al., 2010). This activity is often characterized as reflecting spatial processing in 
egocentric coordinates. In non-human animals, however, there is evidence to 
indicate that parietal cortex may process higher-order information during navigation. 
For example, single neurons in rat parietal cortex have been shown to reflect a 
‘route-centered’ reference frame (Nitz, 2006).” (Chafee and Crowe 2013, p. 8) 
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object reconstruction, and spatial categories, but I believe these mental 
functions are too complicated to localize, even with huge 
approximation, in the brain. For instance, quoting various authors, 
Chafee and Crowe mention that the parietal area codes for the categories 
of visual motion direction and spatial position. (p. 12) We have to return 
to Uttal’s principle (2012, about Uttal’s framework, see Vacariu 2012): 
any neural area is activated for many mental functions, each mental state 
has to be correlated with a “widespread distribution of brain 
representations” (Uttal 2012, p. xxiii), “many different cognitive 
processes can activate the same area or system of areas of the brain” (p. 
22), “many different regions of the brain have activated during any kind 
of cognitive task” (p. 23) and, in general, almost the entire brain is 
involved for any mental task. Probably, area 7a and LIP are activated for 
some corresponding sub-functions of spatial representations, but again 
these sub-functions are only methodological delineations, very 
approximate localizations that will be forgotten in one or two decades! 
In their conclusion, the authors claim again that experimental results 
illustrate the hierarchy of spatial representations in posterior parietal 
cortex. (Chafee and Crowe 2013, p. 14) Finally we have the verdict: the 
question is still “how abstract spatial representations in parietal cortex 
are learned, or more specifically, what are the neural mechanisms that 
derive them from lower level spatial sensory and motor representations 
in this area”. (Chafee and Crowe 2013, p. 14) Again, one critique could 
be, in particular, that Chafee and Crowe do not pay attention to other 
entities/processes of the brain (oscillations, neuromodulators, etc.) and, 
what is worse, it is  not about the mind-EW and the brain-EW, but about 
many EDWs! 

In a quite recently paper, Wolbers et al. (2011) analyze the 
relationship between space and mind. I start with the first paragraph of 
their summary: 
 
In many nonhuman species, neural computations of navigational information such as 
position and orientation are not tied to a specific sensory modality [1, 2]. Rather, 
spatial signals are integrated from multiple input sources, likely leading to abstract 
representations of space. In contrast, the potential for abstract spatial representations 
in humans is not known, because most neuroscientific experiments on human 
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navigation have focused exclusively on visual cues. (Wolbers et al. 2011, p. 
984) 
 
It seems that everybody in cognitive neuroscience is looking for 
“integration”, but these authors find the solution: such integration is an 
“abstract representation of space”! Obviously, this abstract 
representation of space is “unknown” because it is much easier to check 
for “visual cues”. Such distinction between “abstract representation” and 
“visual cues” reflects (like many other distinctions) the classical 
distinctions between low- and high-level, perceptual-conceptual, 
sensorial-thinking, and finally the mind-brain problem! In this context, 
we can now clearly understand why Kant, in order to avoid the mind-
brain problem and the dispute between rationalism and empirism, 
considers that the world (that is the image of the external world, i.e. the 
representation of an external scene) is incorporated in the mind. (See 
Vacariu 2008, 2011) However, incorporating the “world” within the 
mind, we need to eliminate any interactions between the mind and the 
world, but we have to preserve the evident interactions between the 
brain and the external environment. We can do this only by discovering 
the existence of EDWs: the mind is an EW, the brain/body belongs to 
the macro-EW. Returning to Wolbers et al.’s paper, if position and 
orientation are not “tied” to a sensorial mechanism, then obviously the 
representation of spatial framework (“spatial layout”) has to be abstract. 
Using Lego bricks to construct indoor scenes and fMRI, the authors 
show that parahippocampal place area (PPA) is used to construct 
“spatial layout” “independent of a specific sensory modality! (Wolbers 
et al. 2011, p. 986) 
 
Taken together, our findings strongly support a theory of modality-independent 
coding of spatial layout in the brain, which adds to the growing evidence for 
multimodal coding in other specialized processing regions such as the  fusiform face 
area [17, 18] or the object-sensitive ventral visual pathway [10, 19]. (Wolbers et 
al. 2011, p. 986) 
 
“Multimodal coding” is in fact a wrong notion; it is about the mind-EW 
and any perceptual information furnished by all senses belong to the 
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mind-EW (is the “I”) and this EW has the same code! Therefore no 
integration, projection, encoding, levels, or emergence are necessary. 
The authors add that the “spatial information” is “acquired or 
represented from multiple nonvisual sources”. (idem) What do “spatial 
information” and “nonvisual sources” mean? These authors need to 
change their framework of thinking, i.e., to accept the Kantian 
movement and to bring the (perceptual) world within the mind! 
Moreover, 
 
various types of spatial information can be acquired from different sensory 
modalities and ultimately represented  in  a  common,  modality-independent  
format, thus supporting mental computations and spatial behaviors independent of 
the input source. This hypothesis has been elaborated in several ways, including the 
spatial representation system [25], the spatial image [26], and the notion of meta-
modal brain organization [27]. (Wolbers et al. 2011, p. 986) 
 
Finally the conclusion of Wolbers et al. is that the 
 
mammalian brain may code for spatial information in a format that is not tied to a 
specific sensory modality. Given that spatial properties (size, distance, direction, 
etc.) are fundamental dimensions of the physical world that do not require a specific 
type of sensory processing, it is tempting to speculate that cortical systems have 
evolved to construct this abstract format. (Wolbers et al. 2011, p. 986) 
 
Again, we have a kind of abstract mode of thinking for perceptual inputs 
furnished by different sensorial mechanisms. Within the unicorn world, 
it seems quite odd that spatial dimensions are quite abstract formats. If 
this is so, then the entire scene has to be abstract. Therefore, not only the 
space but also the color, size etc. have to be “abstract”. We can accept 
this view only within Kant’s approach.  

Quoting various authors, Wu et al. (2012) start their paper with 
the following paragraph: 
 
While visual object recognition may seem effortless, it is actually a highly 
constructive process, involving a stream of processing that begins with the retinal 
image, advances through a sequence of computational stages, and culminates in a 
match to representations in memory (…). (Wu et al. 2011, p. 33) 
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Perception is not, as many people have thought, a process that is 
constructed in a “hierarchical” structure from the retina to the low-level 
inputs and then the high-level inputs (from retina to the LGN and V1 
and V2-V5 and then to parietal and temporal lobes and even further to 
frontal lobe, etc.). What kind of “hierarchical structure” can we talk 
about if there are so many feedforward and feedback projections 
between the low-level and the high levels (between all parts of the brain 
for any corresponding cognitive perception), neuromodulators and 
oscillations and therefore we cannot identify or localize any neuronal 
parts that bind such information? Moreover, we cannot avoid the strong 
interactions between the brain, body and the external environment 
(dynamical system approach) that convinced some authors (for instance 
Andy Clark, see Vacariu and Vacariu 2010) to project the mind in the 
external world (a movement exactly opposite to Kant’s view). We 
noticed above that some researchers believe that the retina signals and 
the low-level inputs are quite empirical, while the information at the 
high level is quite abstract. Again, from my viewpoint, there is no 
mixture between empirical space and abstract space (no distinction 
between empirical and abstract inputs), exactly as there is no distinction 
between spaces that are “filled in” and “not filled in” by the brain (about 
“filling in” see below). Even the inputs from the retina correspond to 
elements that belong to the mind-EW. Otherwise, we would have to 
integrate different kinds of information and this is not possible because 
we reach ontological contradictions. The high level and the abstract 
level cannot be something ontologically different from the retina signals 
and the low-level. Wu et al. consider that the visual object recognition is 
a “highly constructive process” necessary for seeing large objects: the 
 
necessity for construction is particularly apparent in the situation where information 
constituting an object is progressively unveiled from spatially distributed exposures. 
For example, viewing large objects may require integration across saccades, each 
with its own retinal projection (Irwin, 1991; Melcher & Morrone, 2003; Rayner, 
1978), or people may rotate an object to view it from multiple perspectives (Harman, 
Humphrey, & Goodale, 1999). Under such conditions the ability to integrate 
information over time and space is critical to the formation of object representations. 
(Wu et al. 2012, p. 33)   
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From my viewpoint, such integration would require the mixture of 
different information (sensorial, perceptual, and conceptual information) 
that corresponds to the activity of the entire brain. Anyway, it is 
meaningless to draw a line between external inputs (retina + V1) (or the 
low-level) and internal information (V2-V6, parietal and temporal lobes) 
(or the high-level) or between short-term and long-term memory or 
between the self and sensorial elements. Otherwise, we would mix 
information that produces some hyperontological contradictions that 
contradict the “reality, i.e., the existence of EDWs. Again, we can ask 
where the neuronal parts associated with other elements like the self, 
space and time, conscious and unconscious states, implicit and explicit 
knowledge (and all other kinds of knowledge) are located within the 
brain. I repeat, in order to avoid such pseudo-questions, in a Kantian 
sense, the external world is incorporated into the mind (but not into the 
brain since there are many interactions between the brain and the 
external environment). 

Wu et al. also wonder on the relationship between the 
spatiotemporal framework and the recognition of an object in a 
particular context: “Observers use a sequence of 2D cross sections, 
taken from a virtual object in 3D space, to obtain a representation of its 
3D structure.” (idem) For them, the construction of an object 
representation is a spatiotemporal process. 
 
For example, participants in Stone’s studies (1998, 1999) saw videos of amoeba-like 
objects that rotated in one direction in the learning phase but in the reversed 
direction in the subsequent recognition phase. The rotation-reversal produced a 
significant reduction in recognition performance, suggesting that spatiotemporal 
information had been incorporated in object representations. Naming familiar 
objects is also found to be easier when participants viewed structured sequences 
compared to random sequences of object views (…). (Wu et al. 2012, p. 34) 
 
The spatiotemporal information is indeed “incorporated in object 
representation”, but this incorporation (i.e. integration) is better 
understood as “correspondence” with a virtual (or abstract) 
spatiotemporal framework of the mind-EW that is completely different 
from the real spatiotemporal framework. It is the mental representational 
space (the representation of external space) that is not “correlated” with 
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the space in the brain! Wu et al. conducted some experiments with the 
anorthoscopic viewing: a large figure is exposed by passing a small 
aperture over it. 
 
Although the mechanisms underlying anorthoscopic perception are still not fully 
understood, it is commonly accepted that the necessary processes include 
segmentation of portions of the underlying figure as garnered through occluding 
aperture, storage of piecemeal information acquired over time, localizing the pieces 
within a common spatial framework, and finally, assembling the pieces into an 
integrated form. Of particular interest in this study are the last two processes, 
namely, localizing the piecemeal views and integrating across views according to 
their spatial relationships. Together these processes constitute a form of visualization 
(McGee, 1979). (Wu et al. 2012, p. 34) 
 
I think that we can make an analogy between the anorthoscopic 
perception and the mental processes that correspond to the interactions 
between an external object, retina, and the entire brain. If all these 
processes exist, they are within the mind. The authors indicate two 
alternatives to this problem: the “retinal painting” hypothesis 
(Helmholtz) (“a representation is constructed by projecting the 
successive views onto adjacent retinal loci, thereby resulting in an 
integrated percept”, but there are experiments that contradict this 
alternative) and the “post-retinal storage” alternative (“information 
available through the aperture is stored in a working memory and then 
combined into a whole figure”) (Girgus, Gellman, & Hochberg, 1980; 
Hochberg, 1968; Parks, 1965; Rock, 1981). (p. 34) For the second 
alternative it is necessary to localize each visible aperture by mapping it 
into a common spatial frame of reference. (p. 35) From my point of 
view this requirement needs a spatiotemporal framework. The 
combination of the information available through the aperture with that 
stored in the working memory and the formation of a whole figure takes 
place within the mind that has its unity. Otherwise, being would not be 
able to realize such constructions. In their experiment, they need to 
establish a “correspondence” between the slices of 2D images (cross-
sectional images) observed by the human person and the 3D structure of 
that real object. These cross-sectional images have to be integrated 
within a single image (of that real object), an integration realized with 
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the help of a common “frame of reference” that acts as a “glue”. (Wu et 
al. 2012, p. 35) If the mind has no spatial dimension, how does the 
“integration” of this information in a whole figure occur? Anyway, such 
integration is the unity of the mind, so in my future work, I intend to 
describe this unity in detail. Wu et al. believe that this integration has 
two steps: “a two-level integration process – constructing individual 
segments from regions within the cross sections, and constructing a 
representation of the whole multi-segment object”. (p. 37) Moreover, 
 
the computational mechanism for visualization, which demands post-perceptual 
working memory for its implementation, transcends the visual system. It is likely to 
involve higher-level amodal mechanisms (Loomis et al., 1991; Shimojo, Sasaki, 
Parsons, & Torii, 1989). In this regard, we note that similar integrative processes are 
demanded in haptic spatial and object perception where information is sequentially 
sampled.1 (Wu et al. 2012, p. 47) 
 
Again, we have here an illegal mixture of modal and amodal 
information (perceptual and conceptual inputs or low and high levels) 
that produces hyperontological contradictions2: Wu et al. appeal to the 
abstract knowledge in order to solve the problems created by the 
classical distinction between external world and human perception. 
Similar to localization, from my viewpoint, lateralization is also an 
incorrect notion. Again, some parts of the brain are most active for a 
particular mental task, but we cannot “lateralize” any mental task, even 
if we talk of the spatial dimension. As I wrote above, there are two great 
mistakes: (1) we cannot isolate the “space” in the external world, i.e. 
space does not exist in the world and (2) there is only a representation of 
space in the mind but not “space”. 
(1) The relationships between the external entities made us think of 
space between any two objects. However, space is not an entity/process 
and according to Leibniz, space is just the relationship between any two 
                                                            
1 The higher-level amodal mechanisms are strongly related to “perceptual filling in 
view” analyzed below but such amodal mechanisms are against the evolutions of 
species.   
2 Again, it is about the (un)famous heterogeneity between empirical and theoretical 
aspects of visual knowledge which Kant tried to solve it by integrating the “world” 
(i.e., the perception of external world) within the self.  
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objects, but this relationship is nothing more than other objects (entities) 
situated between those two objects. Those perceptual objects have 
ontological status (i.e. they belong to a macro-EW), but space has no 
ontological status, it does not exist! Under these circumstances, how 
could we talk about spatial cognition?  
(2) I would like to analyze in more details the perceptual image (scene) 
of some objects in “front of us”. There is no space in our representation, 
but only certain objects and their relationships. Moreover, we already 
know that even if we can very approximately localize some features of 
an object (color, movement, edges etc.), the binding problem is a 
pseudo-problem (Vacariu 2012). Following the same direction, trying to 
localize “space” in the brain is a pseudo-problem. The crossmodal 
neuronal interactions do not “put together” or “link” the features of an 
object (for instance, an object - having some colors and a noise - that 
moves in front of us), those neuronal interactions correspond with very 
large approximations to that object. The same statement is, with very 
large approximation, available for the objects and their relationships that 
create any scene. In reality, external space and spatial cognition and the 
“representation of space” are nothing more than notions/ideas created 
by human beings along millennia!! These notions/ideas do not designate 
real, ontological entities/processes/relationships. 

In what regards space, we can make an analogy with a feature 
of an object, the color of a macro-object. Everybody acknowledges that 
colors exist only in our minds. Following Kant, we have to extend this 
rule to space and time. Thus, the entire scene is in our mind: the objects 
are mentally represented in our mind, but not space and time! 
Obviously, the color red, for instance, may appear in two objects in the 
same perceptual scene. Are different neuronal patterns activated for that 
red color that is the same pattern? Obviously, it is believed that the same 
pattern is activated for the color of two objects that are red. The situation 
becomes more complicated if those two objects have different shapes: 
there are other parts of the brain that are activated for those different 
shapes. But the objects are in different spatial places. How is this 
difference localized in the brain? It is almost impossible to answer this 
question. We would have to impose a spatial dimension for the spatial 
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mental representation. The binding process takes place not only for the 
features of an object but also for the space in which any object is 
situated. Even if the light reflects only that object (we do not perceive its 
background or its space), knowledge accumulated and transformed in 
habituation (which corresponds to the brain-body in their everyday 
spatial experiences) imposes to the mind the “representation” of an 
“implicit” space, since any object – under normal conditions – is 
external to the body. How does the mind “interpret” the corresponding 
space since any scene is the mind? Is there something similar to the 
brain/respectively the mind interpreting a bidimensional photo? I do not 
think we can make an analogy. In a bidimensional photo, the habituation 
plays an important role. Moreover, the photo has to be situated in a 
spatial framework and this element helps the mind interpret correctly 
that photo. (If this spatial framework is absent, can we believe the scene 
represented in a photo is a real scene?) Probably, because of the 
habituation during the development of each individual (and the 
evolution of species), the external space of any object does not require 
the activation of specific neuronal patterns (as for any explicit object) 
but for any scene the activation of the brain as a whole is necessary. 
Similar to the external space are the implicit (unconscious) objects in a 
scene. Almost exactly as space, such objects do not strongly activate 
some neuronal patterns. However, we perceive (even implicitly, 
unconsciously) those objects situated in a space, thus a scene. 
Importantly, the cognitive scientists need to replace the statement “A 
subject perceives an object” by “A subject perceives a scene”! The 
perception of an object does not really exist (even if, I repeat, because of 
the light, we perceive only that object and not its spatial framework). 
From this analysis we can deduce that there are no differences between 
perceptual mental states and conceptual mental states: both types of 
mental states are the “I” that has a unity and, if we accept any kind of 
difference between these types of mental states, we have to reject the 
unity of the mind/the “I”.  

The development (imposed by development and evolution) 
plays an important role also for the corresponding images of the body. In 
the first months after being born, the mind becomes aware (explicit, 
conscious knowledge) and then unaware (implicit, unconscious) of the 
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corresponding body and some external objects. In this period, the mind 
acquires knowledge referring to the relationship between the 
corresponding body and external framework of body. This relationship 
is “inserted” in the mind that “perceives” the external space (of the 
body) inside it. “Perceive” means that the relationships between body 
and the external objects create some neuronal patterns of activation that 
correspond to a space that belongs to a scene! Any representation of a 
scene is the mind. If a mental color attributed to an object has some 
corresponding physical and neuronal phenomena, space has no 
corresponding physical or neuronal entity or process. Moreover, we 
have to remember the perceiving-thinking contradiction: the mind 
cannot “perceive” something external to it (within the unicorn world, 
everybody thought of the existence of a contact between the self and the 
external environment) regardless if we talk about color or space. (For 
this contradiction, see Vacariu 2011 or 2012) This is the reason we 
cannot localize the color and much less the space within the brain: both 
the color of an object and the space in which it is located do not exist 
either in the mind (but there are the representations of color and ideas of 
space that are the mind) or in the brain (the brain has properties like 
color and space but these properties are not the qualities of any external 
object). We can introduce more questions and the state of affairs becomes 
more and more complicated. These questions reflect the illegal and 
common extensions made by the human researchers in cognitive 
neuroscience.  

In this context, I would like to analyze two notions.  
(1) The first notion refers to the “constructive perception” or the 
“perceptual filling in view”, one of the most important topics in 
cognitive neuroscience. It is quite well known that our eyes have always 
a blind spot because they lack certain photoreceptors at the back of the 
retina where the axons of the retinal ganglion are unified to create the 
optic nerve. (For “constructive perception”, see Baars and Gage 2010, 
section 5.4) The brain “fills in perception of the blind spot”.1 (Baars and 

                                                            
1 The notion of perceptual filling in view is related to the “amodal completion is the 
perceptual phenomenon that gives rise to the compelling impression of ‘wholeness’ 
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Gage 2010, p. 186) Moreover, such fillings occur not only for the blind 
spot, but also for other parts of the visual field. (idem) The brain fills 
color, patterns and motion! We perceive in full color and high resolution 
only at the center of gaze. (Baars and Gage 2010, p. 158) The fovea 
“subtends about four degrees of visual arc”. (idem, p. 48) Outside of the 
fovea, which covers only 2 to 4 degrees of arc, the retina loses 
resolution and is sensitive only to light and dark edges. (It implies that 
our normal sense of a rich and colorful visual world is a construction of 
the visual brain, not a literal record of the input into the retina.)1 (Baars 
and Gage 2010, p. 272) The process of “filling-in” (also occlusions and 
illusory contours) is a visual interpolation process (connecting of 
contours and surfaces across gaps2). (Kellman 1999-2012, p. 4239) 
“These filling-in phenomena suggest general processes that serve to 
represent continuous surfaces in the world despite gaps in the local 
information.” (p. 4242) Moreover, Kellman adds another dimension, 
time that is in the same situation. (Kellman 1999-2012, idem) From my 
viewpoint, filling-in or visual interpolation are possible just because 
perceptions are the “I”. Otherwise, we have to explain the combination 
of internal inputs with external inputs (empirical and theoretical 
information etc.) and this is not possible: there are no such neuronal 
mechanisms responsible for these functions.  
 The title of Wolfe et al.’s paper (2011) draws me attention: 
“How does our search engine ‘see’ the world? The case of amodal 
completion”! The word “see” is written between quotation marks, so our 

                                                                                                                              
evoked by objects that are partly concealed by other objects or by their own parts 
and appendages.” And “the boundaries imposed by the visual field do not prevent us 
to experience the surrounding environment as a whole.” (Tommasi et al. 2012, p. 
802) So we can see here the strong relationship between “perceptual filling” and the 
“amodal completion”! 
1 Kellman specifies that “the blind spot has a diameter that is approximately 5° of 
the visual field. (In contrast, the fovea, responsible for all of our finely detailed 
vision, is only 1–2° in diameter.) (Kellman 1999-2012, p. 4242) 
2 Kellam indicates that “contours based on differences in texture, depth or velocity” 
mark “the locations of object boundaries.” (Kellman, p. 4240)  
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“search engine” (another quite weird notion) does not really see.1 If we 
use “see”, we need to introduce the Cartesian homunculus rejected by 
everybody today. Being equivalent to “see”, “search engine” is quite a 
wrong notion. Moreover, we cannot put together amodal completion 
with modal (sensorial) information; it would be a mixture of EDWs. 
(See Vacariu 2012) Wolfe et al. indicate that the ideas from their 
experiments, i.e. the “orientation based on perceptually compelling 
amodal completion may fail to guide attention”, are against Rensink and 
Enns’s idea (1998), according to which amodal completion has a 
preattentive role in search tasks. (Wolfe et al. 2011, p. 1, in the abstract)  
 
Our internal search engine has access to a representation of the world that can be 
used to guide the deployment of attention. That representation is not the same as our 
conscious visual experience of the world. Basic attributes such as color and 
orientation are processed differently for purposes of guidance. People do not 
typically search for a feature in isolation (“find red”). They search for something 
with that feature (“find the red apple”). Here, we consider how the image is parsed 
into those candidate objects of attention. In particular, we consider the role of 
amodal completion of objects behind occluders. In a series of experiments with a 
variety of stimuli, we show that image segmentation for purposes of guidance is 
different from image segmentation that gives rise to visual perception. (Wolfe et 
al. 2011, p 1)2 
 
My next observations are not about the main psychological notion of 
this article, “occlusion”, but about other notions used at the beginning of 
it. Again, we cannot talk about our “internal” search engine (= the 
homunculus). In this case, the authors replaced “see” by “access” to a 
“representation of the world”. Within the unicorn world, the next 
sentence creates a more important problem: the “representation of the 

                                                            
1 Interesting for my approach is their conclusion from the abstract: “introspection is 
a poor guide to the capabilities of our internal search engine”! Introspection, that 
would require a kind of homunculus, also does not exist within the “I”.  
2 This paragraph is followed by this sentence: “This is a tale of the dissociation 
between the conscious perception of form and the ability of forms to guide the 
deployment of attention (cf. Olivers & van der Helm, 1998).” (Wolfe et al. 2011, p. 
1) With this paper, the authors intent to show that “attentive introspection does not 
provide wholly accurate information about the attributes that guide attention.” (p. 2)  
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world” is not the same with “our conscious visual experience of the 
world”! Does it mean that within the mind (the authors wrote nothing 
about the brain) there are two kinds of representations, the 
“representation of the world” and the “conscious visual experience of 
the world”? This is quite against the simplicity of “nature”, i.e. the 
simplicity of EDWs. I strongly emphasize that “Occam’s razor” fits 
perfectly with the simplicity of EDWs and this simplicity is against the 
“complexity” of the world!  

The third sentence from this paragraph would be correct, not in 
the unicorn world but in the EDWs framework: color and orientation are 
processed differently (for guidance or any other process) but such 
differentiation mirrors neuronal differentiation (different neuronal 
mechanisms for color and orientation) and not mental differentiation. It 
is meaningless to talk about such mental differentiation. However, the 
next two sentences are quite correct: a subject searches for a “red apple” 
and not for “red” but we have to extend this idea: we do not represent an 
object but a scene in which an object is located! So, we have to replace 
“representation” by “scene”. The authors would have to insist that this 
“red apple” is within the “scene/representation of the world” from which 
the subject does not extract but neuronal the patterns that are correlated 
with that red object become more “activated”. (See the mirror neurons) 
So, there is no “extraction” of such entity from any perceptual scene. 
Moreover, the notion “guide” is quite unclear since it alludes also to the 
(un)famous homunculus. The last sentence also indicates a mistake: 
differentiation between images segmentation for “purpose of guidance” 
and that for “visual perception”.1 With many differentiations in the 
mind, the human subject would not be able to survive in any 
environment and we lose the simplicity of EDWs! The “representation 
of the world” is the “I” and the “I” and the external world are or belong 
to EWDs. With my comment on this paragraph, I would like to 

                                                            
1 Also see the sentence from the last paragraph of their paper: “Just as different 
visual representations may serve conscious perception and motor actions (Glover & 
Dixon, 2002; Goodale, 1996; Haffenden, Schiff, & Goodale, 2001), there may be 
different visual representations serving conscious perception and internal operations 
such as search.” (Wolfe et al. 2011, p. 10) 
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emphasize again that people working within cognitive neuroscience 
(less in cognitive psychology) need to change their vocabulary and 
paradigm of thinking.  
(2) On the occipital lobe, it is believed that the “images” have 2 spatial 
dimensions (2D), while the human mind perceives 3D images. I claim 
that if the mind had spatial dimensions, the corresponding organism 
would not be able to survive in any environment. (See Vacariu 2012) We 
have to remember that Descartes claimed that the mind could not be 
decomposed in parts! Essentially, we have to make a clear distinction 
between the spatial feature of the mind and the possibility of the mind to 
think about the external space. Only making the difference between the 
real spatial dimensions and the thinking about space (through creating a 
visual scene with objects and their relationships) will we be able to 
understand that the mind has no spatial dimensions. So, there are no 
mental representations of space (and time) at all, there are no mental 
perceptual representations of any object. The human being has visual 
perception, for instance, of a scene but not of an object and not of space 
that anyway does not exist! This virtual/perceptual scene is the “I” that 
has no spatial dimensions so there is no mental representation of space. 
That perceptual scene just corresponds to the activation of some patterns 
of neurons and other neuronal processes situated within a space (of the 
brain); more exactly a perceptual scene corresponds to the entire brain 
(and body). The space does not exist as an entity/process in the external 
environment, so there are no corresponding elements of the mental 
representations for space. In our mind, there are, for instance, the 
representations of two objects and the distance between them, but we do 
not have those real objects, real space and space represented in any way! 
Moreover, taking into account the serial process of consciousness, we 
cannot be conscious of two objects at the same moment. When we 
perceive two objects in a single scene, there are conscious and 
unconscious processes involved in this process that are all the “I” that 
corresponds to the entire brain and body (that strongly interact with the 
external environment).  

Working within the hierarchy framework, Poljac et al. (2012) 
analyze the relationship between perceptual Gestalt (whole) and 
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perceptual parts. Based on Suchow and Alvarez’s visual illusion (2011), 
Poljac et al. conduct certain experiments to show that the creation within 
the brain of a Gestalt image/object reduces the accessibility of 
information offered by parts of it that make up that Gestalt and 
therefore, “the whole can look very different to the sum of its parts”. In 
fact, “the visual system does not simply construct wholes that reflect a 
non-linear combination of parts; rather the perception of a whole can 
silence those parts from conscious awareness. Indeed reflecting more 
generally, the construction of a perceptual Gestalt in the visual system is 
merely one instance in which the brain creates an abstract whole on the 
basis of multiple parts.” (Poljac et al 2012, p. 311) These authors appeal, 
as more and more researchers, to “abstraction”, a notion that pushes the 
framework of thinking of all these people closer and closer to the EDWs 
perspective. Many parts of the brain are activated only for the 
corresponding perception of two objects and their relationship, but that 
distance (space) is not particularly represented in the mind. In other 
words, there is no spatial dimension for the distance between those two 
objects just because the mind does not have any spatial dimension. Then 
how does the mind represent the space? This is probably the most 
difficult question in cognitive neuroscience and philosophy! (Again see 
my future work)  

In quite a long paper on psychology, ethology, and 
neuroscience, Tommasi et al. (2012) offer a summary regarding several 
researches on spatial cognition and the geometrical or non-geometrical 
features of visual representation for insects, animals and humans. 
Different experimental results on wasps, rats, gerbils, bees, birds, 
chicks, monkeys, and humans are presented so as to explain various 
topics related to spatial cognition.1 From this long paper, I introduce 

                                                            
1 There are many concepts like “landmarks”, “landmark array” and “spatial 
relationships” (encoding distance and direction from single objects, encoding 
geometric information in simple and complex arrays, discriminating objects by 
geometry in an array, orientation and reorientation in small or large spaces), the 
“geometry of enclosed spaces”, experience and innate factors, and neuronal 
mechanisms responsible for “encoding of geometry” but I believe that “nature” has 
nothing to do with these very theoretical, invented notions!  
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some ideas only about the dispute regarding the formation of visual 
cognition through “individual landmarks” or “landmark array” 
(references are more than one landmark). The conclusion of an 
experiment indicates that gerbils encode the distance and direction from 
each landmark (Collet et al. 1986 in Tommasi et al. 2012), but Tommasi 
et al. suggest that gerbils have  the “landmark array” (the array might be 
a reference system regarding the boundaries of spatial region). 
(Tommasi et al., p. 804) Therefore it seems that gerbils (also other 
species like pigeons (Spetch et al 1997) and nutcrackers (Kamil and 
Jones 1997, 2000) encode the landmarks as unified system. (Tommasi et 
al., p. 804) What does it mean to “encode the landmarks as unified 
system”? It is exactly what I strongly emphasize in this chapter and 
book: we have to think about the “scene” and not about different 
perceptual representations/ features that need a homunculus to unify 
them. However, this perceptual scene is not a “neuronal map” in the 
brain! On their empirical investigations, Kamil and Jones (1997) 
conclude that the “nutcrackers had learned a general rule based on the 
encoding of geometric relationships existing between landmarks, rather 
than individual landmark–goal relationships.” (Kamil and Jones 1997 in 
Tommasi et al. 2012) However, this  
 
conclusion might perhaps sound a bit too confident about the spatial abilities of 
these birds, because it makes a claim about a learned ‘general rule’. However, it 
does not suppose that birds were able to find a position halfway between landmarks 
by means of an explicit representation of a concept, as it may seem at first sight. It 
simply assumes that birds had encoded spatial relationships between landmarks, and 
that these relationships had a role in a searching behavior that reflected the 
observable properties of that concept (…).1 (Tommasi et al. 2012, p. 805)  
 

                                                            
1 “Kamil and Jones (2000) concluded that the performance of Clark’s nutcrackers in 
these tests depended on the encoding of geometric rules, based both on local and 
global spatial cues (distances and directions evaluated respectively from individual 
landmarks and from the array as a whole), conceding that distance was estimated 
more easily from individual, near, landmarks (see also Bennett, 1993; Gould-Beierle 
and Kamil, 1999 for analogous results), whereas direction was estimated with 
reference to the overall array.” (Tommasi et al. 2012, p. 805) 
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I do not think that the birds from this species have any idea regarding 
the difference between geometrical and non-geometrical relationships, 
but from my viewpoint, it is clear that any perceptual scene is just a 
single mental “representation” correlated with large parts of the brain, in 
fact with the entire brain, body and their interactions with the external 
environment. Biegler et al. (1999) are against Tommasi’s conclusion, 
believing that the nutcrackers learned “separate landmark-goal vectors” 
correlated with “various inter-landmark distances”. (Biergler et al. in 
Tommasi et al. 2012, p. 805) On the contrary, Kamil and Jones consider 
that the behavior of these birds reflects “a genuine representation of the 
global spatial relationships existing between landmarks”. (in Tommasi 
et al, p. 806) We have to remember this expression “global spatial 
relationship”! Interestingly, Tommasi et al claim that “the question 
concerning how the nutcrackers represented these cues largely remains 
unresolved.” (p. 806) Also, this question needs an answer in my future 
work, but only from the EDWs perspective can we answer it. Again, 
mentally these “cues” are included in the visual scene that corresponds 
to (or is encoded in) largely distributed neuronal areas, i.e. to the entire 
brain and the body.1 Kamil and Jones support the idea that the birds 
have an “explicit mapping of the configural geometry”, but there are 
other researchers (Collet 2000) who argue against this suggestion. (in 
Tommasi et al. 2012) I do not believe that the birds have an explicit 
mapping of configural geometry. From that “mental scene”, certain 
landmarks can be “extracted”, but – as I claim many times in this book – 
there are no such extractions or projections of information in the brain2. 
  In some experiments on rats, Rodrigo et al. (2006) show that 
“all objects in an array are taken into account during spatial learning”. 
(in Tommasi et al., p. 804) Poucet et al., 1986; Thinus-Blanc et al., 1987 
show that the hamsters “spontaneously encode the spatial relationships 
between objects” (Tommasi et al., p. 806), and Collet at al. (1986) (in 
Tommasi et al. 2012) indicate that gerbils use subsets of landmarks in 

                                                            
1 We should always remember that “correspondence” does not mean “identical” or 
“produced”! 
2 This conundrum is the binding problem, a pseudo-problem. (See Vacariu 2012) 
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the array but not individual landmarks.1 (p. 807) The expression 
“spontaneously encoded of spatial relationships between objects” means 
exactly that the space (and all objects included in it) is the “I” and 
nothing else. I can say the same thing about the results of Tommasi et al. 
(1997 in Tommasi et al. 2012) that the chicks encode both “absolute and 
relative distances”. (p. 817) There are no different mechanisms for 
“encoding” absolute and relative distances (or geometrical vs. non-
geometrical features – see section 6, Tommasi et al. 2012) since spatial 
cognition and all objects and their relationships are the “I”. The 
differences between geometrical and non-geometrical features or 
absolute vs. relative distances are just our interpretations of perceptual 
visual scenes. 

In our attempt to find an answer to all the problems of spatial 
cognition, we should perhaps return to insects’ navigation and their 
spatial cognition.2  It is therefore the right place to analyze Wystrach 
and Graham’s article (2012) about the mechanism responsible for 
navigation of insects. The main old question in ethology (behavior of 
animals) is how the living beings (from insects to vertebrates) are able to 
navigate in complex environments. Anyway, we have to take into 
account the fact that the brain of the insects is much smaller and much 
simpler than the human brain. However, with such simple brain, the 
insects have incredibly high performance in “navigating” when they fly 
with high speed.3 The traditional approach indicates some complicated 
visual hierarchical system of mechanisms with “high-level spatial 
modules” and “learning rules” for spatial navigation. (Wystrach and 
Graham 2012, p. 13) However, Wystrach and Graham believe not only 
the insects but also the vertebrates (humans included) use a much 
                                                            
1 “Prados and Trobalon (1998) showed that in a water maze task, where the platform 
could be localized by reference to four external landmarks, rats oriented successfully 
after the removal of any two landmarks in the array but not after the removal of 
three landmarks, unless the residual landmark happened to be located very close to 
the goal.” (Tommasi et al. 2012, p. 808)   
2 We will see that, through EDWs, we have to return to Kant’s approach.  
3 As it is knowed, the speed of a fly is very fast for us, but these insects perceive 
much slower these movements. The insects have another spatio-temporal framework 
than humans. So Kant was right at least regarding this aspect.  
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simpler mechanism(!) in constructing the “Umwelt” that characterizes 
each species1: the egocentric views or “panoramic view” or “view-based 
matching”, a bottom-up approach on spatial cognition. For their much 
simpler mechanism in explaining the visual cognition from insects to 
humans, the authors mention Kandel’s work2 and quote the old 
Morgan’s verdict: 
 
In no case is an animal activity to be interpreted in terms of higher psychological 
processes, if it can be fairly interpreted in terms of processes which stand lower in 
the scale of psychological evolution and development. (Morgan 1903, page 59) 
(Wystrach and Graham 2012, p. 14) 
 
Obviously, “nature” has not made any jump during billions years of 
evolution. So, it is absolutely normal to extend the image of spatial 
cognition from insects to humans3: for insects and humans, there have 
to be strong similarities regarding the explanations of spatial cognition. 
Mentioning Tinbergen’s experiments4 and other achievements, the 
authors pled for the panoramic view for insects (and vertebrates).  
 

                                                            
1 “(…) Umwelt (self-world): our personal way of seeing the world resulting from 
filters developed during our evolutionary and personal history (von Uexküll 1957).” 
(Wystrach and Graham 2012, p. 17)  
2 For supporting this frame of thinking, they wrote that from aplysia to humans “we 
see many similarities in neural hardware, from the nature of action potentials to the 
mechanisms of memory (Kandel et al. 2000)”. (Wystrach and Graham 2012, p. 13) 
The back cover of this book reflects exactly this idea: the perceptual scene is the “I” 
that is an EW with the same principles for all the corresponding living organisms.  
3 The introduction of “complex mechanisms” in explaining the human cognition 
follows some human religious prejudices (see Chapter 1, Vacariu 2011) and is 
related to the Kantian heterogeneous-homogenous distinction (see Vacariu 2008 or 
Vacariu 2011)  
4 Tommasi et al. (2012) present in detail an experiment of Tinbergen (1932): when 
the wasps return to their “home”, these insects pay attention to the shape of an 
overall shape of an array of pine cones and not to local elements from that 
environment: “when wasps were habituated to a circular array of pine cones they 
preferred a circular array of stones more than a triangular array of pine cones.” 
(Tommasi 2012, p. 801) People working within the “complexity framework” would 
give very high degrees of intelligence to these wasps! 
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For animals with any type of visual system, view-based matching is a 
computationally inexpensive process because information about the world is stored 
in an egocentric frame of reference. The agent is therefore freed of any complex 
allocentric representation and does not have to undertake the computations required 
to move information between different coordinate schemes. This is possible because 
an egocentric view is an excellent task-specific representation of the world. 
Movements in space (i.e. navigational behaviour) map simply onto changes in the 
position of visual components of a view; moreover, errors between current views 
and remembered views can be simply transformed into corrective rotations or 
translations.) (Wystrach and Graham 2012, p. 14) 
 
These authors try to avoid “any complex allocentric representation” and 
computations necessary to move information between different 
coordinate schemes. If they are perfectly right in applying this 
framework of thinking to insects, then we also have to use it for humans. 
The egocentric view is nothing more than the “I” (an EW that 
corresponds to the neuronal processes) just because the 
image/representation of the world is “inserted” within the mind. Very 
important, the movements in space map are based on changes of visual 
components of a view, so we do not need spatial representation to 
explain navigation. Wystrach and Graham are aware that the “cognitive 
maps” are quite problematic, but anyway, the panoramic, egocentric 
view has important features: the images of surrounding environments 
can be accessed at multiple scales, the spatial information is a “shared 
representation” (this information is “insulated”), and the “binding of 
information from different navigational modalities” as a feature of a 
cognitive map, so “locations would share a common frame of 
reference”. (Wystrach and Graham 2012, p. 15) What does “accessed” 
at multiple scales mean? Within the mirror neurons framework, it is just 
the activation of some neuronal patterns that are active in that 
corresponding perceptual scene and not a projection/extraction of that 
“information”.  
 A section is dedicated to the power of “simple panoramic 
views” against the classical view of “individual landmarks” (cues) of the 
environments uses by animals in guiding their navigation. (Wystrach 
and Graham 2012, p. 16) The landmarks require a top-down bias of the 
information used by animals and therefore other mechanisms for 
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isolating and recognizing the objects (landmarks). From my viewpoint, 
the distinctions between the low-level and the high-level (or between 
sensations and cognition) are totally wrong since they create the 
erroneous framework of thinking within the unicorn-world. The notion 
of perception defined as a mixture of different kinds of inputs (sensorial 
and conceptual or low and high levels of “information) created a 
heterogeneity of the “I” that represents an ontological contradiction 
regarding the status of the “I”. On the contrary, in a panoramic view 
approach, for a “scene recognition” a “spatial arrangement of the objects 
within the scene is necessary and sufficient. From my viewpoint, this 
“spatial arrangement” does not involve any representation of space but 
just the orientation/position of certain objects. Regarding the 
geometrical cues, some authors indicate their isolation (segmentation) 
from the visual scene”, while Wystrach and Graham and other 
researchers believe that “the geometrical shape of areas is implicitly 
contained in panoramic views”. (p. 18) The notion of “implicitly” from 
this expression rejects also the “representation of space”! Obviously, the 
panoramic view needs the EDWs as framework: it requires for the 
perceptual entire scene to be the “I”, that is, within the modified Kantian 
framework, the “world” (the perceptual world) is the self. Again, the 
“individual landmarks” are neither “extracted” nor projected from the 
perceptual scene in other parts of the mind/brain since the realizations of 
these processes would require again supplementary mechanisms very 
difficult to find in insects. The landmarks are just the activations of 
those neuronal patterns correlated with those visual objects and their 
recognition entails again the activation of those patterns in other 
neuronal/mental contexts. In fact, this is the process of thinking 
translated in the corresponding activation of some neuronal patterns 
(and other neuronal processes).  
 
2.7 Parallel space, sensory modal interactions, color, language, 
visual mental imagery and visual perception 
Banich and Compton analyze the role of V4 for coding color. They 
consider that area V4 is the most activated neuronal area for coding 
color, but there are other neuronal areas involved in this task. Therefore, 
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it is “far too simplistic” to believe that V4 and nothing else is the area 
for coding color. (Banich and Compton 2011, p. 163) Moreover, we 
already know that the most difficult problem is the integration of signals 
received by different modalities (for instance visual and auditory inputs) 
and “there is still much to be learned about how the sensory modalities 
interact” (p. 173). (About this multisensory integration, see Chapter 4 of 
this book.)The unity of any perceptual scene is possible only because 
such mental images are the “I” that has no spatial dimension. I strongly 
draw the attention upon the fact that believing that space and time are 
dimensions of the human mind is one of the main errors in explaining 
the functions of the mind! Introducing “perceptual scene”, we can avoid 
the binding problem that refers to a single object but also multisensory 
integration. The existence of crossmodal interactions is another 
argument for the rejection of space as mental dimension. The 
crossmodal interactions (the integration of different sensorial elements) 
do not exist in the brain or the mind. So, it is meaningless to check for 
the existence of space or its representation in the mind. Banich and 
Compton consider that the left hemisphere is specialized in processing 
the categorical spatial relations (“which specifies the position of one 
location relative to another in dichotomous categorical terms (e.g., 
above vs. below, top vs. bottom, front vs. back, left vs. right)”) and the 
right hemisphere in the metric spatial relationships (“the distance 
between two locations”). (Banich and Compton 2011, p. 216) Again, 
neither nature nor insects have any idea about such distinctions!  
How important is vision modality in relationship to other modalities (for 
instance, touch) in coding and representing the external space? 
Papadopoulos and Koustriava (2011) conducted some experiments with 
normal vision, blindfolded sighted and blind people. The participants 
were asked to code and represent eight different object patterns in 
various arrays, Papadopoulos and Koustriava trying to find some 
answers to the following questions regarding the near (peripersonal) 
space and the sensory modal interactions: 
 
What happens, though, when individuals with total blindness code and represent the 
near (peripersonal) space? Does vision still have superiority or does the haptic 
experience of individuals with blindness compensate for the lack of vision and 
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enable an equal or even better performance? Moreover, what happens, when sighted 
with and without blindfold code and represent the near space? Could touch be as 
effective as vision? Does visual experience influence the current performance? 
(Papadopoulos and Koustriava 2011, p. 2085)1 
 
Other questions refer to the relationship between these participants and 
egocentric-allocentric representations. The authors specify that there are 
different factors (vision, education in orientation and mobility etc.) that 
determine the adoption of either egocentric or allocentric 
representations. Some experiments showed that the blind people depend 
on haptic strategies to code and represent space within a more 
egocentric frame of reference.2Moreover, it is difficult for these people 
to change from the egocentric to the allocentric frame of reference. (p. 
2085) Papadopoulos and Koustriava’s conclusion of their experiments is 
that vision influences performance in spatial coding and spatial 
representation of near space (p. 2089) and even the blind people use 
allocentric frame of reference for coding and representing the near space 
(p. 2090). Importantly, Papadopoulos and Koustriava emphasize 
Millar’s idea (1979) that movement is essential for spatial coding: for 
instance, hand movements furnish information for memorization of 
distance and direction of objects. Obviously, movements and 
proprioceptive information necessary for coding space are constructed 
within the egocentric frame of reference. (Papadopoulos and Koustriava 

                                                            
1 In their introduction, Papadopoulos and Koustriava mention two viewpoints 
supported by different researchers: (1) vision modality is essential for mental 
representation of space vs. (2) vision is neither necessary nor sufficient for spatial 
coding. (Papadopoulos and Koustriava 2011, p. 2084) 
2 “Vision facilitates mental combinations of three or more items, whereas haptics 
leads to a sequential way of receiving information (Cattaneo et al., 2008). For this 
reason it is assumed that individuals with blindness face serious difficulties in 
simultaneously processing a considerable amount of haptic information (Cattaneo et 
al., 2008).” (Papadopoulos and Koustriava 2011, p. 2085) However, according to 
their results, in 2010, Papadopoulos and his colleagues (and other researchers like 
Ungar et al. 1995) showed that “around a third of participants with blindness 
appeared to use egocentric strategies alone to code near-space. Moreover, only a 
quarter of participants who were congenitally blind used self-referent strategies.” 
(Papadopoulos and Koustriava 2011, p. 2090) 
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2011, p. 2090) There are many kinds of neurons and other neuronal 
entities/processes but all these physical entities correspond to the same 
mental entities/processes that are the “I”. The sameness is the unity of 
the “I”! 

Supported by their experimental research, Pasqualotto and 
Proulx consider that visual experience is quite important to develop the 
multisensory integration necessary for spatial cognition. (Pasqualotto 
and Proulx 2012, p. 1179) These authors indicate the work of various 
people that showed that “the lack of vision sharpens the remaining 
modalities” (p. 1179), neuroimages research shows that the visual 
neuronal areas of a blind person are activated by other sensorial stimuli 
(auditory, olfactory, and haptic), early onset of blindness causes the 
reorganization of the brain and other experiments. The conclusion of 
these results is that “the non-visual sensory modalities can successfully 
compensate for the lack of vision”. (p. 1180) However there are 
contradictory results regarding the role of vision for spatial cognition: is 
vision necessary or not for spatial cognition? Interestingly, mentioning 
different authors, Pasqualotto and Proulx suggest that the answer to this 
question depends on the reference frame (egocentric or allocentric – the 
blind prefer the egocentric reference frame), level of spatial knowledge, 
and the number of spatial dimensions for performing a task.  

 
At the highest level there is survey knowledge, where spatial information is 
represented as a ‘quasi-map’ possessing ‘metric’ attributes (i.e. representing the 
distances across the elements; see also Tversky, 1991). Thus allocentric reference 
frames might be classified as more complex than egocentric reference frames. 
(Pasqualotto and Proulx 2012, p. 1180) 
 
However, as we will see in Chapter 3 of this book (Gallant’s lab works), 
any visual image is largely distributed in the brain and such notions like 
“the highest level” and “quasi-map” with metric attributes require the 
insertion of spatial dimension into the mind-EW and this idea strongly 
contradicts the framework of EDWs. In this article, there is an 
interesting (quite long) paragraph about “parallel vision” that I want to 
analyze from my perspective:  
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The role for the ‘parallel’ attribute of vision (i.e. the ability to simultaneously 
capture spatial relationships between an objects and the contextual background) is 
demonstrated by a study by Rieser et al. (1992), who found that the congenital 
reduction of the visual field produced low levels of spatial knowledge of a familiar 
environment (i.e. direction and distances across landmarks in one’s neighborhood) 
similarly to that of congenitally blind participants. (…) The important role of 
developmental binocular vision is supported also by Ellemberg et al. (2000, 1999), 
who reported that children who regained vision after having been born with 
binocular or monocular blindness exhibited equivalent deficits in spatial perception. 
Thus, the ‘special’ role of developmental vision might reside in its ability to convey 
information in parallel which facilitates the ability to ‘gather’ and integrate 
multisensory stimuli occurring within the same wide spatial window (see also 
Loomis and Lederman, 1986). (Pasqualotto and Proulx 2012, p. 1181) 
 
Someone working within the framework of the identity theory (mind is 
brain) or Searle’s approach (mind is produced by brain) cannot explain 
this special role of vision. Within this framework, we would need certain 
mechanism to realize the integration of multisensory stimuli and such 
mechanisms are nothing more than homunculus, a Ptolemaic epicycle 
that created great problems to the philosophers of mind. However, from 
the EDWs perspective and Occam’ razor of simplicity imposed by 
evolution of species and development of an organism, we do not need 
such mechanism just because space is the mind-EW and only in this way 
can we explain the “special” role of “‘parallel’ attribute of vision”. The 
“integration of multisensory stimuli” takes place because the mind has 
the same language for any signals and those visual stimuli are the “I”. 

Introducing various experiments of other researchers, 
Pasqualotto and Proulx try to convince us that the visual experience 
(even “early visual experience”) is vital for multisensory integration 
within an external reference frame” (p. 1182) necessary for retinotopic 
maps (characterizing the allocentric reference) (but it is still unclear if it 
is about all forms of multisensory integration or only about spatial 
tasks). (Pasqualotto and Proulx 2012, p. 1181) Anyway, it seems that the 
visual experience is essential for the retinotopic maps that integrate the 
multisensory inputs in the posterior parietal lobe (Sereno et al. 2001 in 
Pasqualotto and Proulx, p. 1182) Spatial tasks have to be correlated with 
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the posterior parietal cortex (PPC)1, premotor cortex and hippocampus, 
in general, and essentially, these areas “integrate visual, tactile, auditory, 
vestibular, kinesthetic and proprioceptive information to achieve a 
functional spatial representation”. (p. 1182) PPC is involved in spatial 
tasks for action planning2, while the hippocampus is necessary for 
navigation, route planning and spatial memory (Crane and Milner, 2005; 
Holdstock et al., 2000; Spiers et al., 2001) and works in close 
association with the parahippocampus for topographical encoding and 
recall (Bohbot et al., 1998; Epstein et al., 2003) and the retrosplenial 
cortex for navigation (Iaria et al., 2007; Wolbers et al., 2011).3 (idem)  
 Introducing different experimental results of various researchers 
(visual areas are functionally involved in tactile tasks, visual and haptic 
spatial memory tasks are correlated with the same fronto-parietal areas), 
                                                            
1 “Studies on primates showed that the lack of visual experience affects the 
functionality of the neurons of the PPC (Hyvärinen et al., 1981) and that this effect 
persists when vision is regained (Carlson et al., 1987).” (Pasqualotto and Proulx, p. 
1182) 
2 “Moreover, Sereno and colleagues reported the presence of multisensory 
retinotopic maps in specific portions of the PPC, namely the lateral and ventral 
intraparietal areas (LIP and VIP), where multisensory external input are 
retinotopically remapped to guide the pursuit of visual targets (Sereno et al., 2001; 
Sereno and Huang, 2006; see also Medendorp et al., 2003).” (Pasqualotto and 
Proulx, p. 1182) 
3 About the plasticity of the brain for spatial tasks: “Intriguingly, it has been found 
that hippocampal size can be modulated by the experience. For example, Maguire et 
al. (2003) found evidence of larger hippocampi in London taxi drivers who were 
required to learn large amounts of spatial information that was assessed prior to 
licensing. Shelton and Gabrieli (2002) investigated the brain areas involved in 
spatial representation to disentangle those involved in route spatial encoding and 
those involved in survey spatial encoding (see also Shelton and Gabrieli, 2004). 
They found that both types of spatial encoding triggered the activation of a fronto-
mid-temporo-parietal network (e.g. Mellet et al., 2000), but that survey encoding 
involved a more restricted number of brain areas encompassing inferior temporal 
and posterior superior parietal cortices. It is as yet unknown whether visual 
experience plays a role in the development of this neural network for spatial 
cognition.” (Pasqualotto and Proulx, p. 1182) However, the “effect of blindness on 
the hippocampus has been widely studied in rodents and the results suggest that the 
absence of visual experience did not significantly influence hippocampal activity 
(e.g. Save et al., 1998).” (idem) 
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the authors declare that a cortical area does not change its functional 
specialization if the sensory stimuli are lost, but  
 
the cortex seems to be ‘metamodal’ (see Pascual-Leone and Hamilton, 2001) that is, 
specialized according to functions or ‘types of computations’, and with little regard 
for where inputs come from (e.g. from the retina or from the cochlea). This idea is 
intuitively appealing, because all the sensory inputs travel across the brain under the 
form of electro-chemical signals, and thus neurons need not necessarily pay 
attention to the specific origin.1 (Pasqualotto and Proulx 2012, p. 1183) 
 
For me, there are no other words that mirror better the EDWs 
perspective and Ocam’s razor of simplicity regarding the same language 
for any mental entity/processes that is the “I”. Indeed, all the sensory 
inputs have the same “code” within the “I” even if there are different 
neuronal entities and processes that are activated in the brain. This 
“metamodal” view is elaborated within the unicorn world, and therefore 
there are some ontological and functional contradictions. To understand 
the idea that the neurons “need not necessarily pay attention to the 
specific origin”, we need to change the “unicorn world” framework with 
the EDWs perspective. Anyway, the authors mention some problems 
with this “metamodal” framework:  
 
Yet the implications of a metamodal organization for the brain might be constrained 
by other findings. As we have seen in this review, the lack of visual experience 
might impair the ability of the neurons to integrate multisensory inputs, resulting in 
a deficit for allocentric spatial tasks. This might be due to the lack of the retinotopic 
template reported by Sereno et al. (2001), which is used to integrate and 
topographically represent inputs from different modalities. Additionally, the cortical 

                                                            
1 This idea reflects quite well the existence of the EDWs. Nevertheless, in this 
context, it would be interesting to analyze an idea from Pasqualotto et al. (2013): 
“Our results suggest that participants possessing visual experience (LB and S) were 
able to extract the structure of the array and to use it during the spatial memory 
task.” (p. 178) What does it mean the words “extract” (extract something from a 
perceptual visual experience) and “structure” and the use of such information in the 
“spatial memory”? Only if mind has no spatial dimension, it is possible to combine 
information from visual experience with information from spatial memory since 
both these kinds of information correspond to the same kind of neuronal patterns of 
activation.  
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reorganization following a sensory loss does not equally affect all aspects of the 
remaining modalities. (Pasqualotto and Proulx 2012, p. 1183) 
 
Or: 
 
Thus, although the notion of a metamodal brain is very elegant and innovative, it 
might need to accommodate the findings that visual experience is necessary for 
some aspects of spatial cognition, which might not fully develop in the absence of 
one preferred or indeed necessary modality. (idem) 
 
Only with the EDWs perspective can we avoid these and other pseudo-
questions/problems. Obviously, there are some correspondences 
between a mental state/process and some neuronal patterns of activation, 
but, in order to avoid many problems, we have to be aware that 
“correspondences” are neither “identical” nor “produced” or 
“emergent”1! In fact, any mental state corresponds to the entire brain 
and body and the interactions between these elements and the world.2 
Pasqualotto and Proulx conclude, in their paper, that visual experience 
“seems to be necessary for multisensory integration” and other 
multisensory structures “need early visual experience” precisely to 
acquire the ability to integrate and represent information from different 
sensorial mechanisms.3 (p. 1183) Finally, I need to translate this 

                                                            
1 About the identity theory and emergence, see Vacariu (2008). About the mind 
being produced by the brain, I refer to Searle (1992) and Frith (2007), and therefore 
see Vacariu (2008) and Vacariu and Vacariu (2010).   
2 Again, as I illustrated in Vacariu (2008), the interactions between the brain, the 
body and the external world are strongly related to the dynamical system approach 
from cognitive science. Nevertheless, we should not mix the mind with the brain 
since the mind is an EW, while the brain and the body are entities that belong to the 
macro-EW.  
3 In 2013, Pasqualotto et al. published a paper in which they show that visual 
experience is necessary for developing and using the allocentric spatial 
representation. (Pasqualotto et al. 2013) People with visual experience preferentially 
represent the object locations with an allocentric reference frame, while those with 
no visual experience (blind people) use the egocentric representations. “This 
suggests that during the initial years of the human life visual experience exerts its 
effects on the brain areas involved in spatial processing and multisensory 
integration, supporting the hypothesis that the use of an allocentric reference frame 
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conclusion within the EDWs language: any type of sensorial inputs 
furnished by a particular sensorial mechanism is the “I”, so talking about 
the integration of various sensorial inputs we have to move from the 
many languages of neuronal entities/processes to the unique language of 
the mind-EW.  

Obviously, as visual property, space interacts with features of 
other sensorial modalities. But nobody has any idea what this 
interaction/integration means. Nevertheless, we should not forget that 
every external input is transformed in a neuronal signal and the types of 
these signals are quite limited. Gunzelmann and Lyon (2011) emphasize 
that the “spatial competence” cannot be analyzed in isolation from other 
cognitive abilities1, and therefore the spatial cognition2 has to be 
integrated within cognition. The framework of Gunzelman and Lyon is 
Anderson’s ACT-R model even if they mention that this model needs 
modifications. Within the ACT-R model, the authors analyze the 
cognitive architecture with “training in simulated virtual environments 
and piloting unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)” mentioning that “yet the 
complex interplay of spatial information processing, perception, action, 
and higher-level reasoning involved in their use is still poorly 
understood”. (Gunzelman and Lyon 2011, p. 743) Again, we have 
something “still poorly understood”! The subject has to realize the 
complex tasks that involve spatial reasoning, planning, and other non-

                                                                                                                              
to remap multisensory spatial inputs is not innate but its development requires visual 
experience.” (p. 178) Pasqualotto et al. mention Wallace et al.’s work (2004) 
according to which visual experience is necessary to develop multisensory neurons. 
(idem) These ideas support the EDWs perspective: visual experience and other 
modalities experience are the “I” (with its unity) and we cannot make a clear 
distinction between these modalities either within the mind-EW or within the brain 
(that belongs to the macro-EW). This is another reason we do not have space or 
spatial representation in the mind! 
1 “(…) we will show how the measurement and modeling of a particular building 
block of spatial competence cannot be understood easily without considering the 
influence of other aspects of the cognitive system.” (Gunzelmann and Lyon 2011, p. 
743) As we will see during the entire book, space does not really exist, so spatial 
cognition is a pseudo-notion.  
2 Spatial problems include “route planning, mental simulation of spatial action, and 
visuospatial memory. (Gunzelman and Lyon 2011, p. 748) 
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spatial processing, and has to be aware that some parts of the visual 
training involve the egocentric-view, while other parts require the 
“exocentric view” (indicated on the map”).1 (p. 746) One result is that 
the subjects could “understand and identify the correspondence between 
the map and the visual scene” but failed to “estimate the location of the 
viewpoint precisely enough”. (Gunzelman and Lyon 2011, p. 748) I 
emphasize that the main ideas of this article are about spatial encoding 
and reference frame transformations and, in this context, I quote an 
important paragraph:  
 
However, even in this task, the spatial mechanisms are largely abstracted and 
captured in parameters like rotation speed or spatial update time. In other words, 
this task is more about using spatial knowledge than isolating the representations 
and processes that are involved at the architectural level. (Gunzelman and Lyon 
2011, p. 748, their italics) 
 
It seems that this paragraph is written within the EDWs perspective: 
again, we have other authors that claim that spatial “mechanisms” are 
“largely abstracted”! Interestingly, in order to reject the isolation of 
spatial cognition from other mental functions, the authors emphasize 
that, in the task of their model, the subjects use spatial knowledge. I can 
extend the idea for any task involving spatial cognition. In fact, there are 
not only other mental functions involved in spatial cognition but the “I” 
(with implicit and explicit knowledge, see Vacariu 2008) has to be 
introduced into this equation. The authors insist that spatial cognition 
“requires some way of representing spatial information perceived from 
the environment. Klatzky et al. (2008) argued that spatial 
representations may be amodal and derive from multiple sensory 
modalities, or indeed, emerge from their integrated contributions.” 
                                                            
1 “Egocentric representations play a key role in immediate action, like reaching or 
grasping (e.g., Daprati & Gentilucci, 1997), and object avoidance during navigation 
(Harrison & Schunn, 2003). At the same time, a long history of research in 
neuroscience has established the role of exocentric representations in spatial 
processing, particularly the role of place cells (e.g., O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971; 
O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978), and more recently boundary vector cells (e.g., Hartley, 
Trinkler, & Burgess, 2004) in coding the spatial location of oneself and other objects 
in the external environment.” (Gunzelman and Lyon 2011, p. 752) 
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(Gunzelman and Lyon 2011, p. 751) Indeed, in the mind-EW, spatial 
information is quite amodal, i.e. space or representation of space/spatial 
cognition does not exist. I want to underline a topic of this paper, 
namely the “spatial transformation processes”: the authors emphasize 
that there is strong evidence on various transformations regarding the 
spatial aspects of perceptual inputs necessary for coordinating 
perception and action (the dorsal stream being involved). (p. 752) 
Reference frame transformations have been identified within the parietal 
zone. (Andersen, Essick, & Siegel, 1985; Andersen & Mountcastle, 
1983; Zipser & Andersen, 1988 in Gunzelman and Lyon 2011, p. 752)  
 
Specifically, collections of cells in this area create gain fields, which can efficiently 
transform spatial representations from one coordinate system to another (Xing & 
Andersen, 2000). For instance, gain fields can transform retinotopic information 
derived from vision to ‘‘head-centered’’ coordinates to guide visual attention (e.g., 
Smith & Crawford, 2005), or to a ‘‘hand-centered’’ reference frame that is suitable 
for reaching and grasping an object (e.g., Mulliken et al., 2008). (Gunzelman and 
Lyon 2011, p. 752) 
 
From the viewpoint of spatial coordinates, the head-centered and the 
hand-centered reference frames are “different types of egocentric 
reference frames”, representing spatial location in relationship with the 
coordinate system “defined by a part of the individual”. (Gunzelman and 
Lyon 2011, p. 752) From my viewpoint, such transformations are simply 
created by specialists in cognitive neuroscience when they check for 
spatial cognition. In reality, the brain is much simpler than the authors of 
this paper (and, in general, people working in cognitive science) can 
imagine. Let me analyze another paragraph: 
 
Once exocentric representations have been computed, they may be used in spatial 
computations like constructing complex representations of spatial layouts, distance 
and bearing estimates, and magnitude comparisons. Note that these operations are 
not free or automatic in this perspective but require effortful processing and 
attention to combine and integrate elemental spatial knowledge. (Gunzelman and 
Lyon 2011, p.753) 
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If Gunzelman and Lyon were right in writing this paragraph, the human 
species would not be able to survive in any environment! “Complex 
representations” used in spatial computations are not constructed by the 
brain simply because such representations do not exit. Having such 
representations, the time would be too long for any organism to deal 
with dangerous situation in their environment. On the contrary, these 
operations are “free” or “automatic” and do not require any effort of 
attention to “combine” and “integrate” elements of spatial knowledge.1 
There is no integration of spatial elements in the brain, since any mental 
visual scene is the “I” (or its elements and processes are the mind-EW) 
which corresponds to the various neuronal and body entities/processes 
that belong to the macro-EW.  

For spatial cognition, more than any other topic of cognitive 
neuroscience, we cannot dissociate the brain from the body and the 
environment. Even if we do not have visual perception when we close 
our eyes, there is still a “spatial feeling” of front-back and left-right that 
corresponds to the interactions between the brain, the body and our 
external environment. So, under the mind-brain problem umbrella, it 
seems that we need to check for some cross-modal interactions/ 
integration in the brain between information furnished by various 
sensory/perceptual mechanisms. Moreover, for solving a spatial task, 
from my viewpoint there is no “higher-level representation”, as 
Gunzelmann and Lyon write, that “integrates spatial and perceptual 
information to instantiate a representation of the emerging situation (c.f., 
Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998).” (p. 753) Again under the rules of 
evolution/development, “integration” is something too complicated for 
nature. (See Vacariu and Vacariu 2010, Vacariu 2011, Vacariu 2012) 
Integration presupposes “levels” is another wrong notion in cognitive 
(neuro)science and it is quite clear that, working within the unicorn-
world (the “world”, the “nature”), the researchers are forced to introduce 
many and complicated Ptolemaic epicycles. For the above mentioned 
authors, it is possible that the “spatial visualizations share 

                                                            
1 Attention reminds me of Treisman’s approach for the binding problem. (See 
Vacariu 2012) However, today Treisman’s alternative is rejected by the majority of 
researchers in cognitive science. 
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representational features with perceptual encoding” (cf. mental imagery 
of Kosslyn), but I emphasize that spatial visualizations and perceptual 
encoding are both widely distributed in the brain. (See Uttal 2011, 
Vacariu 2012) Because of the EDWs, it is really impossible for us to 
localize spatial visualizations in relationship with any kind of perceptual 
features! Anyway the conclusion of this paper emphasizes the 
integration of spatial cognition with the other mental functions. 
Obviously, from my viewpoint, spatial cognition and all other 
perceptual processes are the “I” and therefore, this conclusion has to be 
integrated within the EDWs perspective and not within Anderson’s ACT 
model (ACT-R, ACT-STAR and other Ptolemaic epicycles that would 
be in the future).  

In the context created by the introduction of mirror neurons into 
discussion, let me investigate Bourlon et al.’s paper (2011) that analyzes 
the relationship between visual mental imagery and visual perception 
related to the activation of “correlated” neuronal patterns and the 
movement of the eyes. They quote Bartolomeo’s work (2002) who 
indicates some patients with damage at the occipital lobe that produces 
some deficits regarding perceptual abilities and visual mental imagery.1 
The consequence of these cases is that the visual mental imagery is not 
directly related to the primary visual cortex but to “higher levels of 
integration”. (Bourlon 2011, pp. 287-288) Obviously, from my 
viewpoint, our visual mental imagery is not “correlated” only to the 
occipital lobe. The human subject is directly involved in such visual 
mental imagery processes, so we have to introduce into the equation the 
neuronal patterns correlated with the human subjectivity, the self, and 
many other elements. The same thing is valid for visual perception. In 
the past, some researchers believed that the movements of the eyes were 
quite similar in both processes of visual mental imagery and visual 

                                                            
1 Participants have to imagine a map of France. They heard the name of various 
towns/regions and had to indicate whether each town/region is on the left or right of 
Paris. Their vocal response and eyes’  movement were recorded. In the second 
experiment, the subjects see the contour of a France’s map (visual mental imagery 
with map). (Bourlon et al. 2011, p. 288) 
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perception.1 Bourlon et al. (2011) point out Spivey and Geng’s (2001) 
results which specify a “link between eye movements and mental image 
exploration, rather than with decision or response stages” (Bourlon et al. 
2011, p. 293) Bourlon et al.’s experiments add that saccades of the eyes 
mirror the direction and the side of exploration. Their conclusion is that 
there is a “spontaneous eye movement coherent with the location of 
imagined stimuli”. (idem) These results clearly reflect the framework of 
EDWs! 

Sperduti et al (2011) suggest that many experiments realized in 
the past indicated that right frontal and parietal areas are essential for 
time processing and for attention and memory. (p. 16) On the contrary, 
their experiments reveal that the oscillations in these regions “could 
appear at odds with intrinsic models.” In their view, “duration is not 
equivalent to a simple stimulus feature and encompasses supramodal 
properties.” (p. 16) Their conclusion is that  
 
directing attention in a top-down manner to process the duration of a visual stimulus 
recruits gamma-band oscillations in a right fronto-parietal network. Based on results 
by N’Diaye et al. (2004) we propose that this activity could reflect supramodal 
processing of duration, complementary to sensory features processing. The 
functional role of this activity would be to support the supramodal properties of a 
time dimension that goes beyond purely perceptive features. (Sperduti et al 2011, 
p. 17) 
 
Again we have “supramodal” processes but interestingly these processes 
are complementary to sensory inputs. It seems that also the authors of 
this article need the EDWs perspective as the framework of their 
thinking! However, we have to remember that, according to Einstein’s 
special theory of relativity, physical space cannot be separated from 
physical time. This is another argument that there are no space or time 

                                                            
1 Bourlon et al. indicate previous results of previous experiments. For instance, two 
“previous studies (Brandt and Stark, 1997; Laeng and Teodorescu, 2002) produced 
evidence consistent with this proposal, by showing that normal participants tend to 
produce similar eye movements when exploring a visual display and when 
subsequently imagining it.” (Bourlon et al. 2011, p. 288)  
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representations in our mind but only a representation of a scene that can 
involve motion.1 
 In a relatively short paper, Amorapanth et al. (2012) investigate 
the neuronal basis for three essential mental processes: schemata, 
perception and language. Schemata are the intermediary level between 
perception and language. i.e., a schema is more abstract than a 
particular perceptual representation of an object (for instance), but it 
preserves some of the spatial-relation features of the represented 
object.2 (Amorapanth et al. 2012, p. 226) The authors focus on these 
three representational formats (verbal, perceptual and schematic) and the 
correlated neuronal areas. The participants have to manage these 
representational formats: topologic prepositions (in and on) and 
projective prepositions (above and below) for words format; color 
images depicting the spatial relations denoted by propositions for 
perceptual format; simple lines and geometric forms depicting figure-
ground relations (that were paired with prepositions). The participants 
with the left and the right hemispheres damaged were investigated using 
the brain-imaging tools and the “voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping 
(VLSM) analyses”3. Their results are quite important: the meaning of 
abstract concepts represented and processes independent from verbal 

                                                            
1 As we will see in my next book, motion and interactions between objects are 
enough for explaining the relationships between objects and therefore we can reject 
invented notions like space and time. 
2 “In the history of ideas, the term schema has made several appearances in 
philosophy (Kant, 1781/1998), neurology (Head & Holmes, 1911), and psychology 
(Bartlett, 1932; Piaget, 1952; Schank & Abelson, 1977). The term has resurfaced in 
the relatively nascent field of cognitive linguistics (Johnson, 1987; Lakoff & 
Johnson, 1999; Mandler, 1992; Talmy, 2000) to describe the mental representations 
that code for the kinds of abstract spatiotemporal relations among objects—like 
paths, containment, contact, and support relations—theorized to provide a 
conceptual base onto which language can be mapped, and it is in this context that we 
employ the term.” (Amorapanth et al. 2012, p. 226) 
3 “Analogous with more common fMRI methods, VLSM residual analyses are 
designed to isolate discrete sources of variance using condition-relative, or ‘contrast-
like’ measures, while treating shared features between tasks as ‘nuisance’ 
covariates.” (Amorapanth et al. 2012, p. 230) 
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representations (phonological and orthographic representations)1; 
schemata seem to mediate between perception and language; the left 
hemisphere seems to process the categorical spatial relations2; the right 
hemisphere is important for processing categorical spatial relations in 
nonverbal formats; “the right hemisphere distinguishes between 
different kinds of analog spatial representations (schemas vs. pictures)” 
and therefore this hemisphere probably extracts schematic 
representations from pictorial representations; (p. 235), “the right 
supramarinal gyrus may play a privileged role in processing analog 
spatial relations, by extracting their schematic structure” (p. 236) The 
general conclusion is that perception and language processes “share a 
parallel structure in the brain” and, again, the brain represents meaning 
without language. (Amorapanth et al. 2012, p. 236) (About 
multisensorial integration, see Chapter 4 of this book.) 

In the last decades, there was an enormous amount of work 
regarding spatial cognition, but still we do not have a certain answer to 
the question: “How does the brain/mind construct the external space?” 
As I illustrated in Vacariu (2012), the mind has no spatial dimension, 
while the brain has nothing to do with spatial cognition! Even if, in that 
book, I introduced some information about spatial cognition, in this 
book I investigate in much more detail this topic in order to prove that 
cognitive neuroscience is a pseudoscience. The main objection against 
the existence of space (or even the representation of space) in our mind 
(or even in the “external” environment) is that spatial cognition would 
need the (un)famous homunculus which created insurmountable 
problems for people working in philosophy of mind. Eliminating the 
homunculus, we eliminate mental or neuronal real color and space, but 
we preserve only representation of an object with certain attributes (like 
color) and certain relationships between that object and an organism. 

                                                            
1 “Infants are able to extract the kinds of spatial relational categories relevant to 
theories of schematic mental representation before they understand words for such 
categories.” (Amorapanth et al. 2012, p. 235) 
2 “According to the present study, it appears that the left hemisphere bias, often 
found for processing categorical relations, is integrally related to verbal labeling 
(…).” (Amorapanth et al. 2012, p. 236) 
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There is neither space nor representation of space since such things like 
space or time have no ontological status, i.e. they do not exist. I 
emphasize here that even if we believe that spatial cognition is 
“involved in any visual scene”, unfortunately this “feature” is not 
“palpable” like a macro-object placed in “front of us”. On the contrary, 
if we believe that space exists, then space is an ontological substance. 
What kind of ontological matter is this one? Is it a physical substance? If 
it is not a physical substance, then we have to return to a modified 
Cartesian dualism with at least two kinds of ontological substances. If 
space is a physical substance, I believe that even though creating any 
kind of glasses (instrument of observation), we will still never be able to 
perceive space. Then, why do we presuppose space exists? What are the 
reasons that support the existence of “space”? In reality, space and time 
are human mind creations, nothing more or less. The answer can be only 
one: space does not exist.1 Only entities/processes and their 
interactions/relationships exist in EDWs. The entities have certain 
parameters (for instance movement) and their relationships also have 
certain parameters (any force has certain parameters), which replace the 
notions of space and time. If this has to be an external EW, what do we 
perceive? Any perceptual scene (visual, for instance) is a scene with 
many entities/processes. We do not perceive one or two or many objects, 
“we perceive”, more exactly, we have a perceptual scene. Within the 
EDWs perspective, we have to change the last sentence: “Any 
perceptual scene is the “I”. Moreover, in our perceptual scene, the 
“space” between any two objects is represented by the intermediate 
objects. So, we do not see any space but only entities and their 
relationships. However, if we perceive the sky during daylight, we have 
the illusion we perceive space. But space does not exist, then what do 
we perceive? Such perceptions are the limits of our perceptions that are 
the “I”.  

 
1 We already know that the “external” objects are situated in macro-EW and their 
perceptions are the “I”, an EDW than the macro-EW. Maybe, if exists, the space 
itself is or belongs to another EW than the EW in which the objects are situated and 
this is the reason we cannot “perceive” simultaneously the space and the objects 
“placed” in that space. 



 

Chapter 3 

 
 

 
 

The best achievements in cognitive 

neuroscience today: 

the fMRI experiments of Gallant’s team 

 
3.1 Introduction 
The works of Gallant’s team are some of the most optimistic 
achievements in cognitive neuroscience in our days.1 The results of 
Gallant’s team are really incredible positive results. However, I would 
like to specify that Jack Gallant strongly emphasizes several times in his 
clips or conferences (I found on Internet two of his conferences) that the 
empirical results of their experiments do not mirror directly the activity 
of the neurons since they used fMRI. Obviously, fMRI grasps only the 
blood flow in the brain but not directly the activity of neurons.  

Before analyzing the greatest achievements of this laboratory 
(Nishimotto et al. 2011 and Huth et al. 2012, Stansbury et al. 2013, 
Çukur et al. 2013a, and Çukur et al. 2013b), I would like to introduce 
some details about their work from Uttal (2011) who analyses Gallant 
lab’s previous work (2008 and 2009). Their work showed that it is 
possible to decode 120 pictures from the results of fMRI in V1, V2 and 
V3. The first step was to examine the fMRI signals within a larger 
(1,750) library of natural images and measure the fMRI responses 

                                                            
1 I would like to thank you very much to Prof. Jack Gallant for sending me, at my 
request, all his articles that I examine in this book. 
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produced each by a certain number of voxels. This established a training 
set. A representation of each picture was then formed based on the 
Fourier properties of the image in which the spatial frequency and the 
orientation information were summarized as a “predicted activity 
pattern” for each of the many voxels that were associated with the 
presented picture. This provided a quantitative representation of the 
fMRI responses to each of the images.  (Uttal 2011, p. 112) Based on 
similarities, the voxel pattern of each image (from those 120) was 
compared with the information from the library, the best fitting image 
being selected. In thirteen repeated trials for a given picture, Kay and his 
colleagues (2008) report a correct identification score in the mid-90%, 
the random performance being 0.8%. When only the fMRI signals from 
a single presentation were used, the identification performance was 
reduced to much lower values (51% and 32% for two subjects).This was 
a remarkable step forward, but it still depended on a training set of 
stimuli and recognizing pictures on the basis of an fMRI pattern 
analysis. Furthermore Kay et al.’s (2008) constructions based their 
identification scores solely on the visual areas of the brain, in which 
some resemblance of retinotopic mapping was presumably retained. 
Thus, they wrote that the “problem is analogous to the classic ‘pick a 
card, any card’ magic trick”. (p. 352) (in Uttal 2011, p. 113) The images 
“were made in the Fourier domain of a set of stimuli, and these matched 
stimuli that shared at least some properties of the training set. The task 
in psychological parlance is one of recognition or identification.” (idem) 

Another method is the “reverse retinopy”, pioneers of this 
method of reconstruction of an image from its components being Thiron 
et al (2006) and Miyawaki et al. (2008). (Uttal 2011, p. 114) The shape 
of simple geometrical forms is preserved enough in the early retinotopic 
regions of the visual system to support the inference that “these simple 
contrast patterns such as squares,  × s, +s, and letters of the alphabet can 
be inferred from the pattern of spatially and topologically constant 
voxels”. (Uttal 2011, p. 113) This method “depends solely on the 
preservation of the topology of the original stimulus pattern and the 
spatial resolvability of the spatial pattern” and “examine[s] the spatial 
pattern of the activated voxels, and infer[s] the shape of the stimulus.” 
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Moreover, the “spatial information is retinotopically persevered in the 
early portion of the visual system.” (Uttal 2011, p. 113)  

Nevertheless, the work of people from Gallant’s laboratory was 
much better in reconstructing images using not the “reverse retinopy” 
method but some “complex natural scenes from nonisomorphic fMRI 
images”. Naselaris et al. (2009) mention that under “the Bayesian framework 
used here, a reconstruction is defined as the image that has the highest 
posterior probability of having evoked the measured response.” (p. 902 
in Uttal, p. 114) Uttal mentions that this method seems to be “a process 
of recognition, selection, or identification of an image from a known 
library of alternatives rather than a reconstruction in either the 
psychological or the neuroscientific sense.” (Uttal 2011, p. 114) Worth 
mentioning is another observation made by Uttal: the reconstructed 
images “are not pictures that were directly reconstructed from the fMRI 
data but pictures produced by combining parts of pictures that were 
selected from the library of images, that is, the Bayesian priors on which 
the system was originally trained.” (Uttal 2011, p. 114)  

Even if Uttal admires Gallant lab’s work, he concludes that 
mostly they were able to show distinctive fMRI responses from a 
number of visual cortical areas (V1, V2, V3, V3A, V3B, V4, as well as 
the lateral and anterior occipital cortex) that could be used to identify 
images from the training set. They did not take fMRI images and 
directly plot from them pictures of the original stimuli; once again, they 
selected pictures from their library, based on the pattern of activations. 
This is not reconstruction per se; it is selecting from a predetermined 
“deck of cards”.1 (Uttal 2011, p. 114) Uttal mentions that these pictures 
do not grasp the meanings that in general an image has within the 
human subjectivity. I believe in the future (decades or in the next 
century), researchers will be able to re-construct images and parts of 
their meaning. The question is, from my viewpoint, what process does 
the “integration” of neuronal patterns of activity realize? Where do the 

                                                            
1 “However, this is not a matter of reconstructing the mental contents but, rather, of 
using these residual signals as a means of choosing among a set of stimuli in much 
the same way that a magician can determine which card was selected from a deck.” 
(Uttal 2011, p. 139) 
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binding processes take place? For people working in Gallant’s 
laboratory such questions are meaningless. Nevertheless, they work to 
localize the mental representations/processes in distributed neuronal 
patterns. 
 
3.2 Nishimoto et al. (2011): “Reconstructing visual experiences from 
brain activity evoked by natural movies” 
I continue by analyzing another work of the researchers from Gallant’s 
laboratory. Nishimoto et al. published an article in 2011 about a new 
method for the “mind reading” (this work being considered among the 
best achievements of cognitive neuroscientists in the last 15 years). With 
a computer program, a quantitative model of brain activity based on 
fMRI results is constructed. Using the brain activity measurements, 
Nishimoto et al. (2011) reconstruct natural movies seen by three human 
subjects. It is the first study of reconstructing dynamic stimuli (natural 
movies) through the brain activity using fMRI. In the past, such stimuli 
were reconstructed only from static pictures1, the main problem being 
that the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signals measured by the 
fMRI are much slower than the neuronal activity in relationship with 
certain dynamic stimuli. This new “motion-energy encoding” model 
furnishes a mapping between the stimuli and the evoked fMRI signals. 
That is, it has to fit two components, the visual motion information and 
the slow hemodynamics mechanisms, (Nishimoto et al. 2011, p. 1641) 
in order to “recover fine temporal information” from slow BOLD 
signals. (p. 1644)  
 
The first stage consists of a large collection of motion-energy filters that span a 
range of positions, motion directions and speeds as the underlying neurons. This 
stage models the fast responses in the early visual system. The output from the first 
stage of the model is fed into a second stage that describes how neural activity 
affects hemodynamic activity in turn. The two stage processing allows us to model 
the relationship between the fine temporal information in the movies and the slow 

                                                            
1 Thiron et al (2006) first reconstructed static pictures in the brain from BOLD 
signals in early visual areas; Kamitani, Y., and Tong, F. (2005) reconstructed 
orientation and direction. (in Nishimoto et al. 2011)  
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brain activity signals measured using fMRI. (https://sites.google.com/site/ 
gallantlabucb/publications/nishimoto-et-al-2011) 
 
The researchers of Gallantlab focus on the signals received by the early 
visual neural areas V1 (the functionality of this neural area being quite 
well studied), V2 and V3 (all areas being in occipito-temporal cortex 
lobes).1 They indicated how the spatial and temporal information is 
represented in several thousands of voxels of this visual cortex. The 
brain of each subject who watched several hours of movies is scanned 
with an fMRI. The measured training data of brain activity (BOLD 
signals evoked by 7,200 s color natural movies, each movie presented 
once) are used to fit an encoding model for each voxel from the 
posterior and the ventral occipitotemporal visual cortex. Then they use a 
Bayesian decoder to reconstruct the movies from the evoked BOLD 
signals, i.e., combining the “estimated encoding models with a prior 
sampled natural movie, in order to produce reconstructions of natural 
movies from BOLD signals.” (Nishimoto et al. 2011, p. 1642) 
Comparing the fMRI data and the details of each movie, the computer 
program constructs some “dictionaries” for shape, edge and motion. 
Each voxel has such a dictionary.2 

                                                            
1 “The human visual system consists of several dozen distinct cortical visual areas 
and sub-cortical nuclei, arranged in a network that is both hierarchical and parallel. 
Visual information comes into the eye and is there transduced into nerve impulses. 
These are sent on to the lateral geniculate nucleus and then to primary visual cortex 
(area V1). Area V1 is the largest single processing module in the human brain. Its 
function is to represent visual information in a very general form by decomposing 
visual stimuli into spatially localized elements. Signals leaving V1 are distributed to 
other visual areas, such as V2 and V3. Although the function of these higher visual 
areas is not fully understood, it is believed that they extract relatively more 
complicated information about a scene. For example, area V2 is thought to represent 
moderately complex features such as angles and curvature, while high-level areas 
are thought to represent very complex patterns such as faces. The encoding model 
used in our experiment was designed to describe the function of early visual areas 
such as V1 and V2, but was not meant to describe higher visual areas.” (Gallantlab.org) 
2 “Functional MRI records brain activity from small volumes of brain tissue called 
voxels (here each voxel was 2.0 x 2.0 x 2.5 mm). Each voxel represents the pooled 
activity of hundreds of thousands of neurons. Therefore, we do not model each voxel 

https://sites.google.com/site/gallantlabucb/publications/nishimoto-et-al-2011
https://sites.google.com/site/gallantlabucb/publications/nishimoto-et-al-2011
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The subject watches the second set of movies and new fMRI data are 
collected. Using the computational models constructed on the first set of 
movies, the second set of movies is reconstructed only from the second 
fMRI data.1 (Gallantlab.org)  
 
As you move through the world or you watch a movie, a dynamic, ever-changing 
pattern of activity is evoked in the brain. The goal of movie reconstruction is to use 
the evoked activity to recreate the movie you observed. To do this, we create 
encoding models that describe how movies are transformed into brain activity, and 
then we use those models to decode brain activity and reconstruct the stimulus. 
(https://sites.google.com/site/gallantlabucb/publications/nishimoto-et-al-
2011) 
 

Interestingly, for the EDWs perspective, the authors acknowledge some 
limits of this experiment:  
(1) The relationship between motion and direction 
The motion-energy model encoding three models: a static model (no 
information about motion), a non-directional model (motion-energy but 
not direction) and a directional model (motion-energy and direction). (p. 
1641) The second model was only slightly better than the first model. 
This slight difference reflects the limitations of fMRI spatial 
resolution.2 

                                                                                                                              
as a single motion-energy filter, but rather as a bank of thousands of such filters. In 
practice fitting the encoding model to each voxel is a straightforward regression 
problem. First, each movie is processed by a bank of nonlinear motion-energy 
filters. Next, a set of weights is found that optimally map the filtered movie (now 

 100 clips whose predicted activity is most similar to the 

igher spatial or temporal resolution (…) might 

represented as a vector of about 6,000 filter outputs) into measured brain activity.” 
(Nishimoto et al. 2011) 
1 “We estimated the posterior probability by combining a likelihood function (given 
by the estimated motion-energy model; (…) and a sampled natural movie prior.” (p. 
1642) “Build a random library of ~18,000,000 seconds of video downloaded at 
random from YouTube (that have no overlap with the movies subjects saw in the 
magnet). Put each of these clips through the dictionaries to generate predictions of 
brain activity. Select the
observed brain activity. Average those clips together. This is the reconstruction.” 
(Nishimoto et al. 2011) 
2 “Indeed, a recent study reported that hemodynamic signals were sufficient to 
visualize a columnar organization of motion direction in macaque area V2 (…). 
Future fMRI experiments at h

https://sites.google.com/site/gallantlabucb/publications/nishimoto-et-al-2011
https://sites.google.com/site/gallantlabucb/publications/nishimoto-et-al-2011
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(2) The same relationship exists between color and luminance. The 
results grasped by a model with luminance are quite close to the results 
of a model with color. More importantly, “our reconstructions tended to 
recover color borders (e.g., borders between hair versus face or face 
versus body), even though the encoding model makes no use of color 
information.” (Nishimoto et al. 2011, p. 1645) 

Acknowledging the limits of their method, Gallant’s observation, 
according to which decoding strongly depends on the way we think that 
the brain represents the information, is important. This information 
determines the construction of the computational model which interprets 
the fMRI data. However, I do not understand how Gallant et al. deal 
with the process of “integration”! Actually, the early visual neural areas 
are quite well understood by neuroscientists, but the authors consider 
that the neuroscientists are not able to understand completely the 
functions of later visual neural areas and the relationship between 
occipital-temporal areas and the frontal lobe that provides, for instance, 
the meaning of each image. I believe that these limits show exactly that 
color, luminance, motion and direction (among many other features) are 
methodological differentiations (segmentations) created, artificially, by 
the human researcher. In reality, these differentiations cannot be 
localized in the brain. The mind is the subjectivity that has a unity and 
therefore the decomposition of a mental representation cannot be 
realized. Such decomposition is a human mind creation that does not 
exist in reality. Each mental representation of an object in a visual scene 
is that mental visual scene (but does not “compose” that mental visual 
scene) in a spatio-temporal framework. In the brain, any mental feature 
(for instance, color) is correlated with a particular neural area (for 
instance, V4 for color), but we cannot visualize a color in itself (in a 
perception, the color to be allocated to a particular object). Again, I 
think that from the “I” viewpoint, the neurological distinctions V1, V2, 
IT, or those between color and motion or several objects in a scene are, 
in Kantian sense, some methodological differentiations. In reality, from 
the “I” viewpoint, these distinctions are meaningless. Even the 

                                                                                                                              
therefore be able to recover clearer directional signals in human visual cortex.” 
(Nishimoto et al. 2011, p. 1645) 
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the same selection from a predetermined “deck of cards” using the 
                                                           

ndence between a vertical line and V1, color and V4 or motion 
and MT is meaningless. Moreover, integration is the mind-EW or the “I” 
and we cannot correlate something from the brain since there are EDWs! 

Nowadays, it seems that the researchers working in cognitive 
neuroscience accept that any mental state is correlated with widely 
distributed neuronal areas in the brain. If we take into account the 
development of each individual and the strong dependence of 
interactions between brain, body and environment, then the binding 
problem is a pseudo-problem. Using the “ ‘pick a card, any card’ magic 
trick”, the researchers working in Gallantlab do not even try to offer an 
alternative to the binding problem or integration. If we accept the 
identity theory (or any alternative except the EDWs), the binding 
problem is not a pseudo-problem. It requires a solution: for instance, any 
mental picture of an object has an irrefutable unity, while the correlated 
neuronal areas are largely distributed in the brain. How then could we 
explain the binding features of a perceptual object (integration) if those 
features are correlated with widely distributed neuronal patterns in the 
brain? If those patterns are widely distributed in the brain, where does 
the binding process take place? Do we have a kind of extraction of 
projection of the activity of the neurons (that correspond to the traits of 
an object) in other parts of the brain (Damasio’s convergence zone, for 
instance)? Again, such “projections” would involve the homunculus 
rejected by the evolution theory. Moreover, the binding problem is a 
pseudo-problem1 since any mental feature of an object is the “I” (an

r neural area is the brain). The “I” has no spatial or color 
dimensions. The “I” has the representation of a scene with some objects 
that have some properties (like color) but not the representation of space. 

Another criticisms against the achievement of Gallant’s team is 
that they do not take into account the oscillations (among many other 
neural processes, for instance, the neurotransmitters) whereas it is 
believed that they have an important role for the corresponding mental 
processes like perception, in particular, and consciousness and 
cognition, in general (again, see section 7.3 of this book). We can make 

 
1 For this idea, see Vacariu (2012). 
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oscillations (there are already some works on mind reading using 
oscillations) or, probably in the future, neurotransmitters or 
neuromodulators but these are no answers to the mind-brain problem. A 
final comment on this article: the authors mention that the 
econstructions might be “improved if the number of samples in the 

also 

ifferences among 
e dictionaries of meaning (even if, with very large approximations, the 

12): “A continuous semantic space describes the 

                                                           

r
prior were much larger” than they used. (p. 1645)  
 
We found that the quality of reconstruction could be improved by simply averaging 
around the maximum of the posterior movies. This suggests that reconstructions 
might be further improved if the number of samples in the prior is much larger than 
the one used here. Likelihood estimation (and thus reconstruction) would 
improve if additional knowledge about the neural representation of movies was used 
to construct better encoding models (…). (Nishimoto et al. 2011, p. 1645) 
 

Nevertheless, the neural patterns changed continuously during training 
(that is the development and the entire life until the moment of scanning 
the brain). Thus, these and other reconstructions are just rough 
approximate correspondences between mental visual states and neural 
patterns. The work of Nishimoto et al. is based on statistical similarities 
between training data and data of the new movie, i. e. the connectivity is 
consistent regarding the functional responses. For an ideal result, one 
should record the brain activation throughout the entire development 
until the day of prediction. Moreover, I am convinced that the dictionary 
cannot be accurately extended from one human subject to another at a 
very fine level of scanning1. There are partially different visual vocabularies 
for each subject and obviously there are much more d
th
same neuronal areas are activated in particular tasks).  

 
3.3 Huth et al. (20
representation of thousands of object and action categories across 
the human brain” 

 
1 Uttal considers that the mind-brain problem can be solved only at a finer level than 
that furnished by fMRI. (Uttal 2011) Bickle is one of the most important promotor 
of this paradigm: only the information from the „level” of cells and molecules can 
explain the mind. (Bickle, see Chapter 6 of this book) 
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People working in Gallant’s laboratory continue to develop their method 
of finding the correlations between the data furnished by fMRI and 
visual information. With the help of fMRI, Huth et al. (2012) identify 
the semantic space of 1705 categories (objects and categories) onto the 
cortical surface using voxelwise model (with 30.000 voxels of cortex, 
each voxel having 2x2x4 mm). Their main idea is that these categories 
are located in the brain into a continuous space and semantically similar 
categories are located near points in the cortex. Five subjects see two 
hours of natural movies and, using fMRI, the activations of neuronal 
areas are recorded. Also, Gallant’s lab researchers used WordNet 
lexicon1

space (and vice-versa). In the model, a color is assigned to each 
gory.2 The semantic space underlying the category representations 

 (Miller 1995) to label 1,364 common objects and 341 higher-
order categories. (Huth et al. 2012, p. 1210)  

Using the linear regression procedure for finding correlations, 
they obtained a set of 1,705 model weights for each voxel that illustrates 
how each 1,705 categories determines the BOLD responses in each 
30,000 voxels. (p. 1211) Therefore, each voxel responds (is activated) 
somehow (more or less activated) to each category. For instance, the 
BOLD responses show that a voxel from the left parahippocampal place 
area (PPA) of subject A.V. is strongly enhanced by categories associated 
with man-made objects and structures, weakly enhanced by categories 
associated with outdoor scenes and humans and weakly suppressed by 
nonhuman biological categories. (p. 1211) Using principal component 
analysis (PCA), the researchers of Gallant’s lab identified the common 
“semantic space” to all subjects: categories that enhanced similar sets of 
cortical voxels are placed in nearby points in the predicted semantic 

cate

                                                            
1 “WordNet is a set of directed graphs that represent the hierarchical ‘‘is a’’ 
relationships between object or action categories. The hierarchical relationships in 
WordNet were then used to infer the presence of an additional 341 higher-order 
categories (e.g., a scene containing a dog must also contain a canine).” (Huth et al. 
2012, p. 2012) We have categories for 1,364 common objects and 341 higher-order 
categories, so there are 1,705 categories.  
2 “A color was assigned to each of the 1,705 categories according to the following 
scheme: the category coefficient in the second PC determined the value of the red 
channel, the third PC determined the green channel, and the fourth PC determined 
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in the brain has many dimensions. Due to the limits of fMRI and the 
finite stimulus set from those natural movies, this semantic space has 
limited dimensions. Anyway, the PCA showed that the first four group 
PCs describe a semantic space that is shared across individuals. The first 
PC distinguishes between categories that have high stimulus energy 
(moving objects, “persons”, “animal”, “vehicle”) and low stimulus 
energy (“sky”, “city”, “plant”).  
 
The first PC is also well explained by a dimension that is an extension of a 
previously reported ‘‘animacy’’ continuum (Connolly et al., 2012). Our 
animacy dimension assigns the highest weight to people, decreasing weights 
to other mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, and invertebrates, and zero weight to 
all nonanimal categories. The second PC is best explained by a dimension 
that contrasts categories associated with social interaction (people and 
communication verbs) with all other categories. The third PC is best 
explained by a dimension that contrasts categories associated with 
civilization (people, man-made objects, and vehicles) with categories 
associated with nature (nonhuman animals). The fourth PC is best explained 
by a dimension that contrasts biological categories (animals, plants, people, 
and body parts) with nonbiological categories, as well as a similar 
dimension that contrasts animal categories (including people) with 
nonanimal categories.1  (Huth et al. 2012, p. 1215) 
 
The authors emphasize several problems of their research. Firstly, there 
are some dimensions that are not captured by any group PC: the contrast 
between place categories (buildings, roads, etc.) and nonplace categories 

                                                                                                                              
the blue channel (see Figure 4B; see Figure S3 for individual PCs). This scheme 
assigns similar colors to categories that are represented similarly in the brain.” (Huth 
et al. 2012, p. 1213) “The results of the PC analysis show that the brains of different 
individuals represent object and action categories in a common semantic space. Here 
we examine how this semantic space is represented across the cortical surface.” (p. 
1216) “Our results help explain why natural movies evoke widely consistent activity 
across different individuals: object and action categories are represented in terms of 
a common semantic space that maps consistently onto cortical anatomy.” (Huth et al. 
2012, p. 1220) 
1 “These results provide quantitative interpretations for the group PCs and show that 
many hypothesized semantic dimensions are captured by the group semantic space.” 
(Huth et al. 2012, p. 1215) 
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and the real-world object size! (p. 1215) However, these dimensions 
have to be represented in the brain. “Thus, it is likely that object size is 
captured by lower-variance group PCs that could not be significantly 
discerned in this experiment.” (p. 1216) [size and place are mind-EW!] 
Important is that the semantic space is represented in large parts of the 
brain and this space is “mapped smoothly onto the cortical sheet”. (p. 
1217) “The category model accurately predicts BOLD responses in 
occipitotemporal cortex, medial parietal cortex, and lateral prefrontal 
cortex.” (p. 1218) Important is that these results support the idea that 
any category representation is “broadly distributed across the cortex”! 
Secondly, their model does not clearly reflect visual and conceptual 
features. Huth et al. believe that voxels from occipital and temporal 
lobes represent visual features of categories, while voxels from medial 
parietal and frontal cortex represent conceptual features of categories. 
(p. 1220) Again, it seems that people working in Gallant’s lab are not 
interested in the binding problem or integration. In fact, their position is 
very correct: nothing like the binding processes and integration exist in 

e brain! Therefore, Gallant and his collaborators have to introduce th
their empirical work within the EDWs perspective. 

 
3.4 Stansbury et al. (2013): “Natural scene statistics account for the 
representation of scene categories in human visual cortex” 
Gallant and his team further with their empirical researches 
investigating a very important topic for my approach: the “scene 
categories”! How the brain encodes a visual scene (composed of objects 
situated within a spatio-temporal framework) and how the mind 
recognizes a particular scene? They believe that the representations of 
particular objects of an individual visual scene are somehow related in 
the brain. From my viewpoint, there is no visual representation of an 
object. Human being (being in general) has no representation of a 
particular object; we can talk only about the visual representation of 
particular scene (in which there is “placed” that object) at one moment. 
It means that we cannot perceive an object without its environment. 
Using fMRI and a method of “learn categories” for the “co-occurrence 
statistics of objects” Stansbury et al. consider that the anterior visual 
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cortex is responsible for “learn categories” of objects.  The human 
subject use the information about the objects situated within a particular 

atio-temporal framework to categorize the natural scenes.1 (Stansbury 

e categories and 
e specific objects that occur in novel scenes can be accurately decoded from 

n neurons from anterior visual cortex, it 
eans that, using a decoder, such scenes can be decoded from the 

                                                           

sp
et al. 2013, p. 1025) Their results are the following:  
 
First, much of anterior visual cortex represents scene categories that reflect the co-
occurrence statistics of objects in natural scenes. Second, voxels located within and 
beyond the boundaries of many well-established functional ROIs in anterior visual 
cortex are tuned to mixtures of these scene categories. Third, scen
th
evoked brain activity alone. (Stansbury et al. 2013, p. 1025)2  
 
Natural scenes being encoded i
m
activity of this neuronal area.3  
 
This study provides compelling evidence that the human visual system encodes 
scene categories that reflect the co-occurrence statistics of objects in the natural 
world. First, categories that capture co-occurrence statistics are consistent with our 

 
1 In their experiments, using a statistical learning algorithm, they investigated if “the 
human visual system represents scene categories that capture the statistical 
relationships between objects in the natural world.” (Stansbury et al. 2013, p. 1025) 
The learning algorithm was LDA Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) that “defines 
each scene category as a list of probabilities that are assigned to each of the object 
labels within an available vocabulary” and it learns “an underlying set of scene 
categories that capture the co-occurrence statistics of the objects in the database. 
LDA defines each scene category as a list of probabilities that are assigned to each 
of the object labels within an available vocabulary.” (Stansbury et al. 2013, p. 1026)  
2 For instance: “The LDA algorithm suggests that images containing buildings are 
most likely to belong to the ‘‘Urban/Street’’ category (see Figure 2B), and we find 
that voxels within PPA have large weights for the ‘‘Urban/Street’’ category (see 
Figures S4 and S5). To take another example, previous studies have suggested that 
OFA is selective for the presence of human faces (Gauthier et al., 2000). Under the 
trained LDA model, images containing faces are most likely to belong to the 
‘‘Portrait’’ category (see Figures S4 and S5), and we find that voxels within OFA 
have large weights for the ‘‘Portrait’’ category.” (Stansbury et al. 2013, p. 1028) 
3 “We used the decoder to predict the 20 category probabilities for 126 novel scenes 
that had not been used to construct the decoder.” (Stansbury et al. 2013, p. 1029) 
The results for predicting novel scene categories were really amazing positive! 
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intuitive interpretations of natural scenes. Second, voxelwise encoding models based 
on these categories accurately predict visually evoked BOLD activity across much 

f anterior visual cortex, including within several conventional functional ROIs. 

, we do not have any particular 

o
Finally, the category of a scene and its constituent objects can be decoded from 
BOLD activity evoked by viewing the scene. (Stansbury et al. 2013, p. 1031)  
 
From my viewpoint, we can talk about a representation of a particular 
object only with rough approximation. Obviously, there is some 
“voxels” that are “correlated” with that particular object but this 
correlation is very approximate. Firstly, we have to recall that any 
“mental picture” is the self (the “I”) and, secondly, there is no 
representation of a particular object but only a particular scene (that also 
is the “I”). Important is that, at the end of their investigation, the authors 
emphasize two things: the “brain exploits natural scene statistics at 
multiple levels of abstraction” and “the modeling framework used here 
makes no assumptions about the spatial distribution of objects within 
scenes” (p. 1032) What does it mean “multiple levels of abstraction”? I 
think within the unicorn world, it would be quite difficult to answer to 
these questions. In fact, any visual scene is the “I” and the mind can 
“abstract” the representation of any object that belongs to that particular 
scene. However, “abstraction” in this case does not mean that the mind 
really “extracts” something from that visual scene. Such extraction 
would presuppose a spatial(-temporal) framework but a spatial 
framework, as we saw in the second chapter of this book, does not exist 
in the mind. Having a visual scene, can someone extract a part of that 
scene in her mind? You can “imagine”/remember the car, for instance, 
from that scene but it is not a visual representation of a car: against 
Kosslyn (but also against Pylyshyn) I consider that “visual imagery” 
does not involve either visual image or propositional representation, 
since both alternatives are wrong! From my viewpoint, there is no such 
representation because, exactly as we do not have a visual representation 

f any object from that sceneo
representation in our mind (at any moment) just because any mental 
representation is the “I”.  
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3.5 Çukur et al. (2013a and 2013b): “Attention during natural 
vision warps semantic representation across the human brain” (and 

siform face area as example) 

.  

                                                           

fu
If the topic of the previous experiment is about the visual scene 
categories, Çukur et al. (2013a) investigate visual attention (“visual 
search for different object categories in natural movies”) correlated with 
cortical changes (“tuning shifts”)
 
Attentional warping of cortical representation might be particularly valuable during 
demanding tasks such as natural visual search. Recent evidence suggests that the 
brain represents thousands of object categories by organizing them into a continuous 
semantic similarity space (Fig. 1a) that is mapped systematically across visual 
cortex. (Çukur et al. 2013a, p. 1) 
 
Using fMRI, the researchers investigate five subjects paying attention to 
“humans” and “vehicles” in 60 minutes of natural movies. Their three 
main conclusions are (1) many voxels from many different brain areas 
“shifter their tuning toward the attended category” (Çukur et al. 2013a, 
pp. 3-4) (2) attention causes tuning changes even the target is not 
present in the particular scene (Çukur et al. 2013a, p. 6) (3) attention 
“attention expands the representation of unattended categories that are 
semantically similar to the target at the expense of categories that are 
semantically dissimilar to the target.”1 (Çukur et al. 2013a, p. 6) Finally, 
they show the top-down modulatory effects: “attentional modulations 

 
1 Again, some paragraphs that reflect their conclusions: “attentional changes in 
tuning for unattended categories occurred even when the attended categories were 
not present in the movie. These effects are consistent with an attentional mechanism 
that acts to expand the representation of semantic categories nearby the target in the 
semantic space at the cost of compressing the representation of distant categories.” 
(p. 6) Or “natural visual search for a single category warps the entire semantic space, 
expanding the representation of nearby semantic categories at the cost of more 
distant categories.” (Çukur et al. 2013, p. 7) As examples: “During search for 
humans, representations of semantically similar categories (for example, animals, 
body parts, action verbs and natural materials) shifted toward the representation of 
humans (green nodes). During search for vehicles, representations of semantically 
similar categories (for example, tools, devices and structures) shifted toward the 
representation of vehicles (magenta nodes).” (p. 6) 
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primarily warp semantic representation at later stages of visual 
processing”. (Çukur et al. 2013a, p. 7) With my EDWs perspective, I 
predicted these results even in my paper from 2005! In that paper (and 
later in my books), in my principles, I argued that for any mental state, 
there are activated not only those neuronal areas “traditionally” 
correlated with particular mental functions, but also many other 

urona

nquire about the 
isual attention on human faces traditionally correlated with the 

gh all FFA voxels are strongly responsive to 
ces, these voxels are also differentially responsive to other categories, such as 

ng their tuning, the FFA voxels are heterogeneous (they tune for 
both fac

                                                           

ne l patterns, in fact the entire brain, body and their interactions 
with the environment (that correspond to the “I”). The results of this 
paper mirror perfectly my idea that the entire “I” is involved in 
perceiving any particular object that belongs to a perceptual scene. More 
exactly, any perceptual scene is the “I”.   
 In Çukur et al. (2013b), the same researchers i
v
“tuning” of voxels from fusiform face area (FFA).1 Even their previous 
research (Huth et al. 2012) and other empirical experiments indicate that 
FFA is correlated not only with human faces but also with nonface 
objects. (Çukur et al. 2013b, p. 16748) The results: 
 
We fit voxelwise encoding models in individual subjects using BOLD responses 
evoked by natural movies. These models characterize the tuning of FFA voxels for a 
large number of categories. Althou
fa
animals, vehicles, communication verbs, and body parts. A subsequent clustering 
analysis on the voxelwise tuning profiles reveals three spatially segregated 
functional subdomains within FFA of individual subjects. The main distinction 
among these subdomains is their tuning for the aforementioned nonface categories. 
(Çukur et al. 2013b, p. 16761) 
 
Regardi

es and several nonfaces objects even if they tune much more for 
face) and therefore the classical “localization” of each mental function 

 
1 “To systematically assess variations of category tuning within FFA, we used 
spectral clustering to analyze voxelwise tuning profiles in individual subjects.” 
(Çukur et al. 2013b, p. 16755) “It is thought that relatively early stages of the human 
visual cortex are functionally organized such that neural populations with similar 
tuning profiles are spatially clustered (Sereno et al., 1995).” (Çukur et al. 2013b, p. 
16757) 
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011) In the future, using fMRI, we will be able to 
predict our human thoughts but this mind reading does not read neither 
the mind nor the neuronal activity but only some particular processes in 
the brain. Moreover, since Gallant and his collaborators explain nothing 
about the unity of the “I”, all their achievements are just huge 
approximations. 

(representations) has to be abandoned and replaced with “widely 
distributed neuronal areas”. (About this topic, see Uttal 2011, Vacariu 
2012)  

At the end of this amazing story, I emphasize that even if the 
fMRI results are really incredible, we have to remember, nevertheless, 
that Gallant recognizes himself that the fMRI does not measure directly 
the activity of neurons and Uttal claims that any fRMI result “is not 
reconstruction per se; it is selecting from a predetermined ‘deck of 
cards’.” (Uttal 2



 

Chapter 4 

 
 

 
 

Multisensory integration 
 
In this chapter, I analyze an important and actual topic in cognitive 
neuroscience: multisensory integration or crossmodal interactions/ 
communication. At the beginning of their research, many cognitive 
neuroscientists believed in modularity: each mental function/feature is 
realized by particular areas in the brain. In that period, this idea was 
supported mainly by the brain damages. Fodor was one the main 
supporters of the modularity of mind. However, in the last decade, more 
and more people have changed this framework: each part of the brain is 
involved in various mental functions and each mental function involves 
different neural areas. (See Uttal’s principles in his book 2011 or Vacariu 
2012) “Multisensory integration” or “cross-modal interactions” 
represents the activity of neuronal regions responsible for at least two 
sensorial modalities at the same time. The multisensory integration is a 
type of the more general binding problem (the binding problem refers to 
the unification of particular features grasped by a particular sensorial 
mechanism).1 For instance, the process of seeing a macro-object 
                                                            
1 “For example, to describe a visual experience of a red square as simply an 
experience of an object as red and as square is to miss out something crucial, namely 
that it is the redness that we are aware of that we are experiencing as square-shaped. 
It is not the case that we see an object which is square and which is red—it is the 
squareness which is red and the redness which is square. (O’Dea 2008, 302)” 
(O’Colloghan forthcoming, p. 21) This paragraph has to be incorporated within the 
EDWs perspective! As we see in this book, the human subject does not perceive a 
particular object or many objects but only a perceptual scene that is the “I”. The 
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(incorporated within a perceptual scene, according to my viewpoint) 
creates a mental representation of that object and this representation has 
certain “features”: color, surface, size, position etc. These mental 
features are correlated with particular neuronal areas widely distributed 
in the brain. The binding problem refers to the necessary neuronal 
mechanism that binds the activity of these distributed neuronal areas. In 
Vacariu (2012), I showed that this problem is a pseudo-problem: there is 
no such mechanism in the brain just because this unity is a 
psychological and not a neuronal feature. We can make an analogy: 
table-microparticles and mind-brain. There is no unity of the table (its 
surface, color etc.) at the “level” of microparticles and it is meaningless 
to check for color (for instance) at this level. The same applies in case of 
the mind-brain relationship: it is meaningless to check for the binding 
mechanism at the neuronal “level”.  

In one of the best summaries about the multisensory integration, 
Klemen and Chambers(2012) investigate the definitions of essential 
notions, the classes of multisensory interactions, what neuronal areas 
and processes are involved, the functions and functional architecture of 
crossmodal interactions, and finally the methods of investigating these 
processes. In their introduction, Klemen and Chambers emphasize the 
fact that they investigate the multisensory integration at the “macro” 
neurological level.1 The authors write about the superior colliculus as 
traditional multisensory integration neuronal areas that have the 
following features:  
 
(a) respond to multiple sensory modalities, (b) exhibit multisensory responses that 
exceed the sum of their responses to the separate unisensory stimuli 
(superadditivity), (c) respond in such a way that the least effective unisensory 
stimuli produce the most effective multisensory response (inverse effectiveness), (d) 
exhibit a dependence of response strength on the temporal and spatial proximity of 
stimuli. Several methodological caveats of applying these principles to 
neuroimaging data have been pointed out (Goebel and Van Atteveldt, 2009; 

                                                                                                                              
binding problem is, as I illustrated in Vacariu (2012), a pseudo-problem. Moreover, 
perceptually, there is no perceptual image of an object: the human mind can only 
analyze a part of this perceptual scene, this part being, for instance, an object.  
1 About the dispute between the micro-neuronal level and the macro-neuronal level 
in explaining cognition, see Chapter 6 of this book.  
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Laurienti et al., 2005) and additionally, as we show in this review, multisensory 
interactions have been observed that do not follow the above criteria. (Klemen and 
Chambers 2012, p. 113) 
 
There are five types of multisensory interactions: supramodal and 
multimodal responses (“multimodal neurons are frequent and multiple 
aligned frames of references can be observed (Stein et al., 2009; 
Wallace et al., 2004)”, p. 113); multisensory response additivity (the 
combination of two different modalities can be either stronger 
(superadditivity) or weaker than the two unisensory responses furnished 
by each modality1, p. 114); single cell and population based 
subthreshold modulation (if effective and ineffective stimuli are paired 
in a multisensory stimulation, ineffective stimuli can have a 
“modulatory role”2 (Allman and Meredith, 2007 in Klemen and 
Chambers, p. 114); crossmodal signal enhancement through stochastic 
resonance (“a subthreshold signal in a non-linear system (such as the 
human brain) can be enhanced if a certain amount of noise is added to 
the signal (Moss et al., 2004; Ward, 2002)”)3; phase coherence 
(especially for long neuronal distances)4.  

                                                            
1 “It has been argued, however, that superadditivity as a measure of multisensory 
interactions is not readily transferable to population-based techniques, such as fMRI, 
electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG) and positron 
emission tomography (PET) (Laurienti et al., 2005). Thus, while superadditivity has 
been observed using neuroimaging methods (Brefczynski-Lewis et al., 2009; Calvert 
et al., 2000; Foxe et al., 2000; Molholm et al., 2002; Newman-Norlund et al., 2010; 
Stevenson et al., 2007), the absence of a superadditive effect cannot be taken as 
evidence for a lack of multisensory interactions in a brain area.” (Klemen and 
Chambers 2012, p. 114) We have to make the difference between a real supramodal 
neuronal area and a neuronal area formed by two unimodal areas that have “close 
spatial proximity”. (p. 112) 
2 “Subthreshold modulations are most prominent at the level of synaptic activity or 
somatic potentials, and are detectable in local field potentials and current source 
densities (Mitzdorf, 1985, 1987).” (Klemen and Chambers 2012, .p 114)  
3 “(…) studies of audio-visual integration have shown that the ‘correct’ level of 
auditory white noise can facilitate audio-visual speech comprehension (Ross et al., 
2007) and the detection of visual stimuli in general (Lugo et al., 2008; Manjarrez et 
al., 2007).” (Klemen and Chambers 2012, p. 114)  
4 “(…) the phase resetting that leads to the coherence of oscillations in different 
neuronal populations has been observed using multielectrode recordings in 
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 Within the space framework, there are quite many neuronal 
areas responsible for multisensory integration in different parts of the 
brain: subcortical, midbrain, primary sensory, temporal and parietal 
multisensory integration, and frontal multisensory control areas. 
Regarding subcortical areas we have: superior colliculus (for visual, 
auditory, somato-sensory-proprioceptive stimuli), thalamus (“cortical 
areas may have crossmodal connections via cortico-thalamo-cortical 
(CTC) loops”, i.e. “sensory areas project to the thalamus from where 
information is then relayed to other sensory and motor areas”)1; basal 
nuclei (substantia nigra pars reticulate, caudate nucleus and putamen); 
primary sensory area (in the last 10-12 years more and more 
experiments show that there is direct connectivity between primary 
sensory cortices (p. 116) Sensory modalities modulate each other at a 
lower level of processing (Lakatos et al. 2007 in Klemen and Chambers 
2012, p. 117), more exactly there are very early crossmodal interactions 
in sensory cortices, the time of the effects suggesting that such 
interactions are mediated by feedforward and not feedback processes! 
(Klemen and Chambers 2012, p. 118) As we already know, the 
hierarchy model is totally wrong! The authors offer examples of primary 
sensory modal interactions based on fMRI, EEG, and TMS emphasizing 
as other researchers the fact that we need to combine different tools of 
measuring complementary results.2 The “interfaces” between sensory 
modalities are reflected by various neuronal areas: parts of the  posterior 
parietal area (ventral, lateral and anterior intraparietal sulcus), middle 
temporal (MT/V5) and dorsal medial superior temporal (MSTd) areas, 
lateral occipital complex (LOC), superior temporal sulcus (STS) and the 
inferior parietal lobe (IPL)), frontal brain areas (frontal eye fields (FEF), 
lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), 

                                                                                                                              
monkeys, apparently demonstrating a direct feedforward mechanism of cross-
sensory modulation (Lakatos et al., 2007).” (Klemen and Chambers 2012, p. 114) 
1 Thalamus-cortical projections “relay to the cerebral cortex already integrated 
multimodal information from parts of the thalamus where several modalities 
converge (PuM, LP, MD, MGm, or MGd; Budinger et al., 2006; Cappe et al., 2009; 
de la Mothe et al., 2006; Hackett et al., 2007; Hackett et al., 1998).” (Klemen and 
Chambers 2012, p. 115) Thalamus is also related to attention. (idem) 
2 I do not mention these quite old experiments because I analyze more recent 
experiments in this section. 
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ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC), and premotor cortex (PMC)). 
Paradigmatic for researchers in cognitive neuroscience in our days is the 
following statement:  
 
A paradigm shift in cognitive neuroscience is taking place in which the a priori 
assumption of modality-specificity is being challenged, and the question raised as to 
whether any truly unisensory areas exist (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006). What 
remains poorly understood is the purpose these multisensory interactions serve at 
different latencies and locations in the brain.” (Klemen and Chambers 2012, p. 
122) 
 
Obviously, from the EDWs perspective, any unisensory area does not 
really exist in the brain! We can make an analogy between spatial 
cognition and multisensory integration. As we saw in the first chapter, 
spatial cognition does not exist and there are no neuronal patterns that 
are correlated with spatial cognition. Within the EDWs perspective, the 
multisensory integration does not exist in the brain: even if we can 
image that such a mental process exists, there are no particular neuronal 
areas responsible for this process since this process would require 
another homunculus in the brain. The “I”, that is an EW without spatial 
dimension, has the “feeling” that space exists in the mind. Moreover, the 
“I” has the feeling that multisensory integration exists in the brain/mind 
but both processes (spatial cognition and multisensory integration) are 
invented by human beings in their attempt to solve a pseudo-problem, 
the mind-brain problem. We have the illusion that space really exists, it 
is a property of an “external” scene but space is not palpable! We have 
the illusion of “spatial cognition” just because any perceptual scene is 
the “I” that is “indeterminate” and this indetermination gives us the 
possibility to believe that spatial cognition really exists in external 
environment and our mind has the representation of external space. 
Similarly, we have the illusion that the properties of an object (some of 
them do not really exist) are integrated in our brain. In fact, the “I” has a 
unity (without having spatial dimension) and therefore integration is the 
“I” exactly as we have the feeling of spatial cognition in our mind. 
There is no one-to-one correspondence between two EDWs. Two EDWs 
correspond to each other, but they are not even identical since one does 
not exist for the other: to check for any relationship between two EDWs 
is meaningless.  
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 Within the temporal framework, there is strong evidence of 
multisensory integration at very early and later stages. We should also 
include the distinction between endogenous (strategic) and exogenous 
(reflexive) attention “in terms of underlying anatomical pathways and 
temporal processes” (Klemen and Chambers 2012, p. 122 and also see 
Chapter 5 of this book) that obviously complicate this topic much more. 
The most important idea  from this paper refers to the functional 
architecture of crossmodal interactions: the rejection of “parallel streams 
models” (“sensory information follows a linear processing pipeline from 
subcortical, via sensory areas to higher-order temporal, parietal and 
frontal multisensory integration sites”, crossmodal modulation takes 
place through feedback from the high-level to the low-level neuronal 
areas) and acceptance of “interconnected models (“all levels of 
multisensory processing are mutually interconnected and can interact 
and modulate each other’s activity in a variety of different ways (for 
example subthreshold modulation or synchronous oscillations) and at 
various different time points from early to late processing stages”) (p. 
123, see below their picture). In this context, we can understand a total 
rejection of the unisensory modules. (See Uttal’s 2011 and Vacariu 
2012) 
 

 
 

(Klemen and Chambers 2012) 
 

In the following section, I would like to update the information 
regarding multisensory integration. Schall et al. (2013) analyze the 
influence of visual mechanism on early auditory sensory processing of 
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voices. Dealing simultaneously with the functions of vision and auditory 
systems, their particular example refers to the recognition of a familiar 
human face through combination of the face and voice of that person. 
Obviously, this process is the result of the evolution of species and the 
development of each individual but in cognitive neuroscience the 
researchers try to explain the relationship between cognitive and 
neuronal processes (localization, binding problem, etc.). In Schall et al.’s 
experiments, the subjects are trained to associate some human faces with 
their corresponding voices. After training, using MEG1, Schall et al. 
show that the neuronal fusiform face area (FFA) activates almost at the 
same time with the neuronal area responsible with “auditory-only voice 
recognition” when the subjects only hear a trained voice.2 In other 
words, visual cortex is activated at early stages of “auditory-only voice 
recognition” (p. 242), that is the right posterior fusiform gyrus is 
activated after 110 ms after voice onset (p. 243). The authors emphasize 
                                                            
1 In the past, other researchers used neuroimaging for the same task: some “recent 
neuroimaging and behavioral findings suggest that this is actually the case: For both 
auditory-only speech and auditory-only speaker recognition, the blood oxygen level 
dependent (BOLD) response in visual face areas correlates positively with gains in 
behavioral performance, but only if the speakers have been met (seen talking) before 
(von Kriegstein et al., 2008). This suggests that the cross-modal activity in face-sensitive 
areas facilitates the auditory sensory processing of a speaker's voice or speech. 
However, concrete evidence for such a mechanism, specifically at early processing 
stages, is lacking because all relevant studies were performed using the BOLD 
effect, which cannot distinguish between early and late phases of neuronal 
responses.” (Schall et al. 2013, pp. 237-8) “Multisensory speech dynamics are 
highly correlated because the vocal tract muscle movements of a speaker cause both 
auditory and visual sensory input. For example, for speech, lips move in a coherent 
fashion together with the auditory input (Chandrasekaran et al., 2009).” (Schall et al 
2013, p. 244) 
2 At the beginning of their paper, Schall et al. introduce other empirical research on 
the cross-modal interactions: for instance, the “cross-modal activity in primary 
sensory cortical areas has also been observed under unisensory input conditions. For 
example, the primary auditory cortex responds to lip positions during (visual-only) 
lip-reading (Calvert et al., 1997; Pekkola et al., 2005) or silent videos of instruments 
and sound implying objects (Meyer et al., 2010). Conversely, visual face-sensitive 
areas respond to auditory-only speech  (von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006; von 
Kriegstein et al., 2005, 2008) and visual motion area V5 activates in response to 
moving sound sources (Poirier et al., 2005).” (Schall et al. 2013, p. 237) This very 
fast response is strong related to Symour et al.’s research (2009). (See Vacariu 2012) 
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that the “cross-modal neuronal activity” happens even during 
“unisensory processing of auditory-only” inputs (not only multisensory 
inputs). (p. 243) 
 
We assume that our brains, by lifelong exposure and evolutionary selection 
mechanisms, can rapidly learn the multisensory structure of speech, i.e., the 
dependencies of the auditory and visual input streams caused by the underlying 
muscle movements. We speculate that these learned dependencies allow the brain to 
optimize its auditory-only recognition by using the previously acquired knowledge 
of how the visual input stream, for a specific speaker, is coupled to the auditory 
input. Effectively, by “filling in” the missing visual stream, the brain could cross-
check whether some unisensory percept is plausible given prior knowledge about the 
audiovisual speech dynamics from this specific speaker. Effectively, by “filling in” 
the missing visual stream, the brain could cross-check whether some unisensory 
percept is plausible given prior knowledge about the audiovisual speech dynamics 
from this specific speaker. (Schall et al. 2013, p. 244)  
 
The human brain and body have evolved together (see Sporns in Vacariu 
2012) for millions of years and have developed for many years but it is 
clear that the “I” is not identical with the brain and the body. However, 
within the unicorn world, even the simplest insect has such 
“multisensory integration”! Thus, it seems that something is wrong with 
the idea of “multisensory integration” exactly as spatial cognition is also 
a wrong notion. Moreover, as we noticed in Vacariu (2012, see also 
section 2.6 of this book), the process of “filling in” is nothing more than 
the “I” with its unity, and therefore “filling in” does not exist: it would 
require a mixture of heterogeneous signals that reflects a mixture of 
EDWs! There are no neuronal mechanisms responsible with these  
cross-modal interactions; these cross-modal activations do not exist but 
there is the “I” and this is the reason we have the illusion of 
multisensorial integration and the existence of correlated neuronal 
crossmodal interactions. The results of the evolution of species and of 
the development of each organism only correspond to the “I” and its 
unity. Again, I return to the table-microparticles analogy: imagine you 
are a table which can investigate the behavior of microparticles but not 
the macro-objects. You are aware of the results of some macro-features 
(color or surface) but you cannot perceive these features. The “I” cannot 
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perceive itself1, the “I” “perceives” only the image of its corresponding 
body (brain), not even the real body (brain) because the “I” and the brain 
(body) belong to EDWs. It is like being a microparticle which “inquires” 
about the color or surface at the microlevel but that microparticle cannot 
have any idea about color.2 
 Usually, the multisensory integration requires the search for 
localization of particular neuronal areas responsible for the integration 
of multimodal inputs produced simultaneously by different external 
inputs. So, we also have here the problem of localization. Romanski and 
Hwang (2012) investigate the temporal dimension of multisensory 
integration, in particular the timing of audiovisual inputs localized in the 
prefrontal cortex. The temporal features of audiovisual stimuli activate 
the prefrontal neurons. According to these authors, multisensory 
integration represents the integration of various external inputs with 
temporal and spatial coincidence (“i.e. signals with temporal and spatial 
proximity”) in a single perceptual representation.3 (Romanski and 
Hwang 2012, p. 36) We can see here another Ptolemaic epicycle: time 
that does not exist in our mind. The authors investigate monkeys’ 
response latency of neurons from the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex 
(VLPFC) to unimodal auditory and visual stimuli and multimodal 
audiovisual stimuli. (p. 44-5) Vocalization elicited the shortest latency 
of VLPFC neurons (anterolateral in area 12/47), while visual (12/47 
area; for face: 45 areas and lateral orbital cortex area 12) inputs had the 
longest latency of the same neurons. (p. 45) Latency to face-vocalization 
stimuli lay between the latencies of auditory and visual stimuli.  
 
The average onset latency for all vocalization-responsive neurons averaged 160±10 
ms (range 29–330 ms) and was shortest compared to the visual and combined 
audiovisual stimulus for the majority of cells (…). The onset latency across all 
visually responsive cells to the face stimuli was 223±8 ms on average (range 32–471 
ms). (Romanski and Hwang 2012, p. 45) 
 

                                                            
1 It would be a picture of Uruborous monster. 
2 Instead of color, that microparticle would inquire about the gravity that curves its 
trajectory. However, the particle would not be able to explain the gravity.  
3 “Temporal coincidence and congruency are thought to underlie the successful 
merging of crossmodal stimuli into a coherent perceptual representation (Senkowski 
et al., 2007)”. (Romanski and Hwang 2012, p. 46) 
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According to the EDWs perspective, exactly as space does not 
exist but only the relationships between objects in a scene, time does not 
exist but only the movement of objects in that particular scene. Human 
beings associated space and time to the movement of objects/entities but 
we have to replace spatio-temporal framework with entities and their 
interactions/ relationships. Stevenson and Wallace (2013) deal with 
multisensory temporal integration (temporal relationship of different 
sensory inputs in a quite close interval or “temporal binding window” 
TBW1) that strongly depends on tasks and stimulus type. For instance, 
the window for speech stimuli is much larger and more symmetrical 
than the window for non-speech stimuli.2 (Stevenson and Wallace 2013, 
p. 257) Moreover, there is an asymmetry between left and right TBW 
for non-speech stimuli (the authors mention other workers with the same 
result) because physically the visual inputs precede the auditory inputs3, 
but we consciously perceive no such difference.4 The neuronal area 
                                                            
1 “Many of these studies have gravitated toward the construct of the temporal 
binding window (TBW)—the range of stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) in which 
multiple sensory inputs have a high probability of altering responses. As such, the 
TBW can serve as a proxy measure for when multisensory integration occurs.” 
(Stevenson and Wallace 2013, p. 250) “It has been well established that sensory 
inputs do not have to be simultaneously presented in order to be integrated, but 
rather can occur within a limited range of temporal offsets, a construct known as the 
multisensory temporal binding window (TBW).” (p. 257) “… the range of temporal 
offsets within which an individual is able to perceptually bind inputs across sensory 
modalities”. (Stevenson et al. 2013, p. 479) 
2 This paragraph is followed by a wrong paragraph that reflects the mixture of 
entities/processes that belong to EDWs: “In addition, these effects were found to be 
robust across statistical criteria and to be highly consistent within individuals, 
suggesting substantial overlap in the neural and cognitive operations that govern 
multisensory temporal processes.” (p. 257) (The same mistake at p. 249, for 
instance) 
3 The authors mention that “the natural environment, visual stimulus energy will 
always reach the retina prior to auditory energy reaching the cochlea (Pöppel et al. 
1990).” ( Stevenson and Wallace 2013, p. 257) 
4 O’Collaghan mentions that “in intermodal audio-visual cases, Zmigrod and 
Hommel (2011) claimer  that implicit measures of intermodal feature binding from 
event-specific preview effects may disagree with conscious perceptual awareness of 
audible and visible features as belonging to the same event. Event-specific preview 
effects can tell one story, and measures of conscious perceptual awareness can tell 
another. The authors say, ‘binding seems to operate independently of conscious 
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responsible for “the point of subjective simultaneity (PSS) or the point 
at which the participant maximally fused the two stimuli” (“the temporal 
binding of multisensory stimuli”) seems to be the superior temporal 
sulcus. (p. 259) Anyway, this window is “malleable and can be 
narrowed via a multisensory perceptual feedback training process”. 
(Stevenson et al. 2013, p. 479)  
 
Visual perceptual training with feedback successfully improved temporal visual 
processing, and more importantly, this visual training increased the temporal 
precision across modalities, which manifested as a narrowing of the multisensory 
temporal binding window. These results are the first to establish the ability of 
unisensory temporal training to modulate multisensory temporal processes (…). 
(Stevenson et al. 2013, p. 4791) 
 
What do “multisensory temporal processes” mean? Could we ask the 
same question about “multisensory color processes”? Where then could 
we stop asking such questions? Quoting the work of other people, 
Stevenson et al. mention the factors that determine this integration: 
spatial relationship between paired stimuli, relative efficacy, and 
temporal relationship (i.e., temporal synchrony for high degree of 
multisensory integration2). (p. 480) In their experiment, Stevenson et al. 

                                                                                                                              
awareness, which again implies that it solves processing problems other than the 
construction of conscious representations’ (592).” (O’Collaghan forthcoming, p. 12) 
As we saw in Vacariu (2012), some researchers made some experiments that support 
the same idea. From my viewpoint, the binding process is an unconscious one, and 
both unconscious and conscious states are the “I”. This distinction is a 
methodological one because any perceptual “scene” cannot be perceptually 
decomposed into its “components”. The distinction between conscious and 
unconscious elements is in the same situation: this distinction is just a 
methodological one. We interpret any perceptual scene, but we do not decompose it 
in its entities/processes: an object does not have any single mental representation.   
1 Let me quote a paragraph from the same article: “While individual sensory systems 
transduce distinct forms of stimulus energy, the information extracted is often bound 
into a single unified percept of the external event, also known as a ‘unity 
assumption’ (…).” (Stevenson et al. 2013, p. 479) Again, “transduce” is a quite 
improper notion, but “extracted” and “bound into a single unified percept” are much 
worse expressions! It is clear the authors work within the wrong framework, the 
unicorn world.  
2 Very important, Stevenson et al. emphasize that “the perception of synchrony does 
not necessarily mean that the two inputs are bound. However, previous studies using 
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try to grasp the “malleability of the multisensory TBW following 
unisensory (i.e., visual) perceptual feedback training”1. (p. 480) Their 
research supports visual perceptual plasticity (visual temporal order 
training improves temporal visual processing), the “same visual training 
when paired with feedback increases the temporal precision on a 
multisensory (i.e., visual-auditory) task, specifically visual temporal 
order training with feedback narrows the multisensory TBW”, the 
process of narrowing being determined by the “visual-leading portion of 
TBW” and being very short (one hour training). (p. 485) Within the 
unicorn world, the mixture of notions that describe ED phenomena that 
belong to EDWs generate great confusions for the people working in 
cognitive neuroscience. Unfortunately, yet traditionally, they are 
unaware of the existence of EDWs.  
 Based on some experiments, Zmidrog and Hommel (2011) show 
that multisensory integration requires quite a wide temporal window 
(audio and visual stimuli integrated within up to 350 ms), and there is no 
direct relationship between the binding process and consciousness. This 
means that the binding processes “operate independently of conscious 
awareness”, i.e., a “temporal asynchrony” between stimuli features (p. 
592). Thus,  
 
There are good reasons for integration processes not to be particularly picky with 
respect to the timing of features coded by different sensory channels. The channels 
available to humans differ rather dramatically with respect to the speed with which 
stimulus features are registered, detected, and identified—just compare the high 
speed of auditory processing with the very low speed of processing smell. Moreover, 
the travel times of information stimulating the different senses can differ 
dramatically as well, the more the greater the spatial distance of the perceived event. 
Properly integrating multimodal feature information about a single event can thus 

                                                                                                                              
identical stimulus sets have shown that the perception of synchrony and perceptual 
binding is closely related (Stevenson et al. 2010, 2011; Stevenson and Wallace under 
review). Using these and related measures, a number of investigators have shown 
the window to span several hundred milliseconds (for review, see van Eijk et al. 
2008).” (Stevenson et al. 2013, p. 480) 
1 “The multisensory TBW was measured before and after visual-only training with 
the goal of increasing individuals’ ability to detect asynchronies between two visual 
stimuli. We hypothesized that this increased precision in visual temporal processing 
would translate into upstream changes in audiovisual temporal processing, 
specifically in a narrowing of the TBW.” (Stevenson et al. 2013, p. 480) 
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not afford using too tight temporal integration windows. (Zmidrog and Hommel 
2011, pp. 592-593) 
 
So, the binding process and conscious awareness do not rely on the 
same mechanisms and, moreover, the multisensory integration (based on 
different “channels”) has a large temporal window. From my viewpoint, 
this temporal differentiation is clearly a methodological one. 
“Phenomenologically”, we cannot make such segmentation; it would be 
against the evolution of species: with such segmentation, humans would 
not survive in the external environment. Moreover, the neuronal 
“channels” have other temporal windows than psychological abilities, so 
it is clear we talk about EDWs.  
 Following the research of Nishimoto et al. (2011) in realizing 
some particular experiments, de Haas et al. (2013a) want to show that 
sounds modulate visual stimulus encoded in human V1-V3 (retinotopic 
cortex). Exactly as many other papers in cognitive neuroscience, this 
paper starts emphasizing that integration (combination) of sensory 
information furnished by different senses “is still poorly understood”. 
(de Haas et al. 2013a, p. 258) Again, I strongly emphasize that we have 
here a mixture of information that belongs to EDWs and therefore such 
“combination” or “integration” does not exist. As for “binding problem” 
or “localization”, checking for the mechanism responsible for 
multisensory integration is meaningless since this mechanism does not 
exist in the brain; it is required only in the unicorn world. Obviously, 
this is the reason the process of “integration” is “poorly understood”. 
The authors stress that their work is about the “early multisensory 
interactions” (not necessarily about temporal precedence). (de Haas 
2013a, p. 258) They also present some previous empirical results: 
 
In humans, cross-modal interactions modulate the amplitude or can drive neural 
signals in early visual cortex, as indexed by Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent 
(BOLD) fMRI (e.g. Macaluso et al., 2000; Martuzzi et al., 2007; Meienbrock et al., 
2007; Noesselt et al., 2007; Watkins et al., 2006), event-related potentials (ERPs) 
(e.g. Cappe et al., 2010; Molholm et al., 2002) and transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(TMS) excitability (e.g.Romei et al., 2009). Cross-modal phase reset of ongoing 
oscillations in visual cortex is found in human magnetoencephalography (MEG; Luo 
et al., 2010) and electroencephalography (EEG; consistent with phase-locked 
periodic modulations of perceptual performance Naue et al., 2011; Romei et al., 
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2012; Thorne et al., 2011). When monkeys are presented with naturalistic sound 
stimuli, accompanying visual stimulation reduces the mean firing rate of primary 
auditory cortex neurons (Dahl et al., 2010; Kayser et al., 2010). (de Haas 2013a, 
p. 258)1 
 
Here, it is about the neuronal information from EDWs, so it is 
impossible to talk about “multisensory integration”. Within the unicorn 
world, the problem would be indeed the integration of information 
furnished by different sensorial mechanism correlated with “different” 
neuronal areas of the brain. From my viewpoint, these segmentations are 
just limitations/approximations imposed by our tools of investigating the 
brain. In de Haas’s experiments, the subjects have to see-listen four 
naturalistic clip-movies of 3s: audio only, visual only, audiovisual 
congruent and audio-visual incongruent. Using fMRI, de Haas et al. 
identify BOLD neural patterns for these three conditions, except for 
visual condition. (de Haas et al. 2013a, p. 263) Importantly,  
 
decoding accuracy varied significantly with the presence and congruence of sounds 
in V2 and somewhat in V3. Decoding accuracy for patterns in V2 was worse for the 
AV [audiovideo] incongruent condition compared to both, the V [video] and AV 
congruent condition. Decoding accuracy in V3 was worse for the AV incongruent 

                                                            
1“There are direct feedback connections from primary auditory and multisensory 
areas to V1 and V2 in macaque (Clavagnier et al., 2004; Falchier et al., 2002; 
Rockland and Ojima, 2003) and similar connections in rodents (Allman et al., 2008; 
Budinger et al., 2006). Although some bimodal neurons can be found even in 
primary sensory areas (i.e. neurons that can be driven by either visual or auditory 
input, e.g. Fishman and Michael, 1973), the effect of direct cross-modal connections 
seems to be modulatory, rather than driving. Recent evidence from cats and rodents 
points to subthreshold modulation of ‘unimodal’ visual neurons (that cannot be 
driven by a auditory input alone) as the dominant form of multisensory interaction in 
early visual cortex (Allman and Meredith, 2007; Allman et al., 2008, 2009; Iurilli et 
al., 2012). Early multisensory interactions also result in phase resetting of ongoing 
oscillations, thereby modulating and aligning the periodic excitability of affected 
neurons (e.g. Lakatos et al., 2007, 2009, cf. Schroeder et al., 2008).” (de Haas 2013, 
p. 258) “When monkeys are presented with naturalistic sound stimuli, accompanying 
visual stimulation reduces the mean firing rate of primary auditory cortex neurons 
(Dahl et al., 2010; Kayser et al., 2010). Moreover, inter-trial variability of spike 
trains is greatly reduced, thus enhancing mutual information between stimuli and 
spiking patterns. This effect is significantly stronger when the auditory and the 
visual input are congruent (Kayser et al., 2010). (de Haas 2013, p. 258) 
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compared to the V condition. Worsening of local decoding accuracies for the AV 
incongruent (compared to V) condition was confirmed and extended to area LO (and 
possibly V1) by searchlight analyses. (de Haas et al. 2013a, p. 263)1 
 
Interestingly, the authors try to identify how the sounds affect the 
activation of early visual cortex areas (mainly for V2 and V3)2: the 
“effect rests on subthreshold modulation of visual neurons” and the 
“multisensory modulation of spike train discriminability is found for 
subthreshold modulation of visual neurons (Dahl et al., 2010)”. (p. 265) 
The general conclusion has to be reiterated: “Multisensory interactions 
affect human visual cortex processing from its earliest stages.” (de Haas 
et al. 2013a, p. 266) This paper is another argument against sensorial 
modules and localization and therefore it has to be clear that the mental 
functions correspond to large distributed neuronal patters of activation, 
waves, neuromodulators, and other neuronal mechanisms, in fact to the 
entire brain. Different activations are correlated with different mental 
functions, and this is the reason why consciousness is a serial process.  
 In another paper, de Haas et al. (2013b) indicate that the 
influence of sounds on visual perception depends on the duration of 
sounds. Previous studies indicate that the “cross-modal stimulus onsets 
falling within a time window of about 100 ms for audiovisual binding to 
occur”.3 (idem) With their experiments, de Haas et al. want to show that 

                                                            
1 For instance, some results “from a recent MEG study are of particular interest (Luo 
et al., 2010), showing that accuracy of decoding video stimuli from phase patterns of 
occipital channels depends on audiovisual congruency. Furthermore, in that MEG 
study the trial-by-trial phase coherence (i.e. reliability) for a given video stimulus 
was affected by audiovisual congruency as well. It has been proposed that temporal 
profiles of neural activity in different primary sensory areas can work as oscillatory 
attractors on each other, effectively yielding an ongoing modulation of excitability 
(Lakatos et al., 2009; Schroeder et al., 2008).” (de Haas et al. 2013, p. 265) 
2 “Multisensory interactions are generally more likely for peripheral (e.g. Allman 
and Meredith, 2007) and degraded (e.g. Ernst and Banks, 2002; Fetsch et al., 2012) 
stimuli.” (de Haas et al. 2013, p. 266) We have to consider this condition as being 
quite approximate one.  
3 De Haas et al. mention the works of other people, for instance, one indicating that 
changing “the physical flutter rate of a clicking sound changes the apparent flicker 
rate of a flashing light” or another one suggesting that “the perceived number of 
visual events in a rapid sequence can be biased towards the number of co-occurring 
sounds”. Interestingly, it was noticed the auditory dominance (especially for 
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the longer sounds affect, the better the sensitivity for visual stimulus is 
(this affect being similar to the effects created by longer visual 
stimulus). (de Haas et al. 2013b) Interestingly, these effects are restricted 
to a “critical time window of audiovisual integration”. (de Haas et al. 
2013b).  
 
Specifically, visual detection sensitivity (d’) for a ~24 ms visual flash was 
significantly enhanced for auditory stimuli whose durations were between ~60 and 
~96 ms, as compared to performance at baseline (matching auditory duration of ~24 
ms). However, no such visual sensitivity enhancement was found for an auditory 
stimulus lasting much longer than this critical time window (~190 ms). (de Haas et 
al. 2013b) 
 
Therefore, these results confirmed previous results that the “auditory 
stimuli bias duration judgments for co-occurring visual stimuli” but they 
show for the first time that “the duration of auditory stimuli also impacts 
objective visual performance for nontemporal visual stimulus qualities”. 
(de Has et al. 2013b) Finally, the authors introduce some speculations 
about the mechanisms responsible for modulation of visual perception 
by the duration of sound: alpha frequency band over occipito-parietal 
areas1 and the sound induced attention or arousal. (idem)  
 Van den Brink et al. (2013) conducted certain experiments that 
indicate that the integration of information furnished by multiple senses 
takes place even at the subcortical mechanisms. Against the traditional 
view of modality and the hierarchical convergence of sensory 
processing, these authors show, for the first time (in their opinion), that 
“that multisensory processing ability is reflected in anatomical 
connections in the human brain” (van den Brink et al. 2013, p. 7)2, 

                                                                                                                              
temporal judgments): “perceived auditory stimulus durations are expanded relative 
to perceived visual durations, and that the perceived duration of audiovisual stimuli 
is more similar to the one for auditory stimuli”. (de Haas et al. 2013b) 
1 “A critical time window of ~60–100 ms would indeed correspond to one full alpha 
cycle and is likely to represent the temporal window for binding crossmodal 
information. Furthermore, the observed inter-individual variability in optimal 
duration of auditory stimuli could correspond to individual differences in oscillatory 
alpha frequency.” (de Haas et al. 2013b) 
2 At the beginning of their article, van der Brink et al. indicate previous works on the 
same topic of multisensory integration for humans and animals. For humans, for 
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anatomical connections being between subcortical and cortical sensory 
brain areas! This idea clearly supports the EDWs perspective: 
multisensory integration exists neither in the brain nor in the mind, and 
it is just a human thinking invention, nothing more or less! Using DTI 
(diffusion tensor imaging), van den Brink et al. conduct an experiment 
that entails an audiovisual integration task.1 
 
In line with our hypothesis, we found that the strength of anatomical connections 
between the first relay system in the auditory processing stream (i.e., the cochlear 
nucleus in the brain stem), the auditory thalamus, and the primary auditory cortex 
predicted one’s ability to combine auditory and visual information. This novel 
finding indicates that putatively modality-specific subcortical structures may 
contribute to multisensory processing in humans by way of their (reciprocal) 
connections with sensory cortices. (van den Brink et al. 2013, p. 7)2 
 
As we can see in the conclusion of this article, we cannot clearly 
delineate even the functional difference regarding cortical and sub-
cortical neuronal areas, so we are “lost in localization” (for this 
expression, see Vacariu 2012)! From the EDWs perspective, it is not 
only that the mind and the brain are or belong to EDWs, but also that the 
mental functions cannot be identified in the mind not only because 
spatial dimension is missing but also because these functions are all the 
“I” and the “I” is not only certain conscious and explicit mental 

                                                                                                                              
instance, there is a functional connectivity between the medial geniculate nucleus 
(MGN) and thalamus and auditory cortex, and between the lateral geniculate nucleus 
(LGN) and visual cortex (Noesselt et al. 2010) or the colliculi and other brainstem 
structures (Fort et al. 2002; Musacchia et al. 2006; Fairhall and Macaluso 2009). 
(van der Brink et al. 2013, p. 1) 
1 “From each subject, we obtained DTI and fMRI auditory/visual localizer data, and, 
in a separate session, performance data on a visual search task in which nonspatial 
auditory stimuli (short tone pips) could be used to facilitate detection of a visual 
target (a horizontal or vertical line segment) presented among visual distractors (line 
segments of a different orientation) (see Fig. 1; cf., Van der Burg et al. 2008b).” 
(van der Brink et al. 2013, pp. 1-2) 
2 “As it is not possible to determine directionality of anatomical connections based 
on DTI data, the observed correlations between tract strength and multisensory 
processing ability may reflect enhanced connectivity from subcortical structures to 
auditory cortex (bottom-up) or vice versa (top-down) or both.” (van der Brink et al. 
2013, p. 7) 
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functions but also the implicit, unconscious knowledge, i.e., the mind-
wandering/default mode network (see Chapter 5 of this book). This is 
the main reason the mind cannot be decomposed in its mental functions. 
We can make such decomposition mostly methodologically. 

Based on the works of previous researchers (for instance, 
Lakatos et al.’s work on animals, 2007 or (Diederich et al. 2012; 
Fiebelkorn et al. 2011, 2013; Thorne et al. 2011) that illustrate that the 
phase reset of ongoing oscillations of local neuronal patterns (usually 
responsible for unimodular stimuli) are modulated by the cross-sensory-
inputs, Mercier et al. (2013) also suggest that the multisensory 
integration takes place at the level of early sensorial mechanisms.1More 

                                                            
1 At the beginning of their paper, against traditional view (sensorial modules for 
particular classes of stimuli), Mercier et al. (2013) emphasize the interest in 
“whether and how ancillary cross-sensory inputs influence early sensory processing 
in so-called unisensory cortex. This has resulted in a major re-conceptualization of 
how the sensory systems interact to influence perception and behavior, with 
converging evidence that neural activity in a given cortical sensory region is 
modulated not only by its primary sensory inputs, but also by stimulation of the 
other sensory systems (Foxe and Schroeder, 2005; Meredith et al., 2009; Schroeder 
and Foxe, 2002, 2005). Non-invasive electrophysiological recordings in humans 
have revealed that multisensory inputs interact within the timeframe of early sensory 
processing (Fort et al., 2002; Foxe et al., 2000; Giard and Peronnet, 1999; Mishra et 
al., 2007; Molholm et al., 2002; Murray et al., 2005; Naue et al., 2011; Raij et al., 
2010; Thorne et al., 2011).” (Mercier et al. 2013, p. 19) Later, at page 27, the 
authors write again about this topic: it was supposed that “some of these 
multisensory effects reflect feedback from up-stream multisensory processing. 
Indeed, prior to the discovery of direct cortico-cortical connections between the 
sensory cortices (Falchier et al., 2002), it was assumed that the sensory cortices were 
not directly involved in multisensory integration, with sensory inputs only being 
integrated in higher-order multisensory regions (such as IPS or STS) following 
extensive unisensory processing. Thus neuroimaging data showing multisensory 
effects in sensory cortices were thought to reflect feedback from upstream higher-
order associative regions (Calvert, 2001). While current understanding has led to a 
revision of this view, the early sensory responses that have been observed in these 
higher-order multisensory regions (Molholm et al., 2006) and the presence of 
extensive bidirectional anatomical connectivity with early sensory cortices (Falchier 
et al., 2002; Neal et al., 1990; Rockland and Ojima, 2003; Seltzer and Pandya, 
1994), are clearly consistent with this possibility. Effective connectivity analysis of 
fMRI data in a multisensory paradigm also supports the notion that multisensory 
effects in unisensory cortices are mediated by both direct (cross-sensory) and 
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exactly, they used the subdural electrodes placed over posterior regions 
to check for the influence of visual areas with the auditory signals 
(“phase reset of ongoing oscillations”) and multisensory stimulation. (p. 
20) Using the intracranial recordings, they discovered that the  
 
auditory-alone stimulimodulate neuronal activity in human visual cortices. These 
responses were generally consistent with an oscillatory pattern that emerged from 
baseline and was characterized by small amplitude variation, contrasting with the 
higher-amplitude classical ERPs evoked by visual-alone and audiovisual stimulation 
(…) (Mercier et al. 2013, p. 25) 
 
Different oscillatory frequencies have different roles for particular 
modular areas or crossmodal regions. Thus it is accepted that slower 
frequencies are important for functionally relating regions over large 
distances (“due to conduction delay properties”), while fast waves (fast 
gamma band) are related to bottom-up processes. Mercier et al. indicate 
that faster oscillations (theta/low alpha) are more involved in auditory 
modulation of visual cortical activity (it is necessary for long distances), 
while high frequencies (gamma band) are necessary for multisensorial 
integration (influence of auditory inputs on visual processes) and beta 
band we related to sensory-motor processes. (Mercier et al. 2013, p. 27) 
I think these ideas are just suppositions, nothing more or less and 
therefore I return to Tallon-Baudry’s verdict about oscillations: “There is 
no strict correspondence between a frequency band and a particular 
cognitive process”! (See Vacariu 2012 and Chapter 5 of this book)  

Using fMRI, Jola et al. (2013) conducted some experiments to 
identify the neuronal areas responsible for the multisensory integration 
(visual and auditory stimuli)1 coming from the same source (a state 

                                                                                                                              
indirect (via higher-order multisensory regions) connectivity (Werner and 
Noppeney, 2010).” (Mercier et al. 2013, p. 27) 
1 “The area in the human brain that has predominantly been identified as the loci of 
AV [audio-video] integration by means of functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) is 
the superior temporal sulcus (STS; Beauchamp, Argall, Bodurka, Duyn, & Martin, 
2004; Kreifelts, Ethofer, Grodd, Erb, & Wildgruber, 2007; Kreifelts, Ethofer, 
Huberle, Grodd, & Wildgruber, 2010; Szycik, Tausche, & Münte, 2008), in 
particular in its posterior (Möttönen et al., 2006) and ventral parts of the left 
hemisphere (Calvert, Campbell, & Brammer, 2000), sometimes extending into the 
posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG). Further indication of the crucial role STS 
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quite common for a person in daily life). Obviously, there is a 
superadditivity for audiovisual integration (“enhanced activity in 
response to coherent AV stimulation above the sum of the activation by 
the unisensory A and V stimuli”)1, but using the actual fMRI (and also 
EEG) the results for identifying this process are quite unclear. Jola et 
al.’s experiment was realized on 12 subjects (novices, unfamiliar 
stimuli) watching classical Indian dance performed by a woman 
(choreographed but unedited dance stimuli) more than 6 minutes. The 
subjects perceive audio, video and audiovideo movies and the data 
furnished by fMRI are analyzed using intersubject correlation (ISC) 
method (“measure of how similar subjects’ brain activity is over time”) 
and general linear model (GLM) (“short and repeated presentation of the 
stimuli in order to conform to the model-based approach”).2 The 
neuronal area for audio stimuli is the superior temporal gyrus (STG) 
bilateral centered in Heschl’s gyrus. For visual stimuli there are the 
lingual gyrus (bilateral), the right middle occipital gyrus (MOG), the 
right fusiform gyrus (FFG), and the left cuneus that are involved. For 

                                                                                                                              
plays in AV integration comes from magnetoencephalography (Raij, Uutela, & Hari, 
2000), PET (Sekiyama, Kanno, Miura, & Sugita, 2003), and ERP (Reale et al., 2007) 
studies. Other brain areas showing enhanced activity in AV conditions include the 
medial temporal gyrus (MTG; Kilian-Hütten, Vroomen, & Formisano, 2011; Li et 
al., 2011), the insula, the intra parietal sulcus (IPS; see Calvert, 2001), and the pre-
central cortex (Benoit, Raij, Lin, Jääskeläinen, & Stufflebeam, 2010). Moreover, 
many authors agree that most sensory brain areas are multimodal (e.g. Klemen & 
Chambers, 2011), whereby multimodal describes the responsiveness to more than 
one sensory modality. However, using fMRI, the requirements to evidence AV 
integration in multimodal brain areas are more specific (Calvert, 2001) but also 
disputed (e.g. Love, Pollick, & Latinus, 2011).” (Lola et al. 2013, p. 266) 
1 “Stein et al. (2010) characterize multisensory integration as ‘The neural process by 
which unisensory signals are combined to form a new product’ (1719). For instance, 
superadditive effects occur when the multisensory neural or behavioral response to a 
stimulus is significantly greater than the sum of the modality-specific responses to 
that stimulus. Such effects are evidence that perceptual processes do not merely 
reconcile conflicts. Instead, multisensory processes sometimes integrate information 
concerning a common source and generate a novel response to it as such.” 
(O’Collaghan forthcoming, p. 10, author’s italics) 
2 Their “final goal was to investigate up to which level of uni- and multisensory 
processing the BOLD responses are correlated between subjects for unfamiliar 
stimuli.” (Jola et al. 2013, p. 267) 
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audiovisual stimuli we have the STG (bilateral), occipital MOG 
(bilateral), the left lingual gyrus and the right cuneus.  
p. 271) 

ed in the left hemisphere (LH) than the right (RH). (Jola et al. 2013, p. 
71) 

n secondary visual areas. (p. 273) The GLM method 
lustrates that  

erior temporal and MOG) and left (MTG, IOG, and cuneus) 
emispheres. (p. 273) 

correlated1,p. 273), and no fronto-parietal interactions1 even if there are 

(
 
These AV correlations overlapped with areas identified in the audio- and visual-only 
conditions and AV could, in fact, be viewed as a summary of both unisensory 
conditions, however, with some alterations. Notably, compared with A, AV showed a 
greater extent of the activity in STG going into its posterior parts. Compared with V, 
AV showed a reduction in the extension of significant correlation in the right MOG 
but a bilaterally greater extension in the extrastriate visual cortex consisting of the 
lingual gyrus, FFA, and the cuneus. Notably, for both V and AV, the areas were more 
extend
2
 
The ISC method shows that audio and audiovisual stimuli are correlated 
in bilateral primary auditory areas, while visual and audiovisual stimuli 
are correlated i
il
 
the contrast AV > V represents the involvement of the auditory aspects in AV 
processing and showed significant enhanced bilateral activity in the STG, including 
the primary auditory cortex. The contrast AV > A represents the connection of the 
visual mode within the multisensory condition and showed significantly enhanced 
activity in the right (sup
h
 
The general conclusion indicates that there are some neuronal areas 
specialized in particular functions: auditory (e.g. Heschl’s gyrus), visual 
(e.g. lingual gyrus, MOG, cuneus), and multisensory processing (e.g. 
pSTG). (p. 275) Moreover, this work did not show important 
correlations beyond primary and secondary sensory areas (p. 275) (that 
is, the higher-order regions were neither significantly enhanced nor 

                                                            
1 “While the GLM conjunction analysis showed no significant enhanced activity 
other than in bilateral pSTS, further visual areas correlated significantly between 
subjects for AV stimuli. These were in the left lingual gyrus, the MOG bilateral, and 
the right cuneus, areas known for higher order processing of visual information. 
Some of these were related to visual aspects; however, the correlation was much 
extended in AV and, indeed, the left lingual gyrus has repeatedly been found to be 
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areas responsible for somatosensory and emotional inputs produced by 
dance (p. 278). It is very clear that there are some specialized neuronal 
areas that have to be “correlated” with particular mental functions (since 
these neuronal areas are mostly activated in the periods that corresponds 
to those functions), but we have to be aware of the fact that these are not 
all areas/processes (electrical or chemical) involved. Moreover, for 
localizing, with huge approximations, certain mental functions, we have 
to include the endogenous processes (default mode network, see Chapter 
5), the species evolution influences, the development of each individual 
within a particular physical and cultural environment. In this context, 
“integration” does not really exist in the brain/mind. Therefore, we 
cannot believe that these “correlations” are perfectly true and enough to 
describe various mental states.  

Using EEG for grasping the mechanisms responsible for 
multisensory integration, Erla et al. (2012) indicate the relationships 
between alpha and/or beta frequency bands and combined visuomotor 
task (VM, “visuomotor force tracking”2)and, as control conditions, pure 
visual (V) and pure motor (M) tasks and visuomotor performance 
without feedback (V+M).  

 

                                                                                                                              
activated for AV integration as well in combination with tactile perception (see 
Calvert, 2001). The cuneus has been shown to be involved in visual processes and 
participates during the switching of attention across visual features (Le, Pardo, & 
Hu, 1998) whereas the area in the left MOG is next to the fusiform face area (FFA), 
often described as occipital face area and sensitive for face processing (Gauthier et 
al., 2000). For visual unisensory stimuli (V, V to AV), the right FFA was also 
correlated. The area was medial to those parts of the FFA that have previously been 
identified to be activated in response to emotionally strong body postures (e.g. de 
Gelder, Snyder, Greve, Gerard, & Hadjikhani, 2004). In addition, part of the 
synchronized activity was in the vicinity of the right extrastriate body area (EBA) 
that is known to be involved in the perception of human form (Downing & Peelen, 
2011). In the current study using movements accompanied by music, this area was 
bilaterally enhanced (GLM AV > A) as well as correlated (ISC AV).” (Jola et al. 
2013, p. 276-277) 
1 For such correlations, probably expertise is necessary. (Jola et al. 2013, p. 278) 
2 “Visuomotor force tracking is indeed a good example of functional cooperation 
between visual and motor regions, since it asks the brain for both the continuous 
visual inspection of the signal representing requested and actually generated force 
discrepancy, and the generation of an adequate response.” (Erla et al. 2013, p. 222) 
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While executing the pure-visual task, subjects showed a significantly decreased 
power (i.e., task-induced activation, according to our paradigm) in both alpha and 
beta frequency bands in the parietal and occipital cortical regions, but not in the 
frontal and central areas. On the contrary, the execution of the pure-motor task 
induced activation of the sole left central region (stronger contralateral activation of 
the motor cortex) in the alpha frequency band, and in both frontal and central 
regions in the beta band. Finally, the execution of a combined task (V + M or VM) 
determined activation of both fronto-central and posterior brain areas. (Erla et al. 
2012, p. 225)   
 
As a conclusion, alpha band activity increases in left central and 
occipital brain areas while performing both kinds of visuomotor tasks 
but not during V and M. (p. 226) The results of this experiment also 
support the lateralization of the brain for motor task and beta coherence 
increases only during visuomotor task with feedback. 
 
These results suggest a different role of the two studied brain rhythms, with alpha 
connectivity being lateralization-dependent and more related to the sum of single 
task local effects, and beta connectivity being lateralization-independent and 
strongly correlated with the presence of visual feedback. Our findings provide 
evidence supporting the binding theory, which describes the integration of spatially-
distributed information into a coherent percept by transient synchronization of 
functional networks. (Erla et al. 2012, p. 226)  
 
As I showed in Vacariu (2012), (synchronized) oscillations approach is 
not a viable alternative to the binding problem and crossmodal 
integration. 

Brang et al. (2013) plead for the parietal zone as the 
multisensory integration for perceptual (audiovisual stimuli) and 
behavioral responses in our daily life. Quite obviously, the response to a 
multisensory stimulus is greater than the response to any unisensory 
stimulus in isolation. Such multisensory integration occurs in cortex, 
midbrain and thalamus (Jones and Powel 1970 in Brang et al. 2013, p. 
396)  
 
Temporal, parietal, and frontal association areas have demonstrated multisensory 
integration during an array of tasks both with functional imaging (Macaluso and 
Driver, 2005) and single unit recordings (e.g., Bruce et al., 1981) and lesions to 
these regions are typically associated with deficits in multisensory processing (e.g., 
Teuber, 1966). (Brang et al. 2013, p. 396)  
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The authors mention two models for multisensory integration: the 
multisensory convergence model (relationships between primary sensory 
modalities and multisensory neurons in parietal, temporal and frontal 
regions) and the direct anatomical model (multisensory integration 
being assigned to direct anatomical connections between primary 
sensory modalities). However, Brang et al. emphasize that recent 
investigations show that the multisensory integration happens in primary 
areas, including primary and secondary auditory cortex. (p. 396-7) 
Using diffusion tensor imaging1 (such measurements “yield information 
about white matter coherence within a region”2, p. 397 and “information 
on the orientation of white matter connectivity within a voxel”, p. 399) 
with probabilistic tractography to construct pathways directly between 
auditory and visual areas (p. 399), Brang et al. work within the direct 
anatomical model framework for 27 subjects for audiovisual stimuli.  

 
Exploring connectivity directly between auditory and visual areas (Aud–Vis model), 
tracts were identified between the auditory cortex (transverse temporal gyrus) and 
visual cortex (V1 and V2, probabilistically defined based on cytoarchitechtonic 
whole-brain histology; Fischl et al., 2008). The other groups of pathways examined 
connectivity from the auditory and visual cortices to two distinct parietal regions and 
one temporal region, selected based on evidence from past research of their potential 
involvement in multisensory processing, and included the superior parietal lobule 
(SPL model), intraparietal sulcus (IPS model), and posterior superior temporal 
sulcus (pSTS model). (Brang et al. 2013, p. 398) 
 

                                                            
1 “The most consistent measure derived from DTI is fractional anisotropy (FA), with 
higher values reflecting greater 
numbers of axons, reduced axonal diameter, reduced fiber crossing, and increased 
myelination (Johansen-Berg and Rushworth, 2009).” (Brang et al. 2013, p. 397)  
2 However, “DTI measures the movement of water molecules and cannot assess the 
directionality of white matter connections. Specifically, probabilistic tractography 
estimates the most likely path of diffusion from a given region in the brain, non-
specifically reflecting afferent or efferent connectivity. As the whole-brain analysis 
is limited to identifying differences localized within white matter, the cortical areas 
involved in the identified network cannot be readily identified purely based on 
spatial proximity.” (Brang 2013, p. 400) In this context, we have to remember 
Bohr’s principle: we need to include in the definitions of entities/processes that we 
want to explain our instruments of observation! 
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According to this study, the white matter underlying the parietal zone, 
intraparietal sulcus (IPS), superior parietal lobule (SPL), posterior 
superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) and mainly superior colliculus (SC) (p. 
399) are responsible for the multisensory integration.1 
 
Using probabilistic tractography to construct reliable anatomical pathways 
underlying direct Aud–Vis, and indirect IPS, SPL, and pSTS pathways, we 
demonstrated significant relationships for IPS and SPL connections in both 
hemispheres. Lastly, examining anatomical connections between the SC and cortex, 
we demonstrated the most prominent pathway lay between the parietal lobe and SC, 
overlapping with the region of white matter critically involved in multisensory 
facilitation. These results provide strong support for models of multisensory 
facilitation based on anatomical connectivity with parietal regions. (Brang et al. 
2013, p. 399) 
 
Parietal lobe connects SC2 with cortex (p. 399) and integrates 
information from the primary sensory modalities facilitating behavioral 
response (connections to primary motor cortex). (p. 400) I need to quote 
the last phrase of this paper: “Indeed, multisensory interactions include 
many sensory modalities at many levels, ranging from simple sensory 
stimuli to linguistic processes and the precise network involved will 
likely differ based on stimuli and the type of interaction.” (Brag et al. 
2013, p. 400) This phrase perfectly reflects the existence of many EDWs 
and the idea that the multisensory integration (binding problem being a 
particular case of multisensory integration) is a pseudo-problem!  

Parise et al. (2013) relate multisensory integration to the 
“correspondence problem” (“to bind those signals that likely originate 
from the same environmental source, while keeping separate those 
unisensory inputs that likely belong to different objects/events”, p. 307). 
Previous research indicates that not only the sensory inputs but also the 
                                                            
1 Multisensory integration is given not only by anatomical brain areas but also by 
synchronized oscillations (Lakatos et al. 2007 in Brag et al. 2013, p. 400) 
2 “Anatomical studies support the feasibility of this network as projections from 
cortex to the SC support multisensory processes in the midbrain (Jiang et al., 2001; 
Wallace and Stein, 2000) and as the SC is interconnected with thalamic relays (for a 
review see Boehnke and Munoz, 2008). In particular, the SC provides input to the 
medial pulvinar (Abramson and Chalupa, 1988; Cappe et al., 2009a) which in turn 
projects to parietal, motor and prefrontal regions (Boehnke and Munoz, 2008).” 
(Brang et al. 2013, p. 400) 
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spatiotemporal cues and prior knowledge have to be inserted into the 
equation in order to solve the correspondence problem. (p. 308) “The 
cross-correlation between multiple sensory signals is an important cue 
for causal inference: signals originating from a single event normally 
share a tight temporal relation, due to their dependence on the same 
underlying event.” (p. 308) Parise et al. are interested in the correlation 
between audio and visual stimuli with “fine-temporal structure”1, i.e., 
the high cross-correlation for different modalities produced by a single 
underlying event requires multisensory integration. Usually the modules 
under investigation are audio and visual mechanisms. Thus,  
 
a priori signals are likely to be co-located or arising in close spatial proximity only 
when they arise from the same object, and when they are from the same object the 
signals are likely to be correlated as well. On the other hand, if the signals are not 
from the same object, the spatial relationship between any visual and auditory object 
is random, and so is their fine-temporal structure. (Parisi et al. 2013, p. 312) 
 
The “correspondence problem” reflects quite well the correspondences 
between entities/processes that belong to EDWs. Multisensory 
integration has an alternative either introducing the hierarchical model 
(low-level with different modalities for different sensorial inputs and 
high-level of integrating these stimuli furnished by different sensorial 
modules) or its rejection under the umbrella of EDWs perspective. That 
is, within the mind-EW, there is only one perceptual scene that 
corresponds to the external environment that contains objects/processes 
and their relationships. The perceptual scene is the “integration”, i.e., the 
“I”.2 The brain strongly interacts with the body and the external 
environment, it receives many inputs and produces many outputs, but 

                                                            
1 “Temporal correlation plays an important role not only between modalities but also 
within modalities. (Parisi et al. 2013, p. 314) Thus, “the effects of temporal 
correlation highlighted here should be considered as an instance of the manifold 
effects of temporal structure on sensory integration — both within and across 
modalities — where temporal correlation might indeed represent the key physical 
property underlying the Gestalt law of grouping by ‘common fate’ (Spence, in press; 
Wertheimer, 1923).” (Parisi et al. 013, p. 315) 
2 The Gestalt principle has to be applied not only to any perceptual scene but also to 
any perceptual scene in relationship with the “I” since any perceptual scene is the 
“I”. 
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the brain corresponds to the mind-EW. Moreover, the entire brain 
corresponds to many neuronal EDWs, so the scientists have to answer 
the question: “How many EDWs correspond to the brain?” 
 Van der Burg et al. (2013) show that no more than one visual 
event can be linked to a sound at a time (p. 348), i.e., the audiovisual 
integration is limited to only one item even if visual “orienting capacity 
falls in line with the three- to four-item limit”. (Van der Burg 2013, p. 
350) This integration occurs “early in the processing chain (see, e.g., 
Van der Burg et al., 2011; Giard & Peronnét, 1999), regardless of limits 
in purely visual selection” (Van der Burg et al. 2013, p. 350), it is quite 
automatically but partly depends on attention (that is anyway limited to 
one event). (idem) The ecological reason for this limitation seems to be 
that in natural scene  each sound comes only from one source (object) 
(p. 346), this sound being integrated within the most dominant or salient 
synchronized event at that moment (Van der Burg et al. 2013, p. 350) 
Moreover, Van der Burg does not introduce into equation consciousness 
and the self. Therefore, I analyze Palmer and Ramsey’s paper about 
consciousness and multisensory integration. 
 Based on some experiments, Palmer and Ramsey (2012) 
investigate the relationship between consciousness and crossmodal 
interaction (audio-visual speech) under two conditions: crossmodal 
visual attention guidance and McGurk effect of cross-modal integration1. 
Obviously, the main topic of this paper is multisensory integration: how 
different information furnished by different sensory modalities is 
integrated in such a manner that human being has a coherent, unitary 
representation.2 The authors mention two directions: (1) the hierarchical 

                                                            
1 “This effect occurs when, through video editing, the auditory and visual 
components of certain consonant/vowel combinations are made to differ from one 
another, resulting in the perception of a speech sound different from the one actually 
presented. When an auditory /ba/ is dubbed over the video of a speaker producing 
/ma/, for example, people typically report hearing /na/, rather than /ba/. This effect 
of lip-stream on perceived speech sound, first described by Harry McGurk and John 
MacDonald, straightforwardly indicates an integration of auditory and visual 
processing (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976).” (Palmer and Ramsey 2012, p. 360) 
2 In correlation with dramatic neuronal changes, how “can vision be so fast and 
effective, and why does it seem so effortless?” (Palmer and Ramsey 2012, p. 362) 
Such questions are indeed pseudo-questions since these entities/processes belong to 
EDWs! 
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(feedforward) model (sensorial inputs activate different modular 
neuronal areas and this information becomes more abstract at higher 
levels of integration) (2) input from one modality can activate neuronal 
areas from other sensorial modules and backwards projections 
(correlated with attention). (Palmer and Ramsey 2012, p. 354) 
Introducing the role of consciousness, Palmer and Ramsey accept the 
“Integration Hypothesis”: consciousness “breaks” through the 
encapsulated information1 creating the integration of it. In the abstract 
of their paper we can find the following paragraph:  

                                                           

 
Experiments 1, 2, and 3 utilized a novel cueing paradigm in which two different 
flash suppressed lip-streams cooccured with speech sounds matching one of these 
streams. A visual target was then presented at either the audio-visually congruent or 
incongruent location. Target recognition differed for the congruent versus 
incongruent trials, and the nature of this difference depended on the probabilities of 
a target appearing at these respective locations. Thus, even though the lip-streams 
were never consciously perceived, they were nevertheless meaningfully integrated 
with the consciously perceived sounds, and participants learned to guide their 
attention according to statistical regularities between targets and these unconsciously 
perceived cross-modal cues. (Palmer and Ramsey 2012, p. 353) 
 
The first three experiments indicate that the human subjects can learn to 
guide their attention when particular aspects of “predictive events” are 
never perceived consciously.2Moreover, such guidance involves the 
multimodal interplay between conscious and unconscious elements of 
perception. (Palmer and Ramsey 2012, p. 362) From the fourth 
experiment, the authors conclude that “the lip-streams had no effect on 
the sounds that participants reported hearing. In each case, the McGurk 
effect was notably absent” (Palmer and Ramsey 2012, p. 361), so the 

 
1 Interestingly, Pylyshyn-Kosslyn debate on the existence of distinct modules (for 
instance visual and auditory modules) that encapsulate information is included in 
this investigation. 
2 The first three experiments show that “moment-by-moment, the visual system 
continually learns to utilize unconscious perceptions to find items of current 
interest.” (Palmer and Ramsey 2012, p. 362) Moreover, Palmer and Ramsey 
introduce those experiments realized on a human subject catching a baseball, the 
prediction of the trajectory of the ball being unconsciously realized in the brain. I 
emphasize that the authors do not mention Peter McLeod and Zoltan Dienes’ article 
(1196) with the human subject unconsciously catching a baseball. 
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McGurck effect “vanishes in the absence of conscious visual 
perception”. (p. 362) The general conclusion is that the intermodal 
guidance attention can take place in the absence of consciousness and 
their experiments indicate that within the “processing converging on the 
visual module, for audio–visual integration and intermodal visual 
attention guidance to occur, only the auditory portion need be 
consciously perceived.” (p. 363)   
 
At least in the domain of multisensory integration, our results suggest a simple yet 
fundamental principle regarding the function of consciousness – cross-modal effects 
can occur in the absence of consciousness, but the influencing modality must be 
consciously perceived for its information to cross modalities. (Palmer and 
Ramsey 2012, p. 363)  
 
This is another example that we cannot draw a clear line between 
conscious and unconscious knowledge. The central topic of this article 
is conscious-unconscious knowledge distinction1, but from the EDWs 
perspective, both kinds of knowledge are the “I” and it is quite 
impossible to identify them. However, it is important that the 
multisensory integration can take place without attention. 

Other two papers strongly (and in a rather special way) support 
the EDWs perspective. The classical multisensory integration refers to 
the combination sensory information from at least two sensorial 
modalities within the brain/mind to create the perceptual image of the 
external world. Berger and Ehrsson (2013) conducted some experiments 
to study the multisensory integration between imagery and perception so 
as to create “multisensory illusions”. Their results seem to be 
unbelievable! Imagery is introduced in certain classical multisensory 
perceptual experiments: an imagined auditory stimulus is integrated 
within the movement of two objects (cross-bounce illusion), the 
translocation of a real auditory stimulus on imagined visual stimuli 
(ventriloquism illusion) and an illusory speech percept of McGurk 
illusion. So, their conclusion is 
 

                                                            
1 Regarding the dispute referring to the famous distinctions conscious-unconscious, 
explicit-implicit, declarative-procedural, control-automatic, etc. in cognitive science 
and the EDWs perspective, see Vacariu (2008).  
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these findings suggest that imagery is capable of leading to multisensory integration 
and that imagery induced multisensory illusions are restricted to the same temporal, 
spatial, and stimulus-specific characteristics as the perceptual versions of the 
illusions. (Berger and Ehrsson 2013, p. 4)  
 
Importantly, their research suggests that almost the same neuronal 
mechanism is involved in multisensory integration of real and imagined 
stimuli. (p. 4)  
 
Research in neuroscience has linked the neuronal basis for multisensory interactions 
to specific areas in the frontal, parietal, and temporal association cortices, as well as 
to subcortical structures such as the superior colliculus and putamen [1, 27, 28]. 
These multisensory areas are anatomical zones of convergence for visual, tactile, 
and auditory signals and contain neurons that individually integrate multisensory 
signals [1]. Moreover, neuroimaging experiments have previously linked the cross-
bounce [29], ventriloquism [7], and McGurk [30] illusions to activity in these 
multisensory areas, including the superior colliculus, posterior parietal cortex, 
insula, thalamus, and superior temporal sulcus [7, 29, 30].  
 
The authors emphasize that such empirical results can help us discover 
the way in which the brain distinguishes between endogenous and 
exogenous sensory stimuli. (For this distinction, see Chapter 5 of this 
book) I strongly suggest that the results of these experiments could be 
much better interpreted within the EDWs perspective. Both imagery and 
real perceptual stimuli are the mind-EW and this is the main reason why 
almost the same neuronal patterns (the “mirror neurons”) are activated! 
The difference regarding these neuronal patterns is due to the neurons 
that are activated by biological sensorial mechanisms (for instance, the 
eyes or the ears, biological mechanisms that are not directly parts of the 
brain but strongly interconnected with the brain).  
 Jordan et al.’s paper (2010) is one of the most interesting papers 
written in the last years. The first sentence is emblematic for the “great 
debates” in the unicorn world: “Perception is a complicated process with 
impressive feats seemingly accomplished with ease.” (p. 492) And then, the 
 
immense amounts of undifferentiated information are smoothly transformed into 
meaningful units; photons of light become recognizable faces, sound waves are 
parsed into familiar voices, and wafts of odor are identified as individuated smells. 
Moreover, discrete units that are parsed out of the morass of perceptual input are 
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then tracked over time and motion as the same, persisting entities. An important goal 
of cognitive science is to understand such processes. (p. 493) 
 
Jordan et al. analyze visual perception in relationship with cognition 
under the framework of object-file theory (Kahneman, Treisman, and 
Gibbs, 1992). They try to explain the binding process and the 
“persistence” of a mental representation over time and motion. An 
‘‘object file’’ is an “episodic representation that stores (and updates) 
information about an object’s properties and tracks the object via 
spatiotemporal information (Kahneman et al., 1992).” (p. 493) 
Conducting certain experiments, the authors investigate the multimodal 
integration (visual and auditory modalities). Interesting for my 
perspective is their general discussion on the results of their 
experiments. It is quite amazing to observe the interpretations of such 
results, the conclusions and finally the questions that arise from such 
experiments (the cross-modal interactions) within the unicorn world! 
The main question is where the integration of features from multiple 
sensory modalities into a coherent object file takes place. Based on their 
experiments, the authors suggest that the object-file representations are 
abstract amodal representations (“how object-file correspondence can 
be decoupled from specific sensory modalities”). (Jordan et al. 2010, p. 
501) As we saw in Chapter 1, many researchers appeal to “abstract” 
representations dealing with spatial cognition. It seems that making 
reference to an abstract mechanism is much more appealing to explain 
multisensorial integration rather than spatial cognition. Anyway, for 
Jordan et al., it is completely unknown how and where (neuronal) 
different sensorial mechanisms (video and audio) and working memory 
integrate their information! Expected from my viewpoint, working 
within the unicorn-world, it seems obvious that integration is quite a 
“difficult” problem, i.e., a pseudo-problem within the EDWs 
perspective. Important  is their observation that the natural environments 
“often contain many potential pairings of visual and auditory sources, 
and it would likely be challenging to establish crossmodal object 
correspondences based on purely perceptual information alone if there 
are any competing sounds and sights.” (Jordan et al. 2010, p. 501) 
Moreover these “data offer clear evidence for crossmodal object-file 
processing, but much remains unknown about the role of sensory 
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modality information in the calculation of persisting object 
representations.” (idem) I strongly emphasize the fact that we cannot 
make a clear definition / distinction between modal and amodal 
representations; more exactly, we cannot make an ontological portion 
for these kinds of representations. Both kinds of 
representations/knowledge are entities that belong to the mind-EW, the 
“I”. We can make the partition between an organism (brain + body) and 
the environment but even this partition, according to the dynamical 
system approach, cannot be absolute. The process of “filling in” would 
not be possible if the inputs came from the environment to the mind: it 
would mean that the mind was in the world and this idea is completely 
wrong. Neuronally, the process of “filling in” means the completion of 
information that comes to the brain (and body) from the external world 
through the brain but since the image of the world is the “I”, mentally 
this completition is a complete mental process that takes place 
instantaneously.  

Multisensory integration could be explained at the micro-
neuronal “level” (about the relationship between the micro-neuronal 
level and cognition, see Chapter 6 of this book). Using different tools of 
investigation (whole-cell recording, functional two-photon imaging, 
optogenetic manipulation, and single-cell resolution calcium imaging), 
Olcese et al. (2013) try to identify the role of different types of neurons 
regarding multisensory integration for visuotactile inputs (sensorial and 
somatosensory inputs) of mice. Even on the first page, the authors draw 
the attention upon the fact that “it is not clear how MI [multisensory 
integration] is organized within cortical microcircuits, and at the level of 
synaptic inputs and spike outputs.” (Olcese et al. 2013, p. 1)  
 
We made four main findings concerning MI in the mouse visuotactile area RL. (1) 
ME [multisensory enhancement] is more pronounced at the level of spike outputs 
compared to synaptic inputs; (2) ME is pronounced in supragranular pyramids but 
scarce among the deep infragranular pyramids and in the main interneuron 
population— Pv-INs; (3) the scarce ME of Pv-INs permits ME in neighboring 
pyramids; (4) there is a precise spatial distribution of uni- and bimodal cells at the 
microscale level. (Olcese et al. 2013, p. 11)1 

                                                            
1 Only about RL neurons, we can find that the “functional responses of RL neurons 
appear to obey the ‘empirical principles of multisensory integration’ (Stein and 
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In this paper, we can find many technical details about multisensory 
integration, but as a philosopher, I do not deal with such technical 
information. For me, it is obvious that there are many unclear 
alternatives to the multisensory integration. Unfortunately, using various 
tools of observation and thus getting more neurological information, 
multisensory integration becomes inevitably more elusive. This state of 
affairs is created by the mixture of many EDWs. The general conclusion 
of this chapter is that working within the wrong framework, the unicorn 
world, scientists working in cognitive neuroscientists waste their time 
trying to find “correlations” that do not really exist. My advice is that 
they need to change the unicorn world with the EDWs perspective and 
conduct their empirical experiments and interpret the results in this new 
framework of thinking. 

 
Stanford, 2008) such as evidence of significant ME, topographic alignment of the 
modality maps, and also adherence to the so-called ‘inverse effectiveness principle’, 
in which a tactile stimulus preferentially enhances responses to weak rather than 
strong visual stimuli (e.g., non-preferred versus preferred direction of motion).” 
(Olcese et a. 2013, p. 13) Moreover, “area RL is part of a circuit within the posterior 
parietal cortex of rodents that integrates visuotactile inputs in a behaviorally-relevant 
manner (Pinto-Hamuy et al., 1987). Area RL sends projections to motor areas 
related to whisker and eye movements (Wang et al., 2012). Also, area RL projects to 
other posterior parietal areas that are involved in path integration and spatial 
navigation, as shown by lesion (Whitlock et al., 2008) and imaging (Harvey et al., 
2012) studies. Thus, it is plausible that RL integrates visual and tactile motion 
information to build a supramodal, egocentric spatial frame of reference useful for 
navigational behavior (Nitz, 2006; Whitlock et al., 2012).” (Olcese et a. 2013, p. 14) 



 

Chapter 5 

 
 

 
 

Endogenous brain activity  

and default mode network 
 

5.1 Bechtel’s recent work on endogenous brain activity 
One of the most important philosophers working in cognitive 
(neuro)science, William Bechtel, is less optimistic than in the past. In 
Vacariu 2008, 2010, and 2012 I analyzed Bechtel’s approach in detail. 
However, in this section I would like to update the information about 
Bechtel’s perspective. A couple of years ago, working within the 
heuristic theory of identity, even if he accepted that the process of 
perceiving a simple object had to be correlated with more than 30 
neuronal areas, Bechtel was convinced that localization (and 
“decomposition”) of mental states in the brain would be successful in 
the future. (Bechtel 2008) Bechtel calls this old version the “basic 
account of mechanistic explanation”.1 It presupposes the decomposition 
                                                            
1 For this view, Bechtel mentions “Bechtel & Richardson, 1993/2010; Glennan, 
1996, 2002; Machamer et al., 2000; Bechtel & Abrahamsen, 2005; Darden, 2006; 
Craver, 2007”. (Bechtel 2012a, b) (About Bechtel 2008 with this basic account, see 
also Vacariu 2010) In several papers, Bechtel introduces that the sequential 
organization “is especially prominent in the definition of mechanism offered by 
Machamer, Darden, and Craver (2000): ‘Mechanisms are entities and activities 
organized such that they are productive of regular changes from start or set-up to 
finish or termination conditions’.” (more details about this definition in Abrahamsen 
and Bechtel 2011) Such view presupposes reductionism, while Bechtel is against 
complete reductionism, since reductionism (“decomposition of complex systems 
into their component parts and operations” (Bechtel and Abrahamsen 2008) is 
insufficient to explain the phenomena. “When seen in the context of the new 
mechanistic philosophy of science, the need for lower-level accounts to be 
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of a mechanism in its parts and their operations1 determined by the 
inputs received and how these parts are organized to produce the 
phenomenon.2 In the past, biology and mechanisms of cognitive 
neuroscience focused on organized systems with sequential operations, 
feedforward connections, all these investigated under the “reactive 
perspective”. (Bechtel 2012a, b; Abrahamsen and Bechtel 2011) 
However, within this explanatory framework, we cannot reveal the 
“temporal dynamics of a mechanism”. Moreover, in biology, it is not 
possible to identify the biological laws but only certain mechanisms 
responsible for particular phenomena. (Bechtel 2012a) Therefore, in the 
papers published in the last 2-3 years, Bechtel believes that the notion of 
“mechanisms” (some notions from cognitive neuroscience like 
“localization” and “brain areas”) needs to be re-conceptualized. (Bechtel 
2012a, b, 2013) The new conceptualization, the dynamic mechanistic 
explanation, involves biological mechanisms that are “non-sequential 
organization of nonlinear interactions in open systems to generate 

                                                                                                                              
supplemented with information from higher levels is to be expected. Lower-level 
inquiries investigate the parts and operations of a mechanism, and often the parts 
and operations within these parts. But parts and operations in a mechanism must be 
organized and orchestrated to produce the phenomenon of interest, and knowledge 
about the parts and operations alone does not provide information about 
organization. Moreover, the mechanism is situated in a context, and its behavior is 
influenced by the other occupants of that context. This too cannot be inferred from 
knowledge of the parts and their operations.” (Bechtel and Abrahamsen 2008) 
1 A “typical structural decomposition into parts would be recomposed into a spatial 
ordering (e.g., the spine’s lumbar vertebrae are designated as L1, L2, L3, L4, L5) or 
a schematic layout (e.g., a eukaryotic cell is depicted as a membrane enclosing one 
nucleus and numerous organelles in cytoplasm). A typical functional decomposition 
into operations would be recomposed most simply into a temporal ordering in which 
the product of one operation is operated upon by the next (e.g., the chain of 
biochemical reactions comprising intermediary metabolism).” (Abrahamsen and 
Bechtel 2011) 
2 Bechtel mentions one of the pioneers of mechanistic explanation: William Wimsatt 
(1976). Moreover, Bechtel mentions Simon’s hierarchically organized nearly 
decomposable system (1962): “(a) in a nearly decomposable system, the short-run 
behavior of each of the component subsystems is approximately independent of the 
short-run behavior of the other components; (b) in the long run, the behavior of any 
one of the components depends in only an aggregate way on the behavior of the 
other components” (Simon 1962, p. 474).” (Bechtel 2012b) (See also Vacariu 2012) 
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endogenous activity”, spontaneous links between parts, etc. (Bechtel 
2012a, b; Abrahamsen and Bechtel 20111) Therefore, in order to explain 
such endogenous active mechanisms, we need to introduce 
computational and mathematical models (with differential equations), 
the dynamical system theory2, according to which the parts of a 
mechanism are sensitive to the context, “ongoing oscillations in a 
system organized with feedback loops”, etc. or in other words, we need 
to “integrate dynamics into mechanistic explanation”. (Bechtel 2012a, 
Abrahamsen and Bechtel 2011)  

Bechtel’s new alternative is a combination of mechanisms with 
the dynamical system approach, i.e., the “dynamical mechanisms”. 
Moreover, in order to explain the mind, the American philosopher 
considers that we also have to take into consideration the “endogenous 
activity of the brain” (the intrinsic activity of the brain).3 (Bechtel 2013) 
He believes that in order to explain cognition through the neuronal 

                                                            
1 They introduce a new definition of “mechanism”, functioning of the mechanism: 
“A mechanism is a structure performing a function in virtue of its component parts, 
component operations, and their organization. The orchestrated functioning of the 
mechanism, manifested in patterns of change over time in properties of its parts 
and operations, is responsible for one or more phenomena.” (Bechtel & 
Abrahamsen 2010, their text bold) 
2 Even in his papers published before 2000, Bechtel (1998) pleads for the 
complementarity between the mechanist view and the dynamical system approach in 
cognitive science. (See Vacariu 2008) 
3 “In this paper I will argue that the evidence for the endogenously active 
perspective on the mind-brain is extremely compelling and that in light of it 
cognitive researchers should fundamentally reconceive their conceptions of 
cognition and cognitive architectures to incorporate and recognize the significance 
of endogenous activity.” (Bechtel 2013, p. 6) Very interestingly, Llinas introduced 
the idea about the dialogue between external and internal signals in the brain (quoted 
in Abrahamsen and Bechtel 2011): “Although sensory nerve pathways deliver 
messages to the CNS that are quite invariant with respect to given sensory stimuli, 
the manner in which the CNS treats these messages depends on the functional state 
of each relay station. Thus, rather than a simple mirror of the external world, the 
CNS embodies a dialogue between the internal states generated by the intrinsic 
electrical activity of the nerve cells and their connectivity, which represents the 
internal context, and the information that reaches the brain from the senses (Llinás, 
1988, p. 1633).” Anyway, we have to consider this idea within the dynamical system 
approach. (See Vacariu 2008) 
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processes, we need to clarify this intrinsic activity of the brain that is 
strongly related to Raichle’s default network and other notions recently 
developed in neuroscience. (About Riachle’s default network, see 
Vacariu 2012) Bechtel already tried to combine reductionism with 
emergence (Bechtel 2008) or integration with differentiation of 
operations (Bechtel 2009). In order to support these ideas, Bechtel 
mentions Sporns and Zwi’s (2004) “dual role of cortical connectivity”: 
the functional specificity of certain cortical areas that manipulate 
specific information and the integration of this kind of information 
(Bechtel 2009, 2012a). Working within the framework of decomposing 
mind in its mental functions, Bechtel insists on combining integration 
with parallel localizations in the brain of certain various mental 
functions. However, working within the unicorn world, Bechtel wants to 
put together within the same “world” certain phenomena that really 
exist, but he is not aware that these entities/processes (and their 
ontology) belong to the EDWs. Even if his umbrella (the heuristic 
identity theory) does not involve an ontological contradiction, his 
approach falls under functionalism or a kind of epistemology: many 
concepts are “empty” notions without any ontological foundation. We 
can notice that the functional specificity and the integration are quite 
similar problems to the localization and the binding problem.  
 Let me analyze in detail Bechtel’s paper from 2013 in which he 
emphasizes the role of endogenous neuronal processes in explaining 
cognition.1 Bechtel claims that, traditionally, people working in 
cognitive science have worked within the “reactive perspective” 
explaining cognition through neuronal representations and processes 
produced by the external stimulus. In more details, a neuron in a resting 
potential receives inputs on its dendrites and therefore it passes a 

                                                            
1 Obviously, such “endogenous neuronal processes” are correlated with certain 
unconscious, implicit, automatic cognitive processes. “However, both introspection 
and drawing inferences from behavioral observation are well known to be deeply 
flawed methodologies. Researchers such as Nisbett and Wilson (1977) had shown 
four decades ago that people are not aware of their own logical processes and mental 
strategies. The reasons for this introspective blindness are manifold but include false 
memory construction (Loftus, 1996) and the automatic (i.e., unconscious or 
preconscious) nature of many behavioral processes (Bargh, 1997).” (Uttal 2011, p. 
14) So, endogenous neuronal processes” is not quite a new idea. 
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threshold of its voltage. An action potential is sent through its axon and 
the neuron returns to its resting potential. (Bechtel 2013, p. 8) Against 
this reactive perspective, Bechtel proposes the “endogenously active 
brain” approach: there are neuronal processes that do not require any 
external (exogenous) stimulus. Such neuronal processes are generated 
by endogenous inputs. To supporting this view, he indicates that there 
are oscillations less than 0.1 Hz (treated as noise in the past) and 
neurons that generate action potentials independently of any inputs or 
“when they are in a hypopolarized phase than when they are 
hyperpolarized”. (Bechtel 2013, p. 21) In this new context, even his 
already traditional “mechanistic approach” has to be replaced with 
“dynamic mechanistic explanations”. (p. 8) Mentioning Berger’s 
discovering of neuronal oscillations, Bechtel selects oscillations as a 
clear example of endogenous process. There are different cases of such 
oscillations: Llinas’s discovery of neurons being resonators (oscillators), 
binding-by-synchronization (Singer, etc.), Fries’s work on gamma 
oscillations1, gamma and theta oscillations in hippocampus, etc. Bechtel 
focuses on various neuronal areas and oscillations detected with PET 
and fMRI2: Raichle’s default mode network and its relatives like mind-
wandering (“undirected thinking”, i.e., thoughts about future and past 
(Andreasen, O’Leary, Cizadlo et al. 1995), anticipate and evaluate 
(Buckner, Andrews-Hanna & Schacter 2008), or low-level generalized 

                                                            
1 More details on gamma oscillations: “Kawaguchi, Katsumaru, Kosaka, Heizmann, 
& Hama’s discovery of fast-spiking inhibitory neurons that express the calcium The 
Endogenously Active Brain binding protein parvalbumin provided a clue as to how 
these oscillations arise [Kawaguchi, Katsumaru, Kosaka et al. 1987]. Parvalbumin 
expressing neurons form networks of mutually connected neurons in which gamma 
oscillations are created and then transmitted to pyramidal cells via their output 
connections to these cells [Bartos, Vida & Jonas 2007]. The parvalbumin-expressing 
cells are highly active during gamma oscillations during which they generate action 
potentials once per cycle in a phase-locked manner [Gloveli 2005] (…).” (Bechtel 
2013, p. 12-13) (About oscillations as an alternative to the binding problem, see 
Vacariu 2012) 
2 “Characteristic oscillations are slowest in fMRI data (< 0.1 Hz), midrange in EEG 
(1-80 Hz), and fastest in single-cell recording of action potentials (>100 Hz).” 
(Abrahamsen and Bechtel 2011) “The oscillations found using fMRI are one to two 
orders of magnitude slower than those observed with EEG.” (Bechtel 2013, p. 19) 
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awareness or watchfulness (Gilbert, Dumontheil, Simons et al. 2007)).1 
(Bechtel 2013 or Abrahamsen, Bechtel 2011) Interestingly, Bechtel 
emphasizes that awareness was founded even during sleep and 
anesthesia of humans and therefore such endogenous states should be 
included in explaining cognition. As a conclusion of Bechtel’s effort to 
integrate two directions in cognitive neuroscience  
 
the type of explanation required is one that integrates these strategies: dynamic 
mechanistic explanation. Mechanistic explanation identifies the parts and operations 
of a mechanism and how they are organized, and computational modeling and tools 
of dynamical systems theory reveal how such a mechanism will behave. 
(Abrahamsen and Bechtel 2011) 
 
Thus, the dynamicity and the mechanism are together in explaining 
cognition. Bechtel also introduces the “small-world network” in which 
“the activity of the brain modifies its structure” (van Leeuwen and his 
colleagues), “patterns of synchronized activity occur in the brain, the 
brain might self-organize into a small-world network with hubs 
[Rubinov, Sporns, van Leeuwen et al. 2009]”2. (Bechtel 2013, p. 20) 

From my viewpoint, all these ideas and empirical results 
strongly support the EDWs perspective. The difference between this 
                                                            
1 “Laufs et al. (2003) first found that activation of the default network is associated 
with strong activity in the mid-beta range, and activation of attention-related frontal 
and parietal areas is associated with weak activity in the alpha range, i.e., alpha 
blocking. Mantini, et al. (2007) expanded this kind of analysis to the six networks 
they had identified from resting state fMRI data, seeking associations across as a 
broader range of EEG frequency bands. They found that “Each brain network was 
associated with a specific combination of EEG rhythms, a neurophysiological 
signature that constitutes a baseline for evaluating changes in oscillatory signals 
during active behavior” (p. 13170).” “He, Snyder, Zempel, Smythe, and Raichle 
(2008) found a positive correlation between slow cortical potentials (infraslow and 
delta activity combined) and spontaneous fluctuations in the BOLD signal.” 
(Abrahamsen and Bechtel 2011) 
2 The small-world networks were introduced by Watts and Strogatz (1998):  most 
connections are between local units, a few are on long distances. These authors 
“examined coupled phase oscillators and demonstrated that synchronization 
occurred almost as fast in small-world networks as in fully-connected networks. 
They speculated that the brain has a small-world architecture and that this could 
explain the synchronization of widely separated neurons in visual cortex.” (Bechtel 
2012a, also 2012b)  
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research and my theory is that the people who elaborated them 
(including Bechtel) are still working within the unicorn world. As a 
philosopher, I need to anticipate the near and distant future research in a 
particular science, in this case cognitive neuroscience. I strongly 
emphasize that, even if I have not used notions like default network, 
mind-wandering or watchfulness, I anticipated them in my papers/books 
written in the past without having any knowledge about these notions. 
Moreover, in the past, I offered the philosophical framework for these 
notions, and this framework is the EDWs perspective. Therefore, people 
working in cognitive neuroscience and introducing such new notions 
need to incorporate their empirical results within this new framework, 
the EDWs perspective. Otherwise, they will continue working in a 
wrong framework with wrong consequences for their empirical 
discoveries. From my viewpoint, the default mode network and the 
endogenous active brain correspond to the “I”: all conscious and 
unconscious states/processes are the “I”. “Default mode network” in 
neuroscience corresponds to “mind-wandering”, “low-level generalized 
awareness” or “watchfulness” in psychology and all these psychological 
processes belong to the implicit knowledge (in awareness or sleep 
states) that is the “I”.1 (For more details, see next section) So, the 
reactive perspective refers only to the external stimuli received by the 
“I” in a more or less conscious state, the endogenous processes refer to 
the implicit knowledge of the “I” (in awake or sleep states). From an 
EDWs perspective, again I strongly emphasize that it is meaningless to 
ask about any kind of interaction between the external inputs and the 
mind since these inputs and the mind belong to EDWs. The external 
stimuli produce certain neuronal inputs and therefore there are certain 
interactions between the external environment, the brain and the body 
that all belong to the same EW, the macro-EW. However, these 
entities/processes and their interactions correspond to the mind-EW. So 
“mind-wandering” or “watchfulness”, the mental representations of 
external inputs and the entire representation of the external world are the 

                                                            
1 For instance, the “default network is a brain system much like the motor system or 
the visual system. It contains a set of interacting brain areas that are tightly 
functionally connected and distinct from other systems within the brain. [Buckner, 
Andrews-Hanna & Schacter 2008, 4–5]” (in Bechtel, p. 18) We can see the default 
network being quite similar to my implicit knowledge that is the “I”.  
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“I”, an EDW rather than the macro-EW. Moreover, the neuronal 
processes that correspond to the implicit knowledge (the “I”) are not 
only oscillations (with fMRI) or the activity of default network and 
other cortical activities, but also subcortical activities and many other 
neuronal processes (neurotransmitters and neuromodulators, many 
chemical neuronal reactions etc.), and finally the entire body that indeed 
strongly interacts with the external environment1.  
 
5.2 More information on “default network” and “mind wandering” 
In Vacariu 2012, I analyzed Raichle’s default mode network. In this 
section, I update the information about default network, mind 
wandering, spontaneous or “offline” cognition that clearly illustrate the 
rather puzzling framework in which people work in cognitive 
neuroscience. New tools of investigation are used to grasp the 
anatomical structure and functional connectivity of DNM: task-induced 
deactivations, connectional anatomy, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), 
and resting state functional connectivity MRI (rs-fcMRI2),1 (Andrew-

                                                            
1 In this sense, according to Mantini and Vanduffel (2013), it seems intuitive that 
consciousness may be tightly linked to the ongoing interaction we maintain with the 
world and our bodies. In line with this concept, conscious experience can be defined 
as the implicit and explicit awareness of one’s own mental or bodily states (Damasio 
and Meyer 2009). Furthermore, the ability to explicitly metarepresent one’s mental 
or bodily states as one’s own can be seen as a special case of consciousness 
(Vogeley and others 2001; Newen and Vogeley 2003).” (Mantini and Vanduffel 
2013, p. 82) In my books, I indicate scientists (like Sporns) and directions (the 
dynamical system approach) that claim that we cannot dissociate the brain from the 
body. In this context, we can think that neuroscience is not a “complete” science and 
cognitive neuroscience is a pseudo-science.  
2 “Parallel investigations assessing functional connectivity (i.e., patterns of 
correlated activity between brain regions) provided important convergent support for 
the default mode hypothesis. It has long been known that neural activity exhibits a 
pattern of spontaneous, slow oscillation (<0.1 Hz) in individual neurons and larger 
collections of neurons (Biswal, Yetkin, Haughton, & Hyde, 1995). More recently, 
researchers discovered that various methods (primarily functional MRI imaging but 
also PET and electro- and magneto-encephalography) can be used to quantify 
temporal correlations between slowly oscillating neural activity across brain regions. 
Functional connectivity methods demonstrate that the collection of regions more 
active at rest (i.e., default mode regions) constitute a highly coherent large-scale 
network.” (Seligman et al. 2013, p. 128) 
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Hanna 2012, p. 2) but under the circumstances of the development of 
new tools of investigation, the framework of working/thinking becomes 
more puzzling.  

Mantini and Vanduffel (2013) have recently written a paper as a 
review on default network. They quoted Shulman et al. (1997) who 
discovered particular neuronal areas involved in default network2: the 
medial frontal cortex (MFC), the posterior cingulate (PCC), and the 
angular gyrus (ANG) were almost never activated in any sensory, motor 
or cognitive experiment”, these areas being more activated in resting 

                                                                                                                              
1 “Mind wandering, which tends to fill almost 50% of our mental time, appears to be 
intricately tied to well-being and predicts daily unhappiness (Killingsworth & 
Gilbert, 2010).” (Epel et al. 2013, p. 75) 
2 “(…) somewhat accidental discovery of the default mode network, where in 1997, 
neuroscientists at Washington University in St. Louis quantified patterns of blood 
flow using Positron Emission Tomography (PET) across nine different externally-
oriented, goal-directed tasks. When these patterns of blood flow were compared to 
those elicited during the experimental control conditions of fixation or passive 
viewing of task-related stimuli, the researchers noted a striking observation. A set of 
medial and lateral brain regions exhibited consistently greater blood flow during the 
passive ‘resting’ conditions compared to the active, experimentally-directed tasks 
(Shulman and others 1997). These relative reductions in brain activity during 
experimentally-directed tasks were often referred to as ‘task-induced deactivations’ 
(TIDs).” (Andrews-Hanna 2012, p. 2) “The ‘internal mentation hypothesis’ proposes 
that these spontaneous introspective processes, sometimes referred to as stimulus-
independent thought, task-unrelated thought, mind wandering, daydreaming, or 
zoning-out, give rise to default network activity (e.g. Binder and others 1999 2009; 
Gusnard and Raichle 2001; Mazoyer and others 2001; Buckner and others 2008; 
Spreng and others 2009). These observations lead to Andreasen’s ironic acronym for 
passive states: ‘REST’ (Random Episodic Silent Thought; Andreasen and others 
1995).” (Andrews-Hanna 2012, p. 7) However, among the first pioneer working on 
rest task states is the Swedish brain physiologist David Ingvar (1974, 1979, 1985), 
followed by Raichle et al. 2001, Gusnard & Raichle 2001, Gusnard et al. 2001 and 
others. (Buckner et al. 2008) “Marcus Raichle, Debra Gusnard, and colleagues, 
building on suggestions of other theorists (e.g., Andreasen et al., 1995), proposed 
that the regions exhibiting enhanced neural activations at rest relative to task 
constitute a functionally integrated neurobiological system (Gusnard, Akbudak, 
Shulman, & Raichle, 2001; Raichle et al., 2001).” (Seligman et al. 2013, p. 128) 
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conditions1 than in “goal-directing tasks” conditions.2 (Mantini and 
Vanduffel 2013, p. 76) 
 
Other core regions in the DMN-which are consistently deactivated during goal-
directed tasks and activated during a restful state-include the inferior parietal lobule 
(IPL), the precuneus (PC), the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), as well as the 
inferolateral temporal cortex (ITC) (Gusnard et al., 2001; Raichle et al., 2001; 
Greicius et al., 2003; Buckner et al., 2008). These brain regions are thought to 
operate as a coherent network, as they exhibit synchronized low-frequency blood-
oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal fluctuations during ‘resting states’, i.e. when 
participants are scanned for several minutes and are instructed to rest without 
engaging in any specific mental activity or task (Biswal et al., 1995; Beckmann and 
Smith, 2004; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; De Luca et al., 2006; Fransson and Marrelec, 
2008). DMN activity has been proposed to be associated with cognitive processes 
such as envisioning future scenarios, theory of mind, autobiographical memory, 
moral decision making and self-referential processing (Gusnard et al., 2001; 
Northoff et al., 2006; Buckner et al., 2008). (Tylor et al. 2013, pp. 4-5) 
 
Laird and others (2009) add superior frontal cortex, the hippocampal 
formation (HF+) (Greicius and others 2003; Buckner and others 2008) 
and the thalamus (Rauch and others 1998; Mantini and others 2007) (in 
Mantini and Vanduffel 2013, p. 76-7)3 According to Papo, in the past the 
“cognitive subtraction” method from neuroimaging (cognitive functions 
were correlated with differences in regional blood flow activity), “rest is 
                                                            
1 “In the functional neuroimaging literature, resting state activity is often considered 
as complementary, in opposition as it were, to task-related brain activity.” (Papo 
2013, p. 1) From my viewpoint, this “complementarity” is quite different from 
Bohr’s complementarity. (For Bohr’s complementarity and the EDWs perspective, 
see Vacariu 2008) 
2 Laird and others (2009) add superior frontal cortex and the hippocampal formation 
(HF+) (Greicius and others 2003; Buckner and others 2008) and the thalamus 
(Rauch and others 1998; Mantini and others 2007). (in Mantini and Vanduffel 2013, 
p. 77) 
3 “Self-referential processing has been attributed to a set of regions which were 
designated the ‘Default Mode Network’ (DMN). The DMN, which involves the 
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), the medial temporal lobe (including the 
hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus), posterior lateral cortices, anterior and 
posterior cingulated cortex (ACC, PCC) and precuneus, was shown to be active 
when individuals are engaged in internal processing, and to deactivate when 
attention shifts towards external stimuli (Raichle et al., 2001).” (Berkovich-Ohana 
2011, p. 2) 
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thought of as a passive null condition”, i.e., a baseline function. 
However, with the discovery of default mode network, this passive 
baseline function is replaced with an active baseline function1. (Papo 
2013, p. 1)  

DMNs are organized in subsystems and core (like PCC and 
anterior MPFC as hubs2).3 (Buckner et al. 2008, 2009, Andrews-Hanna 

                                                            
1 Raichle et al. (2001) wrote that the “level of resting activity” is functionally 
important “with changes produced by task demands representing just the ‘tip of an 
iceberg’ (Raichle et al., 2001; Fox and Raichle, 2007).” (Pap 2013, p. 1) In Vacariu 
(2005, 2008), I used this expression in relationship to Baars’ idea that 
unconsciousness processes produce consciousness.  
2 “Involvement of the inferior–posterior sector of the posteromedial cortices, the 
most centrally connected “hub” of the DM network (Hagmann et al., 2008), has 
been found to be related to self-awareness (Buckner et al., 2008) and 
autobiographical self (Damasio & Meyer, 2009) and has been consistently 
implicated in episodic and personal memory retrieval (Immordino-Yang & Singh, 
2011; Wagner et al., 2005), daydreaming (Christoff, Gordon, Smallwood, Smith, & 
Schooler, 2009), moral judgment tasks (Greene, Sommerville, Nystrom, Darley, & 
Cohen, 2001), and social emotions about others’ mental qualities and circumstances, 
such as admiring another’s virtuous commitment to those less fortunate or feeling 
compassion for someone who has lost a loved one (Immordino-Yang et al., 2009). 
By contrast, tasks that require simply recognizing and labeling an emotional facial 
expression from a picture or emotionally reacting to a person’s skillful performance 
or physical injury do not recruit this network (and in fact may suppress its activation 
because such tasks require outward attention; Immordino-Yang et al., 2009; 
Sreenivas, Boehm, & Linden, 2012).” (Immordino-Yang et al. 2012, p. 356; see this 
paper for DMN and its applicability for development and education: “We use the 
term constructive internal reflection to describe this range of skills and behaviors in 
the hope that future research will flesh out and validate the dimensions of internally 
focused thought and their relation to psychological constructs such as attention, 
memory, abstract concepts, identity formation, critical thinking, and socioemotional 
development”. p. 359.) “The default mode hypothesis set the stage for research on 
how these various forms of imaginative simulation are interconnected (Buckner & 
Carroll, 2007; Goldman, 2008). One particularly fruitful line of investigation has 
characterized the rich connections between episodic memory of the past and 
prospective representations of the future. Episodic memory refers to 
autobiographical memory for specific prior events, including information about who 
was present, what occurred, and what was felt (Tulving, 2002). Episodic memory 
appears to be a fundamentally constructive process.” (Seligman et al. 2013, p. 128) 
3 “Ongoing activity encompasses a set of dynamically switching cortical states, 
which are continuously reedited across the cortex (Kenetetal, 2003). This re-editing 
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2010 in Andrews-Hanna 2012, p. 6; Andrews-Hanna et al. 20101) More 
details about these regions in the following paragraphs: 
 
the default network includes a large portion of the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) 
extending dorsally and ventrally. Activation encompasses all or part of areas 9, 10 
(10m, 10r, 10p), 24, 32 (32ac, 32pl), 11m, and 14, according to the cytoarchitectonic 
maps of Ongur and others (2003). Medial parietal cortex is also prominent, 
comprising the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC; areas 23 and 31) and retrosplenial 
cortex (Rsp; areas 29 and 30). (Andrews-Hanna 2012, p. 3) 
 
less consistent involvement of the medial temporal lobe (MTL), including the 
hippocampal formation (HF) and the parahippocampal cortex (PHC).  
 
TIDs2 are robust in parietal cortex, prominently ventral to the intraparietal sulcus 
and encompassing the posterior inferior parietal lobule (pIPL) and angular gyrus (at 
or near area 39). The nearby supramarginal gyrus (near area 40) and temporoparietal 
junction (TPJ; near areas 39/22) is also noticeable in some maps, as is involvement 
of the lateral temporal lobe, particularly near the middle and inferior temporal gyri. 
Finally, in the lateral frontal lobe, task-induced deactivations span the inferior, 
middle and superior frontal gyri near Brodmann areas 47, 45, 8, 9, and 10. 
(Andrews-Hanna 2012, pp. 3-4)3 
 
Spontaneous activity massively contributes to the variability observed in stimulus 
responses (Arieli et al., 1996; Kisley and Gerstein, 1999). Network background 
activity biases stimulus-induced activity (Azouz and Gray, 1999), and keeps neurons 
in a permanent state of preparedness for fast responses to variations of synaptic 
input, allowing neural networks to switch among different regimes of activity 
(Salinas, 2003). Conversely, environmental demands modulate background 
oscillations (Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999), and sensory stimuli push on 

                                                                                                                              
process is not random, but contains rich spatiotemporal structure (Cossart et al., 
2003; Beggs and Plenz, 2004; Ikegaya et al., 2004; Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2010).” 
(Pao 2013, p. 1) 
1 There are at least two subsystems and a core: “Functional connectivity combined 
with network and hierarchical clustering analysis revealed a tightly correlated MTL 
subsystem comprising the HF+, PHC, Rsp, vMPFC, and pIPL and a distinct dMPFC 
subsystem comprising the dMPFC, TPJ, LTC, and TempP. Importantly, both 
subsystems strongly correlated with a midline core that included the aMPFC and 
PCC.” (Andrews-Hanna et al. 2010, p. 556) 
2 My footnote: for Andrews-Hanna, TIDs means “task-induced deactivations”. 
3 Moreover, diffusion MRI imaging shows that there are with matter tracts involve in 
connecting these cortical areas. (Andrews-Hanna 2012, p. 4) 
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going oscillatory activity toward stimulus-specific configurations (Tsodyks et al., 
1999). (Paco 2013, p. 1-2) 
 
Other people are quoted for their work: Raichle et al. for default 
network, Upadhyay and others 2011; Lu and others 2012 for default 
network in case of rodents, Vincent and others 2007; Kojima and others 
2009; Margulies and others 2009; Mantini et al. 2011 for monkeys. 
From these studies, it seems that PPC (posterior cingulate) is the 
network hub for humans and monkeys.1 (Greicius et al. 2003, Margulies 
et al. 2009, Andrews-Hanna et al. 2010b; Mantini et al. 20112 in 
Mantini and Vanduffel 2013, p. 79) Two functions of such default 
network are in dispute (even if Mantini and Vanduffel fight for 

“spontaneous internal thoughts”4, Binder et al. 1999; Mazoyer et al. 

complementary role):  
(a) Spontaneous cognition (“mind wandering”, “internal mentation”3 or 

                                                            
1 For a comparative anatomy between humans and monkeys, see also Buckner et al. 

OC (first 

Buckner et al., 2008; Spreng et al., 

(2008). 
2 In their work on monkeys, Mantini et al. (2011) indicate the core of DNM as being 
prefrontal and medial parietal regions (including areas 9/46d and 31) connected with 
other areas like 24/32, 8b, and TPOC and areas 23, v23, and PGm. (Mantini et al. 
2011) “The monkey DMN, like its human equivalent, consists of a set of 
interconnected subsystems that converge on hubs including the posterior cingulate 
cortex (PCC) and regions within prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Buckner et al., 2008; 
Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010; Sestieri et al., 2011). These hubs correspond with areas 
9/46d and 31, which are estimated to be anatomically connected to many of the other 
monkey DMN areas (Barbas and Pandya, 1989; Kobayashi and Amaral, 2003; 
Morecraft et al., 2004; Parvizi et al., 2006; Petrides and Pandya, 2006, 2007; Price, 
2007; Seltzer and Pandya, 2009). Anatomical connectivity data fit well with 
functional connectivity based on resting-state data of two functionally 
distinctDMNsubsystems, including respectively areas 24/32, 8b, and TP
subsystem) and areas 23, v23, and PGm (second subsystem).” (p. 12959) 
3 “Tasks that encourage subjects toward internal mentation, including 
autobiographical memory, thinking about one’s future, theory of mind, self-
referential and affective decision making, tend to activate regions within the default 
network (reviewed in Ochsner et al., 2004; 
2009).” (Andrews-Hanna et al. 2010, p. 550) 
4 Interestingly, Andrews-Hanna notices that “the network’s possible role in more 
diffuse background attention or attention to non-visual sensory modalities, as when 
attending to the noise of the MRI scanner.” (2012, p. 7, footnote 4) Moreover, the 
“intrinsic activity suggests that the default network is negatively correlated 
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2001; Mason et al. 2007; Andrews-Hanna and others 2010a, etc.) with 
MFC (medial frontal cortex) PPC and HF+ regions involving past and 
future events (pp. 80-81)  
(b) Monitoring the environment or “broad attention to the external 
environment” (Shulman et al. 1997, Gilbert et al. 2006, Pearson et al. 
2011)1. (Mantini and Vanduffel 2013, p. 822, (Andrews-Hanna 2012, p. 
7) Important is that humans are “30-50% of daily life engaged in 
thoughts unrelated to the immediate task at hand (e.g. Klinger and Cox 
1987; Killingsworth and Gilbert 2010)” and in “highly personally-
significant and goal-directed thoughts prominently about one’s past and 
future (Fig. 6; Klinger and Cox 1987; Binder and others 1999; Mazoyer 
and others 2001; Klinger 2009; Andrews-Hanna and others 2010b; 
Delamillieure and others 2010). (Andrews-Hanna 2012, p. 8)3 These 
thoughts may be involved in constructing future plans, consolidating 

                                                                                                                              
(anticorrelated) with brain systems that are used for focused external visual 
attention.” (Buckner et al. 2008, p. 25) “Hahn et al. (2007), for example, observed 
that the default network was linked to high levels of performance on a target-
detection task but only for a diffuse attention condition where targets appeared 
randomly at multiple possible locations.” (Bucker et al. 2008, p. 20) From my 
viewpoint, it is quite wrong to talk about such “spontaneously internal thoughts” (or 
“mind wandering” that belong to the implicit knowledge) that can have a quite 
different form than explicit thoughts (explicit knowledge) expressed in language or 
behaviour. Everybody knows that language is not the same process as thinking. The 
implicit knowledge (the “I”) is formed through the corresponding overlapped 
various neuronal patterns in the entire brain. (See Vacariu 2008) 
1 The “integrated representations of the environment and the self, which offers 
advantages for decision making, planning, and behavioral control and is crucial for 
social animals such as humans and monkeys (Raichle and others 2001).” (Mantini 
and Vanduffel 2013, p. 82) “The “sentinel hypothesis” holds that activity within all 
or part of the default network reflects attention to the external environment, 
particularly when broadly monitoring the environment for upcoming stimuli or other 
significant, unpredictable events (Shulman and others 1997; Raichle and others 
2001; Gusnard and Raichle 2001; Gilbert and others 2007).” (Andrews-Hanna 2012, 
p. 6 or Buckner et al. 2008) 
2 About these two functions, also see Andrews-Hanna (2012). Mantini and Vanduffel 
(2013) also analyze the default network and consciousness. 
3 Seligman et al. (2013) write about two functions: counterfactuals and reasoning 
about other mind.  
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long-term memory, memory ability, etc.1 I quoted another very 
important paragraph: 
 
Population responses to somatosensory stimuli were found to be part of the 
repertoire of observed spontaneous activity (Luczak et al., 2009), and the 
spatiotemporal correlations of spikes in the visual cortex to be similar at rest and 
when observing natural scenes (Fiser et al., 2004). More generally, the dynamic 
range of a neural network, i.e., the range of stimulus intensities resulting in 
distinguishable responses (Kinouchi and Copelli, 2006), can be related to its 
spontaneous activity (Shew et al., 2009). The organization of spontaneous activity 
reflects past inputs, modulates future network responses (Ohl et al., 2001; Yao et al., 
2007), and is predictive of performance on arrange of cognitive tasks (Fox et al., 
2007; Kounios et al., 2008). (Papo 2013, p. 2) 
 
Obviously, the relationship between a “dynamic range of a neural 
network” and its “spontaneous activity” corresponds to the unity and 
stability of the “I”. Otherwise, if the self did not exist, the human beings 
would not be able to survive in any environment and we would not even 
be able to think. MTL is activated for self-referential processing and 
memory-based scene construction, episodic decisions about future, 
while dMPFC for present mental states, one’s self, mental states of other 
people and social cognition. As hubs, the aMPFC and PCC have the 
functional properties of these subsystems. (Andrews-Hanna et al. 2010, 
p. 555-8) 
 
In summary, the default network may provide integrated internal representations of 
the outside world and of our organism. These representations can be regarded as the 
central function of conscious experience, offering important advantages for survival 
such as planning, decision making, and behavioral control in response to external 
demands (Raichle and others 2001 Pearson and others 2011). (Mantini and 
Vanduffel 2013, p. 84) 
 

                                                            
1 “A midline core (posterior cingulate and anterior medial prefrontal cortex) is active 
when people make self-relevant, affective decisions. In contrast, a medial temporal 
lobe subsystem becomes engaged when decisions involve constructing a mental 
scene based on memory.”  (Andrews-Hanna 2010, p. 550) See more details about 
MTL subsystem and memory-based construction, dMPFC and introspection about 
mental states, and aMPFC and PCC hubs in valuation of personally-significant 
affective information in Andrews-Hanna (2012, p. 9-11).  
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These paragraphs need the EDWs framework! Indeed, among other 
things, the default network corresponds to the “internal” representations 
of the outside world acquired in the memory during development and 
the entire life. Without the default network, the corresponding self 
would not exist. However, Andrews-Hanna makes a very important 
observation regarding the difference of goal-directed tasks between 
“externally-oriented in nature” (attention mainly to visual stimuli1) with 
strong TIDs in the default network during passive control states and 
“internal” or “introspective” type with less TIDs and “oftentimes, task-
evoked activity in the default network even increases compared to 
passive baseline (Buckner and Carroll 2007; Buckner and others 2008; 
Spreng and others 2009; see Spreng and others 2010 for further 
discussion)”. (Andrews-Hanna 2012, p. 4)  

Papo has a very short but very interesting section on “Resting 
and task-related activity [that] are two sides of the same coin” 
introducing fluctuation dissipation theory for describing spontaneous 
and stimulus-related activities. (Papo 2013, p. 2) Without analyzing 
these notions, I emphasize that indeed the resting and the task-related 
activities are both two sides of the same coin, the “I”. (See Vacariu 
2008, 2012) Similar to Bechtel (2013), Papo also considers that we have 
to “reformulate” cognitive functions in terms of this passive brain 
activity or “generic properties of brain activity at rest”: for instance, we 
have to introduce the task-related brain activity (that is, each mental 
function) into a larger scale and we also have to eliminate the false 
notion of “noise”. 
 
Studying task-related brain activity at the long time scales typical of single episodes 
of learning or reasoning, but also of entire experiments of perceptual phenomena, 
forces into considering spatiotemporal fluctuations of ongoing activity spanning 
many orders of magnitude. These fluctuations are not mere noise; rather, they reflect 
the brain’s exploration of its multi scale dynamic repertoire (Ghosh et al., 2007; 
Deco et al., 2011). (Papo 2013, p. 3)  
 

From my viewpoint, the default networks correspond to the implicit, 
unconscious, procedural knowledge that is, together with conscious, 
                                                            
1 “Providing support for the role of the default network in broad external attention, 
Shulman and colleagues (1997) noted that TIDs were more pronounced when tasks 
involved foveal stimuli.” (Andrews-Hanna 2012, p. 6) 
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explicit, declarative and procedural knowledge (i.e., the goal-directing 
tasks), the “I” (see Vacariu 2008)). Even if there are some authors 
mentioning the role of default network, in my paper from 2005, for 
instance, I emphasize not only the essential role of the implicit 
knowledge (and its related notions) in thinking but I also offer the 
philosophical framework, the EDWs perspective, necessary to clarify 
the correct use of many notions from neuroscience and psychology. 

In this context, we can try to answer this question: “What are 
the mental functions that correspond to DMN?” Among many 
possibilities we find memories, prospections, emotions, and the mental 
“self”: “mind wandering, spontaneous recollection of previous 
memories, production of hypothetical scenarios and future plans, and 
other personal and social thoughts and imaginings (Andreasen et al., 
1995; Smallwood & Schooler, 2006)”. (Immordino-Yang et al. 2012, p. 
356) Levinson et al. (2012) conduct some experiments showing that 
“task unrelated thought” (“TUT”, that is the mind wandering1) requires 
working memory (WM): “WM enables a context-dependent moderation 
of TUT” (this relationship has to be clarified), even if not in all cases (p. 
378). There is an alternative which considers that the mind wandering 
occurs spontaneously in the brain: working memory “inhibits” mind 
wandering (p. 376).2 Using fMRI, Tambini et al. (2010) investigate the 
role of hippocampus during rest state, that is the functional connectivity 
(resting BOLD correlations) between hippocampus and cortical (lateral 
occipital complex) areas and between cortical areas after an “associative 
memory task”. In the past, it has been known that hippocampus had an 
essential role for episodic memory and hippocampal-cortical 
interactions producing “memory consolidation” in a distributive manner 
                                                            
1 The mind wandering is also known as day-dreaming, stimulus independent thought 
or task unrelated thoughts. (Smallwood and Scholeer 2009, p. 443) 
2 Epel et al. (2013) want to prove that mind wandering (inversely related to 
attentional measures of mindfulness) is related to shorter telomere length and thus 
accelerating “cellular aging across immune cell types”. (Epel et al. 2013, p. 80) 
“Telomeres are the DNA-based caps that protect the chromosome termini. 
Telomeres typically shorten with age and psychological and physiological stressors, 
and telomere shortness predicts early disease and mortality (Lin, Epel, & Blackburn, 
2011). Telomere shortness may be a useful marker of accelerated aging early in life 
as well, as violence exposure has been linked to telomere shortening in children 
(Shalev et al., 2012).” (Epel et al. 2013, p. 76) 
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(Marr, 1971; McClelland et al., 1995; Nadel et al. 2000, Squire et al. 
1984 in Tambini et al. 2010, p.  280)1 Tambini et al.’s conclusion is very 
important: 

 
First, enhanced hippocampal-cortical (in the present case; hippocampal-LO) 
interactions were found during rest following an experience with high levels of later 
associative memory and the magnitude of resting correlations across subjects 
predicted individual differences in later associative memory for the preceding 
experience. Second, enhanced cortico-cortical interactions also were found during 
rest, depending on the later strength of memory for that experience. (Tambini et 
al. 2010, p. 285)2 
 
The resting brain states or “off-line rest periods” (correlations between 
cortical and subcortical areas) have a major role in memory 
consolidation (the long-term memory). Therefore, when we have a 
visual perception, for instance, of a glass of water on a table the self 
implicitly accesses the memory and almost instantly recognizes those 
two objects and their relationship. However, memory involves 
connections between the cortical and the subcortical areas, in fact the 
entire brain that corresponds to our visual perception. Can we really fit 

                                                            
1 They suppose that “if interregional interactions during rest are important for 
memory consolidation, functional connectivity should be enhanced during rest 
following a task with high subsequent memory, compared to the baseline levels of 
functional connectivity during rest before the task. Furthermore, experiences 
followed by rest periods with higher hippocampal-cortical and cortico-cortical 
correlations should be better remembered than those experiences followed by lower 
levels of correlated activity.” (Tambini et al. 2010, p. 281) 
2 “The present finding that resting connectivity is influenced by recent experiences 
are concordant with two related but distinct studies that ask if connectivity in the 
‘‘default network’’ (Raichle et al., 2001), per se, changes based on previous 
experiences (Albert et al., 2009; Hasson et al., 2009). Specifically, Hasson et al. 
(2009) showed that correlations between ‘‘default network’’ regions can be 
modulated during task and rest periods by the prior task content and found that 
lower levels of network connectivity during task are related to better comprehension 
of information during the task. Furthermore, Albert et al. (2009) found that 
connectivity in the default network, as well as in the cerebellum, is specifically 
enhanced during rest after a task requiring motor learning, demonstrating a 
relationship between learning and changes in resting connectivity, similar to changes 
seen in rodents (Eschenko et al., 2006, 2008; Peyrache et al., 2009; Ribeiro et al., 
2004).” (Tambini et al. 2010, p. 286) 
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the numbers of “localized” neuronal patterns and their time with quite 
simple psychological processes and their time but taking into account 
that any psychological process is the “I”? Moreover, it seems that quite 
many scientists and philosophers started to accept that the mind-
wandering (the implicit knowledge) has a very important role in 
accomplishing any mental explicit function. 

Mrazek et al. (2013) showed that a 2-week “mindfulness-
training” course on GRE (reading comprehension) would decrease mind 
wandering and thus improve working memory and other cognitive 
performance.1 Previous research indicated that mindfulness2 

 
has been shown to diminish activity in the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC; Farb et 
al., 2007), a cortical area playing a pivotal role in self-referential processing and the 
‘default mode network’ (DMN) (Gusnard et al., 2001). Indeed, Farb et al. (2007) 
recently showed that an experiential focus condition, involving the mindful 
monitoring of present-moment circumstances, was associated with decreased MPFC 
function (dorso-medial PFC [DMPFC], ventro-medial PFC [VMPFC]), compared 
with a narrative focus condition (i.e. monitoring self-descriptive traits). These 
researchers also found that the MPFC deactivations associated with experiential 
focus were more pronounced in participants having received an 8-week 
mindfulness-based stress-reduction (MBSR) program, relative to a wait-listed 
control group. (Taylor et al. 2013, p. 4)  
 

                                                            
1 Baird et al. try to show that “unrelated thoughts” facilitate “creative problem 
solving”: “The study reported here demonstrated that taking a break involving an 
undemanding task improved performance on a classic creativity task (the UUT) far 
more than did taking a break involving a demanding task, resting, or taking no 
break. Notably, this improvement was observed only for repeated-exposure 
problems, which demonstrates that it resulted from an incubation process rather than 
a general increase in creative problem solving”. (Baird et al. 2012, p. 1120)  
2 Mindfulness is to pay attention “on purpose, in the present moment, and non-
judgmentally (Kabat-Zinn, 1994, p. 4)” (Carlson 2013, p. 173), “mindfulness 
attention reflects metacognitive monitoring of one’s current experience” (p. 175) or 
a “specific quality of attention to moment-by-moment experience (Kabat-Zinn, 
1994)”, a “nonelaborative, non-judgmental, present-centered awareness in which 
each thought, feeling, or sensation that arises in the attentional field is acknowledged 
and accepted as is’ (Bishop et al., 2003, p. 31)”. (Diaz 2013, p. 44)  It seems that 
mindfulness has positive effects on mental and physical health (Carlson 2013) (see 
for instance, mindfulness training method “Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction or 
MBSR”, Diaz 2013, p. 44). 
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Taylor et al.’s experiments want to show the effects of “meditation 
training” on the DMN during a restful state. Using fMRI, their 
experiments include 13 experienced meditators and 11 beginner 
meditators. Analyzing these experiments, we can notice the influence of 
a period of “development” of a human being on the “I” and its 
corresponding brain (body). During meditation, some neuronal areas 
(“relationship between the DMPFC (BA 10) and three other DMN 
regions (left IPL [BA 39], VMPFC [BA 10]1), as well as the 
relationship between the VMPFC (BA 10) and the right ITC [BA 21]” 
and “IPL (BA 39) and PC/PCC (BA 31)” decrease their activity, while 
other areas (“right IPL (BA 39) and three other DMN regions (DMPFC 
[BA 10], left IPL [BA 39] and PC / PCC [BA 31))” increase their 
activity for experienced meditators in comparison to beginners.2 The 
decreased activity shows “a diminution of analytic self-referent 
processes (Northoff et al., 2006)” (p. 11), “a reduction in emotional 
appraisal during self-referent processes, consistent with the view that 
mindfulness is intended to promote acceptance of thoughts, perceptions 
and feelings (Bishop, 2004)”, “reduced retrieval or encoding of self-
referent memories”, “reduced emotional autobiographical retrieval 

                                                            
1 My footnote: “PCC=posterior cingulate cortex; PC=precuneus; DMPFC=dorso-
medial prefrontal cortex; VMPFC¼ventro-medial prefrontal cortex; IPL=inferior 
parietal lobule; ITC=inferolateral temporal cortex; PHG=parahippocampal gyrus; 
R=right; L=left.” (Taylor et al. 2013, p. 9) 
2 “Buddhist meditators (with 10 000–40 000h of meditation experience) exhibit 
greater gamma synchrony between medial prefrontal and parietal areas during a 
resting state (Lutz et al., 2004). Interestingly, increased gamma wave synchrony 
between frontal and parietal lobes has been interpreted as reflecting enhanced 
conscious awareness of the present moment (Tononi and Edelman, 1998; Engel et 
al., 1999), a central characteristic of the mindful state.” (Taylor et al. 2013, p. 10) 
However, some correlations “involving the VMPFC (BA 10), the right IPL (BA 39), 
the PHG (BA 36) and the left ITC (BA 21) were no longer different, between the 
two groups, when analyzed using partial correlations. This finding is consistent with 
the notion that the DMN is segregated into functional subsystems (Perlbarg et al., 
2007; Buckner et al., 2008), and that the power of low-frequency BOLD fluctuations 
in different regions of the DMN is rank-ordered, with the ITC exhibiting the lowest 
power, and the PC/PCC the highest power, followed by the VMPFC and the 
DMPFC (Jiao et al., 2011).” (Taylor et al. 2013, p. 12) 
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during rest for the experienced meditators” (Taylor et al., p. 12). The 
increased activity of those neuronal areas corresponds to “adaptive 
consequences of mindful training”, “a beneficial impact of mindfulness 
training in terms of emotional resources and conscious awareness of the 
present moment”, “reduction of self-referential thoughts”, “greater 
global attention and moment-to-moment awareness” during resting 
states. (Taylor et al. 2013, p. 11)1 These experiments, like other 
empirical research, indicate that the mind-wandering is the “I” and 
therefore, in order to explain cognition we have to take into account not 
only the explicit, conscious, declarative knowledge but also the implicit, 
unconscious, procedural knowledge. 

Using EEG, Berkovich-Ohana et al. (2011) work on 
“mindfulness meditation” (MM), DMN, self-referential processing with 
state (short effects) and trait (long-term effects) in relationship with 
gamma band EEG. They indicate different works on this topic but I 
would like to mention just a few of them: meditation influences the 
neuroplasticity in brain function (Davidson and Lutz, 2008) and 

                                                            
1 Diaz (2013) analyzes the relationship between mindfulness meditation, attention, 
aesthetic response and “flow” during musical listening (10 minutes excerpt of 
Puccini’s opera “La Boheme”). Flow: “Csikszentmihalyi (1990) explains that 
intense enjoyment resulting from engagement in intrinsically rewarding tasks is due 
in some part to an individual’s degree of absorption or immersion in relationship to 
said activity” (Diaz 2013, p. 43) or “a mental/emotional state partially characterized 
by the feeling of being fully immersed, focused, and involved in a given task” (Diaz 
2013, p. 48). “According to flow theory, a balance between an individual’s skills and 
the complexity of a given task are said to affect the likelihood of experiencing flow, 
as well as the relative magnitude of such experiences (Nakamura & 
Csikszentmihalyi, 2002).” “Engaging in mindfulness prior to music listening might 
serve as a means of enhancing attentional skills, and thus affect the overall response 
characteristics of flow or other heightened affective experiences.” (Diaz 2013, p. 46) 
“In the present study, the effects of mindfulness on attention, flow, and aesthetic 
response were examined among trained musicians throughout a controlled music 
listening task. Specifically, the study sought to answer how participants might differ 
in respect to measures of attention, magnitude of response, and temporal 
characteristics using either flow or aesthetic response as a condition for listening, 
with or without engaging in a mindfulness task.” (Diaz 2013, p. 46) Their results 
indicate that mindfulness might increase “concentration and awareness during 
cognitive/affective tasks relating to music”. (Diaz 2013, p. 55) 
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structure (Hölzel et al., 2011); the MM for trained subjects reduces the 
activity of mPFC1 and “habitual coupling between the mPFC regions” 
correlated with representations of the self, and posterior lateral 
viscerosomatic areas correlated with the images of body state and 
increase activity of right lateralized brain areas (PFC, insula, secondary 
somatosensory cortex, and inferior parietal lobule. (Farb et al. (2007, in 
Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011, p. 2) Notably, their research shows that 
MM decrease activity and lower habitual connections of some parts of 
DMN, while other research indicates increasing activity of DNM. 
(Hölzel et al. 2007 in Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011)2 Based also on other 
results, they specify that gamma power increases in the prefrontal area 
of DMN, these processes being correlated with self-referential 
processing, while the activity of the rest of the DMN activate alpha and 
beta oscillations, and negative activation for frontal and midline theta 
power, etc. (p. 2) Anyway, gamma band in the prefrontal area of DMN 
reflects the self-reference. However, gamma oscillations are related to 
top-down attention processes and conscious awareness. Different 
experiments indicate that changes in gamma power (increase or 
decrease) from different brain’s areas (parieto-occipital, right posterior 
occipital, left-central-temporal  region, right superior frontal and right 
temporal-parietal areas, frontal and parietal areas) are correlated with 
MM.  

In this study, the transition from resting state to active state 
indicates a decrease of gamma power in frontal and middle areas, and 
therefore these neuronal areas stipulate a “marker” of DMN activity.3 

                                                            
1 For state effects, the authors suggest that “gamma power has been related to the 
frontal node of the DMN, the mPFC (Mantini et al., 2007); and (iii) the DMN 
essentially involves frontal and midline structures (Buckner et al., 2008; Gusnard et 
al., 2001)”. (Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011, p. 6) 
2 Also, “MM aims at cultivating a non-judgmental awareness of the internal and 
external stimuli present in each moment (Hart, 1987; Kabat-Zinn, 2003). MM, 
among other Buddhist practices, could be expected to affect self-referential 
processing, as the major aim of practice is the realization, by direct experience, of 
the lack of any essential ‘self’ (Dreyfus and Thompson, 2007).” (Berkovich-Ohana 
et al. 2011, pp. 1-2) 
3 For state effects, the authors mention that “Jerbi et al. (2010) recently provided rare 
data from depth recordings in humans that show transient neural deactivation within 
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(Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011, p. 6) However, for state effects, the 
gamma power increases in left temporal and parietal-occipital, and 
temporal.1 For the trait effects, gamma power increases in right parietal-
occipital and is correlated with attentional process, and decreases in 
frontal zone (interoceptive or external sensory awareness) (especially 
right hemisphere). (p. 8) Very interesting for me is the research on the 
status of the “I”. Right prefrontal cortex is correlated with self-
awareness and self-related processing (self-recognition, self-relevance 
during meta-cognitive evaluation of trait adjectives, episodic memories, 
and autonoetic consciousness (“mentally represent and become aware of 
subjective experience over time” (Markowitsch, 2003; Wheeler et al., 
1997 in Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011, p. 8).  

 
This autonoetic consciousness, introduced by William James as the ‘Me’ (James, 
1890), has been given different names, including ‘‘autobiographical self’’ (Damasio 
and Meyer, 2009), ‘‘narrative self’’ (Gallagher, 2000) and the ‘‘self-reflective self’’ 
(Zahavi, 2011). However, one can also be noetically aware about one’s self, which 
means thinking objectively about the world, without involving self-relevance to 
whatever one experiences (Keenan et al., 2000). This phenomenon was 
differentiated from the ‘Me’ by William James as the ‘I’ (James, 1890), largely 
characterized by momentary bodily experiencing, and called by others the ‘‘core 
self’’ (Damasio, 1999; Damasio and Meyer, 2009), the ‘‘experiential or prereflective 
self’’ (Zahavi, 2011), and the ‘‘minimal self’’: (Gallagher, 2000). The largely right 
lateralized F ROI gamma reduction seen in the MM practitioners compared to 
controls, both during RS and TP (Fig. 3), suggests a trait transition from self-
reference processing which is narrative in nature, towards experiential self-reference 
mode. (Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011, p. 8) 
 
So, during meditation in trait effects, gamma power decreases in right 
prefrontal cortex and increases in right posterior-occipital areas, these 
processing reflecting the “trait shift from dwelling mentally within the 
extended self with its engagement in self-processing experience, 

                                                                                                                              
the gamma band range in the mPFC during task-engagement.” (Berkovich-Ohana et 
al. 2011, p. 6) 
1 For state effects, the increase of gamma power in posterior area reflects either the 
“momentary sensory awareness, as suggested by Cahn et al. (2010)”, or the 
attentional process (Fries, etc.) that involves posterior parietal lobe (Behrmann et al. 
2004. (Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011, p. 8)  
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towards the minimal, momentary and embodied experiencing self”. 
(Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011, p. 8)  
 
Going back to the issue of self-reference, the ‘I’ (core-self) and the ‘Me’ (narrative-
self) have a different and complementary existence in the spatio-temporal domain: 
while the ‘Me’ places one in individual historical time and place, his or her actual 
past and possible future, the experiential ‘I’ is rooted in the here and now, in 
momentary experience (Damasio, 1999). Our TP [time production1] results, both the 
cognitive measure and its negative correlation with frontal gamma power, give 
further support to our suggestion that MM reduces the narrative, and increases the 
experiential self-reference processing. Further evidence for this line of argument 
comes from a recent fMRI study, which revealed that ‘time dilation’ occurs in 
conjunction with the activation of several midline structures, such as the anterior 
cingulate and left precuneus (Van Wassenhove et al., 2011; Wittmann et al., 2010), 
related to experiential self-referential processing, or core-self (Northoff and 
Bermpohl, 2004; Northoff et al., 2006). 
  
The authors of these experiments obtained some unexpected results: a 
positive correlation between meditation states and frontal gamma power, 
i.e., the narrative self-referential processing being involved. (Berkovich-
Ohana et al. 2011, p. 8)  
 
We speculate that lower narrative self-referential processing might be subjectively 
experienced and judged as lower metacognitive monitoring. Metacognitive 
monitoring involves the flow of information from the object level to the meta-level. 
It refers to evaluation (bottom-up) and control (top-down) of one’s cognitive 
processes. The role of the meta-level is to evaluate what is being monitored, and 
based on this evaluation, control object-level processing by a feedback flow of 
information (Koriat, 2007; Nelson, 1996). (Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011, pp. 
8-9)2 

                                                            
1 I added this footnote: “The transition from resting state (RS), a condition shown to 
be related to DMN activity and self-processing, to time production (TP), which is a 
task engaging attention in temporal measurement with a trade-off in attention 
allocation to other cognitive modules performing nontemporal information 
processing (Glicksohn, 2001), is accompanied by a decline over the frontal (F) and 
midline (M) ROIs (Fig. 2).” (Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011, p. 6) 
2 “However, Brown and Ryan (2004) make a point that mindfulness is not 
metacognition: ‘‘consciousness and cognition are distinct processing modalities. As 
a cognitive process, metacognition operates within the realm of thought, to monitor 
and control cognitive activities and to ensure that cognitive goals have been met. 
Mindfulness differs from such metacognitive processes in that its mode of operation 
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Within a “speculative” frame, Berkovich-Ohana et al. introduce meta-
level (that is quite similar to the “abstract level” used, as we saw in this 
book but also in Vacariu 2012, by many other researchers) for 
“monitoring and controlling”. Thus, meta-level is in fact the mind-EW 
that has nothing to do with the neuronal processes. A part of their 
conclusion is that during transition from rest to a particular task, gamma 
power decreases over frontal and middle areas for MM and control 
subjects. However, for MM subjects the gamma power over frontal 
(right-lateralized) correlated with narrative self-reference and DMN 
activity decreases, while the same power increases in temporal and 
parietal-occipital (right lateralized) areas. For trait effect, the right 
parietal-occipital gamma increases for MM subjects. (Berkovich-Ohana 
et al. 2011, p. 9) As I illustrated in Vacariu (2012), people working in 
cognitive neuroscience today are “lost in localization” using not only 
fMRI but also EEG: we cannot localize mental functions that would 
correspond to some wave frequencies (or to some neuronal patterns of 
activation grasped by fMRI) just because such “correlations” do not 
exist since we mix EDWs.  

Contrary to the view that living beings are “driven by the past”, 
present conditions and inner states, Seligman et al. (2013) show us that 
prospection1 (the representation of possible future) is essential in 
organizing feature of perception, cognition, affect, memory, motivation 
and action. (p. 119) From my viewpoint, Seligman et al. are right: we 
cannot make a clear distinction between past, present and future since all 
these three elements are the “I”. More exactly, the “I” is constructed 
during life through overlapping the knowledge acquired not only due to 

                                                                                                                              
is perceptual, operating upon thought, as well as upon emotion and other contents of 
consciousness, rather than within them’’ (p. 243). (Berkovich-Ohana et al. 2011, p. 9) 
1 “Thinking is designed for doing, as William James famously asserted (James, 
1890, 1:33), and because doing affects the future, never the past, such thinking will 
be designed for what Gilbert (2006), Gilbert and Wilson (2007), and Buckner and 
Carroll (2007) called ‘prospection,’ the mental simulation of future possibilities. We 
call such accounts ‘teleological,’ meaning explanation by selection in light of values 
and goals, where ‘telos’ means ‘end.’” (Seligman et al. 2013, p. 120) “Prospection 
preferentially engages certain regions that are required for flexible recombination of 
information, including anterior hippocampus and frontopolar cortex (Addis, Cheng, 
& Schacter, 2010; Addis, Pan, Vu, Laiser, & Schacter, 2009; see also Szpunar, 
Chan, & McDermott, 2009).” (Seligman et al. 2013, p. 129) 
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the development (from birth until present moment) but also to the 
evolution of species (for instance prospection, i.e., the possibility of 
realizing plans for the future in order to survive within an environment). 
Therefore the “I” is both “driven by the past”, living the present, and 
“navigating into the future”. More exactly, time and the distinction 
between past, present and future is just a methodological distinction1 
because of: (1) the continuity of these “times”, the segmentation is our 
human mind creation and time is just “process”, i.e., interactions (2) all 
processes are the “I” and its unity is against this segmentation. As 
Seligman et al. consider, learning2 and memories mirror the past 

                                                            
1 Under Kant’s approach, (our) time is a human construct even if from his 
viewpoint, a priori intuition of time is transcendental not psychological construct. 
Moreover, the distinctions between a priori and empirical time (space) and 
categories are, according to Parvu’s interpretation (personal communication), just 
methodological distinctions. Anyway, Seligamna et al. mention that when “we speak 
of teleological behavior, we thus do not deny that habits can play a part in 
subcomponents of action, but this role takes place within a flexible, value-based 
framework that is the key to the intelligence of the behavior (Diedrichsen, 
Shadmehr, & Ivry, 2009) and to the skill of expert behavior (Yarrow et al., 2009). 
Such overall teleological organization of action makes evolutionary sense.” 
(Seligman et al. 2013, p. 125) 
2 An interesting paragraph about learning: “Such learning is a matter of responding 
not simply accurately but passively to environmental features, as when a skilled 
athlete’s rapid eye movements predict the trajectory of a ball more rapidly and 
accurately than an amateur’s (Land & McLeod, 2000; see also Abegg, Manoach, & 
Barton, 2011), but also of spontaneous, self-initiated eye movements optimal for the 
extraction of information relevant to resolving task-relevant uncertainty (Najemnik 
& Geisler, 2005). It appears that top athletes are not simply well trained but act 
through a continuously updated, largely unconscious or “implicit” action-guiding 
forward model of their situation and its possibilities (Yarrow, Brown, & Krakauer, 
2009).” (Seligman et al. 2013, p. 124) Reading the name of Peter McLeod’s reminds 
me about connectionist networks with implicit knowledge (McLeod, Rolls and 
Plunkett wrote a book on connectionism in 1996), van Gelder’ s functional 
compositionality (1995), Smolensky’s two levels of description, and superpositional 
storage (“a new knowledge has to be stored superpositionally, that is, by amending 
existing weights.” Clark 2001, p. 184). (About all these notions of connectionism, 
see Vacariu 2008) Therefore I add another paragraph: “Unlike conscious processes, 
the unconscious processes underlying implicit prospection are capable of handling 
very large numbers of statistical relationships at once—think, for example, of the 
decisive feint and pass made at the last minute by a champion soccer player, setting 
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experience, but due to evolution, for survival and reproduction, an 
organism “lies in the future”. (p. 120)  
 
During “REM sleep, rats trained in a maze repeatedly reactivate the neural “map” 
they have formed during training, with activation preferentially located in areas they 
visited less frequently during the day. Moreover, shortcuts begin to emerge in the 
neural map, passing through areas never visited (Gupta, van der Meer, Touretzky, & 
Redish, 2010; Ji & Wilson, 2007). The rat is using resources of internal simulation 
to redeploy elements of past experience efficiently and creatively, departing from 
associationism’s predictions in a manner that would help explain how Lashley’s 

(1929) escaped rats knew just which shortcut to take.” (Seligman et al. 2013, p. 
125)1 
 
Prospection is strongly related to consciousness and subjectivity or 
Block’s phenomenal consciousness (Seligman et al. 2013, p. 129-131) 
and also to sequences of thought that involve logical reasoning (Baars 
2002 in Seligman et al. 2013, p. 130).2 We can clearly interpret the main 
ideas from this paper as another argument for the EDWs perspective 
(mainly for the status of the “I” as an EW and having its unity).  
 
5.3 Few words on consciousness in cognitive neuroscience 
It seems obvious that conscious and unconscious states are the “I” and 
these states correspond only methodologically to parts of the brain, 

                                                                                                                              
up the winning goal. At the conscious level, Kahneman and Tversky (1979) showed, 
humans are poor at explicitly calculating conditional probabilities. But even 8-
month-old children appear capable of rapidly learning conditional probabilities 
implicitly, as they spontaneously parse the speech they hear (Aslin, Saffran, & 
Newport, 1998).” (Seligman et al. 2013, p. 126) 
1 “During REM sleep, rats trained in a maze repeatedly reactivate the neural “map” 
they have formed during training, with activation preferentially located in areas they 
visited less frequently during the day. Moreover, shortcuts begin to emerge in the 
neural map, passing through areas never visited (Gupta, van der Meer, Touretzky, & 
Redish, 2010; Ji & Wilson, 2007). The rat is using resources of internal simulation 
to redeploy elements of past experience efficiently and creatively, departing from 
associationism’s predictions in a manner that would help explain how Lashley’s 
(1929) escaped rats knew just which shortcut to take.” (Seligman et al. 2013, p. 125) 
2 Obviously, Seligman et al. are right in writing that “as increasing knowledge of the 
brain reveals, explanations that leave out this teleological element in the guidance of 
action are inadequate” (Seligman et al. 2013, p 1360)  
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whereas in reality each mental state is the “I” that corresponds to the 
brain and body (that, according to the dynamical system approach, 
strongly interacts with the environment). Using fMRI, Imamoglu et al. 
(2012) conduct some experiments on human subjects1 to illustrate that 
the process of conscious object recognition requires the activation of 
new parts of the brain in relation to the process of unrecognized objects. 
The results indicate that conscious perceptual states require neuronal 
connectivity changes between extrastriate cortex (visual areas) and 
prefrontal cortex (the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex). (Imamoglu et al 
2012) The authors work within the “hierarchy of visual processing” 
frame grasping the changes in functional connectivity of a distributed 
network (prefrontal, temporal and visual areas) that reflect conscious 
recognition: “the functional connectivity between visual and prefrontal 
areas is critical and supports the notion that feedforward input is 
important for conscious object recognition” (Imamoglu et al. 2012, p. 
1916).2 Again, I believe that this “hierarchy of visual processing” is just 
a methodological “segmentation” realized by some researchers and 
under the umbrella created by Gallant’s lab works, such segmentations 
are quite meaningless. Even if they promote such hierarchy of visual 
processing, Imamoglu et al. also accept the “distributed framework” (a 
perceptual state is correlated with activated large parts of the brain) but, 
at the end of their paper, they insist on the fact that the “present work 
emphasizes the role of feedforward connections in conscious 
recognition” (Imamoglu et al. 2012, p. 1916). Again, almost in 
contradiction, the authors specify that they do not exclude “the possible 
role of top-down interactions between frontal regions and visual areas in 

                                                            
1 With the same visual stimulus (Mooney images), it was compared two different 
perceptual conditions: recognized vs. not recognized. (Imamoglu et al. 2012, p. 
1915) 
2 They believe that their results “extend previous studies of conscious perception 
that only measured activity within specific brain regions (Beck et al., 2001; 
Kleinschmidt et al., 1998; Lumer et al., 1998; Polonsky et al., 2000; Portas et al., 
2000; Ress and Heeger, 2003) or those that looked for whole-brain activity but not 
for directed functional connectivity between brain regions (Dehaene et al., 2001; 
Lumer and Rees, 1999; Lumer et al., 1998; Tononi, 1998). A network of brain 
regions including early visual cortex, higher visual areas such as object-sensitive 
regions (LOC), parietal lobe and prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) responds in a task-
related but unspecific manner.” (Imamoglu et al. 2012, p. 1915) 
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conscious recognition of objects (idem). From my viewpoint, their 
mistake is that these authors ignore the backward propagations that take 
place even already at the subcortical level and between cortical and 
subcortical areas. Moreover, they completely ignore neuromodulators 
and oscillations that have to be correlated with that perceptual state, but 
such processes cannot be characterized as being feedforward or 
feedbackward projections.1 Talking about EDWs and using any 
conditions of observation, I consider we cannot observe exactly the 
correspondences between any mental perceptual state (all such states are 
the “I") and the brain’s processes (situated within a “spatio-temporal” 
framework). 

In 2010, Lamme writes a paper about consciousness from 
different viewpoints (philosophical, functional, phenomenological, 
neurological arguments) published in Cognitive Neuroscience journal. 
At the beginning of his paper, Lamme claims that introspection and 
behavior cannot explain visual perceptual consciousness (iconic 
representation in a phenomenological sense2). Obviously, a human 
subject sees a “virtual copy of the external world” with many objects but 
this image (“large capacity” that contains unconscious processes) is 
fragile always in a dynamic change. (Lamme 2010, p. 208) Within this 
large capacity view, there is a limited view that contains the 
representations of entities on which we are conscious. It seems clear 
that, even if his paper is published quite recently (2010), Lamme’s 
perspective is quite “old” without being updated with very recent 
empirical results (last 2-3 years) from cognitive neuroscience. 
Regarding the “neural arguments”, in his first paragraph, Lamme writes 
that “large capacity iconic memory representations sit in visual cortex, 
while the limited working memory representation depends on the fronto-
parietal network”. From the viewpoint of recent research this affirmation 

                                                            
1 We have to remember Seymour et al.’s experiment (2009) (see also Whitney 2009 
and Bartels 2009) that illustrates that the primary visual cortex includes information 
not only about motion direction and color hue but also about conjunction of these 
two features. (Seymour et al. 2009, p. 180) (Regarding this topic, see Vacariu 2012) 
2 Lamme’s footnote: “Please note that neither iconic nor working memory 
representations have any visual phenomenality themselves. They are just memory 
traces, of course.” (Lamme 2010, p. 208) This statement is essential: indeed any 
kind of representation is “just a memory trace”, i.e., it is the “I”! 
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is outdated1, from the viewpoint of EDWs perspective it is wrong. 
Trusting the future of neuroscience, Lamme believes that the 
explanatory gap between neuroscience and phenomenality has been 
passed by neuroscience. (p. 212) In order to support this idea, Lamme 
introduces only a few and quite old (or macroscopic) results (1998, 
2000, and 2001; later 2006, 2008 and 2009). Moreover, there are other 
notions used in this paper in the same situation: the binding problem, 
attention, memory, etc. Lamme introduces four neural stages correlated 
with unconscious-conscious processes: “superficial” and “deep” 
feedforward and recurrent (reentrant) connections.2 Interestingly, 
regarding the actual situation of empirical results, he uses several times 
expressions like “unclear”, “still controversial”, likewise, “the jury is 
still out on the exact neural mechanism”, etc.3 As we see in this book, 
nowadays, scientists working in cognitive neuroscience always use such 
expressions that mirror their empirical results on essential topics. Their 
hope is unbelievable! Even under such circumstances, the author is very 
optimistic regarding the results of neuroscience. My conclusion is that, 
working within the unicorn world with some information from a pseudo-
science (cognitive neuroscience) and with quite a few papers from this 
area, Lamme’s view (like everybody working under the same 
conditions) is quite improper in this extremely dynamic but 
inappropriate field, cognitive neuroscience. 

 
 

                                                            
1 Having the possibility of inventing new apparatus of “reading the mind”, this 
affirmation will always be true in cognitive neuroscience! 
2 Even Lamme specifies that “by laying the unconscious and conscious processing 
divide between Stages 1/2 and 3/4 respectively, attention and consciousness (in the 
sense of phenomenality) become orthogonal and hence independent properties 
(Lamme, 2003, 2004). There is currently much debate about whether these two 
functions are better considered independent, and a variety of experiments support 
this idea (Koch & Tsuchiya, 2007). (Lamme 2010, p. 218) 
3 “The role of neural synchrony, whether of an oscillatory nature or not, is still 
controversial, but much evidence supports the idea that synchronous firing is 
important for feature binding and conscious perception (Engel, Fries, & Singer, 
2001; Engel & Singer, 2001; Singer, 1999; Uhlhaas et al., 2009).” (Lamme 2010, p. 
216) Against this “much evidence” regarding oscillations, see Vacariu (2012).  
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5.4 Rakover’s “methodological dualism”: the methodological 
differences between natural sciences (physics) and (cognitive) psychology  
In Rakover’s papers (2012, 2011/2012) there are many ideas that are 
quite close to my EDWs perspective. However, the main difference is 
that Rakover’s view is a methodological one (“methodological 
dualism”, a “Multi-Explanation Framework” in psychology), while my 
view is a hyper-ontological perspective.1 Therefore, even at the 
beginning of this section, I can draw the attention upon the fact that my 
EDWs perspective furnishes the “ontological” framework of Rakover’s 
methodological viewpoint2. In his 2011/2012 paper, Rakover draws the 
attention upon the fact that the mind-brain problem has not been solved 
yet. (Rakover 2011/2012) Putnam’s words as motto to his paper from 
2011/20123 reflect Rakover’s antireductionist viewpoint. It is important 
to mention that this methodological antireductionism is quite close to 
functionalism (philosophy of mind), whereas Rakover tries to avoid, 
ontologically, the mind-brain problem. Under the methodological 
umbrella, the author believes that behavior can be explained by 
integrating two kinds of explanation: mechanicistic (that includes 
cognitive-computational and neurophysiological explanations) and 
mentalistic explanations (beliefs, intentions, etc.). (Rakover 2011/2012, 
p. 19) However, we have to take into account the fact that even 

                                                            
1 As I indicated in my works, the eternal distinction between “ontology” and 
“epistemology” is one of the major errors of human thinking since its mythical-
theological origins, through Ancient philosophy until contemporary philosophy. The 
framework of such errors is, obviously, the unicorn world.  
2 I mention that Sam Rakover is a scientist (psychologist) and not a philosopher. 
3 “Whatever our mental functioning may be, there seems to be no serious reason to 
believe that it is explainable by our physics and chemistry.” (Putnam, 1975, p. 297 in 
Rakover 2011/2012, p. 17) At the beginning of this paper, we can see other 
paragraphs that belong to authors like McGinn, Palmer, Ludwig, Heil, and Dietrich 
& Hardcastle who are against reductionism of consciousness and mental states. 
“These six quotations indicate that many important investigators in psychology and 
philosophy of science and the mind believe that we are still incapable of 
understanding the mind by means of the brain, and consciousness (our private 
conscious experiences such as will, belief, thoughts, feelings, and images) by means 
of neurophysiological–computational processes occurring in the brain.” (Rakover 
2011/2012, p. 18) All these authors are lacking the hyperontological framework of 
EDWs.  
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cognitive neuroscience (as a research field) has this methodology of 
combining information from psychology and neuroscience so as to 
explain the human mind. 

From the EDWs perspective, such “integrations” (Rakover’s 
“Multi-Explanation Framework”) produce strong hyperontological 
contradictions since these two kinds of explanations refer to phenomena 
that belong to EDWs. Maybe in some very restrictive cases, we can 
merely reach rather “approximate” explanations, but only using the 
notion of “correspondences” (“correlations”1) between entities that 
belong to EDWs. Even if Rakover’s integration is only a methodological 
integration, from my viewpoint, we cannot talk of any kind of 
“integration” referring to “mental, cognitive and neurophysiological 
processes” in order to explain behavior, since it is clearly a mixture of 
information describing entities/processes that belong to EDWs. Only 
working within the unicorn world could we talk about “integration”.  

Interestingly, quoting different papers written over the last 
years, Rakover emphasizes that the empirical research in cognitive 
psychology reached certain limits and needs “theoretical explanations”. 
(Rakover 2012, p. 144) He focuses on the methodological essential 
difference between natural sciences and (cognitive) psychology that 
refers to the “procedure of measurement”. (p. 144)  
 
The major difference between psychology and the sciences resides in the attempts to 
connect the concepts on the theoretical level to the concepts on the observational 
level (to bridge the theory-observation gap). The difference is expressed in an 
important measurement property. While in physics the bridge over the theory-
observation gap is based on the use of real measurement units (e.g., a ruler to 
measure distance and a balance to measure weight), in psychology the bridge is 
based on the use of hypothetical measurement units that are indexed by one’s 

                                                            
1 My suggestion is that it is necessary for thinkers to avoid such notions like 
“integration” and, instead, to use the notion of “correspondences”. In this footnote, I 
shortly draw the attention upon the similar meanings of “correspondence” and 
“correlation”. Even if the meaning of these two notions seems to be quite similar, 
there is a great problem with “correlations”: the notion of “correspondence” clearly 
reflects the EDWs, the already used notion of “correlations” in cognitive 
neuroscience can be quite confusing. As I showed in my latest books, cognitive 
neuroscience is a pseudo-science constructed under the unicorn world paradigm, and 
this is the main reason the notion of “correlation” (the most used in cognitive 
neuroscience), has to be avoided.  
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responses (e.g., a just noticeable difference in psycho-physics is indexed by one’s 
decisional responses). (Rakover 2012, p. 144) 
 
This paragraph is followed by another more important paragraph: 
 
So while in physics one develops a theory that uses theoretical concepts connected 
to observations through the use of real measurement units, in psychology theoretical 
concepts are connected to observations (behavior) through the assumption of 
hypothetical measurement units. (idem) 
 
Obviously, these ideas are not new in philosophy of mind and cognitive 
science. However, as a scientist working in scientific laboratories, 
Rakover has more rights to introduce a methodological dualism than a 
philosopher. Nevertheless, Rakover needs to add the hyperontological 
background furnished by the EDWs perspective. Otherwise, his 
approach would remain “in the air”, i.e. without any ontological 
foundation or, even worse, the foundation of this “methodological 
dualism” would be the unicorn world that inevitably would lead to 
strong ontological contradictions.  

In his 2011/2012 paper, Rakover introduces the difference 
between Hempel’s deductive nomological model and “specific 
purposive will/belief explanation”. “Here, I propose to conceive as a 
mentalistic explanation scheme the procedure for creating specific 
will/belief explanations—[Will/Belief]: If X wants G and believes that 
behavior B will realize her will, then X will perform B.” (Rakover 
2011/212, p. 24) The mechanistic model explains to us the “actual 
movement of a hand”, for instance, but not the “meaning of movement 
of raising the hand”. In this context, Rakover appeals to functionalism 
and one-to-many “multiple-realization” relationship between mental 
states and neuronal states. (Rakover 2011/2012, p. 26-7) Avoiding any 
ontological foundation, the EDWs perspective is against these two 
notions. (See Vacariu 2008) Rakover is quite skeptic regarding the 
explanation of consciousness (necessary to explain the behavior) 
through mechanistic view. (p. 27) His main idea is that we need to 
combine methodological information from mental, cognitive and 
neurophysiological processes” to explain the human behavior. Again, 
from my EDWs perspective, the question is how such combinations of 
information referring to phenomena that belong to EDWs, even if it is 
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about a methodological combination, can help us explain consciousness 
or the mind. Such methodological combination can refer only to very 
approximate correspondences between neuronal and mental states that 
belong to EDWs, nothing more or less.  
 
The Multi-Explanation Framework is based on a particular relationship between 
explanation schemes (mechanistic and mentalistic) and behavior. While there are 
many behaviors that can be accounted for satisfactorily by appeal to mechanistic 
explanations, many behaviors and their components need to be approached by both 
mechanistic and mentalistic explanations. (Rakover 2011/2012, p. 33)  
 
Important is that the coherence between different kinds of explanations 
is reached “by matching appropriately the explanation schemes to the 
behavior and its components by means of several guidelines and 
procedures to be detailed below”. (idem) The Multi-Explanation 
Framework sounds very attractive but we have to be aware of the fact 
that different kinds of explanations refer to phenomena that belong to 
many EDWs and the only notion that we can use is “correspondence”.  

From my viewpoint, this “matching” is quite problematic since 
we have phenomena that belong to EDWs. Moreover, in my opinion, 
Rakover’s method of “empirical testing and explanation providing” of 
“decomposing into parts”, explaining each part and their interactions 
(Rakover 2011/2012, pp. 33-4) (quite close to Bechtel’s mechanistic 
approach) has no great changes since according to the EDWs 
perspective, the “I” is not decomposable. I mention once again that the 
“I” (or the mind) has no spatial dimensions, so “decomposable” 
becomes quite fuzzy. Even Rakover is quite skeptic in fitting this 
“decomposition” with behavior.1 (idem, p. 35) Therefore, for Rakover  
 
(a) Behavioral components of mentalistic behavior (behavior that is explained by a 
mentalistic explanation) are likely to receive both mentalistic and mechanistic 
explanations. (b) Behavioral components of mechanistic behavior (behavior that is 
explained by a mechanistic explanation) will receive only mechanistic explanations. 
Accordingly, this principle posits that the components of a mechanistic behavior 

                                                            
1 “How, then, does one perform these steps and fit explanations to behavior and its 
components? Because the answer depends on many factors (associated with 
theoretical and empirical knowledge), a general solution to this issue cannot be 
proposed.” (Rakover 2011/2012, p. 35) 
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cannot receive mentalistic explanations, while the components of a mentalistic 
behavior may receive mentalistic as well as mechanistic explanations. (2011/2012, 
p. 36) 
 
It seems that this explanation is quite close to the EDWs perspective. 
However, I emphasize again that, from my viewpoint, it is quite difficult 
to explain mentalistic behavior using mechanistic explanation. (See, for 
instance, Chapter 3 of this book about Gallant’s laboratory works) In 
fact, Rakover is aware of at least three problems in his view as a result 
of combining different kinds of explanations: ad hoc explanation, 
inconsistency, and incomparability of all these problems. He comes with 
a solution to avoid these problems: we have to use only one and only 
one kind of explanation for every behavioral component! It seems that 
this solution itself avoids the “integration” mentioned above! In fact, 
this solution synchronizes with my viewpoint, i.e. there is no place of 
“integration” of information from different kinds of explanations 
referring to phenomena that belong to EDWs. Even if it seems that 
Rakover comes with a new alternative to the mind-brain problem, I 
believe that his view is quite similar to Bechtel’s mechanistic approach 
(Bechtel’s work is investigated in Vacariu and Vacariu 2010 and this 
book).  

I analyze in detail the following statement: “A main goal of 
these guidelines is to produce an appropriate match between behavior 
and the two kinds of explanations: mechanistic and mentalistic.” 
(Rakover 2011/2012, p. 38) From my viewpoint, there are two 
paradoxical lines of investigation: (a) negative critique (b) positive 
critique. (a) The negative critique: the notion of “appropriate match” 
pushes me into the unicorn world. On the contrary, we have to take into 
account that, according to the EDWs perspective, (1) the mind and the 
brain (body) are or belong to EDWs, (2) we can use only the 
“correspondences” between the mental states and the neuronal/bodily 
states (3) the “I” is an entity (that has unity) and an EW without having 
spatial dimensions. (b) The positive critique: do we have another 
alternative to explain the mind (and consciousness) today?  
 In another paper (Rakover 2012), Rakover informs us that in 
physics, we connect theoretical notions (including mathematical 
notions) and empirical data with certain real tools of observation (with 
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parameters) that measure the real physical properties of real entities (for 
instance, the “real units of measurement” for “physical dimensions” can 
be length, weight and time). In psychology the methodology is very 
different: the connections between theoretical and empirical data are 
given by the “operational definitions” (“detailing the process of 
observation”) and therefore there are no such units of measurement for 
the psychological dimensions (“sensation, perception, memory, i.e. the 
individual inner world”). I consider that the EDWs perspective furnishes 
the hyperontological foundations of these methodological ideas. Again, I 
believe that working within the unicorn world and probably trying to 
avoid certain ontological contradictions, Rakover takes refuge in his 
“methodological” paradigm that reminds me of Carnap’s linguistic 
frameworks (and all related “conceptual frameworks”) even if there are 
nonetheless important differences: it is not only about words/concepts, 
but also about methods of research. Again, such linguistic, conceptual or 
even methodological frameworks (functionalism etc.) are “up into the 
air” without any ontological foundations. As a philosopher, I furnished 
the hyperontological foundations to many scientific and philosophical 
problems. (See my books) Rakover emphasizes the main differences 
between physics and psychology:  
(1) Objectivity: in physics many things are objective; in psychology we 
do not have real objectivity except for behavior.  
(2) Separability: the tools of measurement and the measured entity are 
separable1; in psychology, related to Weber’s and Fechner’s laws, 
Rakover considers that “the concept of a sensory measurement unit is no 
more than a hypothesis, whose methodological status is not parallel to 
the real unit of measurement of length (the meter) and its use [which] is 
separable from the investigated phenomenon”. (p. 146)  
(3) Conscious experience: any aware response to stimuli involves 
consciousness, but we do not have any “unit of measurement” for this 
state/process.  
(4) Unit equivalency: “the combination of measurement units on one 
side of the law’s or the theory’s equation must be identical to the 

                                                            
1 There are, however, great problems regarding this “separability” in quantum 
mechanics. In physics, strongly related to this topic is, among others, the (un)famous 
debate EPR’s thought experiment. (See Vacariu 2008, Vacariu and Vacariu 2010)  
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combination of the measurement units on the other side of the equation” 
(p. 147). In psychology, we do not have such “unit equivalency”.1 These 
ideas are quite close to the EDWs perspective. (See, for instance, 
Vacariu 2005 or 2008) Therefore, Rakover needs to change his 
framework of thinking from the unicorn world to the EDWs perspective 
which furnishes the hyperontological background for his 
“methodological dualism”. 

Rakover’s conclusion to this section is that psychology, unlike 
physics, does not have these properties. On the contrary, in psychology, 
“the measurement unit is hypothetical, is not objective in the sense that 
it is affected by the factors affecting behavior under study, is not 
separable from behavior, and does not fulfill all the mathematical 
requirements of numbers”. (Rakover 2011, p. 147) The author insists on 
emphasizing that the concepts in psychology are “multi-dimensional”, 
“interpretable from different and varied viewpoints”2 (p. 148), while the 
concepts in physics are uni-dimensional. Therefore, the concepts in 
psychology do not have strong connections with experience and 

                                                            
1 “Measurement properties: I sum up the present discussion by suggesting four 
major measurement properties by whose means the measurement units in physics 
(e.g., length, weight, time) and their use may be characterized; these properties have 
no parallel in measurements conducted in psychology: 1) Real unit: real and not 
hypothetical units are used and are selected arbitrarily according to convenience of 
operation; 2) Objectivity: The units are not affected by factors operating on the 
phenomenon under study or by the measuring process itself (if this property did not 
hold, objective measurement would not be obtained, either); 3) Separability: The 
units and their use by means of a measuring device (e.g. ruler, meter, weight) are 
separate from the phenomenon being measured; 4) Mathematical representation: 
Measurement by means of real units (e.g. length, weight, time) are represented by 
numbers (on interval or ratio scales), so that what is obtained in numbers is obtained 
precisely in measurements in physics, and the requirement of unit equivalency is 
fulfilled.” (Rakover 2012, p. 147) The similarity between these notions and those 
involved in Einstein-quantum mechanics debate is amazing. This was one of the 
reasons I applied my EDWs not only to the mind-body/brain problem but also to this 
debate from physics. Working within the unicorn world, there have been great 
debates on pseudo-problems from many fields over the last century! 
2 Rakover emphasizes that mental states are “not identical to neurophysiological 
states”! (Rakover 2011, p. 149) Probably this statement needs to be placed under the 
umbrella of functionalism. However, without any ontological foundations, 
functionalism becomes useless, especially for scientists! (See Vacariu 2008) 
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“measurement units in psychology have not been discovered as they are 
in physics” (p. 149). Interestingly, the measurement problem in 
psychology is related to the mind/body (consciousness/brain) problem. 
(idem) There are  
 
four possible relations between the mind/body problem (solved-unsolved) and the 
measurement problem in psychology (discovered-undiscovered measurement units): 
1) solved/discovered; 2) solved/undiscovered; 3) unsolved/discovered; and 4) 
unsolved/undiscovered. As we shall see, the most feasible relation is 4) 
unsolved/undiscovered. (Rakover 2011, p. 149)  
 
Without further analyzing these relationships, I introduce Rakover’s 
important conclusion:  
 
the measurement problem is an expression of the mind/body problem: were the 
mind/body problem solved, the measurement problem in psychology would also be 
solved; but the mind/body problem has not been solved and measurement units 
similar to those used in the sciences have not been discovered. (Rakover 2011, p. 
150) 
 
Rakover’s conclusion to his article is the answer to the question “Is 
psychology a scientific discipline?”, which is positive; but it is “a 
limited science in methodological terms; an associational science, a 
science whose methodological limitation seems to be connected to the 
problem of measurement”. (Rakover 2011, p. 150) 

In general, I consider that Rakover’s “methodological dualism” 
lacks the hyperontological background furnished by the EDWs 
perspective. However, we have to pay great attention in combining 
(“matching”) information that refers to phenomena that belong to 
EDWs. In fact, Rakover’s methodology is quite close to various 
methodologies of cognitive neuroscience (a pseudo-science within the 
EDWs perspective). However, Rakover (as a scientist) could switch 
from the wrong ontological background, the unicorn world 
(“world”/“universe”) to the EDWs perspective and could re-interpret his 
ideas and empirical results. Anyway, working within a fictional 
framework (functionalism or something related), a scientist cannot get 
beneficial scientific results!  

 



 

 
Chapter 6 

 
 
 
 
 

Molecules, oscillations and cognition 
 
6.1 Bickle’s molecular and cellular cognition1 
Against “intertheoretic reduction” (Ernst Nagel) and “functional 
reduction” (Chalmers, Levine, Kim), Bickle introduces the “real 
reduction” in “real neuroscience”: the “molecular and cellular 
cognition”. (Silva and Bickle 2009, section 5.1; Bickle 2008; Bickle 
2003) It is a “ruthlessly” reductive approach (Bickle 2008) against the 
eliminative materialism.2This reductionism appeared at the beginning of 
the ’90s “with the advent of using bioengineered genetic mutations in 
living, behaving rodents and the use of a variety of behavioral tasks that 
experimental psychology had developed for investigating specific 
cognitive phenomena.” (Bickle 2008, p. 36) Eric Kandel, James 

                                                            
1 Some parts of this section are from Vacariu and Vacariu (2010). I updated my 
comments on John Bickle’s new works. 
2 According to McCauley, Schaffner introduced, in 1967, this idea of reductionism: 
what the reducing theory reduces is not the reduced theory itself but an analogue of 
it. Following this route, Bickle developed the “New Wave” of reductionism (1998) 
(or “New Wave Metascience” in Chemero 2009) or “ruthless reductionism” (2003) 
where we do not have any direct relationship between the reducing theory and the 
reduced theory or any “bridge laws”. Believing that the relationship between the 
reduced theories and their analogues is their “structures”, Bickle appeals to 
structuralism. (Bickle 1998 in McCauley 2007, pp. 110-11) I mention that I did not 
have access to all of Bickle's books but only the one published with Silva and 
Landreth (2013) and some of his articles. I would like to thank John Bickle for his 
effort for sending us his articles and the last draft of his book published in 2013.  
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Schwartz, and Thomas Jessell with their Principles of Neural Science1, 
Alcino Silva and his collaborators, etc. are ones of the most important 
proponents of reductionism.2 A professional society was also founded, 
the Molecular and Cellular Cognition Society (or MCCS) (at 
www.molcellcog.org) with the main goal of deriving the “explanations 
of cognitive processes that integrate molecular, cellular, and behavioral 
mechanisms’’.  
 
Unlike Cognitive Neuroscience, which historically has focused on the connection 
between human brain systems and behavior, the field of Molecular and Cellular 
Cognition studies how molecular (i.e. receptor, kinase activation), intra-cellular (i.e. 
dendritic processes), and intercellular processes (i.e. synaptic plasticity; network 
representations such as place fields) modulate animal models of cognitive function. 
(www.molcellcog.org) (Bickle 2008, p. 36) 
 
Considering the work of Hawkings and Kandel, Squire and Kandel, 
Kandel et al.’s serious steps toward psychoneural reduction, Bickle 
claims that “psychoneural reduction of the genuinely cognitive is 
already an accomplished scientific fact.” (Bickle 2003, p. 324 or p. 329) 
The synaptic plasticity (“the mechanisms by which the efficiency of 
electrochemical transmission between neurons increases or decreases 
over time”) and long-term potentiating are the main concepts for 
reducing psychological theories to neurobiological ones. (p. 324-5) 
Bickle considers that the theories on cognitive functions like 
(associative) learning and memory are reduced to the theory of LTP-
induced synaptic plasticity. (Bickle 2003, p. 327; Theurer and Bickle 
2013; Silva et al. 2013) 

                                                            
1 From the book of Kandel et al., we can find this emblematic paragraph quoted by 
Bickle in two articles: “This book . . . describes how neural science is attempting to 
link molecules to mind–how proteins responsible for the activities of individual 
nerve cells are related to the complexity of neural processes. Today it is possible to 
link the molecular dynamics of individual nerve cells to representations of 
perceptual and motor acts in the brain and to relate these internal mechanisms to 
observable behavior.” (2001, 3–4) (Bickle 2008, p. 37 or Silva and Bickle 2009, p. 
92) We will analyze this paragraph below. 
2 “Molecular and cellular cognitivists then talk explicitly about having discovered ‘a 
molecular biology of cognition’ (Bailey, Bartsch, and Kandel 1996), or of 
‘providing an experimental framework for a molecular understanding’ of a specific 
cognitive phenomena (Abel et al. 1997).” (Bickle 2008, p. 49) 
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Bickle pleads for a “ruthless” reductionism without eliminating 
some notions from psychology. I believe that he is totally right when he 
criticizes people with a philosophical background for ignoring the 
results of neuroscience and cognitive neuroscience.1 From the EDWs 
perspective, “molecular and cellular cognition” is an expression that 
partially reflects a mixture of EDWs. Molecular and cellular entities and 
processes, on the one hand and cognition, on the other hand belong to 
EDWs. Nevertheless, we can try to find an extremely approximate 
correspondence between these sides. Based on Newsome’s “single-unit” 
results that use microstimulation of visual area MT in rhesus monkeys 
(1997) and Llinás and Churchland’s notion of endogenesis2 (1996), 
Bickle strongly argues against phenomenal externalism. We simply 
ignore the discussion about the phenomenal externalism (a topic that 
belongs to the philosophy of mind, since we are working on the 
philosophy of cognitive science), but we think that the outcome of 
Newsome’s work and the notion of endogenesis strongly support the 
EDWs perspective. Newsome’s experiment is on “single-unit” results 
using microstimulation of visual area MT in rhesus monkeys. I present 
only the conclusion of Newsome et al., without any other details: 
“Motion therefore appears to be a quality that can be computed 
independently within the brain and ‘assigned’ to patterned objects in the 
environment. (Salzman et al. 1992:2352; my emphases).” (Bickle 2003, 
p. 337) Bickle interprets that they 
 
are claiming that motion qualia are generated internally by neural activity and 
“attached” to representations of external objects. Happily, our “internal 
assignments” tend to match up well with external events. Natural selection was 

                                                            
1 Presenting results of perceptual neurophysiologist Newsome’s “single-unit” results 
utilizing microstimulation of visual area MT in rhesus monkeys, Bickle writes 
Newsome conclusion: “Though I am sensitive to the issue of ‘hard’ limits to our 
understanding, the overall endeavor of cognitive neuroscience is grand. It is worth 
the dedication of a scientific career, and it certainly beats cloning another gene!” (in 
Gazzaniga 1997: 68)” adding “It also beats concocting yet another variant on worn 
philosophers’ fantasies, like the Twins and Mary the utopian neuroscientist (to name 
just two).” (Bickle 2003, p. 345) My opinion is on the same line: many philosophers 
have a powerful imagination in what regards science (in general or in particular) that 
has nothing to do with a particular science and the reality described by that science.  
2 In Chapter 5 of this book, I analyze the endogenous activity of the brain. 
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crueller to creatures whose “assignments” were more haphazard. But under the right 
conditions, our internally generated qualia and the external events can be 
dissociated. That is what happens in Newsome’s microstimulation studies. (Bickle 
2003, p. 337) 
 
Such results are available not only for motion but also for orientation, 
color, stereoscopic disparity and stereoscopic depth. (Bickle 2003, p. 
339) According to the EDWs perspective, motion (and all other mental 
qualities like color, and orientation) is a property of an object but the 
mental representation of that external entity (with its properties that 
include motion) are parts of the “I”. For Bickle, such qualities are 
“computed independently within the brain and ‘assigned’ to patterned 
objects in the environment”. For me, such qualities that correspond to 
the neural processes are “attached” to the mental representations of 
particular objects. All mental processes and entities are the results of the 
evolution of our species within a particular environment. It is not about 
more or less hazard “assignments” during evolution, but about the 
correspondences between external environment (the macro-EW) and the 
mind-EW. Bickle adds Llinás and Churchlands’ notion of endogenesis 
claiming that “[t]he crux here is that sensory experience is not created 
by incoming signals from the world but by intrinsic, continuing 
processes of the brain (Llinás and Churchland 1996: x).” (p. 337) These 
words mirror even better the relationship between the mind and the 
brain within the EDWs perspective. Under these conditions, it is clear 
that the mind, as an EW, has nothing to do with the “environment”, the 
macro-EW; mind is an EW. However, the brain interacts directly with 
the body that has strong interactions with the environment. The brain 
and the body are within the macro-EW and strongly influenced during 
the development of each organism under the evolution of species. 
Unfortunately, Llinás and Churchland inevitably mixed notions that 
describe entities/processes from the mind-EW (“sensory experience”) 
with words referring to phenomena from the brain-EW (“processes of 
the brain”).  

Essential for me is to analyze the notion of “causality”1 that 
appears in Theurer and Bickle (2013) and Silva et al. (2013). Silva and 

                                                            
1 In my future work, the notion of causality from various particular sciences will be 
strongly investigated.  
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Bickle consider that the reductionism of cognition to molecular and 
cellular “level” is the best alternative. (Silva and Bickle 2009) I believe 
that their main idea is the key goal of science in general, i.e., “to explain 
natural phenomena by establishing networks of causal connections 
among them.” (Silva and Bickle 2009, p. 100, my italics) However, the 
main error of Bickle and his colleagues is the use of “causality” within 
the unicorn world. Causality exists only between entities/processes that 
belong to the same EW, and the human error is to the check for causality 
between entities that belong to EDWs. Within the unicorn world, this 
error is quite common even in physics (mainly in quantum mechanics). 
However, in biology (the causality between an organism and life) or in 
cognitive neuroscience (the brain produces the mind and many other 
“causalities”) it is much easier for humans to find themselves within a 
labyrinth of errors. In this labyrinth there appeared many pseudo-
problems impossible to solve! The experiments on rodents (Josselyn, 
Silva, and their collaborators) show us that only a small percentage of 
cortical neurons is encoding a particular memory trace.  
 
For example, although roughly 80% of neurons in the lateral nucleus of the mouse 
amygdale receive sensory input during classical Pavlovian auditory fear 
conditioning, only about 20–30% display plasticity following the training phase. 
(Bickle 2008, p. 37)  
 
The question is what element (entities/processes) determines which 
neurons to participate to memory trace. The researchers found  “as a key 
causal factor the functioning of gene expression transcription enhancer 
cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)/calcium responsive element 
binding protein, or CREB (especially the α and δ isoforms) in individual 
neurons at the time of training (Han et al. forthcoming).” (Bickle 2008, 
p. 37) 

In more details, Bickle’s and his colleagues’ paradigmatic 
example of the reductionism to molecular and cellular “level” is CREB 
function1 that determines learning and memory trace during training. As 

                                                            
1 “CREB is a member of the CREB/ATF (activating transcription factor) family of 
gene transcription proteins that control the transcription of messenger RNA (mRNA) 
complementary to a strand of DNA in a variety of genes and many types of 
biological tissue. Some isoforms of CREB are transcription activators, turning on 
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Theurer and Bickle emphasize, this case is one among more than 100 
other cases of such reductionism. (Theurer and Bickle 2013, p. 91) They 
write about this “paradigmatic case” that refers to the role of  
 
the intraneuronal cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-protein kinase A (PKA)-
cyclic AMP-responsive element-binding protein (CREB) pathway in inducing both 
late-phase long-term potentiation (LLTP) in mammalian hippocampus and cortical 
neurons, and long-term memory consolidation. (Theurer and Bickle 20131, p. 
91) 
 
Let us see more details about this process: 
 
Cyclic AMP is a classic second messenger of molecular biology, relaying signals 
from the cell surface to other locations in the cell. In one prominent form of L-LTP 
(in mammals), a form in which synaptic potentiation can endure for days up to 
weeks, high frequency activity in pre-synaptic neurons activate dopaminergic 
interneurons that synapse on G-protein coupled receptors on the post-synaptic target 
cell. Dopamine binding to these receptors prime adenylyl and adenylate cyclase 
molecules, which convert adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecules into cellular 
energy and cAMP. Increased cAMP molecules in the post-synaptic neuron bind to 
regulatory subunits of PKA molecules, freeing up catalytic PKA subunits to 
translocate to the post-synaptic neuron’s nucleus. There PKA catalytic subunits 
phosphorylate CREB molecules, with phosphorylated (pCREB) α and δ isoforms 
serving as gene transcriptional enhancers. pCREB enhances gene transcription and 
subsequent protein synthesis for regulatory proteins (like ubquitin carboxyl-terminal 
hydrolase), which keep catalytic PKA subunits unbound from regulatory subunits 
and active even after the transient rise in cAMP returns to baseline levels. It also 
enhances transcription for other transcriptional enhancers (like CCAAT enhancer 
binding protein), which activate gene transcription for structural proteins that 
reshape the post-synaptic density, anchoring once-hidden AMPA receptors into 
active sites. The result is a potentiated synapse with increased numbers of active 

                                                                                                                              
gene transcription; others are transcription repressors, inhibiting transcription.” 
(Silva and Bickle 2009, p. 101) 
1 Analyzing this case in their article, Theurer and Bickle emphasize Kemeny & 
Oppenheim’s model (1956) versus Nagel (1961), Schaffner (1967)’s alternatives. I 
am not interested in investigating different scientific theories and models that 
explain various phenomena because scientists do not care about such philosophical 
investigations. As a philosopher, I have been interested in two things: (1) the 
ontological status of any kind of phenomenon, a topic on which every grand scientist 
is interested (2) in the framework of thinking for any scientist. This is the role of a 
philosopher in any time.  
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AMPA receptors, poised now to deliver stronger excitatory post-synaptic potentials 
(EPSPs) upon subsequent pre-synaptic glutamate release, and ultimately higher 
probabilities of action potential generation in response to the inducing pattern of 
excitatory pre-synaptic neurotransmission. (Theurer and Bickle 2013, p. 91-92) 
 
These authors mention that the work of people from Silva’s laboratory 
(in the mid ‘90s) on mice using Morris water maze task identified the 
relationship between long-term memory and CREB. In Bourtchouladze 
et al.’s 1994 experiment (from Silva’s lab), the mice were genetically 
modified lacking the gene for CREB α and δ isoforms and having 
deficiency in remembering the location of the hidden platform in the 
Morris water maze task. Surprisingly, the short-term memory of mice 
was intact but their long-term memory was altered. (idem) Another 
experiment indicates the molecular cAMP-PKA-CREB pathway as 
memory consolidation.1 (p. 92-93)  
 In neurons, pCREB is modulated by protein phosphatase-1 
(PP1): PP1 removes the phosphate group from CREB molecules, 
“rendering them inactive as gene transcriptional enhancers”. (p. 93) PP1 
activity is modulated not only by action potential of the neuron but also 
by Inhibitor 1 (I1). Therefore,  
 
increasing the level of active I1 molecules should decrease the activity of PP1, 
which in turn should increase the transcriptional activity of pCREB, which in turn 
should increase L-LTP at active synapses and generate better performance on the 
memory tasks known to involve pCREB. Furthermore, by blocking the normal 
interplay of pCREB and PP1 by activating more I1, experimenters could investigate 
the role that pCREB-PP1 interaction plays in normal neuronal function, and learning 
and memory. (Theurer and Bickle 2013, p. 93) 
 
In their article from 2013, Theurer and Bickle introduce details about 
Genoux et al.’s experiment2 on I1 mutant mice for explaining, through a 
molecular mechanism, the Ebbingaus spacing effect for learning and 

                                                            
1 “Recently Han et al. have presented impressive evidence that pCREB functions 
directly in interneuronal competition for inclusion in memory traces for specific 
stimuli [Han, Kushner, Yi et al. 2007].” (Theurer and Bickle 2013, p. 93) 
2 Genoux, D., Haditsch, U., Knobloch, M., Michalon, A., Storm, D. & Mansuy, I. 
M. (2002) “Protein phosphatase 1 is a molecular constraint on learning and 
memory”, Nature 418: 970–975 (in Theurer and Bickle 2013) 
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memory (more exactly, the nonspatial hippocampus-dependent object 
recognition memory in mice)1, a process that could not be explained 
using the psychological notions or the macro-neuronal elements. The 
“causal-mechanistic molecular explanation of the Ebbinghaus spacing 
effect” of Genoux et al.’s experiment was that “increasing I1 to block 
PP1 to keep pCREB active during training episodes produces a kind of 
Ebbinghaus spacing effect super-learner”. (p. 95) The interactions 
between the activity-dependent pCREB (a transcriptional enhancer, a 
molecular mechanism necessary for memory consolidation) and the 
activity-depended PP1 (in hippocampus and cortical neurons) indicate 
the effect results. (idem and p. 98)  
 
In massed training (and briefer-interval distributed training), action potential 
frequency in neurons recruited into the memory trace for the stimulus activates both, 
and the PP1 activity inhibits the pCREB activity, limiting L-LTP and memory (…). 
In longer-interval distributed training, action potential frequency in recruited 
neurons is diminished enough (by the longer intervals separating training sessions) 
to generate sufficient pCREB activity but dampened PP1 activity, generating strong 
L-LTP and stronger memory performance for the training stimulus (…). (Theurer 
and Bickle 2013, p. 95 and 97)2 

                                                            
1 “Learning and memory improves when training is divided into multiple sessions, 
with longer times (up to a limit) separating the learning sessions. In more technical 
terms, longer-interval distributed training produces better learning and stronger 
memories for training materials than does either briefer-interval distributed 
training—shorter intervals separating the multiple learning sessions—or massed 
training—where all learning is crammed into a single session. One cognitive-level 
explanation for this effect is that, with frequent repetitive training (massed or 
briefer-interval distributed), information acquired on the previous trial is still being 
processed when new input arrives, and that longer delays are required to complete 
input integration [Spear & Riccio 1994].” (Theurer and Bickle 2013, p. 94) 
2 Some indications about the notions used in these paragraphs: “The massed training 
group had all 25 minutes crammed into a single training session with each object. 
The briefer-interval distributed training group had their 25 minutes training with 
each object broken into 5x5-minute training episodes, each separated from the next 
by a 5-minute non-training interval. The longer-interval distributed training group 
also had their 25 minutes training with each object broken into 5x5-minute training 
sessions, but each training session was separated from the next by a 15 minute non-
training interval.” (Theurer and Bickle 2013, p. 95) (For more details about these 
experiments see Theurer and Bickle 2013) 
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We can see that PP1 has a very important role for a cognitive function: 
the “efficiency” of memory and learning. (p. 99) At the end, I analyze a 
phrase of Genoux et al. (quoted by Theurer and Bickle) and Theurer and 
Bickle’s short comment: 
 
Like other biological processes, memory is regulated by the yin-and-yang-like 
interactions between molecules with opposing functions—in this case, protein 
phosphatases and kinases, which respectively remove and add phosphate groups on 
target proteins, thereby altering their properties. [Genoux, Haditsch, Knobloch et al. 
2002, 929] (Theurer and Bickle 2013, p. 100) 
 
Genoux et al.’s phrase is followed by Theurer and Bickle’s comment:  
 
Notice the phrasing: memory is regulated by these molecules. CREB and PP1 are 
claimed to be memory’s mechanisms. These are the published interpretations of the 
scientists themselves, not of some reckless philosophical 
reductionists. (Theurer and Bickle 2013, p. 100)1 
 
We can notice certain correlations between CREB function and long-
term memory. These correlations directly reflect the relationships 
between EDWs. It is not about the brain-EW versus the mind-EW, but 
about the functional properties of individual neurons versus the mind-
EW (certain mental processes that are the “I”). A neuron is a biological 
entity that interacts with its environment. Nevertheless, like an organism 
(brain and body) that corresponds to the mind-EW, as an entity (a cell), 
a neuron has its “subjectivity” that corresponds to some biological 
elements like molecules (their activity) and membrane. Even if, 
nowadays, as a result of the progress of technology we have more and 
more knowledge regarding such correlations, we have to be aware of the 
fact that, according to the EDWs perspective, both the long-term and the 
short-term memory are the “I”. The distinction between any kinds of 
memory is quite fuzzy. Thus, we cannot identify any kind of memory 
with some biological entities and processes in great details. Obviously, 
CREB function of individual neurons has a great contribution to such 
correlations, but we have to accept that, in this equation, it is not about 

                                                            
1 For details about CREB function, NMDA, CaMKII, and memory, see Silva et al 
(2013), Chapter 8.  
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the identity but only about correspondence between entities that belong 
to (or is ) EDWs.  
 According to Bickle, many Bickle experiments support the 
principles mentioned above. (Bickle 2008) As we saw above, Silva and 
were interested mainly in “causal connections”. In this case, they try to 
find the causal connection between the CREB functions and the memory 
consolidation in mammals. This is a great error: a mixture of processes 
that belong to EDWs and, therefore, there are no such causal 
connections between the CREB functions and the memory 
consolidation. Instead of causality, we have to use “correlations” and, 
more important, mental functions cannot be exactly decomposed 
(mainly because the mind has no space). In order to understand these 
convergent four principles, they underline an essential difference 
between two scientific activities: “investigating causal hypotheses 
relating distinct phenomena as contrasted with articulating and 
documenting the phenomena and concepts involved in causal 
hypotheses.” (Silva and Bickle 2009, p. 100) Thus, the convergent four 
principles “speak to the practices involved in establishing causal 
hypotheses, not to the practices of articulating and documenting 
concepts and phenomena (except indirectly).” (Silva and Bickle 2009, p. 
100, their italics) Silva and Bickle want to show that such causal 
connections can be proved “directly and experimentally”.1 (p. 101) I am 
interested in analyzing the reductionism involved by these four 
principles. Bickle announces that Principle 1 and 4 require “higher 
levels”. What does Bickle understand by “higher levels”? In a footnote, 
he mentions: 
 

I don’t assume anything fancy by this term and nothing in my argument relies on 
any detailed account of ‘‘levels’’. Here I simply refer to the common assumption in 
neuroscientific practice that locates appeals to neural systems at a higher level than 
appeals to the cellular physiology of its component neurons, and the latter at a higher 
level than the molecularbiological processes that take place around and inside of 
their membranes. (Bickle 2008 p. 47, footnote 6) 
 

Within the EDWs perspective, from the human being viewpoint (from 
the human being as observer), Bickle’s notion of “higher levels” implies 
                                                            
1 This idea is against the “inefficiencies of institutionalized science”, in principle, 
the science of cognition. (Silva and Bickle 2009, section 1.2) 
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an “organizational threshold” not an “epistemological-ontological 
threshold”.1 From this viewpoint, all the physical-biological elements 
like different parts of the brain, cells and molecules, belong to the same 
EW, the macro-EW. However, from a human viewpoint, as a useful 
method, we can assume that we can reduce an entity to other entities if 
all entities belong theoretically, to the same classes of entities. For 
instance, a table and “its” surface and legs belong to the same EW, the 
macro-EW but not using the same condition of observation. A person 
needs to use different conditions of observation and not at the same time 
to observe the table and the corresponding amalgam of microparticles. 
The situation is clearer if we want to explain cognition through 
molecules and cells (or life/cognition through a cell/cells or an 
organism/brain). Also in this case, there is a mixture of 
entities/processes that belong to EDWs. As we showed in Vacariu 
(2008), the notion of reductionism is neither right nor incorrect, but 
meaningless when it refers to entities that belong to EDWs. The 
difference between such entities (like table and microparticles) involves 
an epistemological-ontological threshold. We saw in Vacariu (2008) 
that the physical entities exist only at surface, while the living entities 
exist as implicit knowledge. What is the relationship between a cell (its 
functions) and “its” molecules (and their activities)? There are several 
viewpoints: human’s (as an organism) viewpoint, cell’s viewpoint and 
molecule’s viewpoint and we have to add life/cognition that is an EDW 
rather than macro-EW where we can find the molecules, the cells or the 
organism. In the previous chapters, we analyzed the human viewpoint. 
Let me analyze the cell’s and molecule’s viewpoints. Imagine that you 
are a cell.2 What is it like to be a cell?3 Similarly to the human “I”, the 
cell corresponds to an implicit knowledge (that is life) and, for us as 
observers, there is an organizational threshold between the cell and “its” 

                                                            
1 We have to be aware that Bickle reduces not only the mind but also consciousness 
to molecular and cellular “level”. (See Bickle 2007) 
2 In other books, I introduced another Gedanken experiment: imagine you are an 
electron (or a planet). As an electron, you would “perceive”, i.e., interact with, other 
microparticles that compose, for human being, the tables or the planets. However, 
the tables or the planets do not exist in the “universe” for any microparticles and 
vice versa. 
3 For “What is it like to be an electron or a planet?”, see Vacariu (2008). 
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molecules (and their activity). So the "molecular and cellular cognition" 
presupposes: 
 
• An organizational threshold between nervous system, cells and 
molecules from our viewpoint; 
• An epistemological-ontological threshold from subjectivity of a cell 
viewpoint (life) in relation with "its" molecules. (About these 
thresholds, see Vacariu 2008) 
 
In other words, as an implicit knowledge, the “I” that corresponds to a 
cell is an EW. Moreover, life and a cell belong to EDWs! However, as a 
physical entity, a cell interacts with the surrounding environment. Thus, 
from the human viewpoint, the cell and its external environment belong 
to the macro-EW. 

We return to the idea that Principle 1 and 4 require the “higher 
levels”. Bickle emphasizes the “integration” of molecular and cellular 
information within a description that presupposes the neural system and 
the cognitive phenomena. Silva and Bickle claim that we have to know 
“where to start inserting our cellular and molecular interventions. The 
‘decomposition and localization’ strategies of cognitive neuroscience 
are crucial for obtaining this (Bechtel and Richardson, 1993).” (Silvia 
and Bechtel 2009, p. 121) As we saw in Vacariu and Vacariu (2010) and 
this book, Bechtel’s decomposition and localization are just “rough 
approximations” for human beings as observers. The molecular and 
cellular approach rejects any kind of elimination. “Molecular and 
cellular cognition needs a lot of higher level cognitive science and 
neuroscience to accomplish its potential reductions (…).”1 (Bickle 2008, 
p. 48) It is important to emphasize that Bickle’s reductionism does not 
require any set of laws that “characterize the behaviors of reduced and 
reducing kinds in all contexts or circumstances. Reduction is not a 
logical relationship between such laws or generalizations.” (Bickle 
2008, p. 48) Moreover, it “does not require [for] the reduced concepts to 
be characterized exhaustively in terms of their causes and effects (…).” 

                                                            
1 “Molecular and cellular cognition requires a lot of higher level cognitive science 
and neuroscience to achieve its potential reductions.” (Silva and Bickle 2009, p. 122. 
See section 5.2 of their article.) 
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(p. 48) This real reductionism involves two practical methods: 
“intervening causally” at molecule-level and cell-level of biological 
organization (cellular, intra-cellular molecular, molecular genetic) and 
“tracking the effects of these interventions” in living entities and their 
mechanisms. If we follow all four principles, we get this real 
reductionism in real neuroscience. (Bickle 2008, p. 48-9; Silva and 
Bickle 2009, p. 120; Bickle 2007, p. 291) From my perspective, Bickle 
is correct in rejecting the bridge laws between the reducing theory and 
the reduced theory. However, these two practical methods involve only 
very rough approximate correlations but not causations between entities 
and processes that belong to the EDWs. Thus, his “real reductionism” is 
in fact a “real correspondence” between molecules/cells and mental 
states that belong to EDWs.  

Now, let me analyze the paradigmatic paragraph from the first 
footnote that represents a “thriving psychoneural reductionism” (Silva 
and Bickle 2009, p. 92) Kandel et al.’s book 
 
describes how neural science is attempting to link molecules to mind – how proteins 
responsible for the activities of individual nerve cells are related to the complexity of 
neural processes. Today it is possible to link the molecular dynamics of individual 
nerve cells to representations of perceptual and motor acts in the brain and to relate 
these internal mechanisms to observable behavior. (2001, 3–4) (Kandel at al. 2001) 
(Bickle 2008, p. 37 or Silva and Bickle 2009, p. 92 or Bickle 2007, p. 
276; Bickle 2001, p. 469; Theurer and Bickle 2013, p. 91 )1 
 
Silva and Bickle’s consider that these “links are based directly on 
experiments tying observable measures of psychological and cognitive 
concepts to neurophysiological processes and, most recently, molecular-
biological mechanisms and pathways.” (2009, p. 92)2 Can we “link” 

                                                            
1 Or another paragraph written by Kandel et al.: “The goal of neural science is to 
understand the mind, how we perceive, move, think, and remember. In the previous 
editions of this book we stressed that important aspects of behavior could be 
examined at the level of individual nerve cells. . . .[T]he approach . . . was for the 
most part framed in cell-biological terms. Now it is also possible to address these 
questions directly on the molecular level. (1991: xii; my emphasis)” (Bickle 2003, p. 
324) 
2 About this paragraph, Theurer and Bickle write that “The ‘today’ they speak of was 
more than one decade ago, and the field of molecular and cellular cognition 
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molecules to the mind or can we tie “observable measures of 
psychological and cognitive concepts” to “neurophysiological 
processes” and “molecular-biological mechanisms”? Obviously, if both 
the molecules and the mind are in the unicorn-world, this relationship 
produces ontological contradictions. To avoid such contradictions and 
“to link molecules to mind” we have to replace the unicorn world with 
EDWs: “link” means “correspondence” between two entities that belong 
to the brain-EW and the mind-EW. What does the notion “observable 
measures of psychological and cognitive concepts” mean for Silva and 
Bickle? From an EDWs perspective, these concepts are the “I” that is an 
“implicit knowledge” developed during the whole life. According to the 
principle of part-counterpart (Vacariu 2005 or 2008), the “I” 
corresponds to the entire brain and body. Therefore, it is impossible to 
“measure” exactly these cognitive concepts! Moreover, what does the 
relationship between “proteins responsible for the individual nerve 
cells” and “the complexity of neural processes” refer to? From the 
human being viewpoint, the proteins, the individual nerve cell and the 
complex neural processes are all in the same EW, the macro-EW or 
brain-EW. In this context, the difference between them is an 
organizational threshold. Nevertheless, from an individual nerve cell 
viewpoint, we cannot ask what the relationship between a cell and “its” 
proteins is. The cell (the “It”) corresponds to an “implicit knowledge” 
that corresponds to the molecules/proteins that are responsible for the 
activities of that cell. The most credible measure we can make is on 
those cells that are the most activated for performing a particular mental 
function. Finally, how can we “link” the molecules of individual nerve 
cells to the “representations of perceptual and motor acts in the brain”? 
The “representations of perceptual and motor acts in the brain” is an 
empty concept! From a human observer's viewpoint, we can “link” the 
molecules of cells with large (and “complex”) patterns of neurons and 
these internal mechanisms with the “behavior” of an organism by 
passing an organizational threshold. The molecules, neural patterns and 
the organism that shows a particular behavior are in the same EW, the 

                                                                                                                              
continues to do exactly what these authors describe: manipulate specific genes and 
proteins in central neurons (in animal models), and track the effects directly on 
behavior.” (Theurer and Bickle 2013, p. 91) 
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macro-EW. Nevertheless, these large and complex neural patterns 
correspond to perceptual and motor mental states/processes. All 
perceptual and motor mental states/processes are the “I”.1 I recall that 
his “ruthless reduction” rejects the eliminative strategy. Even if Bickle is 
aware of the fact that his reductionism is against the main actual 
direction in the philosophy of mind (the anti-reductionism), he 
recognizes that many reductionisms from his side “even recognize 
higher-level theorizing as methodologically indispensable, both prior to 
and after an accomplished reduction (Bickle 1996; 1998: Ch. 4)” and 
“psychoneural reductionists must acknowledge that higher-level 
generalizations can have ‘strong epistemic warrant’ (Horgan 1993) 
before and after intertheoretic reductions obtain.” (Bickle 2003, p. 330) 
In an unpublished work, the neurobiologist Alcino Silva introduces four 
principles of “molecular and cellular mechanisms” in explaining 
cognition. (Bickle 2008, p. 43) Silva and Bickle developed these 
principles2 (Silva and Bickle 2009) and more in Silva et al. (2013). Let 
me see the development of these and others principles in Silva et al. 
(2013)3.  

Emphasizing that in neuroscience (its fields and subfields)4 
more than 1.6 million articles were published in the last 30 years by 
many people working in neuroscience (an area with fields and 
                                                            
1 I emphasize that many paragraphs from Kandel et al., Bickle’s articles and books, 
and other authors from “molecular and cellular” perspective can be interpreted in 
this way. In the future, if scientists do not “see” the neuronal entities/processes in 
this way, there will be problems impossible to be solved or pseudo-problems created 
within in the unicorn world.  
2 For details about these principles, see Vacariu and Vacariu (2010). 
3 I highly appreciate John Bickle’s act of sending me the last draft of this book in 
July 2013.  
4 “Faced with increasingly complex research choices, neuroscientists now more than 
ever need new tools and new approaches to help guide their creativity and intuition.” 
(Silva et al. 2013, p. 3) Moreover, “what we are claiming to be missing is a unifying 
framework, a scheme that consolidates these evaluative concepts, an organized 
effort to systematically study and evaluate strategies we currently use to plan 
experiments.” (p. 4) On the contrary, the EDWs perspective is a framework that 
“dis-unifies” neuroscience and its fields/subfields in EDWs (their entities/processes 
and relationships between them). The EDWs framework is a step forward grasping 
what really exists/is that is an (hyper)ontological movement not a functional/ 
organizational/mechanistic explanation. 
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subfields)1, Silva et al. (2013) develop a “science of experiment 
planning”. (Silva et al. 2013, p. 2) The authors begin by introducing two 
sets of questions necessary for neuroscientists: 
(1) “First-order” questions (S1) about neuronal phenomena and their 
“causal interconnections”. The area of expertise of these authors being 
“molecular and cellular studies of learning and memory” within the 
more general frame, “molecular and cellular cognition” (MCC), they 
introduce as examples the relationship between a specific kinase to 
learning or expressing of a gene to memory retention.2 (p. 4) 
(2) “Second-order” questions (S2) about scientific practice. For 
instance, these questions refer to the conditions of experiments for 
empirical results, their values and support for their conclusion, etc. Such 
questions have two characteristics: they create not only the taxonomy of 
experiments but also their integration. Therefore, “we propose that to 
answer S2 questions, we will need a framework of experimentation, a 
taxonomy, which will help us to organize both completed and planned 
experiments” while “integration” being “the process of combining 
results across distinct experiments.” (p. 5) 
 
Integration is complementary to the already classical decomposition and 
localization (see Bechtel) within “levels” with remarkable success on 
learning, memory, sensory experience in all modalities, attention, etc. 
Such integration needs some maps of research with various features like 
reproducibility (“how consistently the same behavioral protocol yields 
the same neural activation pattern in neuroimaging experiments”) and 
convergent evidence (“the results from such neuroimaging experiments 

                                                            
1 “Faced with increasingly complex research choices, neuroscientists now more than 
ever need new tools and new approaches to help guide their creativity and intuition.” 
(Silva et al. 2013, p. 3) Moreover, “what we are claiming to be missing is a unifying 
framework, a scheme that consolidates these evaluative concepts, an organized 
effort to systematically study and evaluate strategies we currently use to plan 
experiments.” (p. 4) On the contrary, the EDWs perspective is a framework that 
“dis-unifies” neuroscience and its fields/subfields in EDWs (their entities/processes 
and relationships between them). The EDWs framework is a step forward grasping 
what really exists/is that is an (hyper)ontological movement not a 
functional/organizational/mechanistic explanation. 
2 I emphasize the main title “The next revolution in neuroscience” and the subtitle of 
this book “The new science of experiment planning”.  
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agree with the predictions of a systems-level computational model”) (p. 
6) There are “three basic kinds of experiments in MCC: (1) attempts to 
discover new phenomena and understand their properties (Identity 
Experiments ) (2) tests of causal hypotheses ( Connection Experiments) 
(3) efforts to develop and characterize new tools for performing Identity 
and Connection experiments (Tool Development Experiments )”. About 
Connection experiments they write that  
 
“MCC is a field that has stressed connections between phenomena at different 
neuroscience levels, so far from molecular to cellular and behavioral mechanisms. 
The history of this field is marked by experiments connecting phenomena that were 
defined and discovered in other fields of neuroscience (e.g., molecular, cellular, 
systems, and behavioral neuroscience).” (Silva et al. 2013, p. 15-16) 
 
Because I am interested in causation (one of the main notion used in 
their book), I need to offer more details about the framework for 
neuroscientists constructed by Silva et al. Connection Experiments 
means manipulation of single or multiple variables. For single 
connection experiments, there are Positive manipulation (A causes B or 
A→B that is increasing A produces increasing B), Negative 
manipulation (decreasing A produces decreasing B), and Non-
intervention (measuring A and B without manipulating them).1 (Silva et 
al. 2013, pp. 16-18) The experiments have to be integrated, 
“Integration” being an essential notion for “causal causation”. There are 
several methods of Integration: Convergent 3 Analysis, Consistency 
Analysis (with forms like Proxy Analysis and Replication Analysis), 
Eliminative Inference and Mediation Analysis. (p. 20) For instance, 
Convergent 3 Analysis refers to the convergence (consistency) of results 
of Positive Manipulations, Negative Manipulations, and Non-
Interventions.  
 
For example, suppose we find that a drug blocks receptor A and causes a deficit in 
spatial learning. Suppose another drug that enhances the activity of receptor A also 
enhances the same form of learning. If we found that during spatial learning receptor 
A is activated, then our combined results would make a compelling argument that 

                                                            
1 With the notions of “identity”, tool development”, “connection”, and the notions 
from this paragraph, the authors propose a framework to classify experiments in 
MCC.  
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activation of receptor A is part of a cause of spatial learning. (Silva et a. 2013, 
pp. 20-21) 
 
In this paragraph, the notion “cause” appears twice and refers to the role 
of receptor A for spatial learning. The book is full of such examples. 
What exactly does “cause” mean? Again, from the EDWs perspective, 
there is a mixture of EDWs: the drug probably acts on receptor A but it 
cannot affect spatial learning since this process belongs to the mind-EW, 
while receptor A and the actions of that drug belong to the brain-EW.1 
The drug or the receptor does not cause any deficit in spatial learning: it 
is not that this causation does not exist, but it is meaningless. In reality, 
the drug acts on receptor A that affects many other neuronal 
entities/processes that correspond to spatial learning. In this equation, 
there is a jump due to the very limited knowledge that we possess today 
about these processes. Moreover, part of the processes/entities involved 
in spatial learning is necessary for other conceptual/psychological 
processes that are the “I”. Therefore, we have to be aware of the 
limitations of concepts that we use in neuroscience today. The EDWs 
framework could be a much better framework for people working in 
cognitive neuroscience. On the next page, we have the following 
paragraph:  
 
Knowing that A affects B is not the same thing as knowing how A affects B, or what 
is commonly referred to as the mechanism of A’s effects on B. Understanding this 
mechanism increases the confidence on the causal connection between A and B. 
Generally, in MCC understanding the mechanism for the A → B causal connection 
involves the identification of mediators in that causal connection—that is, the go-
betweens by which A is able to affect B. For example, suppose we know that spatial 
learning (B) depends on the function of some receptor (A). To understand how 
receptor A affects spatial learning B, we could start by asking what receptor A does 
that is required for spatial learning B. We might look for a protein (C) activated by 

                                                            
1 I emphasize again that the “brain-EW” is a very general (approximate) notion: the 
brain belongs to the macro-EW (where we can find the tables and the planets), it is 
composed of various elements (from the viewpoints of these entities, for instance a 
neuron, the brain does not exist), and we can replace the brain by many other EDWs. 
In  this context, the perspective of EDWs seems useless or, even worse, meaningless 
but, as I emphasized in my books, in some extreme cases without using the EDWs 
perspective, not only philosophers but also scientists would find insurmountable 
problems.  
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receptor A that is also required for spatial learning B, such that A → C → B. (Silva 
et a. 2013, p. 22) 
 
In this paragraph, the notion of “cause” (or a similar notion, “affects”, 
“causal connection”, “is required”, “depends” or “activate”) appears 
almost in each sentence. I emphasize again that many phrases are 
written exactly in this format in the entire book. The most puzzling 
effect is the mixture of correct and incorrect notions in paragraphs like 
this one! In the context of present knowledge, everybody understands 
this paragraph. However, in the future, the increase of knowledge is 
likely to produce “anomalies” that require the change of “paradigm”. 
The problem is that if we do not change the “unicorn world” with 
EDWs, then changing the paradigms would be endless with just very 
apparent good results that in the future will be proven as  wrong.   
 Let me analyze Chapter 3, “A framework for MCC”, with 
section 1: “Organizing the world with frameworks” that is “organizing 
phenomena into categories (i.e., taxonomies)”, more exactly, the 
taxonomies of experiments. (Silva et a. 2013, p. 26) The following 
phrase is important: “As neuroscientists describe new phenomena with 
Identity Experiments, conjectures invariably arise as to how the revealed 
properties of a phenomenon could be causally connected to changes in 
the properties of other phenomena.”1 (pp. 28-29) The authors introduce 
the example regarding the relationship between hippocampus and 
memory. We can find that “lesions on hippocampal formation” have “an 
impact” on memory, the hippocampus has “a key role in memory” (p. 
29), Silva et al. focusing on the “causal knowledge regarding MCC 
studies of mechanisms of learning and memory”.2 (Silva et a. 2013, p. 

                                                            
1 “The resulting multidisciplinary studies of these mice combined molecular, 
electrophysiological, and behavioral analyses and generated a large literature that 
explored causal connections between the complex molecular make up of the 
hippocampus and other memory structures, interesting cellular physiologies, and 
various forms of memory (hence, the name molecular and cellular cognition).” (p. 
31) The following phrase uses certain proteins “that play a central role” in learning 
and memory. Furthermore, there are many other examples regarding the relationship 
between NMDAR receptor and spatial learning and memory.  
2 “One common concern in Connection Experiments is that it is difficult to describe 
in detail how one phenomenon could cause another (e.g., How is it that the 
activation of NMDA receptors in the hippocampus is causally connected to spatial 
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30) As I emphasized above, there is no “causal connection” between any 
molecules or cells and learning or memory since these phenomena 
belong to at least two EDWs.  
 
This will lead us to spend the preponderance of our discussion on Connection 
Experiments, the most developed thread in our Framework and at the very heart of 
the maps of MCC we discussed previously. Connection Experiments probe webs of 

causally linked phenomena that underlie maps of research. (Silva et a. 2013, p. 30) 
 
In some cases, “causally linked” phenomena produce great mixtures of 
EDWs and, in order to avoid such errors, we need to pay attention in 
which EW an entity/processes is placed: it is not about the 
epistemological frameworks (the limits of our tools of investigation), but 
about the ontological-epistemological frameworks, i.e., the EDWs. It is 
the job of scientists to discover and describe the “real world”, the 
existence of EDWs (epistemologically different entities and their 
interactions) and not the job of a philosopher. The job of a philosopher 
is to change the framework of thinking for scientists, in particular 
sciences because probably that framework creates the anomalies in that 
science. These anomalies can be avoided only changing the framework 
of thinking.  

The following section has an interesting title: “Connecting 
synapses to memory”! Obviously, “connecting” is not a totally wrong 
notion, but it is incorrect if we believe that synapses “cause” memory or 
“connect” is a real entity/processes. More interestingly, the authors 
focus on the role of protein CaMKII (calmodulin kinase II) of synapses 
in LTP and learning. 
 
Calmodulin is a promiscuous calcium carrier that, when loaded with calcium (e.g., 
resulting from NMDA receptor activation), changes its shape to activate a number of 
synaptic molecules, including the α-isoform of CaMKII (α-CaMKII). Activated α-
CaMKII phosphorylates other molecules. It picks up large phosphate groups from 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecules and inserts them at specific sites on target 
molecules. (Silva et a. 2013, p. 44)1 

                                                                                                                              
learning?). Not knowing how two phenomena are connected, we are left wondering 
whether the connection can really be trusted.” (Silva et a. 2013, p. 43) 
1 “Recall that kinases in general—the “K” in CaMKII—are proteins that 
phosphorylate other molecules. Their activity is antagonized by phosphatases, like 
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The question that naturally would arise for any neuroscientist is the 
following: “What does there really exist: the cell or the molecules?” 
Both cannot exist because we reach the classical ontological 
contradiction accepted not only by philosophers but also by scientists. 
(If cell is identical with molecules and their relationship, then only cell 
or molecules really exist.) We have to inquire even Kandal and Bickle’s 
title of working: “Molecular and cells cognition”! We have to be aware 
that (1) molecular and cells belong to EDWs even if, from the human 
being viewpoint, cells and molecules belong to the same EW, but not at 
the same time. However, within the same EW, we can observe a cell and 
the molecules of other cells and (2) molecules/cells and cognition 
belong to/are EDWs. More exactly, we have to translate this title in that 
“molecules and cells correspond to cognition”, while neutrally (the view 
from nowhere),a cell corresponds to “its” molecules”. Anyway, the 
authors construct a serious argument for the following equation 
“CaMKII → LTP” that moves to “CaMKII activation → LTP”, and then 
to “CaMKII activation → LTP → learning”1, where “→” means 
“causing”. Very important, the authors are aware that “CaMKII is a 
contributing cause (but not necessarily the only cause!) of LTP.”2 (p. 
51) A summary of this equation:  “Two hypotheses that could explain 
the results of the 1992 CaMKII experiments include Learning ← 
CaMKII → LTP (CaMKII affects LTP and learning separately) and 
CaMKII → LTP → Learning (CaMKII affects learning by affecting 
LTP)” (p. 96) and “α-CaMKII → CA1 LTP → Spatial Learning” (100) 
or “to reduce those 15 connections in the NEX into the following causal 

                                                                                                                              
calcineurin, which remove phosphate groups from other molecules. Phosphate 
groups change the structure and function of targeted proteins. Phosphorylation can 
activate proteins, whereas dephosphorylation can inactivate them.” (p. 44) 
1 However, the “1992 α-CaMKII transgenic experiments provided evidence for the 
hypothesis that synaptic molecules with a role in LTP may also be critical for 
learning and memory.” (p. 72, also 78 for instance, but at this page, they use “α-
CaMKII was causally related to either LTP or learning.) In this sentence, we have 
the notion of “role” and not causing.  
2 Alternative paths are analyzed in Chapter 5, section 4. 
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path: NMDA receptor → CaMKII → AMPA receptor → LTP → 
Spatial Representations → Spatial Learning” (p. 1132).  

                                                           

 In this context, we return to the relationship between LTP and 
memory: “Does memory depend on LTP?” (p. 97)  
 
Perhaps surprisingly, neuroscientists do not universally accept the LTP → Learning 
hypothesis. As of 2013, this hypothesis still evokes considerable skepticism, 
sometimes accompanied by confused philosophizing about the nature of causation 
(Lee and Silva, 2009; Neves et al., 2008; Martin and Morris, 2002; Martin et al., 
2000). As we first remarked back in Chapter 1, there is much that we do not 
understand concerning how a cellular phenomenon like LTP could account for the 
complex behaviors we call “learning and memory.” (Silva et al. 2013, p. 97) 
 
“Causation” is related here to the fact that LTP is not the “only 
mechanism linked to memory”.2 (p. 97) The conclusion is that in order 
“to understand the causal structure of neural mechanisms, we should 
never assume that contributing causes are always necessary for their 
effects, nor do they have to be sufficient.”3 (p. 98) In their case, LTP-
memory, “a phenomena A causing phenomena B” is transformed in 
“LTP is one of the causes of learning”4. (p. 103) From my perspective, 
molecules and cells mechanism-memory is the clearest example that 
reflects EDWs: memory and learning (and all other processes/entities) 

 
1 On pages 169-171 (Silva et al. 2013), there are details about Experiment Map for 
Giese et al (199) regarding causal graph for α-CaMKII, CA1, GABA receptors, 
NMDARs, many other processes/elements and memory.  
2 “We already know that LTP could not alone be responsible for learning. Inhibition 
and excitability are also very likely to be causally involved in learning and 
memory.” (Silva et al. 2013, p. 97-98) 
3 “For example, it turns out that there are various forms of CA1 LTP, with different 
underlying mechanisms. Some forms of CA1 LTP are even NMDA receptor 
independent. Sometimes what we initially think of as a single phenomenon (e.g., 
CA1 LTP) is actually several different phenomena (NMDA-receptor dependent 
LTP, voltage calcium channel-dependent LTP, etc.) with different mechanisms and 
even different functions.” (Silva et al. 2013, p. 100) 
4 For instance, “mechanisms other than LTP, including GABA-mediated inhibition 
(Paulsen and Moser, 1998), have also been implicated in learning and memory, thus 
ruling out the LTP/learning identity claim.” (Silva et al. 2013, p. 103) This case 
perfectly reflects that the framework is EDWs and not the identity between the mind 
and the brain or any other alternative. 
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are the “I” and each of them that corresponds, with very large 
approximation, to some neuronal patterns or molecular-cellular 
mechanism. In reality, any mental function corresponds to the entire 
brain and body or the molecular “level” from the entire brain and body.1 

I analyzed this very important book because Bechtel considers 
we can explain cognition better using information of both “levels”, 
whereas the knowledge of the micro-neuronal level is not more 
important than that of the macro-neuronal level. For me, the macro-
neuronal level is the “forest”, while the micro-neuronal level is the 
“trees”, and it seems that the latter is a better “level” in explaining 
cognition. In this context, we can understand the reason Silva et al. 
explain the relationship between molecules/cells and memory/learning. 
However, what is the difference between the microlevel-cognition 
explanation and the macrolevel-cognition explanation? Both micro and 
macro-level are almost in the same situation in relationship with 
cognition. From a scientific viewpoint, it seems that the future research 
of this program can provide a viable alternative to find the 
correspondences between particular mental functions and molecular and 
cells phenomena, even if it would be much more difficult “to fill the 
gap” between cognition and the entities/processes of the micro-neuronal 
“level”. Molecular and cells project and cognitive neuroscience are the 
only way to relate, with rough approximation, neuroscience with 
psychology. However, I doubt the molecular and cells scientific 
program would offer a clear correspondence between molecules/cells 
and, for instance, human subjectivity. From the human being viewpoint, 
both sets of entities (molecules, cells and neural patterns/areas) belong 
to the same EW, the macro-EW. From the viewpoint of each set, there 
are two or much more EDWs. Even if the molecular and cells 
reductionism is already a strong research direction in cognitive science, 
from an EDWs perspective, there is an ontological problem with this 

                                                            
1 In Chapter 8, Silva et al. create a picture for the relationship between CaMKII, 
NMDAR, CREB, Ca2+, Gene transcription, etc. and long and short-term memory. 
They analyze the causing connection CREB → memory. “One way to address it 
would be to ask which part of the fully Integrated hypothesis, NMDA receptor → 
Adenylate Cyclase → PKA → CREB → Scn1b → Excitability → Allocation, if 
confirmed, would produce the most novelty?” (Silva et al. 2013, p. 156) This 
equation would need, like all the other causal connections, the framework of EDWs.  
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approach. The framework is the unicorn-world, and therefore it is a 
mixture, from the human viewpoint, of two EDWs, the mind-EW and 
the macro-EW. As a consequence, the language is incorrect (essential 
notions require new kind of ontology, i.e., hyperontology) and the future 
results will produce serious problems. We have to be aware that the so 
wanted “causal connections” between molecules/cells and mind mean, 
in fact, a very rough correspondences between these elements. “Very 
rough” means that there are phenomena/entities that belong to at least 
two EDWs. Probably, the advantage of molecular and cell perspective is 
this one: 
 
When the behavioral measures of the intervened organisms are statistically different 
than those of nonintervened controls, in light of at least some aspects of an 
integration account that links the hypothesized cellular or molecular mechanism to 
the behaviors, a reduction is claimed. Our best causal-mechanistic explanation for 
the behavioral data is then taken to reside at the lowest level into which we can 
intervene and for which an integrative account with the behaviors exists. Molecular 
and cellular cognitivists then speak of having found “a molecular biology of 
cognition” (Bailey, Bartsch, and Kandel, 1996), a “framework for a molecular 
understanding” of a specific function (Abel et al., 1997), or of its “molecular basis” 
(see www.molcellcog.org). (Silva and Bickle 2009, p. 120-1)  
 
This is not a “direct” reduction or a direct “link” between 
molecules/cells and mental functions but just correspondence. We have 
to eliminate from our scientific vocabulary notions like “levels” or to 
use in a proper framework, i.e. the EDWs perspective, expressions like 
“a molecular biology of cognition”. 
 
6.2 Molecular coherence and cognition 
Based on quite many theoretical (speculative) ideas/notions and 
empirical results from the last years, Plankar et al. (2013) make a good 
summary regarding the relationship between coherence principle 
(synchronized oscillations), molecular “level” and cognition. 
Synchronization is a phenomenon that can be identified at many “levels 
of organization”1 of human organism, for instance, at the macroneuronal 
level and at the microneuronal level. If in Vacariu (2012), I investigated 

                                                            
1 About levels of analysis/organization or epistemological/ontological levels and 
EDWs perspective, see Vacariu (2008).  
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oscillations at the macrolevel and we saw that the synchronized 
oscillations cannot be correlated (not even with large approximation) 
with any particular cognitive processes1, let us see oscillation and the 
                                                            
1 “Theta rhythm, for example, originates from cortico-hippocampal loops or as a 
pacemaker drive within the hipocampus (Buzsaki, 2006; Goutagny et al., 2009; 
Miller, 1991; Wang, 2010). Alpha rhythms classically originate from thalamo-
cortical loops, where they are modulated by intrinsic thalamic mechanisms, but they 
may also be autonomously established in the visual cortex circuits themselves 
(Lopes da Silva and Storm van Leeuwen, 1977; Steriade et al., 1990). The neuronal 
oscillators that generate the beta rhythm are presumably located in the cortex and 
operate via excitatory inhibitory feedback similar to that of gamma oscillations, 
although beta typically operates over a longer range (Hipp et al., 2011; Lopes da 
Silva, 1991; Wang, 2010).” However, Tallon-Baudry strongly emphasizes that there 
is no strict correspondence between a frequency band and a particular cognitive 
process. (2010, p. 239 or 2009, p. 325 in Vacariu 2012) Even Plankar et al (2013) 
are aware of this difficulty: “it remains unclear how diverse cognitive functions 
could emerge from synchronized firing in se, as they would interfere among each 
other, should the relevant information be encoded exclusively on the basis of 
neuronal oscillations (Fell and Axmacher, 2011).” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 17) Or “it 
remains unclear how the neurons undergo very transient episodes of synchrony in 
the range of tens of milliseconds, as well as the rapid switching between the 
coherent and incoherent states observed during different cognitive processes such as 
attention and perceptual awareness (Breakspear et al., 2004; Melloni et al., 2007; 
Taylor et al., 2005; Uhlhaas et al., 2009), and which in addition may extend orders 
of magnitude across the spatio-temporal domains in real cortical networks (Freeman, 
2003b; Freeman and Vitiello, 2006; Petermann et al., 2009; Van De Ville et al., 
2010). Within the EDWs perspective, such questions are meaningless! Even if the 
identity theory is quite rejected by many philosophers in our days (but still accepted 
by many scientists – for the identity theory, see Vacariu 2008), from an EDWs 
perspective, we have to extend Tallon-Baudry’s rule from a particular kind of 
neuronal process (oscillations) to any neuronal process/state: “There are no 
correlation between any particular neuronal process/state to any particular 
cognitive process/state.” Therefore I add a paragraph from the same article: 
“Without proposing some higher-order organisation of brain activity, the specific 
information would quickly dissolve in synaptic noise, because stable oscillations are 
highly sensitive to phase perturbations, and more so the high-frequency oscillations 
(Wang, 2010), whereas precise and reliable phase relations are considered 
fundamental for meaningful (de)coding (…)” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 17) Such 
“higher-order organization of the brain activity” does not exist within the same EW 
as lower-order organization. However, these authors (and many others from 
cognitive neuroscience) search for the unity of the “I” within the brain, a major 
mistake from my viewpoint! As a summary, they indicate that “the complex balance 
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microneuronal level in Plankar et al.’s paper. Maybe, following Bickle’s 
framework, we can suppose that the microneuronal level is better in 
explaining cognition.  
 In a classical definition, “synchronisation refers to the 
establishment of stable phase relationships among the oscillating 
components within a system of coupled oscillators due to phase locking 
or frequency entrainment, whose oscillatory characteristics are more 
generally described as the coherence.” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 9) 
 
The functional significance of coherent oscillatory dynamics lies in the collective 
summation of outputs of individual elements, which enables a powerful response to 
a weak external input, efficient communication between different systems (that is, 
transfer of energy and information) and encoding information in terms of the phase, 
frequency, or amplitude of the oscillating system. (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 9) 
 
In this context, can we identify oscillations at the micro-level or only at 
the macro-level, i.e., can we explain oscillations through various micro-
neuronal processes?1 Plankar et al. investigate the coherence of 
molecular dynamics: 
 
The coherence of molecular dynamics has long been theoretically elaborated (Del 
Giudice et al., 1985; Fröhlich, 1968; Ricciardi and Umezawa, 1967), only recently 
gaining wider acceptance, when quantum coherence was experimentally 
demonstrated to directly coordinate energy flow, maximizing efficiency of 
excitation transfer in several photosynthetic complexes (Collini et al., 2010; Engel et 
al., 2007; Lee et al., 2007). On the other line of research, the neuronal cytoskeleton 
or, more generally, the intraneuronal matrix (Woolf et al., 2009) is increasingly 
acknowledged to have an important role in modifying the gating properties of ion 
channels and in coordinating neuronal plasticity (Janmey, 1998; Priel et al., 2010; 
Woolf, 2006; Woolf et al., 2009). Moreover, much theoretical and experimental 
effort has been focusing on the coherent properties and long-range signal transfer 
within cytoskeletal elements, most notably in the microtubules (Bandyopadhyay, 
2010; Cifra et al., 2010; Jibu et al., 1994; Mershin et al., 2006; Priel et al., 2006a; 

                                                                                                                              
between oscillatory robustness required for consistent coding and long-range 
communication, and the flexibility of functional connectivity, must be somehow 
reconciled for brain information processing to be meaningful.” (p. 17) The reader 
can try to interpret this phrase within the EDWs framework.  
1 “It has been proposed for over twenty years that dynamic neuronal interactions rely 
on precise temporal coordination of single neuronal discharges and population 
activity in distributed neuronal assemblies.” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 9) 
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Sahu et al., 2011; Tuszynski et al., 1997). It is hypothesised that such intrinsic 
information processing capacity could provide the neurons with greater autonomy in 
response (Woolf et al., 2009), complementary to their classical membrane-
dependent characteristics. (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 9)1 
 
The authors of this article “speculate” (their word) on the relationship 
between the neuronal and the molecular synchronized oscillations and 
the electrodynamics properties of intra- and extracellular filamentous 
matrices. (p. 10) In this context, the question is: “Can we situate the 
waves, various patterns of activations, the cells and the molecules within 
the same EW?” More details about oscillations:  
 
Neuronal oscillation is a periodic wave-like variation of neuronal electromagnetic 
(EM) activity in the central nervous system, characterized by frequency (i.e., delta, 
theta, alpha, beta, gamma), amplitude, and phase (the angle of deflection of an 
oscillation). Neuronal oscillations are generated by intrinsic mechanisms of 
individual neurons via the self-generated (pacemaker) ionic currents or resonant 
properties of the membrane potential, and/or by the internal recurrent network 
interactions (Buzsaki, 2006; Wang, 2010). While irregular, or stochastic activity is 
predominantly displayed in individual neurons (Wang, 2010) the interplay of both 
intrinsic and network mechanisms collectively generates rhythmic patterns of 
subthreshold and suprathreshold (spikes) potentials (Llinas et al., 1991; Steriade et 

                                                            
1 “Mechanistically, oscillations in fact induce an alternation between membrane 
states of inhibition and increased excitability in neighbouring neurons, biasing 
neurons to increase spike timing precision and hence mediate their synchronisation 
(Buzsaki, 2006; Fries, 2005; Singer and Gray, 1995). (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 10) 
“Technically, two oscillatory signals are considered coherent (synchronised/phase-
locked/phase-coupled) when there is a consistent relationship between the phases 
(phase coherence) and/or power (spectral coherence) of the two signals over time 
(Fell and Axmacher, 2011; Lachaux et al., 1999; Rappelsberger and Petsche, 1988; 
Senkowski et al., 2008), albeit not necessarily in phase, i.e., with a zero phase 
difference (zero lag) between them.” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 10) “Electro-magnetic 
activity in the brain can be measured as the summed LFPs across a large brain area 
with the millisecond-range temporal resolution of electroencephalography (EEG), 
electrocorticography (ECoG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG), all capable of 
monitoring the high speed of cognitive processing. To obtain a better spatial 
resolution, single- or multi-unit microelectrode recordings can be applied 
extracellularly (measuring LFPs confined to small areas and thus with a better 
spatial precision) or intracellularly, where individual spikes can be measured; 
combinations of different techniques, each having its own advantages, are frequently 
applied (Buzsaki, 2006; Niedermeyer and Da Silva, 2005).” (p. 12)  
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al., 1990). The firing patterns or spike trains generated in such oscillatory networks 
are considered fundamental for information coding in the brain (Buzsáki and 
Draguhn, 2004; Schnitzler and Gross, 2005). Rhythmic firing patterns activate 
postsynaptic neurons, generating post-synaptic potentials (excitatory and inhibitory 
post-synaptic subthreshold potentials; EPSPs and IPSPs, respectively) which, when 
sufficiently summated and synchronised, give rise to oscillations of local gradients 
of electric potential in the extracellular space, known as local field potentials (LFPs) 
(Niedermeyer and Da Silva, 2005; Schnitzler and Gross, 2005).1 (Plankar et al. 
2013) 
 
The external and the internal (resting state activity) inputs trigger and 
modulate the local feedback processes (reentrants) and the large-scale 

                                                            
1 “The frequency of oscillations is dependent on intrinsic neuronal characteristics, 
network size and connectivity, and information flow variables, such as coupling 
strength and time delay (Cardin et al., 2009; Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006; Zeitler et 
al., 2009).” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 10) “Coherence may refer to correlations 
between the spikes in different regions, between spikes in one region and LFP in the 
same or another region (“spike-field coherence”) (Fries et al., 2001; Jutras et al., 
2009; Womelsdorf et al., 2007) or between LFPs in different regions (Fell and 
Axmacher, 2011; Fries, 2005; Varela et al., 2001). Cross-frequency coupling of the 
phase or amplitude is also a common mode of neuronal synchronisation and gives 
rise to nested functional interactions of slow and fast rhythms (Axmacher et al., 
2010; Canolty and Knight, 2010; Lisman, 2010; Roopun et al., 2008).” (Plankar et 
al. 2013, p. 10) Also the authors mention the “ephaptic couplic”, i.e., the interactions 
(feedback loops) between the weak electromagnetic fields and neuronal activity. (p. 
12) Thus these interactions can modulate macroscopic oscillations and “may thus 
influence oscillations that generated them in the first place, giving rise to emergent 
properties of synchronous oscillations that could not be simply deconstructed to the 
contributions of single components (Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010). This brings a 
new perspective to the possibility that not only external, but also endogenous EM 
fields could contribute to information processing in the brain by non-synaptic 
mechanisms (Anastassiou et al., 2011; Fröhlich and McCormick, 2010; Ozen et al., 
2010). Some researchers even suggest that fluctuating ionic gradients and the 
resultant patterns of EM fields, in combination with neuronal synchronisation as a 
“binding agent”, could represent the substrate of cognitive representation and 
consciousness (Cook, 2008; McFadden, 2002).” (p. 12) Also, “local neuronal 
assemblies can also interact by ephaptic (EM) coupling, which could provide very 
rapid communication between them and contribute to entrainment of neuronal 
oscillations (…)” Plankar et all. 2013, pp. 17-18) Such communications are not 
“correlated” with the unity of the “I” just because “correlations” is a wrong notion in 
a pseudo-science, cognitive neuroscience.  
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feedback loops through synapses between different types of neurons that 
create the synchronized oscillations.1 (p. 11) Chemical 
(neuromodulators like GABA, glutamate and acetylcholine) processes 
mediate global neuronal oscillations, while electrical processes mediate 
“couple type-specific interneuronal networks in the cortex, also actively 
contribute to electrotonic neuronal synchronisation (Connors and Long, 
2004; Hormuzdi et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2010).” (Plankar et al. 2013, 
p. 11) Moreover, through “intracellular calcium waves”, astrocytes 
mediate also the oscillations and thus connect different brain regions.2 
The synchronized oscillations are correlated with all important cognitive 
functions: representation and binding problem, motor-sensorial 
activities/integrations, memory, attention, consciousness decision 

                                                            
1 “Globally summated signals give rise to macroscopic brain rhythms, categorised 
into distinct frequency bands: delta (1e3 Hz), theta (4e7 Hz), alpha (8e13 Hz), beta 
(14e30 Hz), gamma (30e 80 Hz), fast (80e200 Hz), and ultra fast (200e600 Hz) 
(Schnitzler and Gross, 2005), each with specific functional and behavioural 
correlates, activating contexts, mechanisms, spatial scales, and inter-relations 
(Niedermeyer and Da Silva, 2005; Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006; Whittington et al., 
2000). Generally, higher frequency oscillations operate more locally and are thought 
to represent the neuronal code for cognitive content, whereas large networks are 
integrated during slow oscillations, which predominantly mediate processual aspects 
of cognition, collectively resulting in highly interdependent and parallel information 
processing at multiple spatio-temporal scales (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; Jensen 
and Lisman, 2005).” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 11) “Furthermore, the phase precession 
of spiking relative to depolarizing peak of oscillations is a direct measure of input 
intensity, which enables transformation of rate coding into a temporal code of spike 
timing in target neuronal groups (Fries et al., 2007; Singer, 2007). As the coupling 
strength between the neurons reflects the level of depolarising input, it is 
proportional to the magnitude of phase advancement, which may also be exploited 
for short-term storage of information (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004).” (Plankar et al. 
2013, p. 15)  
2 “Importantly, feedback from active astrocytes can in turn modulate not only 
synaptic plasticity, but also the dynamic properties of high-frequency neuronal 
oscillations, and they thus contribute to EEG signals (see a review by Pereira and 
Furlan, 2010 and references therein). There is a strong indication that coherent 
calciumwaves are frequency and amplitude modulated, which implies their 
capability of encoding information (De Pittà et al., 2009; De Pittà et al., 2008).” 
(Plankar et al. 2013, p. 12) 
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making, etc. (p. 13-14)1 Very interesting is the following paragraph and 
footnote:  
 
In an attempt to generalise the binding by synchrony hypothesis into a wider theory 
of communication through coherence, Fries (2005) emphasized that the higher, top-
down cognitive control over perception and behaviour as manifested e.g., through 
selective attention, or any other fast and efficient cognitive processing demands 
flexibility of communicational structure between the neurons that goes beyond the 
static anatomical connections, appearing fixed on the timescale of cognitive 
dynamics, and such effective communication could only be achieved through 
coherently oscillating neuronal assemblies.(13) Phase synchrony of oscillatory 
signals establishes high functional connectivity, because interacting neurons can 
exert a stronger impact on one another if they are depolarized at the same time 
(Fries, 2005; Womelsdorf et al., 2007). (Plankar et al. 2013) 
 
The footnote (13):  
 
In terms of graph-theoretical or network modeling, this is the difference between the 
functional connectivity that emerges from dynamic, moment-to moment activity 

                                                            
1 About functional communication between neuronal assemblies I quote these 
paragraphs: “Coincidence-sensitive neurons predominantly discharge action 
potentials if simultaneously activated by multiple presynaptic neurons, defining a 
narrow time window for activation. Cortical neurons were found to have a dynamic 
firing threshold that depends on summation of transient depolarisations, enhancing 
fast and synchronous synaptic inputs, while suppressing slow (low slope) 
depolarisations (Azouz and Gray, 2003). Moreover, these synchronous inputs can 
then reliably transform into temporally precise output action potentials by initiating 
fast local dendritic spikes despite the background synaptic and dendritic noise, thus 
acting as coincidence detectors (Ariav et al., 2003). These studies suggest that, in 
addition to passive coincidence detection, which is classically considered to entail 
communication via synchrony, additional active mechanisms could substantially 
enhance feedforwarding of synchronised assemblies. Taken together, neuronal 
inpute-output dynamics (e.g., gain modulation), regulated by transmission of 
synchronised activity could represent a fundamental neuronal mechanism for 
controlling behaviourally relevant stimuli (Azouz, 2005).” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 
16) “In oscillatory networks, where the timing of spikes is under the combined 
influence of external inputs and the internal dynamics of the network, the phase at 
which a neuron fires relative to an oscillatory cycle (LFP) also carries information 
(Buzsaki, 2006; Hopfield, 1995).” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 15) “As with all 
oscillating systems, information is encoded in the phase and the frequency of the 
oscillation.” (p. 16) 
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fluctuations of an integrated network as a whole e which supports much richer 
informational processing capabilities as well as being more responsive to 
perturbations and structural, or anatomic connectivity (or the network topology) 
alone, which is primarily modulated by synaptic plasticity (Bullmore and Sporns, 
2009). (Plankar et al. 2013) 
 
Let me analyze in detail these two paragraphs. As I showed in Vacariu 
(2012), the binding synchrony is a pseudo-problem even if synchronized 
oscillations seem to be the best alternative. Fries notices that top-down 
cognitive control over perception and attention require “flexibility of 
communicational structure between the neurons that goes beyond the 
static anatomical connections”. However, in Vacariu (2012), we saw 
Tallon-Baudry’s verdict: there is no strict correspondence between a 
frequency band and a particular cognitive process! Also, I introduce 
again the analogy mind-brain and table-microparticles: the surface or the 
color of the table (i.e., that table as an entity) does not exist at the 
microparticles “level” (that is in fact an EW). There are no relationships 
between table and microparticles, since the table does not exist for the 
particles and vice-versa. Therefore, it is meaningless to check for any 
kind of relationship for any observer between table and microparticles. 
Similarly it is meaningless to check for any relationship between the 
mind (self, mental states) and the brain (neurons, their connections, 
waves, neuromodulators, etc.). These ideas are supported by the above-
mentioned footnote: there is a difference between the functional 
connectivity of an “integrated network as a whole” and the anatomic 
connectivity (synaptic plasticity1). Bullmore and Sporn (2009) (in 

                                                            
1 “Changes in synaptic strength are collectively known as synaptic plasticity, which 
is considered a fundamental neuronal mechanism modulating neuronal connectivity 
and thus learning, memory and adaptive behaviour. Spike timing-dependent 
plasticity (STDP) means dependence of synaptic plasticity on the temporal order of 
pre- and postsynaptic spikes within a critical time delay window of tens of 
milliseconds. When a presynaptic spike precedes a postsynaptic spike within this 
time window, synapses undergo long term potentiation (LTP), and they undergo 
long term depression (LTD) if the situation is reversed (Dan and Poo, 2004; 
Markram et al., 1997). A diversity of critical time windows for different types of 
synapses has been discovered recently.” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 16-17) “Strong and 
fast inhibitory postsynaptic potentials, rapid signal transfer via electrical synapses, 
and shunting inhibition are important electrophysiological properties of the 
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Plankar et al. 2013) are perfectly right but they work within the unicorn 
world! Therefore, they have to change this wrong framework with the 
EDWs perspective. The “integrated network as a whole” reflects very 
fast processes, while the anatomic connectivity, much slower processes. 
Such “very fast processes” do not exist in the brain or in the mind: it is 
about the mental state/processes that are the “I” with its unity! The brain 
with its anatomic connectivity (neuronal states/processes) and the body 
are not identical, but correspond to the mind. As we saw in Chapter 2, 
the “I” has no spatial framework, so it is meaningless to check for 
spatial “correlations” between mental states and neuronal patterns of 
activation. The “wholeness” of the mind has no spatial dimension, the 
brain and the body are “entities” placed within the macro-EW. 
Nevertheless, different neuronal patterns of activation and the brain as a 
whole belong also to EDWs!1 The framework of our thinking becomes 
much more complicated, but this is the reality (which is much simpler 
than the unicorn world).  

The above paragraph (not the footnote) continues with the 
following phrase: “A study by Womelsdorf and Fries (2007) gave a 
strong support to this theory with the finding that the strength of mutual 
influences among neuronal assemblies oscillating in the gamma 
frequency band is a direct consequence of the phase relations between 
them - the strongest interaction being exerted when in phase.” (Plankar 
et al. 2013, p. 16) What does “mutual influence” mean in this 
paragraph? Within the EDWs perspective, it would mean that the 
neurons and their connections correspond to an entity (the mind-EW) 
without any spatial dimension, where the transmission of signals does 
not take place in a spatial framework, even if there is a temporal 
dimension related to other types of dimensions that characterize the 

                                                                                                                              
inhibitory system, responsible for establishing narrowtime windows in which the 
excitatory neurons can generate action potentials (Bartos et al., 2007; Cardin et al., 
2009).” (p. 17) (Also see the notion of “stochastic background activity” at page 17.)  
From the EDWs perspective, I ask: How do these different ‘critical time windows 
for different types of synapses’ fit with the time of mental states and how does the 
time of the ‘I’ fit with the time of various mental states/processes? See my work in 
the future.   
1 The brain or the body cannot exist in the same EW with their parts. The parts-
whole philosophical problem is avoided through the EDWs perspective.  
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“I”.1 It is believed that the macro-EW (where the brain and the body are 
situated) has spatial dimensions. As we saw throughout the entire book, 
space does not exist, but only the relationships between entities that 
composed a scene. Then what does there really exist? The scene of the 
objects and the relationships between them? We have again the parts-
whole relationships! I will try to solve this problem in my next book. 
Anyway, the brain, the neuronal patterns, the cells, the molecules and 
the oscillations are in EDWs with ED spatial dimensions even if, from 
our viewpoint, it seems to be the same spatio-temporal framework. It is 
not about the same spatial dimensions because if we talk about space 
according to Leibniz, we cannot talk about space and time without 
entities. So, we have to introduce certain entities. But the brain and the 
neurons cannot exist in the same time and place (ontological 
contradiction). On the same line, neurons and molecules do not exist for 
the molecules. Do the mind and the brain exist in the same time and 
place? These phrases have to change completely the framework for 
people working in cognitive neuroscience. Obviously, we can check for 
very large approximations between some parts of the brain and some 
mental functions/states, but not check for the existence or the identity of 
various ED entities/process within the same “world”!  

                                                            
1 Plankar et al. (2013) write that “long-distance functional communication has also 
been recently elucidated by a study that showed individual local spiking responses 
modulated by distant phases and LFP phase coupling between multiple regions, in 
such a way that their distinct patterns translate into corresponding changes in spike 
rate and correlate with specific functional involvement of a given neuron or an 
assembly (Canolty et al., 2010).” (p. 16) Such “long-distance functional 
communication” is not available in the brain and the neuronal processes mentioned 
above simply correspond to the mental processes/states that are the “I”. Also, 
“oscillations in the first place represent the reference timeframe for neuronal 
communication (Axmacher et al., 2006) and the nervous system likely utilizes 
specific context- and information type-dependent coding strategies (Jermakowicz 
and Casagrande, 2007), leaving the question of cognitive representation and the 
‘hard’ problem of subjective awareness, open to discussion (Cook, 2008; Engel et 
al., 1999; Koch, 2004; Llinás and Ribary, 2001).” It is not only about the “hard” 
problem but about the mind-brain problem! I strongly emphasize that the mind-brain 
(body) problem is a philosophical problem, consciousness is a scientific problem. 
(Plankar et al. 2013, p. 17)  
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 The second part of Plankar et al.’s paper is dedicated to 
neuronal cytoskeleton, molecular coherence and intraneuronal matrix. 
Neuronal cytoskeleton refers to various elements and their relationships: 
cytoskeletal filaments (microtubules and actin filaments), “integrative”1 
intraneuronal network. The conclusion indicates that the authors 
investigated “mechanisms of dynamic order in brain information 
processing at different organizational levels” (p. 22). In Vacariu (2008), 
I analyzed in detail the notion of “levels” (epistemological, ontological, 
organizational) and the conclusion is that all alternatives have to be 

                                                            
1 “The neuronal cytoskeleton is particularly complex and well differentiated. It 
comprises an integrative intraneuronal network by binding to ion channels and 
neurotransmitter receptors, scaffolding proteins15 and their adaptors, motor proteins, 
microtubuleassociated proteins (MAPs), and other linking proteins (Sheng and Pak, 
2000; Woolf et al., 2009). AFs and MTs form interconnected networks16 extending 
from synaptic spines e where AFs link the ion channels and other postsynaptic 
proteins e to the MTs in dendritic shafts, which form a network continuum 
throughout the soma and the axon. Thus, the neuronal cytoskeleton, together with its 
interconnecting modulatory proteins, such as MAP2 and MAP tau, physically 
connects ion channels within synapses and synapses throughout the neuron into a 
structurally and functionally integrated system, or the intraneuronal matrix (Ingber, 
2003; Woolf et al., 2009).” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 18) Moreover, the 
neurotransmitters and neuromodulators “functionally interact with the intraneuronal 
matrix in a bidirectional way” (idem) but “very little is known about how the 
intraneuronal matrix modulates neurotransmission”. (p. 19) The authors indicate 
some recent research (for instance, “soliton-like ionic ionic waves”, p. 19) that is, in 
my opinion, very speculative. Such entities/processes have properties that belong, in 
fact, to the mind-EW or the unity of the “I”. However, the mental properties have no 
direct correlations within the brain-EW (i.e., the macro-EW), since the macro-EW 
has a spatio-temporal framework while the mind-EW has no spatial dimension! For 
instance, we can analyze these words, the “integrated part of a living organism, the 
brain (…)”: “integration” is a mental not neuronal property, and thus we cannot 
check for “integration” within the brain-EW! Other notions are used by Plankar et 
al.: “molecular coherence”, “quantum biology”, quantum mechanical superposition” 
(I showed in 2008, 2010 that superposition – a very important notion in quantum 
mechanics is totally wrong), “nanostructure”, Hammeroff and Penrose approach, 
“quantum-like macro coherent process” or even Freeman’s “dissipative brain 
dynamics” (“the first integrative framework for brain information processing based 
on the principle of coherence that incorporates both neuronal synchronisation and 
coherence of molecular dynamics” (Plankar et al. 2013, p. 21). All these notions are 
wrong because of the mixture of entities that belong to EDWs (macro, micro, mind).  
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replaced with EDWs. Moreover, “dynamic” does not perfectly fit with 
“order” and “different organizational levels” because it induces some 
hyperontological contradictions: entities that belong to the EDWs are 
placed within the same “world”. As everybody, Plankar et al. (2013) 
insert everything within a unified framework (i.e., the unicorn world) 
and therefore almost all important notions used in this article are wrong. 
 
6.3 About consciousness, unconsciousness and the brain 
 Already having the background offered by the information from the 
chapters of this book and the EDWs perspective, let me analyze in a few 
words a paper about consciousness published by Monti et al. very 
recently (October 2013). Even at the beginning of this analysis, I 
emphasize that the interpretation of the results of this paper would be 
much better in the EDWs perspective than in the unicorn world. 
Anyway, the empirical results of this experiment and their interpretation 
represent a step forward in accepting the EDWs perspective and 
rejecting the unicorn world. Their experiment consists in propofol-
induced anesthesia for 12 human subjects and, using fMRI for grasping 
the spontaneous low-frequency fluctuations in global and local areas and 
thus measuring four states: wakefulness, propofol-induced sedation, loss 
of consciousness, and recovery of wakefulness.1 In the past, making 
experiments and using graph theory, some researchers indicated 
particular neuronal areas responsible for consciousness. However, as we 
already know, in some cases, the decrease (loss) of consciousness 
increases the activation of neuronal areas. Monti et al. conclude that 
important are not only the areas (quantity) but also the quality of 
information processed in the brain. This experiment has three important 
results: 
 
First, contrary to a recent report [25], we find that long- and short-range connections 
are not differentially affected by sedation. Second, employing a support vector 
machine (SVM) classifier, we dissociate the thalamo-cortical and cortico-cortical 

                                                            
1 “A particularly appealing aspect of this technique in the context of studies of 
consciousness is the parallel between the measures it offers, focused on 
characterizing how information is exchanged and propagated through a network, and 
theories of consciousness that stress the centrality of how information is treated and 
integrated within the brain.” (Monti et al. 2013, p. 2) 
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hyperconnectivity observed during sedation from the cortico-cortical 
hypoconnectivity observed during loss of consciousness. Finally, contrary to results 
in other species [37], we find significant global changes in the (functional) 
topological organization of the brain during sedation. However, we show that 
normalized clustering, the global metric that was previously reported to be sensitive 
to the loss of consciousness [25], remains significantly elevated also through post-
sedation recovery of wakefulness. Conversely, we find that a strong decrease in 
efficiency of information distribution (defined as the inverse of the characteristic 
path length – see Materials and Methods) is the only unambiguous marker of 
propofol-induced loss of consciousness. (Monti et al. 2013, p. 2) 
 
These ideas are very important, this is the reason I write them in more 
details from their paper:  
 
First, despite the frequently voiced idea that long-range connections play a key role 
in anesthesia-induced unconsciousness [40], we fail to find a substantial asymmetric 
decrease in cross-region correlation as a function of inter-regional distance. Average 
connectivity strength decreased monotonically with distance in approximately the 
same manner across conditions (with the sole exception of extremely short 
connections, below 34 mm, but only during the initial phase of sedation, and not 
during loss of consciousness). This finding runs counter to a recent report 
demonstrating an uneven effect of propofol-induced unconsciousness on short-range 
(i.e., < 78mm) versus long-range (i.e., >78mm) connections [25]. (Monti et al. 
2013, p. 6)1 
 
The second idea is that the propofinol induced loss of consciousness is 
related to cortico-cortical mechanism not to talamo-cortical areas.2 
(idem) The third idea is the “significant changes in global topological 
measures across levels of consciousness”. (Monti et al 2013, p. 7)  
 

                                                            
1 “‘It turns out that when we lose consciousness, the communication among areas of 
the brain becomes extremely inefficient, as if suddenly each area of the brain 
became very distant from every other, making it difficult for information to travel 
from one place to another’ Monti said.” “The finding shows that consciousness does 
not ‘live’ in a particular place in our brain but rather ‘arises from the mode in which 
billions of neurons communicate with one another’ he said.” (kurzweilai.net/is-a-
scientific-definition-of-consciousness-possible) 
2 Monti et al. (2013) suggest that the loss of consciousness in the cases of brain 
injury indicates the important role of thalamus (maybe through disconnecting 
cortical areas) in loss and recovery consciousness. (Monti et al. 2013, p. 7)  
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Our multi-stage design, however reveals that clustering remains significantly 
elevated (as compared to initial wakefulness and sedation) during post-anesthesia 
wakefulness recovery. This result shows that while it is true that clustering increases 
once consciousness is lost, it is not a sufficient marker of consciousness, something 
that the two-point design (i.e., initial wakefulness versus loss of consciousness) in 
Schröter et al. [25] could not reveal. On the other hand, we find that the normalized 
characteristic pathlength (l) is significantly increased only during loss of 
consciousness, suggesting that during unconsciousness the efficiency of information 
distribution within the network is reduced (a finding that is consistent with a very 
recent study on loss of consciousness in sleep [16]). (Monti et al. 2013, p. 7) 
 
On the same page of this paper we notice the important observation that 
the changes in global brain topology mirror the loss of consciousness! 
Moreover, the authors indicate that the local changes (small-world 
architecture) also remain elevate during wakefulness recovery. (p. 7) For 
instance, there are some nodal changes in frontal and parietal, lateral and 
opecular regions (less nodal strength during sedation and loss of 
consciousness). (p. 7) Temporal, dorsal and ventro-medial prefrontal 
cortex show increases in strength. Prefrontal and parietal seem to be the 
most important regions that are correlated with consciousness. In 
general, their conclusion 
 
support[s] the idea that (propofolinduced) loss of consciousness correlates with a 
change in the quality of information processing, and not only a change in the 
strength of connectivity across regions [1,24]. In particular, dynamic reconfiguration 
of thalamo-cortical and cortico-cortical connections, and contemporaneous decrease 
of efficiency and increased local processing might affect the degree by which 
information can be effectively integrated across the brain [9]. (Monti et al. 2013, 
p. 7) 
 
I emphasize that the quality changes refer to the “quality of information 
change”, i. e. the efficiency of information, for the maintenance of 
consciousness. (p. 8) Consciousness seems to be correlated with the 
activity of cortico-cortical networks (“a substantial decrease in the 
efficiency of information flow within the network”) and not with 
thalamo-cortical mechanisms. In this context, I wonder if we do not 
need to insert the oscillations (and many other neuronal 
entities/processes) in this equation. If we change the apparatus for 
scanning the brain, then we could get other results referring to the 
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correlations between consciousness and “neuronal activities”1. 
Therefore, we have to follow Bohr with including the apparatus into the 
definition of the observed phenomena.  
 At the end of their article, Monti et al. analyze an important 
difference between what they used for scanning the brain - regions-
based networks – and voxel-based networks (see for instance Gallant’s 
lab in this book). Even if voxel-based mechanisms can scan intra-
regional and inter-regional connectivity2, it seems that the voxel-based 
networks method is better for grasping local information within regions 
of the brain (or local network properties), while the region-based 
networks grasp the properties that are widely distributed in the brain 
(“coarse scale, predominant in heteromodal association areas”, even if 
changes in topological features do not necessarily mirror local changes 
at the brain physical “level”). (Monti et al. 2013, p. 8) Within the EDWs 
perspective, the mind and the voxels or regions of the brain are EDWs 
and therefore the correlations are just rough approximations regarding 
the instruments we used for scanning the brain. However, it would be 
quite impossible to construct an instrument that has the same 
characteristics/parameters as the human mind. 

                                                            
1 It does not matter what kind of instrument we use (fMRI, PET, EEG, etc.), all the 
results of these measurements we call “neuronal activities”. In this way, within the 
EDWs framework, we reach quite many ontological contradictions! Therefore, we 
need to change the name of these entities/activities.  
2 “Nonetheless voxelwise parcellations might however pose conceptual difficulties 
with respect to computing global network properties because grid-like subdivisions 
do not generally respect boundaries or sizes of heterogeneous functional areas, an 
approach that might lead to mischaracterization of brain network function [64].” 
(Monti et al. 2013, p. 8) From my viewpoint, “mischaracterization” always takes 
place when we check for the correlations between the mind and the brain. (About the 
multisensory integration, see Chapter 4 of this book.) 
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Conclusion 
 
I applied the EDWs perspective to different domains (physics, biology, 
and cognitive (neuro)science) and different theories (quantum 
mechanics, complex theory in biology, different approaches in 
philosophy of mind and cognitive (neuro)science). In Part III of this 
book I applied the EDWs perspective to Einstein’s theory of special and 
general theory of relativity.  

In this book, I continue to show that cognitive neuroscience has 
great problems that illustrate that this “science” is in fact a pseudo-
science. Sullivan (forthcoming) writes a paper about a new decade in 
neuroscience: “Decade of the mind” proposed by 10 famous people 
working in cognitive (neuro)science.1 The author reminds us about the 
first decade in neuroscience “Decade of the brain” (the last decade of the 
20th Century) in which, despite considerable empirical/experimental 
successes, “a fundamental understanding of how the brain gives rise to 
the mind [was] still lacking” (in Science, 2007, p. 1321 in Sullivan 
forthcoming, p. 1) Sullivan emphasizes that six years of this “decade of 
the mind” have already passed since the publication of that letter from 
Science, but nothing notable happened. Manfred Spitzer (German 
psychiatrist) indicates that neuroscientists need to investigate the self 
and higher-order consciousness. However, there are quite many 
neuroscientists that have been working on consciousness but indeed 
almost no one has worked on the self. From the EDWs perspective, the 
self (the “I”) is indeed more important than consciousness since 
consciousness is the “I”, but the “I” is conscious and unconscious 
knowledge, explicit and implicit knowledge, declarative and procedural 
knowledge, etc., but also something beyond these kinds of knowledge. (I 
will work on this topic in my next book.)   

                                                            
1 “In 2007, ten world-renowned neuroscientists, including James Albus, George 
Bekey, John Holland, Nancy Kanwisher, Jeffrey Krichmar, Mortimer Mishkin, 
Dharmendra Modha, Marcus Raichle, Gordon Shepherd, and Giulio Tononi 
advocated in a letter published in Science for ‘a major national research initiative 
called ‘A Decade of the Mind’ (2007: 1321).” (Sullivan forthcoming, p. 1) 
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In my book from 2012 and in this book, from the EDWs 
perspective, I analyze many articles of cognitive neuroscience published 
in the last 4-5 years and I argued that cognitive neuroscience is a 
pseudo-science. The relationship between the mind and the brain/body 
does not exist (even the identity theory is wrong), since both the mind 
and the brain/body are or belong to EDWs. Therefore, the mind-brain 
problem is a pseudo-problem. Since the appearance of this domain 
(several decades ago) until today, many people have used quite wrong 
notions constructed artificially within the wrong framework of thinking 
(the unicorn world) (or not completely explained). They have to be 
changed the unicorn world framework with the EDWs perspective (that 
is a description of what “really exist”) and therefore important notions 
from this field have to be rejected or replaced with other notions that 
reflects phenomena that are or belong to EDWs.  

People working in cognitive neuroscience cannot directly 
“correlate” the mental functions (the mind) with the neuronal patterns of 
activation (like I correlate a table with an amalgam of microparticles) 
since the mind is an EW (that has no spatial dimension) and the 
brain/body belongs to another EW, the macro-EW. In some cases, we 
can check for correspondences (not identities) between entities that 
belong to EDWs. Not only the identity theory for the mind-brain 
problem is wrong but all the other alternatives constructed within the 
unicorn world are also wrong. Moreover, all the other sub-problems 
constructed under the mind-body umbrella (many of them being also 
pseudo-problems) are still not solved.  

As I showed in my books, there are quite a lot of experiments in 
cognitive neuroscience and quite many alternatives for different 
problems but all of these problems are pseudo-problems. As we saw in 
the previous book (Vacariu 2012) and in this book, many problems in 
cognitive neuroscience do not and cannot have any real answer since 
these problems are pseudo-problems constructed within the unicorn 
world. Some of these problems are quite old (spatial cognition, or the 
binding problem), other are quite new troubles (localization or default 
mode network). Anyway, there has recently been an avalanche of 
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experiments, but nobody could claim that (s)he solved the mind-brain 
problem or any sub-problem created under the umbrella of mind-brain 
problem. Today, the most accepted alternative by the majority of 
researchers working in cognitive neuroscience is the identity theory. The 
results of all these experiments and their conclusions are constructed 
within the wrong framework, the unicorn world. However, even in a 
better framework, it is necessary to consider that any mental function is 
the “I”. All these experiments/articles refer to some mental 
states/processes and their relationships with the brain, but all mental 
states/processes are the “I”. So, you cannot explain any mental function 
completely without explaining the “I”.  

The identity theory has great problems1 and I can make some 
remarks against this approach. Exactly as we cannot see the green color 
in the brain, but we have the green color of an object in a scene of the 
mind (more exactly, that scene is the mind), we cannot see space in the 
mind, not even a representation of space since space, as I showed along 
this book, exists neither in the mind nor in the “external world”. We 
have some relationships between objects in a mental scene (in our mind) 
given by those objects (their positions), but we have to take into account 
that these relationships are not placed in any space (space has no 
ontological status)! A human being sees a 2D photo and “understands” 
that that photo represents a 3D space. So, there is a “transition” from 2D 
to 3D that mirrors two EDWs exactly as there are two EDWs when we 
talk about the “transition” from the 2D image on retina (that belongs to 
the brain) to the 3D image of a perceptual scene (that belongs to the 
mind). Exactly in the same way, there are transitions from 3D to 
something with more dimension but not space. It is not about the spatio-
temporal framework or the hyperspace; it has to be something else 
instead of spatio-temporal framework.  

                                                            
1 An alternative to the identity theory is introduced by Searle 1992 (and re-invented 
by Frith in 2007): the brain produces the mind and therefore both the mind and the 
brain are just material substance. (See Vacariu 2008 and Vacariu 2010) 
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Again, I emphasize that the EW1 does not exist for any other 
EW, for instance the EW2. From the viewpoint of entities that belong to 
the EW1, the entities belonging to EW2 do not exist! What kind of 
“correlations” can we find since EW1 exists but another EW2 does not 
exist at all? Therefore, it is meaningless to check for the “correlations” 
between entities/processes that belong to the EDWs. Such correlations 
are human mind creations! From our viewpoint, a human observer that 
changes the conditions of observation can thus find just very rough 
correspondences between entities/processes belonging to EDWs, but 
these correspondences are neither identities nor emergence1, nor any 
kind of relationships. Created by human being through changing the 
conditions of observation, correspondences are just certain 
methodological relationships, nothing more or less. The “I” is in a 
paradoxical situation being an EW and an entity at the same time. The 
information offered by these empirical experiments could not be very 
useful in explaining the self. The main question refers to the relationship 
between the “I” and “its” mental states/functions. Based on the 
information furnished by my last two books, I will construct the image 
of the “I” in my next book. 
 As I showed in Vacariu and Vacariu (2010) and Vacariu (2011), 
life is quite identical with the self (the mind) and we cannot make a clear 
distinction between life and the mind. As I showed in these books, life 
and the cell/organism are or belong to EDWs. So, with the EDWs 
perspective, I clarify that the relationship between life and cell/organism 
is a pseudo-problem, exactly as the mind-brain/body problem is a 
pseudo-problem and this is the reason these both problems could not be 
solved during one or more centuries of inquiring. Obviously, the bodies 
(brain included) that correspond to the “I” (mind/life) are different. 
However, as life is quite similar to any human being or any cell, the 
same can be stated about the mind. In the first period of life, the mind 
                                                            
1 Within the EDWs perspective, I reject all approaches for the mind-body problem 
(the identity theory, etc.) and notions like emergence, levels, supervenience, 
reduction and other notions, all created by the human beings in the unicorn world. 
(See Vacariu 2008) 
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has the same characteristics/parameters/potentiality for any human 
living. The mind is the same for any individual exactly as life is the 
same for any organism. Corresponding to each cell/organism, life/the 
“I”/mind has the same abilities with different parameters.1 This is the 
reason in my last books, I used the singular for the “I” and not plural. In 
reality, the plural of the “I” is meaningless, since any “I” is an EW and 
therefore we cannot even compare them. I end this book with 
Hippocrates’s slogan: “The soul is the same for all living creatures 
although the body of each is different”. Re-writing Hippocrates’ words: 
“Life is the same for all living creatures although the body of each is 
different”!2 I recall the motto of this book: “(…) that’s what so nice 
about cognitive science, you can drop out for a couple of centuries and 
not miss a thing.” (Fodor 2001) Fodor’s slogan mirrors much better the 
empirical and theoretical researches in cognitive neuroscience, in 
particular, than in cognitive science, in general. 

 

 
1 I will develop this slogan in my next book. I mention here that, since any mental 
function is the “I”, the explanation of any mental function, without furnishing the 
hyperontological status of the “I”, is just a fantasy. (I recall that the “I” is an entity 
and an EW at the same time). Therefore, the main topic of my next book will be the “I”. 
2 Can anybody tell me the difference between her life and my life? Obviously, it is 
not the same life, but regarding the characteristics/traits/features of life, what is the 
difference between the features of your life and the features of my life? Are these 
physical, mental traits or not? Within the unicorn world, we need to refugee in 
Descartes’ dualism or Berkeley’s idealism for answering these questions. However, 
the EDWs perspective saves us of the umbrella offered by dualism or idealism. This 
is one of topic of my future book.  





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part III 
 
 
 

 

 





Chapter 7 
 
 
 

The hyperontological foundations of Einstein’s 

theory of relativity 
 

7.1 Introduction1 
As I showed in previous books, the unicorn world has been the wrong 
framework not only for all philosophers but also for scientists from 
various domains (physics, biology, cognitive science). The scientists that 

                                                            
1 I discover the existence (being) of EDWs working on the mind-brain problem in 
cognitive science. Then, I applied this perspective to some problems from quantum 
mechanics and the relationship between this theory and Einstein’s relativity. 
However, in my previous books, I emphasized that I am not a specialist in 
(philosophy of) physics, my main specialization being philosophy of cognitive 
(neuro)science. Therefore, the applications of my perspective to some problems 
from physics have been quite superficial. I have been interested to show the 
directions that I created with the EDWs perspective in many domains of research 
(not only in philosophy or cognitive science but also in physics and biology). I 
expect that people working in (philosophy of) physics and biology will develop the 
applications of EDWs perspective. Moreover, when I applied my EDWs perspective 
to some theories from particular sciences (quantum mechanics, for instance), I did 
not pay attention at all to the mathematical tools involved in these theories. I will 
also not pay attention to the mathematical aspects of Einstein’s theory of relativity. 
The reason is not only that I am not able to deal with mathematics at such levels, but 
reality (nature, that is EDWs) also does not care too much about mathematics that is 
a human thinking invention which helps us  explain the “world” (i.e., EDWs). I am 
not even a philosopher of science, but just a philosopher. Finally, the absolute role of 
“mathematics” in explaining the “world” is just a myth that has dominated the 
human thinking since Plato. Mathematics is simply a tool in our efforts to explain 
the EDWs, not a goal. The most problematic mathematical theory in explaining the 
“universe” is the (super)string theory. (See Vacariu and Vacariu 2010, the last sub-
chapter “Hyperverse vs. hyperspace” in which we strongly attacked the myth of 
“hyperspace” that is just mathematics, nothing more or less, even if many authors 
claim the multiverse is the reality not the “world”. As I showed in my previous 
works, both the “world” and the “multiverse” are completely wrong notions.) 
(Regarding the relationship between mathematics and physics, see Einstein’s words 
as the second motto of this book)  
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work on fundamental scientific problems have to change their actual 
framework of thinking, the unicorn world, with EDWs. Throughout the 
history of human thinking there have been some changes of this 
framework. I hope that, after reading my books (2008, 2010, 2011, 
2012, 2014), it will be clear for many people that the unicorn world has 
to be replaced by the EDWs. With my EDWs perspective, I offer the 
ontological (more precisely, hyperontological) foundations of various 
“dual” phenomena (macro- and micro-phenomena, mental, and neuronal 
phenomena, or life and organism/cell) investigated by people working in 
different fields of activity (physics, cognitive neuroscience, and 
biology). In general, I applied my perspective to some theories that are 
acknowledged by many people as being highly problematic. 

In physics, I showed two main errors: (1) in quantum 
mechanics there is the mixture of EDWs (the waves-EW and the 
microparticles-EW) (2) trying to elaborate the theory of everything, i.e. 
to unify quantum mechanics with Einstein’s theory of relativity means 
the mixture of EDWs (the macro-EW and the micro-EW). Until now, I 
have not applied my EDWs perspective to Einstein’s theory of relativity 
just because this (special and general) theory is very correct. Even if 
during his period of thinking, the unicorn world was the paradigm of 
thinking, Einstein created his theory for the macro-EW (quite many 
macro-EWs, see below), and this is exactly the reason why his theory is 
quite correct within the EDWs perspective. In this work, I want to show 
that the EDWs perspective furnishes the (hyper)ontological foundations 
for Einstein’s special and general theory of relativity. Such foundations 
have been missing since the creation of this theory: everybody has 
worked within the unicorn world (including Einstein), therefore, it is not 
a surprise nobody had thought of the foundations of the theory of 
relativity. In the first part, I will deal with the hyperontological 
foundations of Einstein’s special theory of relativity; in the second part, 
I will analyze the general theory of relativity, both from the EDWs 
perspective.  

I would like to recall the meaning of the term 
“hyperontological”. (Vacariu 2005, 2008, 2011, 2013) The EDWs 
replaced the unicorn world, the unique world with its unique ontology. 
Each EW has its own ontology but it does not mean there are multi-
ontologies because there are no multi “worlds”. One EW does not exist 
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(“is”) for any other EW. Moreover, each EW has its own 
epistemological-ontology (the classical distinction between ontology 
and epistemology is totally wrong). So, we can use neither “ontological” 
nor “multi-ontological” (common to the multiverse), but only 
“hyperontology”. This notion is abstract just because one EW does not 
exist for any other EW; it means the sum of all EDWs is an abstract 
hyperontological framework analyzed by a human observer. Both the 
special and the general theory of relativity involve many EDWs, 
therefore in this work, I introduce the hyperontological foundations of 
the special and general theory of relativity.  

Einstein’s theory of relativity does not fit with our common 
sense that is the result of the evolution of species and the development 
of each individual in a “standard environment”. This “standard 
environment” refers, in this case, to that speed much smaller than the 
speed of light.   
 
It has been almost a century since Einstein informed the world of his dramatic 
discovery, yet most of us still see space and time in absolute terms. Special relativity 
is not in our bones—we do not feel it. Its implications are not a central part of our 
intuition. (Greene 1999, p. 17)  
 
Obviously, it has been difficult to fit the theory of relativity with the 
“reality” (the “world”) working within the unicorn world paradigm. The 
question is how could we understand that the absolute spatio-temporal 
framework does not exist, but instead there are only relative spatio-
temporal frameworks (from the viewpoint of a person in the train and 
from the viewpoint of a person on the pavement, for instance) if there is 
only one ontological world? Let us suppose that the person A in the train 
and the person B on the ground both perceive a table placed on the 
ground. What do they perceive? Do they perceive the same, identical 
table? Within the special theory of relativity, for A and B there are 
different spatio-temporal frameworks and therefore the table cannot be 
the “same” table! However, we cannot talk about two different tables 
simply because in reality there are no absolute “different tables”. The 
correct answer can be given only within the EDWs perspective: there 
are epistemologically different tables.  
 In the past, nobody denied the existence of the 
world/universe/reality and the “world” and within this paradigm the 
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domination of the absolute spatio-temporal framework was quite 
normal. Einstein’s theory of relativity rejects the absolute space and 
absolute time. Nevertheless, from my viewpoint, Einstein’s theory of 
relativity is placed within the unicorn world, and our common sense 
reaches some ontological contradictions that simply cannot be accepted 
by our “common” minds. Adding the enormous difference between the 
speed of light and the speed of objects that surround us, this is the 
context in which the “special relativity is not in our bones - we do not 
feel it”. We cannot observe the results indicated by the theory of 
relativity because these results are very small indeed to be captured by 
our sensorial apparatus, which has evolved and developed within the 
macro-EW under “standard environment”. Newton’s theory required the 
absolute space, absolute time, and signals (the speed of light or the 
waves of gravity) that can travel instantly. Till Einstein, nobody realized 
that the speed of light was the maximum speed that could be reached, 
i.e. nothing can exceed the speed of light.  

Even if Einstein’s theory of relativity is perfectly correct, with 
the EDWs perspective, not only people working in cognitive 
(neuro)science, but also physicists have to change their framework of 
thinking. It is about physicists working not only using quantum 
mechanics but also using the theory of relativity: they have to replace 
the unicorn world with the EDWs in order to be able to reject some 
pseudo-notions from quantum mechanics and to understand better 
(“feel”) the theory of relativity. The scientists have to understand that 
working within a wrong framework, a pseudo-problem becomes a “real” 
problem, and they can waste their entire career offering beautiful 
Ptolemaic epicycles. Only accepting the EDWs framework could a real 
progress in particular sciences take place. Moreover, scientists can 
improve the scientific framework of EDWs. I mention that the special 
and general theory of relativity can be applied to phenomena that belong 
to some particular cases of EDWs, but not to all EDWs. For instance, 
these theories cannot be applied to the mind-EW, or to the micro-EWs.1 

                                                            
1 This idea is strongly related to the idea analyzed in this book: a human being does 
not perceive (visually, for instance) merely an object. In any case, the real object has 
to be inserted in a real “scene”. In any case, the representation of that object is 
placed in a particular perceptual “scene” that is in fact the “I”. So a mental 
representation of an object is a very approximate notion, but it does not refer to 
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In the following section, I will try to show that (a) in some 
cases, the “frames of reference” specified by these two theories are in 
fact EDWs (b) the principle of relativity from Galileo and Einstein 
(“The laws are the same for all observers in uniform motion”) is 
probably the strongest scientific argument that supports the existence 
(more exactly, the being) of EDWs! This principle reveals that the 
“world” does not really exist and therefore we need to replace the 
“world” by the EDWs. (c) The EDWs perspective offers exactly the 
hyperontological foundations for both theories of relativity. Obviously, 
as scientist, Einstein did not pay too much attention to the ontological 
foundations of his theory. Even if he changed completely the meaning of 
space and time, the notion of “world” survived, i.e. Einstein and 
anybody else in that period or later had not inquired about the notion of 
the “world”. As opposed to the special theory of relativity, the general 
theory of relativity requires more dramatically the existence of the 
“universe”.  

In the period in which Einstein elaborated the special theory of 
relativity, many physicists inquired a lot about the absolute space and 
absolute time and light. At the end of the 19th century, there were two 
great theories in physics: Newton’s mechanics and Maxwell’s 
electromagnetism. In this context, as Greene emphasizes, there were 
three great problems: (1) The properties of the motion of light (“Can a 
beam of light be caught?” Newton’s answer is affirmative vs. Maxwell’s 
answer, which is negative)1 (2) Nothing can travel faster than the speed 

                                                                                                                              
something that really exists. Moreover, I want to recall that the mind-EW does not 
have any spatial dimension, but only representations of space. Maybe the same 
situation is for time, but it is certainly that (if time exists), we can talk about 
epistemologically different times that belong to EDWs. More strictly, we can talk 
only about epistemologically different “scenes” (any perceptual scene) that belong 
to an EW (for instance, one macro-EW). In fact, we cannot talk directly about either 
spatio-temporal frameworks or mere objects, since we do not perceive an object 
completely isolated. Any representation of an object is inevitably included in the 
perceptual field. As we saw above, we can talk about quite many macro-EDWs! A 
macro-object is always placed in a “scene” (not only a spatio-temporal framework). 
Any macro-object can move in a scene and any scene belongs to a particular EW.  
1 Einstein knew the results of the (un)famous Michelson and Morley experiment: the 
speed of light does not depend on the state of its source. “I did not doubt the 
existence of the ether or the motion of the Earth through it. I thought of the 
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of light (vs. Newton’s gravity, which influences instantaneously any 
other objects) (3) The incompatibility between Einstein’s theory of 
relativity and quantum mechanics in explaining the “world”. (Greene 
1999, p. 7)  
 
7.2 The special theory of relativity 
Einstein created the special theory of relativity for phenomena that 
belong to frames of references in uniform motion.1 The general theory 
of relativity is an extension of the special theory of relativity to the non-
inertial cases (acceleration and gravity being involved). In order to 

                                                                                                                              
following experiment using two thermocouples: Set up mirrors so that the light from 
a single source is to be reflected in two different directions, one parallel to the 
motion of the Earth and the other antiparallel. If we assume that there is an energy 
difference between the two reflected beams, we can measure the difference in the 
generated heat using two thermocouples. Although the idea of this experiment is 
very similar to that of Michelson, I did not put this experiment to the test. While I 
was thinking of this problem in my student years, I came to know the strange result 
of Michelson's experiment. Soon I came to the conclusion that our idea about the 
motion of the Earth with respect to the ether is incorrect, if we admit Michelson's 
null result as a fact. This was the first path which led me to the special theory of 
relativity.” (Einstein 1922, p. 46) “… the Michelson-Morley experiment, even 
though Einstein later had trouble recalling if he even knew of the experiment prior to 
his 1905 paper. This one experiment, in isolation, has little force. Its null result 
happened to be fully compatible with Newton’s own emission theory of light.” 
(Norton 2003, p. 2) “It became more acute when the Michelson-Morley experiment 
of 1887, the first second order experiment, detected no ether wind. By 1903, Trouton 
and Noble had carried out a fully electrodynamic second order experiment, again 
with a null result. (See Janssen, 1995, Ch. 1.)” (Norton 2003, p. 13) “… in 1913 the 
Dutch physicist Willem de Sitter suggested that fast-moving binary stars (two stars 
that orbit one another) could be used to measure the effect of a moving source on the 
speed of light. Various experiments of this sort over the past eight decades have 
verified that the speed of light received from a moving star is the same as that from a 
stationary star—670 million miles per hour—to within the impressive accuracy of 
ever more refined measuring devices.” (Greene 1999, p. 20)  Einstein wrote in his 
paper (1905): “light is always propagated in empty space with a definite velocity c 
which is independent of the state of motion of the emitting body.” (Norton 2003, p. 
26; his italics) 
1 “The special theory of relativity owes its origins to Maxwell’s equations of the 
electromagnetic field.” Albert Einstein, Autobiographical Notes, p. 59 in Norton 
2003, p. 36) 
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understand Einstein’s special theory of relativity there are two related 
aspects that we have to take into account: (1) this theory is about the 
motion of objects, space and time (2) the movement of any physical 
object has to be shared in four dimensions: three spatial and one 
temporal.1 The temporal dimension has two extreme points: (a) An 
object in rest moves with the speed of light in time dimension, so the 
temporal movement is the greatest. (b) For an object which moves with 
the speed of light in the three-dimensional space, time dimension does 
not exist (the temporal dimension is zero) and therefore the movement is 
shared (Greene’s notion, see below) between three spatial dimensions. 
Einstein introduced two postulates:  
(1) The principle of relativity: “All the frames of references in 
uniform motion have the same physical laws”.2 This principle is applied 
not only to mechanics, but also to Maxwell’s electromagnetic laws. I 
strongly emphasize that the principle of relativity greatly relates to one 
of my principles, i.e. the objective reality principle: “Any EW is, 
therefore all EDWs have the same objective reality even if one EW does 
not exist for any other EDW”. (See the first chapter of this book)  
(2)  The second postulate is that “light is always propagated in empty 
space with a definite velocity c which is independent of the state of 
motion of the emitting body.” Einstein gave no justification for this 
postulate in the introduction to his paper. The strongest justification 
came from Maxwell’s electrodynamics.3 That theory had identified 

                                                            
1 Special relativity “provides the foundations for particle physics and for Einstein’s 
general theory of relativity; and it is the last point of agreement between them. It has 
also received considerable attention outside physics. It is the first port of call for 
philosophers and other thinkers, seeking to understand what Einstein did and why it 
changed everything. It is often also their last port. The theory is arresting enough to 
demand serious reflection and, unlike quantum theory and general relativity, its 
essential content can be grasped fully by someone merely with a command of simple 
algebra. It contains Einstein’s analysis of simultaneity, probably the most celebrated 
conceptual analysis of the century.” (Norton 2003, p. 2) 
2 “That means that any process that can occur in one frame of reference according to 
these laws can also occur in any other. This gives the important outcome that no 
experiment in one inertial frame of reference can distinguish it intrinsically from any 
other.” (Norton 2003, p. 4) 
3 The special theory of relativity “was already implicit in Maxwell’s 
electrodynamics—so much so that Lorentz was able to discover its essential 
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“light with waves propagating in an electromagnetic field and concluded 
that just one speed was possible for them in empty space, c = 300,000 
km/sec, no matter what the motion of the emitter.” (Norton 2003, p. 5) 
So, Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations indicate that the speed of light 
is the same in all frames of reference1 and nothing can be faster than the 
speed of light.2  

                                                                                                                              
mathematical structure without realizing that he had chanced upon a new theory of 
space and time. On the basis of this theory, Henri Poincaré had also begun to speak 
of the principle of relativity as one of the principles to which all physics must be 
subject.” (Norton 2003, p. 36) 
1 Einstein emphasizes these two principles in his papers. (Some of these papers are 
mentioned in Vacariu and Vacariu 2010) “At that time I firmly believed that the 
electrodynamic equations of Maxwell and Lorentz were correct. Furthermore, the 
assumption that these equations should hold in the reference frame of the moving 
body leads to the concept of the invariance of the velocity of light, which, however, 
contradicts the addition rule of velocities used in mechanics. Why do these two 
concepts contradict each other? I realized that this difficulty was really hard to 
resolve. I spent almost a year in vain trying to modify the idea of Lorentz in the hope 
of resolving this problem.” (Einstein 1922, p. 86) As Norton emphasizes, the main 
sources of special relativity is not the work on light and clocks, but on 19th century 
electrodynamics. (Norton 2003, p. 3) “Einstein (1917, p.41) wrote that special 
relativity had been ‘developed from electrodynamics as an astoundingly simple 
combination and generalization of the hypotheses, formerly independent of each 
other, on which electrodynamics was built’.” (Norton 2003, footnote 4, p. 43) One 
day, talking to his friend Michele Besso and looking at the famous public clock-
tower in Bern, Einstein discovered instantly that time is the problem. “Time cannot 
be absolutely defined, and there is an inseparable relation between time and signal 
velocity.” (Einstein 1922, p. 86) It is important to realize that Einstein first worked 
on time and later on space. “He recalled in his Autobiographical Notes (1949, p. 51) 
how his analysis had been decisively furthered by reading the philosophical writings 
of David Hume and Ernst Mach… Both Hume and Mach stress that concepts are 
only warranted in so far as they are anchored in experience. Einstein now saw that 
the classical notion of time incorporated a concept of absolute simultaneity that had 
no basis in experience. Emboldened by Hume and Mach’s critiques, Einstein 
discarded the classical notion and the path to the completed theory was opened.” 
(Norton 2003, pp. 26-7) 
2 “The observational consequences of special relativity differ significantly from 
Newtonian theory only in the realm of speeds close to that of light. Newton’s theory 
was adapted to the fall of apples and the slow orbits of planets. It knew nothing of 
the realm of high speeds. Nineteenth century electrodynamics was also a theory of 
light and the first to probe extremely fast motions. The unexpected differences 
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Obviously, both postulates are essential for the understanding of 
Einstein’s theory of relativity1, but, at the end of the 19th century, there 
seemed to be irreconcilability between these two principles. Einstein 
solved the apparent irreconcilability between these two postulates by 

                                                                                                                              
between processes at high speeds and those at ordinary speeds were fully captured 
by the electrodynamics. But their simple form was obscured by elaborate 
electrodynamical ornamentations. Einstein’s achievement was to strip them of these 
ornamentations and to see that the odd behavior of rapidly moving electrodynamical 
systems was not a peculiarity of electricity and magnetism, but imposed by the 
nature of space and time on all rapidly moving systems.” (Norton 2003, p. 3) The 
differences between these two cases would furnish an “unequivocal marker of 
motion through ether”. (Norton 2013) Without offering details about this topic I 
quote Einstein’s words: “"In setting up the special theory of relativity, the following 
... idea concerning Faraday’s magnet-electric induction [experiment] played a 
guiding role for me... [magnet conductor thought experiment described]. ...The idea, 
however, that these were two, in principle different cases was unbearable for me. 
The difference between the two, I was convinced, could only be a difference in 
choice of viewpoint and not a real difference. Judged from the [moving] magnet, 
there was certainly no electric field present. Judged from the [ether state of rest], 
there certainly was one present. Thus the existence of the electric field was a relative 
one, according to the state of motion of the coordinate system used, and only the 
electric and magnetic field together could be ascribed a kind of objective reality, 
apart from the state of motion of the observer or the coordinate system. The 
phenomenon of magneto-electric induction compelled me to postulate the (special) 
principle of relativity. [Footnote] The difficulty to be overcome lay in the constancy 
of the velocity of light in a vacuum, which I first believed had to be given up. Only 
after years of [jahrelang] groping did I notice that the difficulty lay in the 
arbitrariness of basic kinematical concepts." (Einstein in Norton idem) And Norton 
continues: “In sum Einstein’s lesson was this. Maxwell's theory employed an ether 
state of rest; but that state of rest could not be revealed by observation. So somehow 
the principle of relativity needed to be upheld.” (Norton 2013) 
1 Norton makes an important observation: Einstein worked on motion in Maxwell’s 
electrodynamics and founded a serious problem regarding the relationship between 
magnetic, electric fields and the ether. Maxwell’s electrodynamics offers different 
status for a magnet in rest (surrounded by a magnetic field only) than a magnet 
moving in ether (magnetic field + induced electric field). (Norton, Einstein for 
everyone, “Einstein's Pathway to Special Relativity”, Norton’s webpage I 
downloaded on February 2014)  
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changing the notion of simultaneity.1 (Norton 2003, p. 6) The apparent 
contradiction is the following:  
 
If one inertially moving observer measures c for the speed of some light beam, what 
must be measured by another inertially moving observer who chases after the light 
beam at high speed—say 50% of c or even 99% of c? That second observer must 
surely measure the light beam slowed. But if the light postulate respects the 
principle of relativity, then the light postulate must also hold for this second, 
inertially moving observer, who must still measure the same speed, c for the light 
beam. (Norton 2003, p. 6) 
 
The relativity of simultaneity solved this apparent contradiction: 
“observers in relative motion do not agree on the simultaneity of events 
spatially separated in the direction of their relative motion.” (Norton 
2003, p. 6)2 According to the special theory of relativity, not only the 

                                                            
1 “Einstein is inseparably linked with analyses dense in light signals and the clocks 
they synchronize. What is notable in the above account is how little they figured in 
Einstein’s path to special relativity. They were decisive in the final moments, some 
five to six weeks prior to the completion of the theory, when Einstein probably used 
them in his last, desperate gambit. But there is no evidence in the long years of 
investigation preceding that Einstein gave any serious thought to light signals and 
clocks.” (Norton 2003, p. 38) Or “the abandonment of the ether—following the 
failure of attempts to measure velocity relative to the ether and, more generally, the 
apparent independence of all electrodynamical phenomena of motion relative to the 
ether—did not vindicate the Newtonian inertial frame, but required a dramatically 
revised conception. Special relativity might be said to have applied the relativity 
principle of Newtonian mechanics to Maxwell's electrodynamics, by eliminating the 
privileged status of the rest-frame of the ether and admitting that the velocity of light 
is independent of the motion of the source. As Einstein expressed it, “the same laws 
of electrodynamics and optics will be valid for all frames of reference for which the 
equations of mechanics hold good.” (1905, p. 38.) But as Einstein also pointed out, 
the invariance of the velocity of light and the principle of relativity, at least in its 
Galilean form, are incompatible. It simply makes no sense, according to Galilean 
relativity, that any velocity should appear to be the same in inertial frames that are in 
relative motion.” (DiSalle 2009) 
2 “The constancy of the speed of light requires that we give up the age-old notion 
that simultaneity is a universal concept that everyone, regardless of their state of 
motion, agrees upon. The universal clock previously envisioned to dispassionately 
tick off identical seconds here on earth and on Mars and on Jupiter and in the 
Andromeda galaxy and in each and every nook and cranny of the cosmos does not 
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clock (and any process) in motion runs more slowly than a clock in rest, 
but also time itself runs more slowly. Let me talk about those classical 
two clocks: one clock is in rest, the other is running. For the clock in 
rest, time is given by the movement of a photon between two horizontal 
parallel mirrors in rest. The perpendicular movement of the photon from 
the first mirror to the second one and back represents time (for instance, 
one second). (Figure a) 
             

 
             

(a) 
 
A second identical clock is in motion: as we established, time (a second) is 
represented by the movement of a photon between those two mirrors in 
motion. The distance in which the photon moves (with its constant speed c) 
from the bottom mirror to the upper mirror and back is longer than the 
distance in which the photon moves between the same two mirrors in rest. 
Again, the movement of the photon between these mirrors represents a 
second. (Figure b) 
 

(b) (Both figures are from Greene 1999) 
 
In the second case, time runs slowly for objects (a clock in our case) in 
movement. If we increase the speed of those two mirrors, the distance 

                                                                                                                              
exist. On the contrary, observers in relative motion will not agree on which events 
occur at the same time.” (Greene 1999, p. 21)  
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covered by the photon will also increase and the time will be dilated (runs 
slowly). If those two mirrors reach the speed of light, the photon will never 
reach the second mirror. This means that time does not exist for entities that 
travel with the speed of light (the only case that we know of are the 
photons). So, there are two frames of reference (the clock in rest and 
respectively the clock in motion) with different times (and space). Again, in 
motion, time and therefore all processes run slowly, while space and the 
spatial dimension of objects are contracted (in the direction of motion). The 
degree of time dilation and space contraction depend on the speed of 
motion. 

Again, within the EDWs perspective, it is not only about the 
spatio-temporal frameworks, but more exactly about EDWs, i.e. changes of 
some features of all objects/entities (and their relations) placed in that 
spatio-temporal framework. These spatio-temporal frameworks and all 
epistemologically different entities/processes are EDWs.  

For a better understanding, let me analyze, from an EDWs 
perspective, the principle of relativity using Einstein’s famous “train 
experiment” (the simultaneity of two lights that strike the ends of the 
train): person A in a train has a constant speed in relation to the person B 
on the pavement, but is in a static condition when it comes to the 
relation to the train and its objects); person B is in rest on the ground but 
the train has a motion with a constant speed.1 According to Einstein’s 
special theory of relativity, motion modifies space and time and 
therefore modifies the objects (and their relations) from that particular 
spatio-temporal framework. Important to me is the fact that A and B are 
in “different spatio-temporal frameworks”. How could we understand 
“different spatio-temporal frameworks” within the unicorn world? The 
principle of relativity shows us that neither A nor B can proclaim 
themselves as the “real” state of rest and the  “real” state of motion, 
respectively. That is, A can say “I am in rest, B is in motion”, while B 
can think “I am in rest, A is in motion”. As Wolfson (2000) emphasizes 
several times in his documentary, both A and B are right. Einstein solved 
this apparent “contradiction” by changing the notion of simultaneity 

                                                            
1 In the past A and B needed to be both in the resting position on Earth. Then A starts 
to accelerate until reaching a particular constant speed in relation to B and the Earth. 
Nevertheless, the processes of acceleration and deceleration are explained by the 
general theory of relativity that is analyzed in the second part of this work.   
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(space and time): two events that are simultaneous for A cannot be 
simultaneous for B. According to Einstein, A and B are in different 
spatio-temporal frameworks. If we do not agree to these statements, we 
have to give up either to the principle of relativity (and to introduce the 
absolute frame of reference, i.e. the absolute spatio-temporal 
framework) or to the constancy of the speed of light. Again, Einstein 
avoided the incompatibility between the principle of relativity and the 
constancy of the speed of light by changing the notions of space and 
time.  

 
Most complaints that relativity theory is paradoxical derive from a failure to accept 
the relativity of simultaneity. The full complement of these kinematical effects is 
summarized in the equations of the Lorentz transformation.1 They describe what 
transpires when we view a system from two different inertial frames of reference; or, 
equivalently, what happens to one system when it is set into inertial motion. The 
body shrinks in length in the direction of motion; all its temporal processes slow; 
and the internal synchrony of its parts is dislocated according to the relativity of 
simultaneity. All these processes approach pathological limits as speeds approach c, 
which functions as an impassable barrier. The Lorentz transformation was not 
limited to spaces and times. Just as spaces and times transform in unexpected ways, 
Einstein’s analysis of electrodynamical problems depended on an unexpected 
transformation for electric and magnetic fields. As we change inertial frames, a pure 
electric field or pure magnetic field may transform into a mixture of both.2 (Norton 
2003, p. 11) 

 
Simultaneity exists in two “spatio-temporal frameworks”. Again, what 
exactly does the notion  “frameworks” mean in this sentence? Within the 
unicorn world, these two “spatio-temporal frameworks” produce an 

                                                            
1 I added this footnote with a paragraph also from Norton: “Take, for example, the 
basic entity of his electrodynamics, the electron, which he modeled as a sphere of 
electric charge surrounded by an electric field E. As long as it is at rest in the ether, 
it could be analyzed merely by looking at the electrostatic forces between each of 
the parts of the electron. But once the electron is set in motion through the ether, 
each part becomes a moving charge; and a moving charge is an electric current; and 
an electric current generates a magnetic field H; and that magnetic field acts on 
moving charges… A thorough analysis is messy and eventually shows that the 
electron must be contracted slightly in its direction of motion.” (Norton 2003, p. 13) 
2 “A mathematically perspicuous representation of Einstein’s kinematics was given 
by Hermann Minkowski in 1907 in terms of the geometry of a four-dimensional 
spacetime.” (Norton 2003, p. 11)  
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ontological contradiction. With the EDWs perspective, we have to 
reinterpret the notion of simultaneity, an essential phenomenon for the 
special theory of relativity. These spatio-temporal frameworks are in fact 
EDWs. Essentially, according the Principle 5, one EW does not exist for 
any other EW. We can indeed check for very approximate 
correspondence (“simultaneity”), but the EDWs perspective furnishes 
the hyperontological foundations for Einstein’s simultaneity. Einstein’s 
fundamental  notion of simultaneity is based on the fact that the speed of 
light  is not infinite and it is the maximum speed that can be reached. 
Nothing can surpass the speed of light. Two events that are simultaneous 
in one spatio-temporal framework cannot be simultaneous in another 
spatio-temporal framework. We have to remember Einstein’s verdict: 
each frame of reference has its own time (Einstein 2011, section 8) For 
instance, from its viewpoint, B can consider that A is moving with a 
constant speed (rectilinear and uniform movement) and it (B) is in rest 
(in relation to A). However, A can consider that B is moving and it (A) is 
in rest. Who is right? Obviously, according to the principle of relativity, 
both are right. However, within the unicorn world, such judgments (that 
involve the principle of relativity elaborated by Galileo) produce some 
(hyper)ontological contradictions. With the EDWs perspective, we can 
avoid these contradictions: A and B are in EDWs and, more important in 
this context, the EW of A does not exist for the EW of B and vice versa. 
In the A-EW, there is A and the image of B; in the B-EW, there is B and 
the image of the A. Only within the EDWs perspective, are “both A and 
B  right”. Thus, only with the EDWs perspective, could we extend the 
main idea of Einstein’s special theory of relativity from “different 
spatio-temporal frameworks” to EDWs.1  

I emphasize another important aspect of Einstein’s special 
theory of relativity: space and time are not separate features of the 
“world”. Since Einstein we know that the space and time cannot be 
separated (in fact, Minkowski elaborated the mathematical framework 
for the unification of space and time in the spatio-temporal 

                                                            
1 Moreover, as I showed in my books, we have also to include the “I”, the objects 
and the perceptions of objects. The perceptions are the “I” that is an EW, while the 
objects belong to an EDW.   
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framework1). Therefore, we can only talk of the spatio-temporal 
framework and not of space or time. As saw above, the movement 
changes not only the spatio-temporal framework but also the size of the 
objects situated in that particular spatio-temporal framework. Therefore, 
regarding the relationship between the spatio-temporal framework and 
any object, we also have to apply the same principle of “unification”: 
from my viewpoint, we cannot talk of the changes of that spatio-
temporal framework (space contraction, time dilation) but only of the 
changes of an EW as a whole (including the entities and their 
relationships). Obviously, Einstein also refers to the changes of entities 
(and their relationships) but the problem appears when we notice the 
ontological contradictions between those two spatio-temporal 
frameworks of A (in the train) and B (on the pavement) within the same 
“world”. Again, in order to avoid such hyperontological contradictions, 
we have to replace the unicorn world by the EDWs.   

This is another important reason for us to let go of the “unicorn 
world” and accept the existence of EDWs. The principle of relativity 
indicates that each observer can consider himself/herself in a state of 
rest, while the other would be in a state of motion. However, even if we 
accept that space and time really exist, we would have to translate the 
special theory of relativity in terms of EDWs perspective: two observers 
that are in uniform motion – in relation to each other - are in EDWs. We 
have to remember that, within the EDWs perspective, the distinction 
between ontology and epistemology is wrong. Precisely this status 
(quite related to the principle of relativity) forces us to move from 
different “spaces” and “times” to the EDWs. From Leibniz’s and my 
viewpoint, space and time have to be correlated with something that 
                                                            
1 “The views of space and time which I wish to lay before you have sprung from the 
soil of experimental physics, and therein lies their strength. They are radical. 
Henceforth space by itself, and time by itself, are doomed to fade away into mere 
shadows, and only a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent reality.” 
Minkowski 1980, p. 75 in Norton 2012, p. 4-5) “By a simple rotation, we can 
interchange any of three spatial dimensions. Now if time is the fourth dimension, 
then it is possible to make ‘rotations’ that convert space into time and vice versa. 
These four-dimensional ‘rotations’ are precisely the distortion of space and time 
demanded by special relativity.” (Kaku 1994, p. 85) “Time being the fourth 
dimension means that time is intrinsically linked with movement in space. How fast 
a clock ticks depends on how fast it is moving in space.” (idem) 
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belongs to/characterizes/refers to an EW. Even if the space and the time 
have or have no ontological substance (exist or not), the 
epistemologically different entities (their features like being in a state of 
rest or in motion in a particular frame of reference) and their 
relationships really belong to the EDWs. We can have doubts about the 
ontological status of “space” and “time”, but we cannot deny the 
existence of any object and its movement! We do not really perceive 
“space” or “time”, but we actually perceive motion of various entities in 
different “frames of reference”. In fact, we do not perceive only the 
motion of certain entities, but each time, any human being perceives a 
particular “scene” (that can include the motion of an object) that belongs 

 a part

sses 
situated

would require a kind of Cartesian dualism for “world”, i.e., multiverse, 

                                                           

to icular EW.  
 So, my conclusion is that A and B are in EDWs! Obviously, 
Einstein could not use EDWs instead of different spatio-temporal 
frameworks. From my viewpoint, it is not only that those pairs of events 
are not simultaneous but, moreover, one pair of events does not exist for 
the other pair of events since we talk of EDWs! Two events that both 
take place simultaneously in the A-EW (including A and B from the A-
EW) only correspond to two events (not simultaneous) in the B-EW 
(including A and B from the B-EW). As we already know, it is not only 
wrong, but meaningless to think that the epistemologically different 
events that involve epistemologically different entities and/or proce

 in EDWs “occur in the same spatio-temporal framework”.  
Even if he worked in the unicorn world, Einstein constructed 

this theory of relativity that is very correct for macro-EDWs.1 However, 
he could only talk of different spatio-temporal frameworks without any 
ontological support (since all such frameworks are within the same 
unicorn world).2 Again, I strongly emphasize that this pair of events is 
neither identical (it would require the unicorn world), nor different (it 

 
1 We cannot apply Einstein’s theory of general relativity in all EDWs: for instance, 
we cannot apply this theory to phenomena that belong to the quantum-EW or to the 
mind-EW. 
2 With the principle of relativity, Einstein should reject the existence of the “world”: 
if everything is relative, the absolute space and absolute time do not exist, hence the 
absolute world (the unicorn world) does also not exist! 
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for instance).1 In order to avoid the unicorn world or the multiverse, we 
should return to the last part of Principle 5: one EW does not exist for 
any other EW. Einstein and all other people could have talked of 
“simultaneity” working within the unicorn world and projecting every 
phenomenon in each mind. The representation of each event is 
represented in each human mind (each mind being an EW). In this way, 
we can talk of the simultaneity of two events. In reality, these events are 
simultaneous in each human mind, but “externally”2, each event belongs 
to an EDW.  

Let me offer more details about Einstein’s spatio-temporal four-
dimensional framework. Referring to the notion of “rotation” in a three 
dimensional space, I can rotate an object within a three-dimensional 
space, I can also rotate an object within the four-dimensional frame. 
(Kaku 1994) That is, from the temporal dimension I can move to one 
spatial dimension or vice versa. Motion is the key element on this topic, 
in particular, but also in Einstein’s theory of relativity, in general. 
Motion is shared in these four dimensions, three spatial and one 
temporal.  

 
Einstein found that precisely this idea—the sharing of motion between different 
dimensions—underlies all of the remarkable physics of special relativity, so long as 
we realize that not only can spatial dimensions share an object's motion, but the time 
dimension can share this motion as well. In fact, in the majority of circumstances, 
most of an object's motion is through time, not space. (Greene 1999, p. 27) 

 
In Einstein’s view, all objects always travel with the speed of light 
through spatio-temporal framework. (Greene 2011, p. 67) For an object 
in rest in a particular frame, the entire motion is used for the movement 
of an object in time. (We have to remember that each frame of reference 

                                                            
1 This topic is quite related to the mind-brain problem: from the EDWs perspective, 
the mind and the brain are neither identical, nor ontologically different, but the mind 
is an EW and the brain belongs to the macro-EW. The application of EDWs 
perspective to some essential problems from philosophy of mind/cognitive science 
helped me understand Einstein’s theory of relativity in a new epistemological-
ontological framework similar to the mind-brain problem.  
2 We already know that “external to the human mind” is a completely wrong 
expression, since each mind is an EW. “External” can be an event that belongs to the 
macro-EDWs and corresponds to our mental representation. 
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has its own time. Einstein 2011, section 9) As Greene explains, for a 
particle in rest relative to a particular four dimension frame of reference 
(three spatial and one temporal), the entire motion of that object is used 
for the temporal dimension. If the object moves in space, then a part of 
the motion in time has to be diverted into motion through space. (Greene 
2003, p. 27) Therefore, if an object moves in space, a part of its motion 
in time is deviated in space. It means that the object moves slowly in 
time, i.e. its clocks move slowly. (idem)  
 
We now see that time slows down when an object moves relative to us because this 
diverts some of its motion through time into motion through space. The speed of an 
object through space is thus merely a reflection of how much of its motion through 
time is diverted. (Greene 2003, p. 27) 

 
The maximum speed through space happens only when the entire 
motion through time is diverted to motion through space. Time does not 
exist for photons. “This occurs when all of its previous light-speed 
motion through time is diverted to light-speed motion through space. 
But having used up all of its motion through time, this is the fastest 
speed through space that the object—any object—can possibly achieve.” 
(Greene 2003, p. 27) 
 From my viewpoint, motion determines the spatio-temporal 
framework and this framework is an EW. We have to be aware of the 
fact that motion is not the only feature that determines an EW. However, 
we have to apply this parameter (motion, i.e. Einstein’s theory of 
relativity) to any particular EW that has a spatio-temporal framework. 
Nonetheless, in such an analysis, we have to combine all parameters that 
determine a particular EW. We have to combine, for instance, motion 
with size.  

If for photons (not for us as their observers) time does not exist 
(just because the photons and the humans as observers are in different 
frames of reference), then does space exist for photons?1 If yes, what 
                                                            
1 Some physicists consider that the photons (microparticles, in general) do not exist, 
but only waves really exist. However, according to Bohr, waves are complementary 
to the photons (some aspects of thing-in-itself), or according to de Broglie, any 
particle (micro or macro) is associated with waves) really exist. From my viewpoint, 
both the waves and the microparticles (in this case the photons) actually exist but in 
EDWs. (About these topics, see Vacariu 2008, Vacariu and Vacariu 2010) 
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kind of space? I introduce an important detail about photons: they do not 
have mass! Probably only the particles for which the mass is zero (only 
the photons) can reach the speed of light. If photons have mass zero and 
time does not exist, then how does space exist for these microparticles? 
Maybe photons move in space that exists only for the external observers 
of photons (who are, anyway, in a different frame of reference, i.e. 
EDWs). The principle of relativity (or the principle of objective reality 
in my EDWs) (we have to accept it without any doubts) pushes us 
towards this conclusion. The interaction between a photon and any other 
entity happens in at least two EDWs: in EW of photons and in EW of 
the other entity. In general, the interaction between two entities that 
belong to two EDWs (for instance) happens in two EDWs. 

In this context, Einstein’s famous thought experiment (him 
being situated on a photon and inquiring about the speed of other 
photons) has to be completed with the details provided by the EDWs 
perspective. Let us imagine A is placed on a photon (that runs with the 
speed of light) and B is in a state of rest on Earth. According to the 
special theory of relativity, the light has the same speed c for A and B 
(they are placed in different frames of references or EDWs). For A, time 
does not exist. The problem is that A has a mass (any kind of observer 
has a mass) and therefore A cannot reach the speed of light even in a 
thought experiment (for A, an infinite amount of energy would be 
necessary to reach the speed of light).1 Therefore, from this perspective, 
Einstein’s thought experiment is quite impossible. Only an entity 
without mass could reach the speed of light. A photon cannot 
see/perceive in real sense (but, from my viewpoint, a photon interacts 
with its environment) just because, from what we know/conceptualize, 
any kind of perception would require a mechanism that has a particular 
mass. 

I conclude that Einstein’s special theory of relativity is a 
scientific argument that clearly indicates the existence (more exactly, 
being) of EDWs: if there are no absolute space and absolute time, then 
indeed there is no “world”/”universe”!2 On the contrary, there are 
                                                            
1 A better framework for Einstein’s thought experiment would be the following: 
Einstein being a photon.  
2 It seems quite amazing that nobody discovered the existence (being) of EDWs after 
the appearance of the theory of relativity until today! Obviously, the principle of 
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EDWs versus notions like “world” or “universe” or “reality” that have 
been created by the human beings since the beginning of our thinking, 
but in fact the “world” does not exist. However, if the world does not 
exist, it does not mean that we have to refugee in Berkeley’s absolute 
idealistic framework (the world, the matter, does not exist, and therefore 
everything is spiritual or God), not even if an EW had no spatio-
temporal framework. The person who accepts Berkeley’s view should 
go to church and not work in the academic world.1  

As I strongly emphasized in my previous books, the unicorn 
world has been the direct consequence of two wrong ideas which have 
dominated the human framework of thinking over the millennia: (1) 
Human thinkers have accepted, without any doubts, the existence of the 
same spatio-temporal frameworks for any phenomena (the same 
world/universe/reality “external” to the perceptions of the “I”) (2) The 

                                                                                                                              
relativity (Galileo and Einstein) and my EDWs do not depend on the conditions of 
measuring; regardless of our conditions of observation, the “reality” itself is relative! 
I mention that I discovered the being of EDWs working on the mind-brain problem 
(cognitive neuroscience) and later I applied this perspective to some academic areas 
(physics, biology, and cognitive science) with great problems. My last application of 
EDWs perspective is on Einstein’s theory of relativity (Part III of this book) just 
because this theory is true or, at least, it has no problems in explaining certain 
phenomena and it is widely acknowledged by specialists in physics. The mind-body 
problem is a very old problem that has not yet been solved after at least 350 years. 
Quantum mechanics has also had great problems since its appearance (the beginning 
of the 20th Century). On the contrary, Einstein’s theory of relativity has been 
acknowledged by physicists (for instance, the general theory of relativity was 
officially recognized in 1919).   
1 Nevertheless, in my paper “God died long time ago. How can we avoid the 
infinite?” (see it on my webpage) and few paragraphs in my book from 2012, I 
showed that God could not exist: one EW does not exist for any other EW, so God 
has no place within the EDWs perspective. Thiking within the unicorn world, the 
human being inevitable introduced God. Like the unicorn world or infinite, God is 
just a concept invented by human being, the argument of supporting the existence of 
God being constructed on the notion of infinite. I avoided the existence of infinite 
space and time (a great problem in physics) and thus the idea of God through 
inserting that EW that has no spatio-temporal framework at all. What was before that 
EW? Even if this question is meaningless for any EW, regarding one EW that has no 
spatio-temporal framework (the “first” EW, i.e. EW0), the question “What was 
before EW0?” becomes completely meaningless! Therefore, the idea of God 
becomes also completely meaningless. 
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distinction between ontology and epistemology.1 However, Einstein’s 
theory of relativity and quantum mechanics (non-locality and non-
spatiality, for instance) compel us to think more about the framework of 
space and time and therefore about the “world”/”universe”. With 
Einstein’s theory, the absolute space and time was finally rejected but, 
working within the unicorn world, we reached the very serious 
(hyper)ontological contradictions mentioned above. Moreover, in 
quantum mechanics there are some essential problems (the non-locality, 
for instance) without any alternative yet. From my viewpoint, these 
problems are in fact pseudo-problems constructed within the unicorn 
world, since in the world of quantum mechanics we also have some 
hyperontological contradictions. (See Vacariu 2008, Vacariu and Vacariu 
2010).  

That all entities and their relationships belong to EDWs has to 
be much more “palpable”. Using the parameter of size, we know that all 
human bodies (and their brains) are in the same macro-EW, but each 
mind (either life or the I) is an EW. However, in this book, working on 
the relationship between Einstein’s theory of relativity and EDWs, I 
realized that with the parameter of motion there are quite many, 
uncountable macro-EDWs. In order to discover a particular EW, we 
have to take into account all parameters that characterize any EW. As I 
show in this book, space (or color) does not exist in the mind-EW. 
During this book I claim that we have only the representation of space in 
our mind. It is not quite right: we have only the idea of space we do no 
thave any kind of spatial representation. (See my future work)  
 
7.3 The general theory of relativity 
The EDWs perspective also furnishes the hyperontological foundations 
for Einstein’s general theory of relativity. The special theory of relativity 

                                                            
1 As I analyzed in my previous books, the distinction between ontology and 
epistemology is very wrong indeed. Reality has (i.e. the entities that belong to 
EDWs have) no idea about this distinction! Created in very religious times, the 
distinction between ontology and epistemology represents the pseudo-foundations of 
the unicorn world: we, the human beings (very limited individuals) have access to 
the phenomena or appearances (some aspects) of the real world (thing-in-itself) 
(accessible only to Gods). That real world (the universe) would require the absolute 
spatio-temporal framework definitively rejected by Einstein’s theory of relativity! 
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is just a particular case of general relativity. The first theory refers to the 
frames of reference in uniform motion (inertial reference frame) or in 
rest, the second theory refers to any kind of state in the universe that  
includes the frames of reference in acceleration or in the field of 
gravitation (non-inertial frames).1 The general relativity has a "general 
principle of relativity": “All bodies of reference K, K', etc., are 
equivalent for the description of natural phenomena (formulation of the 
general laws of nature), whatever may be their state of motion.”2 
(Einstein 2008, p. 36) If Einstein’s special theory of relativity replaced 
Newton’s classical mechanics, the general theory of relativity replaced 
Newton’s theory of gravity. The starting point was that Newton’s theory 
of gravitation was inconsistent with the special relativity. Without the 
notion of time being in Newton’s equation of gravity, it was possible to 
think that gravity actions instantly at great distance. This possibility was 
against the special theory of relativity (nothing can be faster than the 
speed of light c).3 Moreover, in 1907 still working in that patent office 

                                                            
1 “At all events it is clear that the Galilean law does not hold with respect to the non-
uniformly moving carriage.” (Einstein 2008, p. 36) 
2 “Einstein held that this epistemological insight had a natural mathematical 
representation in the principle of general covariance, or the principle that the laws 
of nature are to be invariant under arbitrary coordinate transformations. More 
precisely, what this means is that coordinate transformations are no longer required 
(as in the affine spaces of Newtonian mechanics and special relativity) to take 
straight lines to straight lines, but only to preserve the smoothness of curves (i.e. 
their differentiability). The general theory of relativity was intended to be a 
generally covariant account of spacetime, and its general covariance was intended to 
express the general relativity of motion. And the theory came into being because 
Einstein perceived a deep connection between this project and that of finding a 
relativistic theory of gravitation.” (DiSalle 2009) 
3 “In Newton's theory of gravity, one body exerts a gravitational pull on another with 
a strength determined solely by the mass of the objects involved and the magnitude 
of their separation. The strength has nothing to do with how long the objects have 
been in each other's presence. This means that if their mass or their separation 
should change, the objects will, according to Newton, immediately feel a change in 
their mutual gravitational attraction. For instance, Newton's theory of gravity claims 
that if the sun were suddenly to explode, the earth-some 93 million miles away—
would instantaneously suffer a departure from its usual elliptical orbit. Even though 
it would take light from the explosion eight minutes to travel from the sun to the 
earth, in Newton's theory knowledge that the sun had exploded would be 
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(in which he elaborated the special relativity), Einstein wanted to extend 
his special theory (inertial frames of reference) to general cases of 
phenomena (any kind of phenomenon).  
 
My first thought on the general theory of relativity was conceived two years later, in 
1907. The idea occurred suddenly. I was dissatisfied with the special theory of 
relativity, since the theory was restricted to frames of reference moving with 
constant velocity relative to each other and could not be applied to the general 
motion of a reference frame. (Einstein 1922, pp. 46-7) 
 
For the special relativity, Einstein came up with a thought experiment: 
“What would he perceive if he were riding a photon?” For the general 
relativity, he had another thought experiment: a man falling off the roof 
would not be feeling his weight (this being, as he said, the “happiest 
thought of his life”).  
 
The breakthrough came suddenly one day. I was sitting on a chair in my patent 
office in Bern. Suddenly a thought struck me: If a man falls freely, he would not feel 
his weight. I was taken aback. This simple thought experiment made a deep 
impression on me. This led me to the theory of gravity. I continued my thought: A 
falling man is accelerated. Then what he feels and judges is happening in the 
accelerated frame of reference. (Einstein 1922, p. 47) 
 
This falling man  
 
does not feel his weight because in his reference frame there is a new gravitational 
field which cancels the gravitational field due to the Earth. In the accelerated frame 
of reference, we need a new gravitational field. (Einstein 1922, p. 47) 
 
In this way, Einstein moved from the particular case of inertial motion to 
the cases of general motion (accelerated motion and gravitation). In this 
context, Einstein needed to replace the Euclidean geometry with the 
                                                                                                                              
instantaneously transmitted to the earth through the sudden change in the 
gravitational force governing its motion. This conclusion is in direct conflict with 
special relativity, since the latter ensures that no information can be transmitted 
faster than the speed of light—instantaneous transmission violates this precept 
maximally.” (Greene 1999, p. 30) “Einstein wrote in his Autobiographical Notes 
(1949, p. 31): ‘Newton, forgive me: you found just about the only way possible in 
your age for a man of highest reasoning and creative power.’ ” (Norton 2003, 
footnote 3, p. 43) 
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non-Euclidean geometry and to introduce the principle of equivalence 
between acceleration1 and gravitation illustrated by the following 
thought experiments.2 There are two cases of equivalence: 
(1) Imagine a man being in an elevator near the Earth and 
somebody cutting the cables. The man and the elevator would freely fall 
in the field of gravity. However, because of the acceleration, the man in 
the elevator would not feel his weight, he would be weightless. As 
Wolfson emphasizes (2000, episode nr. 13), it does not mean there is no 
gravity in the area where the elevator is placed. The elevator is in a field 
of gravity but it is another force (acceleration) that “annihilates” the 
force of gravity for the man in the elevator. This principle of this 
“annihilation” is based on the identity between the gravitational mass 
and the inertial mass. Important is that Einstein realized gravity does not 
exist as a force, since it disappears in these two cases. This case is 
equivalent when the elevator and the man are in uniform motion in an 
intergalactic space.  
(2) If a man is in an elevator in an empty space (without gravity) 
and someone gives the elevator certain acceleration, the man in the 

                                                            
1 “The principle of general covariance, then, acquires its physical significance in 
conjunction with the equivalence principle. By itself, it says that the geometrical 
structures of spacetime don't depend on the coordinates in which we express them, 
or on the set of points that we may think comprises spacetime. This is an important 
principle, but it doesn't recommend general relativity over other theories, since 
special relativity and Newtonian mechanics also involve spacetime structures that 
can be defined in a generally-covariant way, through the same kinds of coordinate-
independent mathematical objects that we use in general relativity. Combined with 
the equivalence principle, however, it implies that a central Newtonian idea—that 
gravity is a force causing deviations from uniform rectilinear motion—is based on 
an arbitrary choice of coordinates. For a trajectory that satisfies all empirical criteria 
for being inertial in a particular frame of reference—e.g. the trajectory of the center 
of mass in our example—may be freely falling relative to some other trajectory that 
satisfies the same criteria. By contrast, a freely-falling trajectory is a freely falling 
trajectory in any coordinate system; it is only the decomposition of it into its inertial 
and gravitational parts that will be different in different coordinate systems.” 
(DiSalle 2009) 
2 Wolfson makes an interesting observation: Einstein elaborated the general theory 
of relativity not making physical experiments (in laboratory or in nature) but only 
thinking in his mind. (Wolfson 2000) I think that changing the “Weltanschauung” 
you do not need too much empirical data.  
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elevator would have the “impression” of the appearance of a field of 
gravity. This case is similar to the elevator and the man on Earth, the 
gravity of the Earth acting on both of them.1 The action of gravity and 
the action of acceleration are indistinguishable. (Wolfson 2000)  

This thought experiment mirrors the principle of equivalence 
between accelerated motion and gravity2 or the identity between 
gravitational mass and inertial mass.3 Wolfson indicates two important 

                                                            
1 Wolfson notices that, for Einstein, exactly as in special relativity, simultaneous 
events are in one frame of reference but not in another, so time has no objective 
reality (the spatio-temporal framework becomes relative); similarly, in general 
relativity, if acceleration exists in one frame of reference but in another frame it is 
gravity not acceleration, then acceleration/gravitation are relative, or more exactly 
gravity does not exist. It has to be something that replaces gravity, something that is 
constant and has a continuity, and this has to be, according to Einstein, not another 
force, but the geometry of space-time, i.e. the four dimensional non-Euclidean 
geometry. (Wolfson 2000, episode 13) This idea is related to Riemann’s idea of force 
= geometry (see later the footnote about this notification.) 
2 “Einstein's 1907 insight now shows us how to embrace all points of view—
constant velocity and accelerating—within one egalitarian framework. Since there is 
no difference between an accelerated vantage point without a gravitational field and 
a nonaccelerated vantage point with a gravitational field, we can invoke the latter 
perspective and declare that all observers, regardless of their state of motion, may 
proclaim that they are stationary and ‘the rest of the world is moving by them,’ so 
long as they include a suitable gravitational field in the description of their own 
surroundings. In this sense, through the inclusion of gravity, general relativity 
ensures that all possible observational vantage points are on equal footing.” (Greene 
1999, p. 32; his italics) “If there were to exist just one single thing that falls in the 
gravitational field differently from all the other things, then with its help the 
observer could recognize that he is in a gravitational field and is falling in it. If such 
a thing does not exist, however – as experience has shown with great precision – 
then the observer lacks any objective ground on which to consider himself as falling 
in a gravitational field. Rather, he has the right to consider his state as one of rest 
and his surroundings as field-free with respect to gravitation . . . The experimental 
fact that the acceleration of fall is independent of the material is therefore a powerful 
argument that the relativity postulate has to be extended to coordinate systems 
which, relative to each other, are in non-uniform motion. (Einstein, 1920, p. 233)” 
(DiSalle 2006, pp. 122-23) 
3 For Einstein, this equivalence was given by the equivalence between the inertial 
mass and the gravitational mass. As he mentions in his book (1916), people working 
in mechanics knew about this identity but nobody “interpreted” it. The identity 
between the inertial mass and the gravitational mass is the postulate of general 
theory of relativity. “The laws of nature in accelerating frame are equivalent to the 
laws in a gravitational field.” (Kaku 1994, p. 89, his italics) 
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statements for general relativity: (1) Matter and energy curved 
spacetime. (2) Objects move in the straightest possible paths in curved 
spacetime. (Wolfson 2000, episode 14) So, the Earth (and all macro-
objects) curves the surrounding space (and time) and this is the reason 
why near our planet, every object falls on it. Space itself is curved and 
time runs more slowly near a planet than in an empty space. We have 
again the deformation of the spatio-temporal framework: mass curves 
space-time. For instance, the identical clocks at different altitudes will 
run at different rates or the identical clock having different acceleration 
will also run at different rates. 

Let me analyze, from my viewpoint, the case of the man in the 
elevator that continuously accelerates. In what EW is the observer/entity 
in this case? For the observer, the observer/entity passes through 
uncountable EDWs1. This number is given by the observer’s 
dimensions and acceleration. But taking into account only the 
acceleration (not the difference between mind and brain or other 
parameters of abilities of perception) it is not the same observer moving 
through EDWs, there are epistemologically different observers in 
EDWs! From this example, we can notice that a parameter that 
determines the EDWs (the rates of speed/motion in this case, i.e., the 
vehicle has an acceleration or deceleration) seems to change 
continuously but there are not infinite EDWs but only uncountable 
EDWs. There are other parameters that can change their values in an 
uncountable time: for instance, the size of entities or/and the gravity (i.e. 
the defo

ane around its center, the other 
at the margin of that disc.2  

rmation of space and time).  
There is another example introduced by Einstein: the classical 

example of two individuals, one being in the center of a plane circular 
disc which rotates uniformly in its own pl

                                                            
1 I would like to thank to Doru Preoteasa (one of my students, Department of 
Philosophy, UB) for his helpful suggestions. For instance, he made me pay attention 
to the fact that, in this case, we cannot talk about infinitesimal EDWs (as I used at 
the beginning). One reason would be, as I showed in my previous works, infinity 
does not exist. The second reason would be that any entity has certain dimensions 
and these dimensions reject, in this case, the use of any kind of so-called “infinite”.  
2 “The crucial link between the relativity of motion and non-Euclidean geometry 
was supposed to come from Einstein’s thought experiment involving a rotating disc. 
If a disc rotates, special relativity implies that a measuring stick that rotates with it 
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An observer who is sitting eccentrically on the disc K' is sensible of a force which 
acts outwards in a radial direction, and which would be interpreted as an effect of 
inertia (centrifugal force) by an observer who was at rest with respect to the original 
reference-body K. But the observer on the disc may regard his disc as a reference-
body which is "at rest" (…). (Einstein 2008, p. 44)  
 
Each individual has a clock. Those two identical clocks will measure 
different times.1 Also, the length of a ruler is shortened along the 
circumference in comparison to the same ruler measured near the center 
of rotating disc. (Einstein 2016). More exactly, there are some 
“uncountable” changes of spatio-temporal framework from the center to 
the periphery of the rotating disc. The acceleration modifies the spatio-
temporal framework. Therefore, according to the equivalence principle, 
the gravity also modifies the spatio-temporal framework. In fact, we also 
have here some uncountable changes of EDWs. A person situated at the 
periphery of the disc, not situated on the disc but above the rotating disc 
(not touching the disc, therefore without rotating) is in another EDW 
than the person situated on the periphery of the disc and rotating.2 I 
recall that EDWs require not different entities (for instance objects) and 
their relationships, but epistemologically different entities and their 
                                                                                                                              
must be contracted in the dimension parallel to its velocity; since the velocity is 
greater as one approaches the edge of the disc, the increasing contraction of the stick 
will cause the lengths it measures to seem greater. As a result, to the observer at rest 
relative to the disc, the Euclidean relation between the diameter of the disc and its 
circumference will be disturbed; the co-moving observer must think that the 
geometry of the disc is non-Euclidean.” (DiSalle 2006, p. 123) 
1 “Thus on our circular disc, or, to make the case more general, in every gravitational 
field, a clock will go more quickly or less quickly, according to the position in which 
the clock is situated (at rest). For this reason it is not possible to obtain a reasonable 
definition of time with the aid of clocks which are arranged at rest with respect to 
the body of reference. A similar difficulty presents itself when we attempt to apply 
our earlier definition of simultaneity in such a case, but I do not wish to go any 
farther into this question.” (Einstein 2008, p. 44) 
2 We can re-write Einstein’s principle (written with italic words in his book about the 
theory of relativity for everybody): “All systems of Gaussian coordinates are in 
principle equivalent for the formulation of the general laws of nature” (part §28) 
becomes “All EDWs are in principle equivalent for the formulation of the general 
laws of nature”. In the next sentence, Einstein emphasizes that this principle 
represents a movement from the special theory of relativity to the general theory of 
relativity. (Einstein 2011) 
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epistemologically different relationships. The human observer A in the 
train, for instance, cannot perceive that (s)he is in a different  EDW than B.  

We return to the example with A in the train and B on the 
ground. Moving with a constant speed, A does not perceive/feel 
something regarding his/her constant and uniform motion (the principle 
of relativity). However, if the value of speed changes (the train 
accelerates or decelerates), A can feel such changes. If the train 
transporting A is decelerating and finally, at one moment stops (in 
relationship with B), then A (moving through an uncountable number of 
EDWs) will be (in the end, i.e. when A stops in relationship to B) in B-
EW that is the macro-EW (i. e. in that EW formed by all macro-objects 
that are on Earth). As a consequence, since the A-EDWs are created 
because of his/her motion, these EDWs just disappear in hypernothing.  

According to the general theory of relativity, the curvature of 
space and time is gravitation, that is, the presence of mass (for instance 
sun) wraps the space that surrounds it (that is flat without any massive 
object) and the time runs more slowly in the gravitational field than in a 
space without gravitation, an empty space).1 Gravity is replaced by this 
wrapped space.2 In this sense there is the thought experiment with the 

                                                            
1 “As the eminent physicist John Wheeler has often said in describing gravity, ‘mass 
grips space by telling it how to curve, space grips mass by telling it how to move’.” 
(Greene 2011, p. 37) We have to remember that Newton was unable to explain the 
gravity even if he furnished a very useful equation for it.  
2 “At the core of Einstein’s belief was the idea that ‘force’ could be explained using 
pure geometry. For example think of riding on a merry-go-round… we feel a ‘force’ 
tugging at us as we walk across the platform. Because the outer rim of the merry-go-
round must shrink, according to special relativity. However, if the platform of the 
merry-go-round now has a shrunken rim or circumference, the platform as a whole 
must be curved. To someone on the platform light no longer travels in a straight line, 
as through a ‘force’ were pulling it toward the rim…. Thus the ‘force’ we feel while 
walking between horses on a merry-go-round can be explained as the curving space 
itself.” (Kaku 1994, p. 90) “To Riemann, the bending or warping of space causes the 
appearance of a force. Thus forces do not really exist; what is actually happening is 
that space itself is being bent out of shape.” (idem, p. 91) This idea is related to 
Einstein’s equation from general relativity: “Matter-energy → Curvature of space-
time”. (Kaku 1994, p. 92) “While the ‘marble’ of space-time was clean and elegant, 
the ‘wood’ of matter-energy was a horrible jumble of confused, seemingly random 
forms, from subatomic particles, atoms, polymers, and crystals to rocks, trees, 
planets, an stars.” (Kaku 1994, pp. 98-98) “As Minkowski had done with special 
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elevator and the beam of light: through a hole on the left wall, a beam of 
light enters into the accelerating elevator. For the person inside the 
elevator, the beam of light will strike the right wall in a point closer to 
the floor of the elevator. Einstein noticed that the light-path is curved 
and thought that, if acceleration bends the light-path, then according to 
the principle of equivalence, the gravitation also curves the light-path. 
More exactly, gravitation wraps the space (“gravitation does not act on 
photons” since photons have no mass).  
 
7.4 Few words about quantum mechanics1  
Even if this part is dedicated to one of the most important theories in 
physics (Einstein’s theory of relativity), I have also the opportunity to 
introduce a few words about quantum mechanics. From the EDWs 
perspective, I showed in Vacariu (2008) and Vacariu and Vacariu (2010) 
that quantum mechanics is quite wrong (the main error: it was 
constructed through a mixture of phenomena/entities that belong to 

                                                                                                                              
relativity, Eddington and Weyl, within a few years of the advent of general 
relativity, presented both the mathematical formalism and the physical content of the 
theory, in the first perspicuous and comprehensive texts on the theory (Weyl, 1918; 
Eddington, 1920)… In this way they revealed general relativity as a theory, not of 
relativity, but of ‘world-structure’ – the dynamical structure that unified the physics 
of gravitation with the geometry of space and time.” (DiSalle 2006, p. 138) 
According to Weyl, the progress from Newton to Einstein reflects “a deepening 
understanding of world-geometry and its relations with the dynamical properties of 
matter”. (DiSalle 2006, p. 139) 
1 About the problems from physics (the relationship between Einstein’s theory of 
relativity and quantum mechanics or the problems of quantum mechanics 
(Wheeler’s delayed experiment included) and the EDWs perspective, see Vacariu 
(2008), Vacariu and Vacariu (2010). In those books, I showed that the problems of 
quantum mechanics are in fact pseudo-problems constructed by human thinkers in 
the unicorn world. At first glance, the EDWs perspective seems to be quite a simple 
approach. However, after acquiring more knowledge about the EDWs perspective, it 
becomes more and more difficult to be understood by people working in philosophy, 
cognitive science, biology or physics. I believe that David Hume was right: 
habituation (thinking in a wrong framework, the unicorn world, in this case) is main 
reason for such difficulties! Imagine a person living in the first millennium, coming 
from nowhere, and trying to convince great intellectuals that the Earth round is like a 
sphere but not flat. Inevitable, the intellectuals from that period would consider that 
person being weird and ridiculous! 
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EDWs) and therefore it is necessary many essential notions to be 
rejected or replaced with much better notions. More exactly, the entire 
framework in which quantum mechanics was elaborated, the unicorn 
world, has to be replaced with what really exist, i. e., the EDWs. 

In this part, I would like to analyze only the paper written by 
Ionicioiu and Terno (2011) on Wheeler’s delay experiment in quantum 
mechanics. In this article, these two physicists consider – as everybody - 
that the classical concepts of ‘particle’ or ‘wave’ (as in ‘wave-particle 
duality’) do not translate perfectly into the quantum language.” 
(Ionicioiu and Terno 2011, p. 1) More exactly,  
 
“photons” show an inconsistent behavior: in an open interferometer waves obey a 
particle statistics and in a closed interferometer particles behave like waves, showing 
interference. Consequently, the properties “wave” and particle” become 
meaningless. (Ionicioiu and Terno 2011, p. 3) 
 
Therefore, they introduce a Gedanken experiment related to Wheeler’s 
delayed-choice experiment for redefining Bohr’s notion of 
complementarity in terms of quantum mechanics framework. As I 
showed in Vacariu (2008) and Vacariu and Vacariu (2010), within the 
unicorn world, many things in quantum mechanics become meaningless. 
Avoiding technical details, I emphasize another phrase written one page 
later: “from a classical perspective there is still an ontological tension 
between the observed interference and the detection of individual 
photons, one by one, by clicks in the detectors.” (p. 4) The expression 
“ontological tension” seems to be taken from my first two books (2008, 
2010)!1 As I showed in my books many times, since the particle and the 
wave both exist but belong to the EDWs, then there is indeed an 
“ontological tension”: the particle and the wave cannot exist both in the 
same world, the unicorn world.2 However, their conclusion is contrary 
                                                            
1 It is quite strange two physicists to use this philosophical expression “ontological 
tension”. I read many books written by physicists but I have never read this 
philosophical expression in any book written by a physicist. Quite strange! I used 
similar expressions in my books to show the ontological problems between the wave 
and the particles in quantum mechanics.  
2 Anyway, this is an old problem since all scientists have tried to solve it since the 
quantum mechanics appeared in 1920’s until today. “As mentioned, most sciences 
have made a historical shift from substance frameworks to process views of their 
subject matter. Sciences of mentality are delayed in this respect, possibly because 
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to the EDWs perspective: the “particle” and the “wave” are not real 
properties but mirror “how we ‘look’ at the photon”. (Ionicioiu and 
Terno 2011, p. 4) In their experiment, the authors show that using a 
single “experimental setup”, we can observe the complementarity of 
phenomena. “Our result suggests a reinterpretation of the 
complementarity principle – instead of complementarity of experimental 

                                                                                                                              
the mental is the primary realm that encounters the split of normativity and 
intentionality from the rest of the world. But the shift to process has also occurred in 
fundamental physics, so a shift to a metaphysics of process is consistent with and 
lends itself to consideration of this property of contemporary physics. In particular, 
according to quantum field theory, there are no particles. Everything is organizations 
of quantum field processes, and particle-like phenomena are results of the 
quantization of quantum field processes [Cao, 1999; Clifton, 1988; Halvorson and 
Clifton; 2002; Huggett, 2000; Kuhlmann, Lyre, Wayne, 2002; Weinberg, 1977]. This 
is akin to the quantization of the number of waves in a guitar string, and similarly 
gives no basis for assuming particles — there are no guitar sound particles, and no 
quantum field particles either. Everything is stable (or not so stable) organizations of 
processes. We know, of course, that contemporary physics is incomplete and has to 
be wrong in crucial respects. But a return to a substance or particle framework is 
precluded by the empirical confirmation of multiple non-localities, and dynamic 
space-time and vacuum effects. Such phenomena are not consistent with the local 
independence and fixedness of particles and substances.” (Bickard 2011) Bickard 
works on the metaphysics of processes and the metaphysics of particles. In order to 
avoid some problems (in fact ontological contradictions) imposed by the 
problematic “mixture” of waves and particles (in reality, the mixture of the wave-
EW and the particles-EW), some physicists believe in the “quantization of quantum 
field processes” and reject the existence of particles. The main ontological dualities 
(wave-particles, micro-particles and macro-particles, mind-brain, life-organism/cell) 
from different sciences (physics, cognitive neuroscience, and biology) mirror such 
ontological contradictions. An absolute reductionist, working inevitable within the 
unicorn world, would correctly reduce everything to a particular class of entities or 
processes, for instance waves! In this framework, only such (correct) absolute 
movement would avoid the above (hyer)ontological contradictions! (In the 
philosophy of mind this was the case with eliminativists who, working within the 
unicorn world, correctly rejected the mind. See Vacariu 2008) (Also, see the string 
theory in Vacariu and Vacariu 2010) (Related to the topic of “metaphysics of 
processes”, see the scientific dispute between the “reality of particles” (Newton and 
the total differential equations that reflect the discontinuity of matter) and the 
“reality of fields” (Maxwell and the partial differential equations that reflect the 
continuity of matter) in Vacariu and Vacariu 2010, Chapter 7) As I showed in my 
first two books, the particles and the fields belong to the EDWs.  
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setups (Bohr’s view) we have complementarity of experimental data.” 
(Ionicioiu and Terno 2011, p. 4) Within the EDWs perspective, at the 
first view, Bohr’s complementarity is “complementarity of experimental 
data”, i.e., complementarity of EDWs. However, at a closer look, the 
EDWs are not “complementary”! As I wrote in my books, the EDWs are 
complementary only for the human observer who can change the 
conditions of observation, but in reality, the entities and their 
interactions from one EW do not exist for entities and their interactions 
that belong to another EW.1 For instance, the microparticle does not 
exist for the wave or the planet and vice versa. Therefore, it is not about 
“complementarity” but about EDWs. Their conclusion is the following:  
 
Discussing the delayed-choice experiment, Wheeler concludes: “In this sense, we 
have a strange inversion of the normal order of time. We, now, by moving the mirror 
in or out have an unavoidable effect on what we have a right to say about the already 
past history of that photon” [5]. We disagree with this interpretation. There is no 
inversion of the normal order of time – in our case we measure the photon before the 
ancilla deciding the experimental setup (open or closed interferometer). It is only 
after we interpret the photon data, by correlating them with the results of the ancilla, 
that either a particle- or wave-like behaviour emerges: behaviour is in the eye of the 
observer. (Ionicioiu and Terno 2011, p. 4)2 
 

It seems as if Ionicioiu and Terno created their experiment within the 
EDWs perspective!3 However, their conclusion lacks precisely the 
EDWs perspective: “behavior” is not “in the eye of the observer”, the 
particle and the wave really exist but in EDWs.4 Moreover, quantum 

                                                            
1 It is exactly the same situation for those two observers A (in the train) and B (on 
the ground) regarding Einstein’s theory of special relativity. 
2 In my book (2008), I rejected Wheeler’s delayed experiment. I am lucky I 
published my books several years before Ionicioiu and Terno published their paper. 
However, I posted my books on Internet after 2-3 months of being published by the 
company publisher.  
3 Ionicioiu is a Romanian physicist who works in Canada and Terno is Australian 
physicist at one university in Sydney (Australia). I am Romanian and in 2008 I got 
one of my PhD degrees at University of New South Wales in Sydney. What 
coincidences! (However, for some UNBELIEVABLE “coincidences” between my 
ideas and the ideas of a professor of philosophy from a German university, see the 
Appendix of this book). 
4 In this context, I emphasize that quite many people do not understand correctly and 
completely my EDWs perspective just because it is a completely new framework of 
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mechanics has had great problems even since it appeared and nobody 
has been able to come with a solution. As I showed in my books from 
2008 and 2010, these problems (and many others) are in fact pseudo-
problems created through the mixture of entities/phenomena that belong 
to the EDWs. This is the reason nobody has been able to solve them.  
 
7.5 The results of BICEP2 (March 2014) about Big Bang, 
gravitational waves and inflation 
My EDWs perspective can be applied to any major notion or theory that 
describe a significant process that belong to one or another EW. In the 
last few days, a possible very great result has been furnished by the team 
working with BICEP2 (Background Imaging of Cosmic Extragalactic 
Polarization 2) in detecting gravitational waves immediately after Big 
Bang.1 Einstein’s general theory of relativity predicted that 
“acceleration of large masses would cause waves to ripple through space 
in a manner analogous to ripples on the surface of a pond”. (Luntz 2014) 
In 1979, Alan Guth elaborated the idea of “inflation”: immediately after 
Big Bang, the universe dramatically increased in its size in an extremely 
short time (10-34 seconds).2  
 
According to the most popular, but not universally accepted, theory of the early 
universe, 10-34 seconds after it began the universe experienced a period of rapid 
growth – expanding 100 trillion trillion times to something the size of a marble. An 

                                                                                                                              
thinking and not just few ideas. (This footnote is related with the topic from the 
Appendix.) 
1 I mention that I have never worked on “inflation”. However, I would like to 
emphasize that I wrote this section on this topic not common for me and under a 
very great time pressure only because I wanted to show that my perspective could be 
applied to any great problem regarding the “universe”/”world”. I wrote this section 
when a person from the publishing company was in the last stage of editing my 
book. In 3 days, I collected the information about this discovery from the Internet 
and I wrote this section. I apologize for any error or inconvenience in writing this 
section in this way. 
2 “For the first 300 million years the universe was opaque to all electromagnetic 
radiation. However, gravitational waves could propagate through this early universe, 
and we can thus in principle detect signatures from the time of the Big Bang. It is 
probably the only way we can get signals from the origin of the universe.” (Jesper 
Munch in Luntz 2014) 
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inflationary period would produce larger gravitational waves than would have been 
generated without. Nevertheless, even most inflationary models do not predict a 
gravitational wave large and polarizing enough to be detected by BICEP. (Luntz 2014) 
 
I draw the attention that working within the unicorn world, “inflation” 
contradicts directly Einstein’s theory of relativity: some authors tell us 
that the process of inflation (dilation of the “universe” in a fraction of 
fraction of second after Big Bang) is a process that took place with a 
speed that surpassed the speed of light, c. However, Einstein postulated 
that the maximum speed that can be reached by any physical process is 
the speed of light in vacuum, c. Essential it is nothing that can surpass 
this limit. Otherwise, Einstein’s theory of relativity would have great 
problems. Could we then accept the existence of “inflation”? Let me 
analyze in more details this “inflation”.  

As I mentioned above, in 1979, the pioneer of “inflation” is 
Alan Guth1:   
 

Physicist Alan Guth formally proposed inflationary theory in 1980, when he was a 
postdoctoral scholar at SLAC, as a modification of conventional Big Bang theory. 
Instead of the universe beginning as a rapidly expanding fireball, Guth theorized that 
the universe inflated extremely rapidly from a tiny piece of space and became 
exponentially larger in a fraction of a second. This idea immediately attracted lots of 
attention because it could provide a unique solution to many difficult problems of 
the standard Big Bang theory. (Carey 2014) 
He was trying to understand why there was no trace of some exotic particles that 
should have been created in the Big Bang. Instead he discovered what might have 
made the universe bang to begin with. A potential hitch in the presumed course of 
cosmic evolution could have infused space itself with a special energy that exerted a 
repulsive force, causing the universe to swell faster than the speed of light for a 
prodigiously violent instant. (Overbye 2014) 
                                                            
1 “However, as Guth, who is now a professor of physics at MIT, immediately 
realized, certain predictions in his scenario contradicted observational data. In the 
early 1980s, Russian physicist Andrei Linde modified the model into a concept 
called "new inflation" and again to "eternal chaotic inflation," both of which 
generated predictions that closely matched actual observations of the sky.” (Carey 
2014) “Dr. Linde, who first described the most popular variant of inflation, known 
as chaotic inflation, in 1983, was about to go on vacation in the Caribbean last week 
when Chao-Lin Kuo, a Stanford colleague and a member of Dr. Kovac’s team, 
knocked on his door with a bottle of Champagne to tell him the news. Confused, Dr. 
Linde called out to his wife, asking if she had ordered Champagne.” (Overbye 2014) 

http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/december-2004january-2005/inflation
http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/december-2004january-2005/inflation
http://www.stanford.edu/%7Ealinde/
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In more details: 
 
Under some circumstances, a glass of water can stay liquid as the temperature falls 
below 32 degrees, until it is disturbed, at which point it will rapidly freeze, releasing 
latent heat in the process. Similarly, the universe could “supercool” and stay in a 
unified state too long. In that case, space itself would become temporarily imbued 
with a mysterious kind of latent heat, or energy. Inserted into Einstein’s equations, 
the latent energy would act as a kind of antigravity1, and the universe would blow 
itself up. Since it was space itself supplying the repulsive force, the more space was 
created, the harder it pushed apart. In a runaway explosion, what would become our 
observable universe mushroomed in size at least a trillion trillionfold — from a 
submicroscopic speck of primordial energy to the size of a grapefruit — in less than 
a cosmic eye-blink. Almost as quickly, this energy would decay into ordinary 
particles and radiation that were already in sync, despite how far apart they wound 
up, because they had all sprung from such a tiny primordial point, as if the galaxies 
had gotten together in the locker room to make a plan before going out. All of 
normal cosmic history was still ahead, resulting in today’s observable universe, a 
patch of sky and stars 14 billion light-years across. (Overbye 2014) 
 

In March 2014, after many verifications, Kovac2 and his team (Harvard-
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, South Pole) consider that the 
results of BICEP2 represent the detection of gravitational waves 
(“ripples in the fabric of space-time”3), “the signature of a universe 
                                                            
1 I added this footnote: “Antigravity might sound crazy, but it was Einstein who first 
raised the possibility of its permeating space in the form of a fudge factor called the 
cosmological constant, which he later abandoned as a blunder. It was revived with 
the discovery 15 years ago that something called dark energy is giving a boost to the 
expansion of the universe, albeit far more gently than inflation did.” (Overbye 2014) 
2 “Dr. Kovac has spent his whole career trying to read the secrets of these waves. He 
is one of four leaders of Bicep, which has operated a series of increasingly sensitive 
radio telescopes at the South Pole, where the air — thin, cold and dry — creates 
ideal observing conditions. The others are Clement Pryke of the University of 
Minnesota, Jamie Bock of the California Institute of Technology and Dr. Kuo of 
Stanford… In 2002, he was part of a team that discovered that the microwave 
radiation was polarized, meaning the light waves had a slight preference to vibrate in 
one direction rather than another. This was a step toward the ultimate goal of 
detecting the gravitational waves from inflation. Such waves, squeezing space in one 
direction and stretching it in another as they go by, would twist the direction of 
polarization of the microwaves, theorists said. As a result, maps of the polarization 
in the sky should have little arrows going in spirals.” (Overbye 2014) 
3 “The ripples manifested themselves as faint spiral patterns in a bath of microwave 
radiation that permeates space and preserves a picture of the universe when it was 
380,000 years old and as hot as the surface of the Sun.” (Overbye 2014) 
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being wrenched violently apart when it was roughly a trillionth of a 
trillionth of a trillionth of a second old”. (Overbye 2014) These results 
support the idea of “inflation”1 that requires, at least for some theories, 
gravitons and some processes that surpassed the speed of light. BICEP2 
furnished the “primordial B-mode polarization in the light left over from 
just after the Big Bang2, known as the cosmic microwave background 
(CMB)”.3 (Moskowitz 2014)  

                                                            
1 “The rapid inflationary period is theorized to have caused our universe to expand 
100 trillion trillion times in a fraction of a second. Fascinatingly, any quantum-sized 
perturbation that existed at that time will have been rapidly inflated as the universe 
grew and astronomers have theorized that those tiny structures can be observed 
today as vast gravitational wave perturbations.” (O’Neill 2014) “The strength of the 
wave is expected to vary at different wavelengths. Finding out where it is strongest 
and weakest will tell us a lot about how the inflation occurred. The most important 
information of all is how energy dense the universe was during this era, and this 
could potentially be found by comparing wavelengths. Gravitational wave 
perturbations from those first moments are directly dependent on the inflation, 
unlike density perturbations which are modulated by an unknown potential energy 
function. Consequently they would give us direct evidence of the details of energy 
of inflation in those first moments.” (Luntz 2014) 
2 (I added this footnote) “The instrument has the ability of measuring the 
polarization of the weak signal from the CMB radiation. On Earth, sunlight can 
become polarized if it reflects off a mirror or when filtered by polarized sunglasses 
(thus reducing the glare). The radiation from the ancient CMB can also become 
polarized and gravitational waves have the ability to manipulate the polarization of 
the incoming radiation. The specific type of polarization, known as ‘B-mode 
polarization,’ is what BICEP2 has been looking for.” (O’Neill 2014) 
3 “Because the cosmic microwave background is a form of light, it exhibits all the 
properties of light, including polarization. On Earth, sunlight is scattered by the 
atmosphere and becomes polarized, which is why polarized sunglasses help reduce 
glare. In space, the cosmic microwave background was scattered by atoms and 
electrons and became polarized too.” (Carey 2014) “The cosmic microwave 
background is a faint glow that pervades the entire sky, dating back to just 380,000 
years after the Big Bang. Before that time, the baby universe was too hot and dense 
for light to travel far without bumping into matter. When it cooled to the point that 
neutral atoms could form, light was freed to fly through space unimpeded, and it 
became the CMB. This glow was discovered accidentally 1964 by Arno Penzias and 
Robert Wilson, who initially mistook it for interference caused by pigeon droppings 
on their antenna. Eventually, the scientists realized they had discovered an imprint 
from the primordial universe, a finding that won them the 1978 Nobel Prize in 
physics.” (Moskowitz 2014)  

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/gravity-waves-inflation/
http://www.scientificamerican.com/author/clara-moskowitz
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-is-the-cosmic-microw/
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-is-the-cosmic-microw/
http://www.scientificamerican.com/author/clara-moskowitz
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The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is the left over radiation from a four 
hundred thousand years after the  Big Bang stretched by the expansion of the 
universe to peak in the microwave part of the spectrum. In the mid 1990s 
astrophysicists proposed that the polarization of the CMB could provide evidence 
for gravitational waves from the birth of the universe. Photons can oscillate in 
different directions as they travel; up or down, side to side or even in a circular 
manner clockwise or anticlockwise. Hot sources produce photons with random 
orientations, but certain forces can create a bias where there is a preponderance of 
photons oscillating in a particular direction as they travel, making the radiation as a 
whole polarized. (Luntz 2014) 
 
This pattern, basically a curling in the polarization, or orientation, of the light, can 
be created only by gravitational waves produced by inflation. “It looks like a swirly 
pattern on the sky,” says Chao-Lin Kuo of Stanford University, who designed the 
BICEP2 detector. “We’ve found the smoking gun evidence for inflation and we’ve 
also produced the first image of gravitational waves across the sky.” (Moskowitz 
2014)1 
 
The BICEP2 researchers have reported a surprisingly large number for r, the ratio of 
the gravitational wave fluctuations in the CMB to the fluctuations caused by 
perturbations in the density of matter. This value was previously estimated to be less 
than 0.11 based on all-sky CMB maps from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy 
Probe (WMAP) and the Planck satellite. BICEP2’s value, however, is around 0.20. 
“Everything hinges on this little r,” Guth says, “and this measurement changes 
things quite a bit. In fact, the models that looked like they were ruled out last week 
are now the models that are favored this week.” Such a high value of r, for instance, 
indicates that inflation began even earlier than some models predicted, at one 
trillionth of a trillionth of a trillionth of a second after the Big Bang. (Moskowitz 
2014) 
  
From an EDWs perspective, I consider that the “inflation” is a wrong 
notion constructed within the unicorn world. In Vacariu (2011), I wrote 
that 

                                                            
1 “Gravitational waves from inflation generate a faint but distinctive twisting pattern 
in the polarization of the cosmic microwave background, known as a ‘curl’ or B-
mode pattern.” (O’Neill 2014) “Firstly, what are gravitational waves? These are 
theorized to be ripples through spacetime and are generated by the motion of 
anything massive through space… Gravitational waves are very similar, but instead 
of rippling across a ‘surface,’ they propagate at the speed of light through 3-
dimensional space. ” (O’Neill 2014) 

http://articles.adsabs.harvard.edu/full/1965ApJ...142..419P/0000419.000.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/9608131
http://www.scientificamerican.com/author/clara-moskowitz
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/ripples-in-spacetime/
http://www.scientificamerican.com/author/clara-moskowitz
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it is believed that the time immediately after Big Bang ran much faster than the 
actual time of the “Universe, few seconds being equivalent to millions/billions of 
years. For me, this idea is an amazing Ptolemaic epicycle. With the EDWs, we 
replace this extraordinary expansion of the ‘universe’ with the correspondence 
between certain phenomena that belong to EDWs. The matter that appeared in few 
seconds is nothing more than spontaneous appearance from hyper-nothing that 
corresponds to something from the pre-Big-Bang-EW. The dark matter and the dark 
energy, the infinities in physical phenomena or even the black holes are other 
Ptolemaic epicycles created by the human scientific imagination! These elements 
just correspond to some phenomena that belong to other EDWs. (About these 
notions and the perspective of EDWs, see Vacariu and Vacariu 2010) (Vacariu 
2011, footnote p. 50) 
 
From my EDWs perspective, the inflation has an explanation without 
breaking Einstein’s postulate regarding the limit of light speed: some 
phenomena that happened in another EW correspond to the Big Bang 
and is almost “spontaneously” inflation of the “universe” (i.e., the 
inflation of the micro-EW). In this very short period, there were no 
signals that surpassed the speed of light. There were just 
correspondences between certain phenomena that belong to at least two 
EDWs. Almost spontaneous “inflation” from the “primordial universe” 
corresponds to the manifestation some processes from another EW and 
therefore it was not necessary the manifestation of any process which 
surpassed the speed of light.1 The correspondences of some 
entities/processes and their interactions from the primordial universe 
(Big Band and the first fractions of a second), appeared almost 
spontaneously (instantly) creating the primary EW after Big Bang 
(probably one micro-EW). As the observers of some processes that 
happened 13,8 billion years ago, we perceive some spontaneously 
appearance of some entities/processes and their interactions in different 
places at the same time and this is the reason these results indicate that 
something surpassed the speed of light. In reality, there is no processes 

                                                            
1 Exactly the same explanation I offered for the non-locality in quantum mechanics: 
there is no instantaneously signal between two microparticles just because these two 
particles and the space between them (that belong to the micro-EW) correspond to 
the unity of a wave (that belongs to the wave-EW). (See Vacariu 2008, Vacariu and 
Vacariu 2010) 
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that surpassed the speed of light, there were just these spontaneously 
appearances in different places at the same time in the “universe”.  

Within the unicorn world, you are forced to introduce one or 
both two wrong hypotheses: inflation indicates (1) the unification of all 
four forces requires something that surpassed c (2) the existence of 
“multiverse”.1 We can avoid these complicated inventions by replacing 
the unicorn world, “multiverse”, or hyperspace with EDWs. Let me 
analyze these two points in more details. 
(1) With the result of BICEP2, some physicists hope to relate the three 
forces electromagnetism, weak and strong nuclear forces of Standard 
Model (quantum mechanics) with gravity (available for planets. As I 
indicate in above (and other books), those three forces belong to the 
micro-EW, while gravity is the curved spatio-temporal framework 
available only for the macro-EW. It is supposed that these four forces 
“have long suspected that those are simply different manifestations of a 
single unified force that ruled the universe in its earliest, hottest 
moments.” (Overbye 2014) From my viewpoint, I can agree with this 
affirmation only if we consider that “single unified force” as belonging 
to an EDW than the micro-EW, macro-EW, waves-EW, etc. The single 
unified force can still exist in that EW; if this forced really existed, our 
actual four forces would just correspond to this single unified force. I 
emphasize that we talk here about EDWs. So,  

                                                            
1 “The timing of inflation, in turn, tells physicists about the energy scale of the 
universe when inflation was going on. BICEP2’s value of r suggests that this was 
the same energy scale at which all the forces of nature except for gravity (the 
electromagnetic, strong and weak forces) might have been unified into a single 
force—an idea called grand unified theory. The finding bolsters the idea of grand 
unification and rules out a number of inflation models that do not feature such an 
energy scale. ‘This really collapses the space of plausible inflationary models by a 
huge amount,’ Kamionkowski says. ‘Instead of looking for a needle in a haystack, 
we’ll be looking for a needle in a bucket of sand.’ Grand unified theories suggest the 
existence of new fields that act similarly to the Higgs field associated with the Higgs 
boson particle discovered in 2012. These new fields, in turn, would indicate that 
other, heavier Higgs boson particles also exist, although with masses so high they 
would be impossible to create in any traditional particle accelerator. ‘This 
measurement is allowing us to use the early universe as a lab for new physics in 
energy ranges that are otherwise inaccessible to us,’ Kamionkowski says.” 
(Moskowitz 2014) 

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-inflation-summer/
http://www.scientificamerican.com/author/clara-moskowitz
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… if today’s announcement is anything to go by, gravitational waves were spawned 
during the inflationary period, on a quantum scale, meaning there must be some 
quantum gravity explanation — an explanation that we have yet to comprehend. “If 
gravity were not quantized, inflation would not produce gravitational waves,” Alan 
Guth, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), told New Scientist. “So 
we really are seeing a direct effect caused by the quantization of gravity, and it is the 
first time we’ve seen anything like that.” (O’Neill 2014) 
 
Therefore, it seems that inflation is produced by gravitons:  
 
The process by which inflation generates gravitational waves is assumed to be 
quantum-mechanical in nature, and due to gravitons popping in and out of existence 
in the vacuum of space. Using a standard analytic tool known as dimensional 
analysis, Krauss and Wilczek show that the generation of gravitational waves during 
inflation is proportional to the square of Planck’s constant, a numerical factor that 
arises only in quantum theory. That means that gravitational waves are indeed an 
entirely quantum-mechanical phenomenon, they say.  
 
Because the inflation-derived gravitational waves can be traced back to individual 
gravitons, “what we finally hope to detect is the signal from a single graviton 
amplified by the [expansion of the] Universe into something detectable”, says 
Wilczek. “The Universe is acting as our experimental device.” (Cowen 2013) 
 
Thus, many physicists think that discovering these gravitational waves 
mirror a “deep relationship” between quantum mechanics and Einstein’s 
general theory of relativity. (Carey 2014) From my viewpoint, we 
cannot unify gravity with the micro-forces (Standard Model) just 
because this unification would require a mixture of EDWs. (Against the 
unification of all four forces, see Vacariu 2008, Vacariu and Vacariu 
2010) Moreover, for this unification we would need graviton, but as I 
argue in my first two books, according to the EDWs perspective, 
graviton is quite improbable to exist and therefore Einstein was correct: 
gravity is not a force (that implies a particle) but the curvature of 
spacetime. The discovery of gravitational waves does not mirror the 
existence of gravitons, but only the “ripples in space-time”.  
 
Einstein's general theory of relativity predicts the existence of ripples in space-time, 
known as gravitational waves, and physicists assume that these waves would be 
made of gravitons, just as electromagnetic waves are made of photons. But Dyson 
argued that the standard approach to searching for gravitational waves — by 

http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25235-first-glimpse-of-big-bang-ripples-from-universes-birth.html?full=true#.UycywoVhrH_
http://www.nature.com/news/2009/090415/full/458820a/box/3.html
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bouncing light off a set of mirrors to measure tiny shifts in their separation — would 
be hopeless for detecting gravitons: To be sensitive enough to detect the miniscule 
distance change due to an individual graviton, the mirrors would have to be so heavy 
that they would collapse to form a black hole. (Cowen 2013) 
 
As I noticed in my books, in the vicinity of a huge amalgam of other 
microparticles that belong to the micro-EW (which, in another EW, 
corresponds to a planet), a photon (microparticles, in general) travels 
within the curved spatio-temporal framework produced by planet! 
However, even if the photon travels in this curved spacetime framework, 
the planet does not exist for photon since the photon does not 
“perceives”/interacts with the planet but with those microparticles that 
corresponds (in the macro-EW) to the planet. I strongly emphasize that 
the planet does not exist for the photon, the photon does not exist for the 
planet! Talking about the “deep relationship” between quantum 
mechanics and Einstein’s general theory of relativity is a mixture of 
EDWs that represents a huge mistake.  
(2) The theory of inflation favors the existence of “multiverse”.1  
 
This theory posits that, when the universe grew exponentially in the first tiny 
fraction of a second after the Big Bang, some parts of space-time expanded more 
quickly than others. This could have created "bubbles" of space-time that then 
developed into other universes. The known universe has its own laws of physics, 
while other universes could have different laws, according to the multiverse concept. 
(Kramer and Writer 2014) 
 
Immediately after BICEP2 results, both Guth and Linde indicate that 
idea of “multiverse” has to be taken into account. Linde believes that if 
our universe is one of the bubbles, there must be many other bubbles in 
the “cosmic space”.2 (Kramer and Writer 2014) From my EDWs 
perspective, multiverse, Everett’s many worlds, superstring theory, and 
many other suppositions are simple human inventions created because 
of their wrong framework of thinking, the unicorn world. (About 

                                                            
1 Against this invented notion of “multiverse” see Vacariu (2008).  
2 Again, this notion of “cosmic space” is a wrong one: what entities exist in this 
cosmic space: the planets or the electrons or both? If we accept both kinds of entities 
exist, we reach an hyperontological contradiction: two entities cannot exist in the 
same place, at the same time.  
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multiverse, superstring theory, see Vacariu 2008, Vacariu and Vacariu 
2010) 

We can conclude that the “universe”/”world” does not exist and 
the microparticles are not in the same “world” with the planets. 
Moreover, we cannot even identify a huge amalgam of microparticles 
with a planet since any EW, for instance, a micro-EW with certain 
entities and their interactions do not exist for any other EW, for instance, 
the macro-EW in which we can find the planets. Again, the process of 
inflation contradicts one of those two postulates introduced by Einstein 
in elaborating his theory of relativity just because it was elaborated 
within the unicorn world. Because of the mixture of EDWs, we cannot 
unify quantum mechanics with Einstein’s theory of relativity. Even the 
microparticles travel in a curved “spacetime” framework by the macro-
objects, any planet does not exist for any photon and vice-versa. 
Inflation is not a process that surpassed the speed of light, but it was the 
spontaneously appearance of an EW (Big Bang and so called inflation) 
that corresponds to some phenomena that belong to an EDW. I repeat 
that this spontaneously “appearance” is quite similar with that from 
quantum mechanics. However, it is not about the same EDWs: in 
quantum mechanics we have the micro-EW and the waves-EW, while in 
this case we have an EW that existed (and maybe still exists) “before” 
Big Bang and the EW that “firstly” appeared after Big Bang.1 
 
7.6 Conclusion 
As I showed in this work, the EDWs perspective offers the 
hyperontological foundations for Einstein’s special and general theory of 
relativity. The description of “reality” by Einstein’s special theory of 
relativity can be more easily understood and accepted within my EDWs 
perspective than within the unicorn world. In the last years of his life, 
Einstein was almost totally forgotten by the many physicists who were 
working in a quite new framework of physics (quantum mechanics).  

                                                            
1 I used commas just because there is no an absolute time and space: each EW has its 
own spacetime framework, if any. As I illustrated in the first chapter of my book 
from 2012, there are EDWs having what we call “spatiotemporal frameworks”, but 
there are EDWs without spatial dimension (the mind-EW), without temporal 
dimension (photons-EW) and without spatiotemporal framework (since the first two 
cases really are, it is very probable the last case also to be). 
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The relationship between Einstein’s theory of relativity and 
quantum mechanics (the theory of unification) has been a great problem 
in physics for many decades. In the last years of his life, Einstein was 
almost completely forgotten by the majority of physicists who were 
working in a quite new framework of physics (quantum mechanics). As 
I showed in my books (2008 and 2010) this relationship mirrors the 
relationship between the micro-objects and the macro-objects, that is, 
from my viewpoint, between (many) micro-EW and (many) macro-EW. 
As I emphasized above, one EW does not exist for any other EDWs, so 
the relationship between the micro-EW and the macro-EW (or between 
Einstein’s theory of relativity and quantum mechanics) is meaningless. 
As I showed in Vacariu (2008) and Vacariu and Vacariu (2010), quantum 
mechanics created a mixture of EDWs (the microparticle-EW and the 
wave-EW) and this is the main mistake of this paradigm. Moreover, 
exactly as the speed of light changed completely the notion of 
simultaneity (special relativity), in the same manner, it is meaningless to 
try to apply Einstein’s theory of relativity to quantum mechanics and 
searching for graviton. Gravity exists neither in the micro-EW 
(gravitons do not exist) nor in macro-EW (Einstein was right, gravity is 
just the curved space). Moreover, from my viewpoint, in the micro-EW, 
the macro-objects do not exist at all (a microparticle does not interact 
with a macroparticle), therefore gravity does not exist.  

Discovering the existence of EDWs and showing that the theory 
of relativity perfectly explains something that really exists, the macro-
EW (that it is neither an “approximation” of reality, nor an appearance), 
while quantum mechanics (before the discovery of EDWs, the 
microparticles were considered as being the real existence in this 
universe) is a pseudo-theory that mixes phenomena that belong to 
EDWs (the wave-EW and the particle-EW), is important. Therefore, I 
attest Einstein’s absolute revenge: his theory explains some real 
phenomena/processes that belong to some EDWs that really exist. 
Quantum mechanics does not explain the “reality” since the unicorn 
world does not exist. The conclusion of this part (and my books, in 
general) is that the scientists from physics, cognitive (neuro)science and 
biology need indeed to change their framework of  thinking so as to 
avoid “empty” results in the future.  
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I end this chapter with an analogy between Abbot’s Flatland 
story (people living in two-dimensional world) applied to the Big Bang 
and inflation, quantum mechanics and Einstein’s theory of relativity 
under the umbrella of EDWs. In Flatland, any being lives in a two-
dimensional world and no one can perceive any tridimensional object. 
Let us supposes that a bidimensional plan (a deformed square, for 
instance) intersects - perpendicularly and with a certain uniform speed - 
the bidimensional plan in which that being lives. The being would see 
the suddenly appearance of many points in her “world”. Some processes 
happened for that bidimensional being that she concludes that there are 
some phenomena surpassing the speed of light. Exactly this is situation 
with “inflation”: suddenly appearances of one point (not certain this 
information) and then other points that indicate that something 
surpassed the speed of light. People believing in hyperspace consider 
that this story reflects the relationship between our world and the 
hyperspace. From my viewpoint, this story reflects exactly (1) the non-
locality in quantum mechanics: two points (among those many points) 
are those (un)famous two microparticles, while the Flatland is the wave; 
we have here EDWs (2) the inflation: even if the square does not surpass 
the speed of light, the bidimensional being observed some processes that 
surpassed c.  

I strongly emphasize that it is not about different number of 
spatial(temporal) dimensions (neither space, as independent feature, nor 
the spatio-temporal framework, as independent framework from an EW, 
does exist), but about EDWs. It can or cannot be some not islolated 
features like spatial dimensions but, more important, these dimensions 
are not necessarily spatio-temporal dimensions. It can be the 
correspondence between two phenomena of totally different kinds 
within completely different EDWs. For supporting this idea, I recall the 
alternative furnished by the EDWs perspective to the mind-brain/body 
problem and the essential idea that one EW does not exist for any other 
EW. Except mind or life-EDWs (quite many), very possible there are 
EDWs without having what we call the “spatio-temporal” dimensions.  
 Could contemporary great physicists accept the EDWs 
perspective created by a philosopher from nowhere? Answering to this 
question, I have to analyze two points:  
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(a) Contemporary philosophy does not exist for the physicists 
of the last century. For them, “philosophy today is dead” (Hawking, few 
years ago). For me, the physicists are obviously right since 
contemporary philosophers have nothing to do with the elaboration of a 
“Weltanschauung” necessary to the special sciences each of them being 
surrounded by great problems. The scientists are dealing with great 
scientific problems today, but they are not expecting any help from 
philosophers since there have been a great break between scientists and 
philosophers in at least the last 150 years. Nevertheless, as I emphasized 
in my previous books, the main problems from particular sciences have 
been created by people working within the unicorn world. I furnish a 
new “Weltanschauung” that transforms many such problems in pseudo-
problems. Therefore, my message is mainly for scientists and not for 
actual “philosophers”. I strongly emphasize that my EDWs perspective 
is something completely different than any kind of philosophy in the last 
100 years.  

(b) I am a thinker from Romania, the most corrupted country in 
UE having the lowest level of academic environment and the lowest 
level in research, so how could great physicists believe in a new 
“Weltanschauung” created by “nobody”? Paradoxically, this negative 
feature of academic environment seems to be quite a favorable 
environment for me to elaborate my approach. I haven’t grown up under 
the umbrella of “contemporary philosophy”, and this was the necessary 
condition for me to elaborate the EDWs perspective as a new framework 
of thinking for physicists, biologists, other scientists and future 
philosophers.1 It is understandable that the actual philosophers and quite 
many scientists cannot accept my EDWs perspective since their works 
elaborated during their entire careers would totally vanish!2 

                                                            
1 I have again the opportunity to thank you very much to Prof. Parvu who not only 
offered me the job of Assistant-Professor at Department of Philosophy (Bucharest 
University) 15 years ago but also created me the best conditions to elaborate my 
perspective. Moreover, during these years, I have had very helpful discussion with 
him about my EDWs. Therefore, I will be forever indebted to Prof. Ilie Parvu. I am 
also very indebted to Prof. Philip Cam who helped me a lot as being my supervisor 
during my PhD at UNSW, Sydney, Australia. 
2 I introduce Planck's opinion about changing a paradigm from an area of human 
thinking: If someone wants to change a paradigm, that person has to wait until 
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Alternatively, if the physicists (the scientists, in general) insist upon 
applying Occam’s razor (since it is easier for some of us to think of one 
world rather than many EDWs), then the futile process of fabricating 
very knotty Ptolemaic epicycles for pseudo-problems, such as the mind-
body problem, the nature of the “world”, the relationship between 
microscopic and macroscopic entities, quantum mechanics, “inflation”, 
“levels of reality” or superstring theory, will continue. 
 
 
 

 
famous (and usually old) persons from that area retire or dye. We hope that, with the 
actual dynamics of knowledge from Internet, the time of changing a paradigm is not 
so long. Anyway, EDWs are not for today, the place of the remnants of the last 
century, but for tomorrow, the time of new contretemps! 



 

 
 

Appendix1 
 
 
 
Did Markus Gabriel (Bonn University) plagiarize my ideas? 

 
 “The hell is empty and all the devils are here.” 

      Shakeaspeare, The tempest 
 
 
Abstract 
In this Appendix, I analyze the UNBELIEVABLE similarities between my 
ideas from my works (2005, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012) and Markus Gabriel’s 
ideas (Bonn University) from his book published in 2013 and his TED clip 
(also 2013).  
 

1. The “epistemologically different worlds” perspective 
I have been employed at the Department of Philosophy, Bucharest 
University (Romania) since 1998. I have studied at various universities 
around the world (I received scholarships from University of Oxford, 
New York University, University of New South Wales Australia), I have 
published four books  at the Bucharest University Press (all in English), 
many articles in Romania (almost all in English) and in foreign journals 
(two papers at Synthese journal, I edited one special issue at Synthese, 
one issue at Philosophia Scientiae both issues having articles written by 
researchers that are among the best in (philosophy of) cognitive 
(neuro)science, in 2000 I started a CEEPUS project on cognitive science 
                                                            
1 In this Appendix, I introduced the paper after which I had the presentation at my 
Department of Philosophy (University of Bucharest) on 27th November 2013. I 
present the same ideas in a movie on YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 
zkuEM_SlZHA. Also, I present the main ideas of my EDWs perspective in a movie 
(two parts) on YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_3I96 
MSwXpUjm2x6f6SaUA.  
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for Eastern European countries  etc. My full CV can be found at this 
address: http://filosofie.unibuc.ro/cv_gabriel_vacariu. My books and 
articles are available in an electronic format on my university webpage. 
I have also presented my general framework in the prestigious 
philosophical journal Synthese in the paper (“Mind, brain and 
epistemologically different worlds”) published in December 2005 
(special issue on “philosophy of neuroscience” edited by John Bickle) 
and I further developed this framework in my later books and papers, 
(books which are published in 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012 by the University 
of Bucharest Press).  
 In Vacariu (2005) and my book from (2008), I showed that the 
mind-brain problem is a pseudo-problem constructed within a wrong 
framework, the “world” or as I called, the “unicorn world”. In the 
introduction, I indicate:  
 
Within this framework, there is one key element that represents the major error: the 
postulation of ‘one world’, one single ontological world in which everything has 
been placed (all the entities like Gods, angels, minds, bodies, planets, tables and 
micro-particles). Paradoxically, everyone before Descartes and after him, including 
his critics, has embraced the same framework. And here is, I think, where the 
mistake resides: assuming the existence of one world, the universe. Metaphorically, I 
will call this unique world or “uni-verse” the “unicorn-world”, to emphasize its 
mythological-religious roots. (p. 516) 
 
And one page later: 
 
The main aim of this paper is to show that the famous mind–body problem is a false 
problem or a pseudo-problem; the notion of the unicorn-world is the origin of major 
pseudo-problems (like the mind–body problem) in philosophy and science. Only by 
abandoning this concept – the unicorn-world – can we avoid all these pseudo-
problems. (p. 517) 
 
In my paper from 2005, I elaborated 5 principles that constitute my 
approach, the epistemologically different worlds (EDWs) perspective. 
These principles show that the “world” does not exist (I argue that the 
thing-in-itself does not exist: “Thing-in-itself’ would mean an entity that 
has no limits of interaction and this is not possible.”, p. 532), but only 
the EDWs exist. Here, I offer the analogy between table-microparticles 
and mind-brain: the table and “its” microparticles, the mind and the 
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brain exist but in the EDWs not in the same “world” (the unicorn 
world).  
 In my next books and articles, I continued developing my 
perspective and I increased the principles from 5 to 13. Let me introduce 
again these principles (see 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012):  
 
“(1) Epistemologically different interactions constitute epistemologically 
different its, and epistemologically different its determine 
epistemologically different interactions.  
(2) Any it exists only at "the surface" because of the interactions that 
constitute it.  
(3) Any it exists in a single EW and interacts only with the its from the 
same EW.  
(4) Any EW (a set of its – and eventually Its – and their interactions) 
appears from and disappears in the hyper-nothing.  
(5) Any EW is, therefore all EDWs have the same objective reality.  
(6) Being corresponds to an It.  
(7) Being is an EW. Therefore being is.  
(8) Having certain determinations, from our viewpoint an It is composed 
of an amalgam of Its/its and their relationships.  
(9) Certain states and processes form knowledge that is being.  
(10) As an entity, being has unity as indeterminate individuality.  
(11) Being is, therefore EDWs are.  
(12) The set of judgments that describe the phenomena of each 
epistemological world must observe the rule of conceptual containment 
that is given by the conditions and limitations within the concepts of the 
judgments. These conditions and limitations are governed by the 
properties of external tools of observation or some abilities 
(introspection, consciousness) that the “I” has. (13) Since human 
attention is a serial process, the human being cannot simultaneously 
observe EDWs.” (Vacariu 2011, 2012, 2013) 

In my books/articles, with the EDWs perspective, I showed that 
the main four problems (and many other related problems) from science 
and philosophy are pseudo-problems. The main four problems are: the 
old mind-body problem (and all its related problems), the relationship 
between an organism and live, the great mysteries of quantum 
mechanics and the relationship between Einstein’s theory and quantum 
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mechanics are all pseudo-problems. Moreover, I showed that cognitive 
neuroscience is a pseudo-science and the search for the unified theory in 
physics is meaningless (in both cases there is a mixture of information 
referring to EDWs). Without offering any more details about my 
perspective (see mainly my books at my webpage), in the next sections, 
I will analyze TED clip with Markus Gabriel and his book published in 
2013. 
 
2. The unbelievable coincidence: two individuals elaborated the 
same new framework of thinking in the same decade! 
Recently, one of my colleagues informed me about a clip posted on 
TED.com1 (September 2013, 18 minutes) of Prof. Dr. Markus Gabriel 
(Philosophy, University of Bonn, and Director of the International 
Centre for Philosophy, Germany) with the title “Why the world does not 
exist” on YouTube at this address:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzvesGB_TI0&feature=youtube_gd
ata_player 
 In 2013, Markus Gabriel has also published a book (in German) 
with the same title Warum es die Welt nicht gibt, Ullstein: Berlin 2013. 
Watching the clip on TED (in English), I realized to my big surprise, 
Markus Gabriel’s ideas are incredible similarly with my ideas (I 
published in my papers and books in the last seven years) that reflect my 
general framework, the EDWs perspective, within which I proved the 
same idea, namely, the “world” does not exist. The similarities between 
my ideas and Markus Gabriel’s ideas from TED clip are so striking and I 
want to mention few of them in the next sections. The main 5 
notions/ideas (from which results the same framework of thinking the 
world does not exist) are “unbelievable similarity”:  

(i) Vacariu: The “world does not exist” but “epistemologically 
different worlds” (EDWs) exist. (in my 2005 + book).2  

Markus Gabriel: “Why the world does not exist”. (title for TED clips 
and book)  
(ii) Vacariu: All objects/entities exist but in EDWs.  

                                                            
1 I am highly indebt to my friend and colleague Gheorghe Stefanov who informed 
me about this TED clip.  
2 I indicate the reader to compare the bolded notions from my paragraphs with italic 
notions from Markus Gabriel’s paragraphs. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzvesGB_TI0&feature=youtube_gdata_player
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzvesGB_TI0&feature=youtube_gdata_player
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Markus Gabriel: All objects are in different “lists”.   
(iii) Vacariu: The objects/entities from one EW interact. 
Markus Gabriel: The objects from a list intersect.  
(iv) Vacariu: Only the objects that belong to a particular EW 

interact. The objects from one EW do not interact with 
objects from the other EDWs.  

Markus Gabriel: All objects exist but not any object is “connected 
with” all other objects.   
(v) Vacariu: We need to change the definition of “existence”: For 

instance, in Vacariu (2008): “As I mentioned above, we 
have again to change the notion of existence…” (p. 141) 
(in many places) 

Markus Gabriel: we have to reconsider the definition of the 
“existence”…  
 
I strongly emphasize that Markus Gabriel does not furnish any 
argument, support for his main “ideas”. For instance, nobody can 
understand the meaning of “intersection” in his book or TED clip. It is 
very clear that Markus Gabriel needed some “inspiration” from 
somebody else in elaborating this notion in particular, these main ideas 
in general. The notion of “intersection” is no more or less than a 
synonym of my “interaction”, and this synonymy clearly reflects the 
source of inspiration for Markus Gabriel. In my EDWs perspective, 
“interaction” is one of the most important concepts: extending Kant’s 
philosophy, I elaborated this notion after great efforts during several 
years of working. It would be impossible another person to elaborate the 
same ideas using synonyms for the main notions (the above list) in the 
same decade! Again, my EDWs perspective is such a great change in 
human thinking that it is impossible another person to elaborate an 
identical approach (i. e., the main ideas without any argument but with 
synonym concepts) not only in the same decade but in any time. These 
are the main reasons these similarities are UNBELIEVABLE. 

Having in mind the unbelievable similarity of these ideas that 
represent a new framework of thinking, let me introduces some 
particular ideas from TED clip (with Markus Gabriel) and his book 
(published in 2013) that are unbelievable similar to my ideas from 
EDWs perspective (elaborated during the last 7-8 years).  
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3. Markus Gabriel’s TED clip  
 Markus Gabriel starts his presentation posted on TED site 
talking about the “unicorn”, even if the term it is regarded from a 
slightly different perspective. He considers that the unicorn exists in a 
particular context, which points to the same idea that the “world” does 
not exist.  

My comment: In my paper from 2005 and in all of my books, I 
use the concept “unicorn-world”, a concept invented practically by me 
to express the uni-dimensionality of the world postulated by scientists. 
(See above Vacariu 2005, also Vacariu 2008 p. 15; Chapter 1 from 
Vacariu and Vacariu (2010): “1. The hyperverse versus the “unicorn-
world”, and section 1.1 “The oldest paradigm of human thinking: the 
unicorn-world”; part 1 from Vacariu 2011 (“The „Unicorn-World”, the 
House of Knowledge – the Human Greatest Illusion), etc. In Vacariu 
(2008): “After Copernicus, Darwin and Freud’s revolutions against 
myths in human thinking, we have to reject yet another myth: the 
“world” does not exist and we are not the only observers.” (p. 363) I 
start my article from 2005 and all my books with the idea of the 
“unicorn”. It is amazing that Markus Gabriel starts his TED clip with the 
idea of the unicorn considering we can believe the “unicorn” exist in a certain 
context. However, he does not really believe the unicorn really exists.1  
 In my theory I claim that an object exists because of the 
“interactions” with other objects from the same EW. For instance in 
Vacariu (2008), one of my principles is this one: “The determining 
epistemologically different entities and their corresponding constitutive 
epistemologically different interactions represent the epistemologically 
different worlds.” (p. 108); or Vacariu (2011), principle nr. 1.)  

Markus Gabriel: He replaced EDWs with “list” and 
“interactions” with “intersections”. 
 Let us see some paragraphs from my works and some 

affirmations made by Markus Gabriel (I bolded some words in all 
paragraphs):  

                                                            
1 For many people, it have been quite surprisingly the similarities not only between 
many ideas from my EDWs perspective and Markus Gabriel’s ideas, but also 
another striking similarity, the notion of the “unicorn”: I used this notion in the 
introduction of my paper from 2005 and also in the introduction of each book, 
Markus Gabriel starts his TED clip with the “unicorn”! 
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- There is a fundamental issue here which needs to be noticed: 
Descartes’ approach is grounded in a pre-existing framework 
(paradigm) which has dominated human thinking since the 
Ancient Greeks. Within this framework, there is one key 
element that represents the major error: the postulation of ‘one 
world’, one single ontological world in which everything has 
been placed (all the entities like Gods, angels, minds, bodies, 
planets, tables and micro-particles). Paradoxically, everyone 
before Descartes and after him, including his critics, has embraced 
the same framework. And here is, I think, where the mistake 
resides: assuming the existence of one world, the universe. 
Metaphorically, I will call this unique world or “uni-verse” the 
“unicorn-world”, to emphasize its mythological-religious roots. 
We can identify this key element, the unicorn-world, within the 
majority of myths, theological doctrines, philosophical approaches, 
scientific theories, frameworks, etc., which explain both the 
“universe” and human beings. (Vacariu 2005, p. 516) 

- This framework does not involve only the relationship between 
mind and brain (body), but also all the problems that flow from the 
singular conception of the world, the universe, or reality.” 
(Vacariu 2008, p. 101) 

- In this work, I will try to show that the greatest illusion of human 
knowledge that has been surviving from the oldest times is the 
notion of “world”, of “uni-verse” or as I called it the “unicorn 
world”. (Vacariu 2011, p. 13) 

- The main mistake that led to the creation of the unicorn world is 
that we, the human beings, believed (consciously or not) that we 
are the only observers of the “world. As a result, Gods, all beings 
(humans with their mind, brains and bodies, and plants, cells, 
microbes, animals) and all objects (tables, stones and planets, 
electrons, waves and fields) have been placed within the same 
world, the unique world, the uni-verse. The world is all the entities 
and their relationships inevitably placed within the same spatio-
temporal framework. (Vacariu 2011, p. 14)  

- The world is all the entities and their relationships inevitably 
placed within the same spatio-temporal framework. (Vacariu 
2012, p. 15) 
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- Situating all entities within the same spatio-temporal framework, 
the creation of the unicorn world was inevitable; and vice-versa. 
(Vacariu 2011, pp. 48-9) 

- For more than two millennia the human being has been thinking 
within the unicorn world. (Vacariu 2011, p. 173) 

Markus Gabriel: He uses many of my expressions (but not 
EDWs, of course). For instance, he tells us that the “nature, reality, the 
universe… the world” does not exist. “I think that this really thing is an 
illusion…” “What is the world? Philosophers have tried to clarify this 
for pretty much 2500 years”, “the world is the totality of things, the 
totality of spatio-temporal things”, the world is planets and trees, and 
stars and people and friends and etc.” He speaks about a myth… 
  
 “In order to show that the ‘world’ does not exist, I will 
investigate the eternal philosophical topic (a topic that science has 
undertaken in the last century): ‘What exists?’ and ‘What are the 
relationships between entities that exist?’. (Vacariu 2011, p. 17)  

Markus Gabriel has almost the same expressions in TED clip.  
 For me something to exist means to belong to a particular EW: 
“An entity exists only if it has certain limits of interaction with other 
entities;” (Vacariu 2008, p. 151) “To exist means to have certain limits. 
The conditions of interactions have certain parameters that reflect the 
limits of that entity… Explicitly, any nonliving entities (for instance, a 
table or a planet) exist only as a result of its external constitutive 
interactions.” (Vacariu 2008, p. 152) Or: “These two notions, 
‘existence’ and ‘interaction’, are strongly interrelated. Proposition 
(1) can be re-written in the following way: ‘To exist means to interact’.” 
(Vacariu 2011, p. 34) 

Markus Gabriel: “Existence is something that appears in 
context. To exist is to be in context.” “Any object intersects with other 
objects from the same list.” These words are perfectly synonyms with 
my words! Is it not clear yet? 
 “The philosophy of the hyperverse is a step forward to pass 
beyond the eternal and scorching pseudo-disputes of the last century. In 
order to avoid wasting time working on such pseudo-problems through 
creating marvelous Ptolemaic epicycles, people now have the 
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opportunity to replace the unicorn world with the EDWs.” (Vacariu 
2011, p. 175) 

Markus Gabriel: “… an important step for humanity, we really 
have to give up to the idea that all things are connected. Something is 
connected and something is not. We have to give up the idea of over 
structure that settles things.” 
 I graduated four years Computer Science and then philosophy, I 
read many books and papers on (philosophy of) physics and this is the 
reason I dedicated a chapter for the problems in physics (the theory of 
unification included) in my first two books and some papers. In my 
book from (2010), I have a section dedicated to the theory of unification. 
(Vacariu and Vacariu 2010, "7.4 The hyperspace versus the hyperverse") 
in which I showed that the “theory of unification” created by string 
theory is the greatest Ptolemaic epicycle in the history of human 
thinking.  

Markus Gabriel: Without having any background or study in 
physics, he sustains that the idea of “unified physics” is wrong! (Even 
this expression is wrong!) 
 Vacariu (2008, p. 5): “… the major error: the postulation of 
“one world”, one single ontological world in which everything has 
been placed (all the entities like Gods, angels, and mind and body, 
planets, tables and micro-particles).” 

Markus Gabriel: He claims that it is wrong to consider “the world is 
as being the sum of all things/objects”.  
 At the end of his presentation, Gabriel considers that we are 
“free” because “human beings avoid the determinism, not because of 
God or universe”, but because we have “infinite possibilities”.  

My comment: My idea is that the “I” is an EW, so there is 
nothing “determinate” in our mind, since one EW does not exist for any 
other EW. We can talk about determinism in the macro-EW where the 
brain/body is placed, but not in the self, that is an EW.  
 
4. Markus Gabriel’s book: “Why the world does not exist” (2013)  
In this section, let me analyze six paragraphs from only two pages (pp. 
11-12) of his book Why the world does not exist (2013) (in Germany). 
Using Google translation program from Germany to English and 
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correcting some words, my colleague (Gheorghe Stefanov) helped me 
translating these paragraphs: 
 "Mir ist jedenfalls nicht bekannt, dass die Physik oder die 
Biologie inzwischen auch die Soziologie, die Rechtswissenschaft oder 
die Germanistik integriert hätten. Auch habe ich noch nie davon gehört, 
dass die Mona Lisa in einem Chemielabor auseinandergenommen 
wurde."  

English1: “I certainly do not know that physics or biology have 
also integrated sociology, law or German. Also, I've never heard that the 
Mona Lisa was taken apart in a chemistry lab.” 

My comment: I dedicated chapters of my books and articles to 
show that the knowledge from certain particular sciences (physics, 
biology, cognitive science) cannot be integrated in a scientific or 
philosophic theory or approach. However, in this paragraph, Markus 
Gabriel brings into discussion something new: “Mona Lisa”! 
 “Doch genau dieses Allumfassende, die Welt, gibt es nicht und 
kann es auch nicht geben. Mit dieser Hauptthese soll nicht nur die 
Illusion zerstört werden, es gebe die Welt, an der die Menschheit 
ziemlich hartnäckig festhält, sondern gleichzeitig möchte ich sie auch 
nutzen, um daraus positive Erkenntnisse zu gewinnen. Denn ich 
behaupte nicht nur, dass es die Welt nicht gibt, sondern auch, dass es 
außer der Welt alles gibt.” 

English: “But it is precisely this all-embracing, the world, that 
neither exists, nor can it be given. With this main thesis, that the world 
does not exist, not only the illusion that there is a world will be 
destroyed, an illusion in which humanity believes quite stubbornly, but 
at the same time I also want to use it in order to extract positive findings. 
Because I argue not only that there is no world, but also that everything 
is apart from the world.” 

My comment: Here we can find exactly my main idea: the 
world does not exist, but EDWs exist. Instead of EDWs, Markus 
Gabriel uses “everything is apart from the world”. He mention, as I did 
                                                            
1 I would like to thank you very much to Casia Zaharia and Paul Sandu for their 
translation from Germany to Romanian, respectively to English. Unfortunately, I 
cannot read in Germany, otherwise I believe I would find much many “similarities” 
between my works and Markus Gabriel’s book. I let specialists in philosophy and 
German speaking language to find them in detail. 
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many times, the illusion of humanity of believing, “quite stubbornly”, of 
the “world”. Moreover, he claims that he shows us not only that the 
world does not exist, but also that everything - except this world - exists! 
Such affirmations are exactly like many of my sentences from my 
books/papers: it is about the EDWs, no more or less. Moreover, in my 
paper from 2005 (and my books) I strongly emphasized all these ideas 
(see above the quoted paragraphs from my works). Using synonyms, 
Markus Gabriel writes the same thing here in the above paragraph. 
 “Das klingt vielleicht merkwürdig, kann aber überraschend 
leicht anhand unserer alltäglichen Erfahrungen illustriert werden. Stellen 
wir uns vor, wir treffen uns mit Freunden zu einem Abendessen im 
Restaurant. Gibt es hier nun einen Bereich, der alle anderen Bereiche 
umfasst? Können wir sozusagen einen Kreis um alles ziehen, was zu 
unserem Restaurantbesuch gehört? Nun, mal sehen: Wir sind vermutlich 
nicht die Einzigen im Restaurant. Es gibt also mehrere Restaurantbesucher 
an Tischen mit unterschiedlichen Gruppendynamiken, Präferenzen und 
so weiter. Außerdem gibt es die Welt des Servicepersonals, der 
Restaurantbesitzerin, der Köche, aber auch der Insektenund Spinnen und 
der für uns unsichtbaren Bakterien, die sich im Restaurant aufhalten. 
Darüber hinaus gibt es Ereignisse auf subatomarer Ebene sowie 
Zellteilungen, Verdauungsstörungen und Hormonschwankungen. Einige 
dieser Ereignisse und Gegenstände hängen zusammen, andere überhaupt 
nicht. Was weiß die von allen unbemerkte Spinne im Deckengebälk 
schon von meiner guten Laune oder von meinen Speisepräferenzen? 
Und dennoch gehört die Spinne zum Restaurantbesuch hinzu, wenn 
auch meist unerkannt. Dasselbe gilt für Verdauungsstörungen, die man 
auch nicht ins Zentrum der Aufmerksamkeit rückt.”  

English: “This may sound strange, but can be surprisingly easy 
using our everyday experiences to illustrate it. Let us imagine that we 
meet with our friends for a dinner in the restaurant. Is there now an area 
that includes all other areas? Can we speak or draw a circle around 
everything that belongs to our restaurant visit? Well, let's see: We're 
probably not the only ones in the restaurant. So there are several diners 
at tables with different group dynamics, preferences and so on. In 
addition, there is the world of the service staff, the restaurant owner, the 
cooks, but also the insects and spiders and bacteria are invisible to us, 
who are in the restaurant. In addition, there are events at the subatomic 
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level, and cell division, digestive disorders and hormonal imbalances. 
Some of these events, and objects are related, others not at all. What do 
the unnoticed at all spiders in the ceiling joists of my already good mood 
or my food preferences? And yet, the spider is added to the restaurant 
visit, though mostly unrecognized. The same goes for indigestion, which 
is also not the center of attention engaged.” 

My comment: This paragraph is one of the most important 
because Markus Gabriel considers that there are “many worlds” (see 
below). One of such “world” is composed of dinners at table, service 
staff, restaurant owner, cooks, insects, spiders and bacteria “who are in 
restaurant”. There is another “world” of “subatomic level” and another 
world of “cell division” or digestive disorders. Essentially, “some of 
these events, and objects are related, others not at all”. This is exactly 
my idea of EDWs but Markus Gabriel did not fully understand it! 
 “Es gibt beim Restaurantbesuch also viele Gegenstandsbereiche, 
gleichsam kleine isolierte Welten, die nebeneinander existieren, ohne 
dass sie wirklich zueinanderfinden. Es gibt also viele kleine Welten, 
aber nicht die eine Welt, zu der sie alle gehören. Dies bedeutet gerade 
nicht, dass die vielen kleinen Welten nur Perspektiven auf die eine Welt 
sind, sondern dass es eben nur die vielen kleinen Welten gibt. Es gibt sie 
wirklich, nicht nur in meiner Einbildung.”  

English: “There is within the restaurant visit so many subject 
areas, as it were small isolated worlds that exist side by side without 
really meeting each other. There are so many little worlds, but not a 
world to which they all belong. This means not just that the many small 
worlds are only perspectives on the one world, but that there are only 
many small worlds. They not only exist in my imagination, but their 
existence is real.” 

My comment: The last two paragraphs are strongly related: 
there are “small isolated worlds that exist side by side without really 
meeting each other”! What does it mean this sentence for Markus 
Gabriel? The next sentences in this paragraph indicate me that Markus 
Gabriel “borrowed” my ideas without fully understanding them! He 
didn’t understand my main idea that unifies epistemology with ontology 
and thus creating the EDWs. Markus Gabriel writes that these “small 
worlds” are “side by side without really meeting each other”. These 
words reflect almost entirely my EDWs. Moreover, this paragraph – 
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as other paragraphs - indicates that in Markus Gabriel’s view it is not 
about Carnap’s “linguistic frameworks” (I don’t know how much 
Markus Gabriel has worked on Carnap’s philosophy), since he considers 
that these “worlds” really exist! Moreover, Markus Gabriel indicates 
that these “small worlds” are not “just perspectives of the world” but 
“small worlds”. As I did in my books (2008, 2010), with EDWs 
perspective, I avoided Spinoza’s dual property approach. Markus 
Gabriel insists in writing that these “small worlds” really exist. In 
reality, exactly as I have done in my works, Markus Gabriel rejects 
“world-in-itself” but, probably without understanding completely my 
ideas, he wrongly replaced EDWs with “small worlds”. In this frame, 
Markus Gabriel did not notice there are some ontological contradictions. 
Given his academic background, it is easy for everybody to remark that 
Markus Gabriel would not be able to understand completely EDWs 
perspective.  
 “Genau in diesem Sinne kann man meine Behauptung 
verstehen, dass es die Welt nicht gibt. Es ist einfach falsch, dass alles 
mit allem zusammenhängt. Die populäre Behauptung, der Flügelschlag 
eines Schmetterlings in Brasilien löse möglicherweise einen Tornado in 
Texas aus, ist schlicht falsch. Vieles hängt mit vielem zusammen, aber 
es ist falsch (genau genommen sogar unmöglich!), dass alles mit allem 
zusammenhängt. Natürlich stiftet jeder Einzelne von uns andauernd 
Zusammenhänge.”  

English: “It is in this precise sense that one can understand my 
contention that there is not the world. It is simply false that everything is 
interconnected. The popular assertion that the flap of a butterfly's wings 
in Brazil might produce a tornado in Texas is simply wrong. Much has 
to do with many things, but it is wrong (actually impossible!), that 
everything is interconnected. Of course every one of us creates lasting 
relationships.” 

My comment: Obviously, in my EDWs perspective, many times 
I indicate that not all entities (objects) intersect, or, in Markus 
Gabriel’s words, “interconnected”. In his TED clip, he indicates that 
there are “lists” of objects, and these lists are such “small worlds”. The 
example with the butterfly is taken from the theory of complexity, and I 
doubt Markus Gabriel has any idea about this theory. A subchapter (6.2) 
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in one of my books (2010) is dedicated to Kauffman’s theory of 
complexity applied to biology, another one is dedicated to the string 
theory. My opinion is that Markus Gabriel would not be able to 
understand the applications of my perspective to “special sciences”. 
 “Analog verhält es sich mit der Welt im Ganzen. Diese gibt es 
ebenso wenig wie einen Zusammenhang, der alle Zusammenhänge 
umfasst. Es gibt einfach keine Regel oder Weltformel, die alles 
beschreibt. Dies liegt nicht daran, dass wir sie bisher noch nicht 
gefunden haben, sondern daran, dass sie gar nicht existieren kann.”  

English: “The situation is similar with the world-as-itself. This 
is just as rare as a context that includes all contexts. There is simply no 
rule or universal formula that describes everything. This is not because 
we have not found it yet, but because of the fact that the world in itself 
cannot exist.”  

My comment: Again, in all my books I reject Kantian idea of 
thing-in-itself, while Markus Gabriel uses this expression: “the world-
in-itself cannot exist”. For me, only the entities that belong to EDWs 
exist. As I indicate in section 1, in my article from 2005, for instance at 
p. 532, I write: “thing-in-itself’ would mean an entity that has no limits 
of interaction and this is not possible.” My perspective is an extension of 
Kant’s theory, but, in many places, I strongly emphasize that, within my 
EDWs perspective, the Kantian distinction between noumenon and 
phenomenon is wrong.  
 

5. Remarks about the UNBELIEVABLE similarities between the 
EDWs perspective and Markus Gabriel’s ideas: Markus Gabriel 
does not offer any serious argument for the ideas that are so similar 
with my ideas! 
 There are many other incredible similarities between my ideas and 
Markus Gabriel’s ideas (from the TED clip and from his book). This title 
of his book, “Why the world does not exist” (in German language) is 
identical with my main idea. My colleague told me that he did not offer 
arguments for this idea in his entire book. Just taking a look at his book, 
my colleague - who knows German - told me that, at pp. 11-12, we can 
find a very similar idea with my main idea of EDWs. Markus Gabriel 
introduces the idea of “restaurants”: it is not only one restaurant, it is a 
restaurant of humans, a restaurant of bacteria, a restaurant of subatomic 
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particles. There is no one restaurant but more, that is there are more 
isolated worlds that “exist near the other, without really finding them”. 
He also wrote that these worlds are not parts of a unique big world. 
Later, he wrote that it would be false to affirm that the movement of 
butterfly’s wings in Brazil does not produce a tornado in Texas, the 
things are not all “connected” – here “connections” means 
“interactions”. These ideas are almost identical with my main ideas from 
my books/papers: if we replace EDWs with “restaurants” and 
“interactions with “intersections” we re-create exactly the main ideas 
from my perspective. Even if later, Markus Gabriel defines the existence 
as “appearance in a conceptual field”1 (Sinnfeld) (probably, this is 
“context”, in English), anyway, in his TED clip, he claims that all 
objects exist on different “lists”.2 Very probable, not to be accused of 
plagiarism, Markus Gabriel moves his main idea toward Carnap’s 
“linguistic frameworks”. Again, reading his CV, I believe Markus 
Gabriel he does not know too much about Carnap’s philosophy. 

                                                            
1 In his TED clip, Markus Gabriel just mentions this expression without clearly 
explaining it. It is clear that he wants to refer to the real existence of objects and not 
to Carnap’s linguistic frameworks. 
2 At “International Summer School in German Philosophy” organized by Markus 
Gabriel at his university (the announcement at http://selfandworld.blogspot. 
ro/2010/01/international-summer-school-in-german.htm), we can read this text: 
“One of the aims of the summer school is to argue that the thinkers of Post-Kantian 
Idealism defend a new ontology, one which lays out the conditions of possibility for 
transcendental, higher-order thought. Despite Kant’s negative verdict on ontology, 
these conditions appear precisely ontological as soon as the existence of the alleged 
transcendental subject is confirmed. Since the world cannot be reduced to a strictly 
”external world” in the Cartesian sense, the conditions of possibility for referring to 
determinate objects in the world come to be conceived as themselves determinate 
objects in the world. With this re-evaluation of the status of ontology in mind, we 
will read key texts by Kant, Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, with specific attention to 
the relation between epistemology and ontology.” (I added bold to these words.) The 
bold expressions of this text clearly reflect my EDWs perspective (that is, as I wrote 
everywhere an extension of Kant’s transcendentalism). The Kantian expression of 
“conditions of possibility” is extended from human being to the all objects. 
Amazing, Markus Gabriel did the same thing: he considers that these conditions of 
possibility “themselves determinate objects in the world” and focus on the 
relationship between ontology and epistemology. It is exactly what I have done in 
my works!  

http://selfandworld.blogspot/
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However, in my book from 2008, I dedicated a section to Carnap’s 
linguistic frameworks showing that my EDWs means a movement from 
such linguistic frameworks to EDWs, that is a movement from the 
linguistic entities to the epistemological-ontological entities. The 
problem is that he could not write the title of his book and TED movie, 
“Why the world does not exist”, if he were working within Carnap’s 
“linguistic frameworks”! He could not claim that all objects exist, but on 
separate “lists” and an object is not “connected” with all other objects 
but any object exists in a “conceptual field”! Only working in a 
completely new framework of ontology-epistemology, could Markus 
Gabriel write the title of his book and the above sentences.  

According to my colleague, “in his book, Markus Gabriel 
writes many names: Rilke, Adorno, Scheller, Heisenberg, Derrida, 
Putnam, Quine, Heidegger, Gadamer, Marx, Weber etc. etc., some ideas 
about art, religious, about everything and nothing. For many things, I 
don’t see the links with the thesis that the world does not exist, even if 
this should be the main idea of the book”. It seems that, Markus Gabriel 
needed two things: (1) to choose the title of the book and TED clip as 
being very similar with the most important consequence of my 
perspective (2) to fill his small book with something that has nothing to 
do with the framework and the main consequence (that the world does 
not exist)! Surprisingly, I have noted that Prof. Markus Gabriel has 
written in the past mainly on different topics (Ancient philosophy, 
German philosophy, etc.) completely different from what we can see in 
TED clips and those several pages in his last book, completely different 
from the title of his book and TED clip. (He got his PhD on Schelling’s 
philosophy.) We can clearly understand that with his unscientific 
background and the topics of his published papers and books, Markus 
Gabriel could and did not offer any strong (analytical philosophical or 
scientific) argument for supporting the main ideas/notions (TED clip 
and his book in the same year 2013!) that are very similar with my 
ideas: the title of TED clip and his book (“Why the world does not 
exist”), “lists”, and “intersections”. Working on completely different 
topics, Markus Gabriel suddenly publishes a book and has a TED 
presentation with the title “Why the world does not exist” in the same 
year, 2013! It is quite surprisingly for everybody to publish suddenly a 
book and have a TED presentation on topic that has nothing to do with 
your previous works but both with such a dramatic title and so drastic 
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consequences in philosophy and science! Moreover, anybody working in 
academic field has to ask, if there are just “coincidences”, how Markus 
Gabriel constructed “his” ideas/notions without offering us any 
arguments of supporting them? 

On the contrary, I have a background of studies in science (four 
years computer science) and then philosophy, I have been working in 
philosophy of science (mainly philosophy of cognitive (neuro)science 
and philosophy of physics) all my carrier. Reading enormous amount of 
books and papers from philosophy, cognitive science, physics, and 
biology published in the last 10 years, I developed my EDWs 
perspective step by step, from one published paper or book to another 
during many years. I believe that the relationship between my ideas and 
Markus Gabriel’s “ideas” cannot be considered just a “coincidence”! 
My ideas are not just simple ideas because the EDWs perspective is a 
completely new framework with astonishing consequences in science 
and philosophy and this is the main reason nobody could elaborate an 
approach (“the world does not exist”) until me: for me, for elaborating 
the EDWs perspective, it was necessary to combine information 
referring to the four great problems (and to their many related sub-
problems): (1) the mind-brain problem from philosophy of mind and 
cognitive (neuro)science (2) microparticles and macro-particles and (3) 
waves and particles (physics) (4) life and organism/cell (biology). Only 
working simultaneously on these problems, could somebody discover the 
existence (being) of EDWs! Therefore, I am convinced that it is 
impossible for two persons to elaborate the same ideas in the same 
decade of time, i.e., it is impossible that Markus Gabriel elaborate few 
ideas that “coincides” with the main ideas from my EDWs perspective. 
There can be a coincidence regarding some simple ideas, but it is 
impossible to be a coincidence regarding a totally new framework of 
thinking for scientists and philosophers. If it were possible such 
coincidence, then this framework would appear long time ago, maybe 
even 200 years ago as a reply to Descartes’ mind-body problem or 
immediately after the elaboration of Einstein’s theory of relativity and 
quantum mechanics!1  
                                                            
1 It is not the first time somebody plagiarizes my framework. One of my ex-student, 
Dinu Patarniche (actually a PhD student at one university in Munich) had a 
presentation at one of his seminars. One of my colleagues found his presentation on 
“Prezi”. Surprisingly, in his presentation, Patarniche used exactly my expressions 
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Again, if we consider that Markus Gabriel did not plagiarize my 
main ideas, then how was possible a person working on Ancient and 
classical German philosophy to come with a new framework of 
thinking for scientists and philosophers in our days? Markus Gabriel 
does not offer any serious argument for the ideas that are so similar with 
my ideas! Moreover, statistically, changing the “paradigm” of thinking 
happens one per century realized by one person. Therefore, I repeat, it is 
quite impossible such complex approach, the EDWs approach (referring 
to EDWs that really eixst) to be elaborated by two different persons in 
the same decade. Again, Markus Gabriel did not offer any argument for 
supporting the main ideas from his TED clip and those main ideas 
(related to the title) from his book. It would be quite impossible for 
someone working on German idealism or Ancient philosophy to come 
with the ideas that are so “similarly” to my ideas. If this possibility were 
real, someone would produce it long time ago! For instance, I really do 
not understand the meaning of “lists”, “intersections” and “why the 
world does not exist”: these notions are not clear and there is no 
argument to supports them at all. I do not understand how Markus 
Gabriel constructed these notions. Did Markus Gabriel concludes, from 
these notions, that the “world does not exist”? It is quite impossible.  

I succeeded in creating this general framework and its 
applications to particular sciences due to my extensive work on 
philosophy of cognitive science (cognitive neuroscience and philosophy 
of mind, mainly on the mind-brain problem), philosophy of physics (the 
problems of quantum mechanics, the relationship between this theory 
and Einstein’s theory of relativity, string theory, etc.), philosophy of 
biology, philosophy of science, theory of complexity, on Descartes, 
Kant, Carnap, Vienna circle, Putnam, and many other philosophers’ 

                                                                                                                              
(like “epistemologically different worlds”) and sentences from my books without 
quoting my name at all! When I asked him by email about this plagiarism, he wrote 
me that he orally pronounced my name during his presentation. A copy of this 
presentation is still on Prezi. I heard that some German politicians also plagiarized 
something. I hope it is not a common trend for German politicians and philosophers 
to plagiarize something in our days. On the contrary, I expect to see the correct 
attitude of German real philosophers against German plagiarism-philosophers who 
plagiarized my and other works. I expect my work to be plagiarized by other 
professors of philosophy in the future.  
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approaches. Having worked for many years on the mind-brain problem 
(an unsolved philosophical problem in the last 350 years) and other 
related problems, I discovered the existence of EDWs. Then, I applied 
this theory in quantum mechanics (and other problems from physics) 
and biology. Only working on all these problems, I was able to elaborate 
a completely new paradigm, different from any other philosophical 
approach of all times. On the contrary, someone getting the PhD on 
Schelling and working on Ancient Philosophy, Hegel, and such old 
philosophy, without having a background in science would be 
impossible to discover that the “world does not exist”, could not indicate 
the existence of EDWs and could not think of applying this perspective 
to many problems from particular sciences.  
 
6. Conclusion 
Did Markus Gabriel plagiarize my ideas?1 Reading his CV (he knows 
many foreign languages, including Ancient Greek and Latin), I believe 

                                                            
1 I would like to recall the case of mathematician Grigori Perelman (Russia) whose 
ideas on Poincare conjecture were plagiarized by other two mathematicians. There 
was a huge scandal and people working in this field recognized that Perelman 
produced those ideas. For instance, I quote Hicks (2008): “After examining the 
evidence and analyzing multiple viewpoints related to the dispute over who solved 
the Poincare conjecture, Perelman should receive full credit. Perelman gains support 
for his argument on the basis that he did submit his paper before Yau and thus 
withstood the two years of bombardment that is required by the mathematical 
community. There is no way, correct or not, that Yau could receive credit for 
something that Perelman had solved almost four years previous. His thought that he 
had even done anything to contribute to the community is shameful because he just 
rewrote Perelman's proof. Second, Perelman should receive credit for the Poincare 
conjecture because he acted ethical in asking for permission to take someone's idea 
to make it his own. Yau does not set a good example of what a mathematician 
should resemble because he promised to mention the name of Givental in his ‘Mirror 
Principle I’ paper. He took some of his ideas, which was fine with the original 
author as long as credit was given, but he did not end of giving more credit than just 
mentioning the name. The third point that lends support to the side of Perelman is 
the immaturity of Yau in the mathematical community. He acts like a child and does 
not know the consequences of his actions. As far as the credit goes for Perelman, he 
should be recognized as the solver of the Poincare conjecture because it does 
rightfully belong to him. He may share it with whoever he sees deserves credit for 
inspiration or other ideas. He should be given the chance to accept the Fields Medal, 
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Markus Gabriel has had great ambitions in the last years. He was not 
content only with his previous works of just “commenting” Ancient and 
German idealistic philosophy. He wanted to “change the world” but he 
 

could not do this working only in these areas. Nevertheless, without 
having background in any particular science, Markus Gabriel he needed 
some “revelations” from Internet. Markus Gabriel is from Germany (the 
core of the history of philosophy and the economical core of UE), I am 
from Romania (“No man’s land”, probably Markus Gabriel believed I 
had no access to the Internet) so can we speak he plagiarized my ideas?1 
After reading this Appendix and noticing so many “coincidences”, I 
leave the reader to answer this question. 

The EDWs perspective is neither philosophy, nor science, but 
something beyond philosophy and science. Because this perspective is a 

                                                                                                                              
although it is highly unlikely that he will go against his philosophy to take glory 
over the beauty of the problem. Yau should not be rewarded any credit at all as he 
did not contribute, only republish and undermine someone else's work.” (Hicks 
2008) As a result, Perelman received two prizes of one million dollars each but he 
rejected both! In this footnote, I draw the attention to other potential plagiarism that, 
after seeing TED clip with Markus Gabriel and reading those two pages from his 
book, I sent emails with this paper “Did Markus Gabriel (Bonn University) 
plagiarize my ideas?” to many philosophers, philosophical journals and mass-media 
in Germany and in the world. Also you can find this paper on “Philpapers.org” or at 
my webpage. I emphasize that I also sent two different emails to Markus Gabriel but 
he did not reply to any of them. I hope philosophers and people working in academic 
environment in the world will also condemn any kind of plagiarism realized by 
thieves (who believe they are philosophers or scientists).  
1 Imagine one person from Europe, using other notions, publishing a theory very 
similar with the special theory of relativity several years later than Einstein (1905), 
for instance in 1910! Could any physicist from that period of time believe that both 
Einstein and that person produced, independently, the same theory? This comic-
stupid scenery mirrors the “coincidences” between my perspective and Markus 
Gabriel’s ideas, even if I am not Einstein. As I mentioned in this Appendix, it is 
quite IMPOSSIBLE two persons to elaborate the same very important new 
FRAMEWORK OF THINKING (not just few ideas) in the same decade, a 
framework which changes so many things in science and philosophy! I repeat that, 
in our days, using the Internet any person can have access to my books (all in 
English) very easy; I posted all my books on the Internet (each book is on Internet 
just two-three months after being published by the publishing company).  
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great change in the history of human thinking, I am convinced other 
people will try to plagiarize my ideas.  
 
Thus the distance between the pioneers and the much smaller followers becomes so 
great that the latter cannot reach the former; the age of servile imitation begins - yet 
not of nature, but of the style of the great masters, zealous copyists remove the labels 
from the elixirs of the Magi and put them on their vials". (Arnold 
Gehlen, Images of time)  

 
However, the Internet saves me and the “zelous copyists” have 

to be aware that humanity does never forgive the plagiarists! “Have no 
fear of perfection, you will never reach it.” (Salvador Dali) Obviously, 
perfection is reached when a professor of philosophy from a German 
university plagiarizes your philosophical work.1  

                                                            
1 Related with the first footnote from the previous page: Perelman rejected two 
different prices of one million dollars, each being offered by two foundations/ 
organizations from USA. In rejecting those prizes, probably Perelman’s thought 
was: “When you reach perfection, you do not need any million of dollars!” 
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In the book “Cognitive neuroscience versus epistemologically different 
worlds” (2012), within the “epistemologically different worlds” view, I 
investigated some important problems of cognitive neuroscience. In this 
book, I points out more troubles: spatial cognition, the best 
achievements in cognitive neuroscience in the last 3 years (the fMRI 
experiments of Gallant’s team), multisensory integration, endogenous 
brain activity, default network, and the relationship between micro-
neuronal level, macro-neuronal level, oscillations and cognition. The 
general conclusion of these two works is that cognitive neuroscience is a 
pseudo-science. In the last chapter of this book, with my EDWs 
perspective, I furnish the hyperontological foundations of Einstein’s 
special and general theory of relativity. (Appendix: “Did Markus 
Gabriel (Bonn University) plagiarize my ideas?”)  
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